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BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

January 21,1994 

Minutes 

The first Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training meeting was 
convened by Mr. Lou Finch, DUSD(R), at 1005 hours on January 21, 1994, in Room 3E752, 
the Pentagon. The list of attendees is attached. There was no printed agenda. 

Mr. Finch opened with comments on the importance of the upcoming 1995 base 
closure and realignment process and the Group's task to ensure cross-service analysis of the 
undergraduate pilot training category. Mr. Finch introduced Mr. Mike Parmentier, the 
Group's study team leader, and Mr. Dan Gardner as his primary points of contact for Group 
operations and administration. Mr Finch pointed out that the Group's charter is contained in 
the January 7, 1994, memorandum from the Deputy Secretary of Defense (DepSecDef') on 
1995 Base Realignments and Closures. 

At Mr. Finch's request, Col Thompson gave a brief overview of BRAC timelines 
established by law and policy. He noted that the immediate requirement is to develop a plan 
of action and milestones. In the near term, the Group must conduct a non-BRAC policy 
review, design a capacity analysis, and determine measures of merit and common data w elements to be used to analyze the installations in the category. He also observed there is a 
need to consider the Military Departments' data validation and certification processing times 
as the Group begins to develop its plan. 

With regard to upcoming tasks, Mr. Finch noted the need to establish an internal 
control plan (ICP). He emphasized adherence to internal controls to maintain the integrity of 
the process. Additionally, he noted the sensitivity of the process and that in accordance with 
DepSecDef guidance data and analyses used to evaluate military installations for closure and 
realignment will not be released until the Secretary's recommendations have been forwarded 
to the 1995 Commission on March 1, 1995, unless specifically required by law. Group 
discussion followed on potential content of an ICP from the perspective of files maintenance, 
data gathering, review and analysis of data and alternatives. CAPT Buzzell opined that a 
joint working group should be formed to produce a common ICP for implementation or use 
as a point of departure by the Joint Cross-Service Groups. The Group consensus was that it 
should ask the OSD Base Closure and Utilization Directorate to weigh the value of such an 
approach and, if appropriate, to add the issue as an agenda item for Steering Group 
consideration. Col Thompson will contact the appropriate office with this suggestion. 

The purpose of the non-BRAC policy review is to identify issues and make 
recommendations on policy affecting BRAC analysis which needs to be developed outside the 
BRAC process. The policy review is due to the Steering Group by February 28, 1994. 



Mr. Finch pointed out that Group must also issue BRAC 95 analysis guidance by 
I r March 31, 1994. This must include policy, measures and procedures for conducting the 

I 
category's capacity analysis. The guidance must also address the measures of merit, common 
data and standard elements which support the DoD base closure selection criteria and are to 
be used for the analysis and rating of the category's installations. 

Mr. Finch emphasized that timely completion of these tasks is crucial to the Military 
Departments' data calls and the successful outcome of the BRAC process. Therefore, the 
Group has the immediate task of producing a plan of action and milestones for review by 
both the Steering Group and Review Group. A Group discussion followed on determining the 
potential actions and milestones which should be included in the document. As the structure 
of the plan took shape and Group consensus was reached, Mr. Gardner was tasked to 
formalize the document for the chairman's presentation to the Steering Group. 

The Group next began to consider the potential scope of the UPT category. 
Discussion included whether the category should include programs other than undergraduate 
pilot training (pre-wings training). Examples of such programs include pilot screening, 
undergraduate navigator training, naval flight officer training, enlisted aircrew training and 
graduate training (post-wings). As views were exchanged, it became apparent that the Group 
did not support inclusion of graduate (post-wings) follow-on training which focuses on the 
tactics and doctrine of operational employment of specific aircraft types. Additionally, the 
inclusion of rotary wing as well as fixed wing training was reviewed. The Group agreed that 
further discussion in this area is required. The Military Departments were asked to 
consolidate a proposed listing of potential category installations for review at the next 

V 
meeting. 

The Group turned to consideration of how to conduct a capacity analysis and what 
commonality might already exist with regard to measures of capacity. Group discussion 
suggested that many measures may be common or similar and others may need additional 
joint development before they are ready for Group approval. Mr. Finch observed that 
capacity analysis could be likened to consideration of supply versus demand with total 
available capacity (both used and unused) as supply and the total training requirement (all 
reasons) as demand. Potential savings may be achieved by reducing any excess in supply 
over the demand requirements. 

The Group talked briefly about development of installation measures of merit and 
common data elements supporting the DoD base closure selection criteria. The Military 
Departments were asked to provide copies of previous measures of merit and any that might 
be under development to the Group for consideration in future meetings. 

The discussions of developing capacity analysis and installation measures of merit 
highlighted that much time-consuming leg work and support will be required in preparation of 
Group meetings. The Group agreed to establish a UPT joint study team (JST) to act as the 
focal point for coordination of tasks required to support the Group during the base closure 
and realignment process. The JST is responsible to the Group for preparing standard and 

I unbiased information and data on category installations in compliance with Group and 
Military Department internal controls. The JST will maintain the Group's files of all data 

V 



received, including any disputes and resolutions thereof, per internal controls and law. The 
Group maintains (not delegated to the JST) the authorities and responsibilities chartered to it V' by the DepSecDef's memorandum (January 7, 1994) on 1995 Base Realignments and 
Closures. Group members will contact Mr. Gardner with the names of their JST 
representatives. 

There being no further matters to discuss, the meeting was 



BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

January 21,1994 

Key Attendees 

Mr. Lou Finch, chairman, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Mike Parmentier, study team leader, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Dan Gardner, assistant study team leader, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Todd Weiler, Army 
BG Ric Shinseki, Army 
LTC David Powell, Army 
LTC John Finlay, IV, Army 
CAPT Brian Buzzell, Navy 
Col Dave Stockwell, Navy 
Maj Gen Ed Tenoso, Air Force 
Lt Col Mike Callaghan, Air Force 
Col Paul Thompson, OSD (Base Closure) 
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BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

February 3,1994 

Minutes 

The Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) meeting was 
convened by Mr. Lou Finch, DUSD(R), at 1300 hours on February 3, 1994, in Room 3E774, 
the Pentagon. The list of attendees and agenda are attached. 

Mr. Finch opened with a brief update on progress to date. Mr. Gardner distributed a 
points of contact listing for review. Mr. Parmentier and Mr. Finch had respectively briefed 
the Steering Group and the Review Group on the proposed plan of action and milestones 
(attached) for the Joint Cross-Service Group on UPT. The Group noted that the actions prior 
to April 1, 1994, are important with regard to enabling the Military Departments to issue a 
timely data call. The Group reaffirmed the plan while noting that the proposed dates for 
milestones later in the year allow flexibility to react, if necessary, to future policy guidelines, 
Military Department schedules and the unforseen. 

The Group then turned to consideration of the scope of the UPT category. The Group 
reiterated many of the same comments on this issue from the previous meeting with regard to 
the type of personnel (pilots, naval flight officers, navigators, enlisted aircrew), the type of 
aircraft (fixed wing, helicopter), and the type of programs (screening, undergraduate (pre- 
wings), and graduate training (post-wings)) which should be included in the category. The 
Air Force uses a contractor to conduct a pilot candidate screening program at Hondo 
Municipal Airport, Texas, (a civilian airport) as a means of reducing pilot trainee attrition and 
the associated costs in its formal UPT course. Discussion centered on whether the Air 
Force's screening program should be part of the category, whether the screening program is a 
training program, and whether it should be factored into the capacity analysis since none of 
the program is conducted at a DoD airfield. The Group pointed out that since the Air Force 
conducts screening but the Navy does not there may be a policy question that should be 
reviewed. The question is whether or not the DoD should conduct screening programs. The 
Group consensus was that the Joint Primary Aircraft Training System (JPATS) should be the 
training program used for reviewing policy and developing capacity and installation measures 
of merit for the UPT category BRAC analysis. Mr. Finch opined, and the Group agreed, that 
further policy review is needed before finalizing the category's scope. 

A question was raised about whether the category would need to be renamed if other 
than pilot training functions (e.g. navigator training) are included in the category for analysis. 
One view is to wait until the category's scope is finalized and then determine if the included 
functions change the set of installations to be considered. It is possible that the set of 
installations might not change, or that the primary function of the installations for purposes of 
this BRAC analysis is undergraduate pilot training, thereby making this concern a non-issue. 

V If the Group were to determine that the benefits of a category name change warrant action, 



the recommendation would need to be forwarded to the Steering Group and Review Group 
for approval. Consensus was that the category's name remain unchanged. 

V 
7 

Next the Group discussed a draft listing (attached) of proposed installations for 
inclusion in the category. With regard to active and reserve installations, the Group noted 
that all formal undergraduate @re-wings) flying training is conducted on active installations 
and, therefore, the category will be made up of active installations. The Group also noted 
that some installations support significant international training programs involving bilateral 
and multilateral agreements. An example would be the Euro-NATO Joint Jet Pilot Training 
(ENJJPT) course. Such programs will need further consideration when developing capacity 
analysis and measures of merit for installation analysis. 

The Group discussed the possibility of traveling to the Military Departments' aviation 
training command headquarters for policy orientation and review. The timing of these 
proposed trips is an issue if they can not be completed by the end of February when the 
policy review is due. The joint study team was tasked to look at travel possibilities and 
report findings to the Group for review and action at the next meting. 

Mr. Finch updated the Group about the internal control plan (ICP) status and stated 
that the Steering Group and Review Group had approved the formation of a joint working 
group to develop an ICP oriented to the needs of the joint groups. 

Mr. Finch also noted that the Steering Group and the Review Group had teviewed and 
approved forwarding to the Secretary of Defense the recommendation that the DoD base 
closure selection criteria not be changed. The Group reaffmed its support of the 
recommendation not to change the criteria. The recommendation is in final coordination. 

There being no further matters to discuss, the meeting was adjourned at 1415 h m  

Approved: Lou w F' 
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Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

February 3,1994 

Key Attendees 

Mr. Lou Finch, chairman, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Mike Parmentier, study team leader, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Dan Gardner, assistant study team leader, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Todd Weiler, Army 
LTC John Finlay, N, Army 
CPT Blake Hollis, Army 
CAPT Brian Buzzell, Navy 
Col Dave Stockwell, Navy 
Maj Gen Glenn Profitt, Air Force 
Maj Gen Ed Tenoso, Air Force 
Lt Col Jerry Free, Air Force 
Lt Col Len Jarman, Air Force 
Lt Col Dennis Cherry, Air Force 

w 0  
Ms.Donna MacPherson, OSD (Comptroller) 
Col Paul Thompson, OSD (Base Closure) 
Mr. Dave Wyte, DoDIG (Audit) 



U P '  JOINT / CROSS-SERVICE GROUP AGENDA 

(3 February 1994 Meeting) 

1. Membership Review 

2. Action and Milestone Update 

3. Study Team Recommendations: 

- Scope 

- Change Name of Group? 

- Installations in Category 

- Travel to Service Aviation Training Commands - Policy & Practice 
Review 

4. Internal Control Plan Status 

5. Base Closure Selection Criteria Status 

ACTIONS 

A. Approve Existing Base Closure Selection Criteria 

B. Decision on Travel to Aviation Training Commands 
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BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

February 10,1994 

Minutes 

The Joint Cross-S ervice Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) meeting was 
convened by Mr. Lou Finch, DUSD(R), at 1315 hours on February 10, 1994, in Room 
BC 942, the Pentagon. The list of attendees and agenda are attached. 

Mr. Finch began with a few administrative comments and then proceeded to the 
business at hand. He pointed out that the file of meeting minutes is maintained and available 
for review at the Base Closure and Utilization Directorate. With regard to development of an 
internal control plan (ICP), the joint team working on the proposed ICP plans to forward a 
draft to OSD for consideration next week. 

The Group next discussed possible travel to the Military Departments' training 
command headquarters for policy review. The Group noted that limited time remains for 
completion of policy review and, therefore, travel to the training command headquarters may 
not be feasible. The Group consensus was that in the interest of time representatives of the 
Military Departments' training command headquarters should meet with the Group at the 
Pentagon for discussions on training policy. The Group also briefly discussed possible visits 

1(1 to some or all of the potential category installations by the Group in whole or in part. Mr. 
Finch pointed out that the Group would need to develop the purpose and intended 
accomplishments of such trips and that timing would be important. Mr. Finch opined that the 
Group seek advice on potential legal and policy implications before proceeding further. Col 
Thompson will contact legal and policy offices for advice. 

The Group reviewed the proposed schedule for receiving information on the Joint 
Primary Aircraft Training System (JPATS) and training policy. The discussion pointed out 
that the proposed policy meetings are not to be installation data oriented, should assume 
JPATS training programs and should emphasize training policy, philosophy, and requirements. 
The Group's Military Department members were asked to ensure that their representatives to 
these meetings understand the tasking. 

Mr. Finch distributed copies of the OASD(ES) memorandum of February 9, 1994 
(attached). He then clarified Group membership by stating that the representatives of the 
Director, Program Analysis and Evaluation and the Comptroller are considered members of 
the Group, while the DODIG representative will be an observer and provide technical 
assistance. He continued by highlighting the task of identifying non-BRAC policy issues as 
well as the source or mechanism for determining those non-BRAC policies. 

The Group turned to discussion of the scope of the UPT category and whether the Air 
Force's Flight Screening Program (FSP) should be considered in the BRAC 95 analysis. Two 

)CI papers (attached) representing the cases for and against inclusion were distributed for 



consideration. After a Group discussion of the points as presented in the papers, Mr. Finch 
f -  . opined that policy questions exist which could affect the determination of the category's 

excess capacity need to be addressed in the appropriate policy fora. He said he would begin w to pave the way with appropriate policy agencies preparatory to consideration of potential 
policy issues which are to be articulated by the Group by the end of February. The Group 
tabled the issue for further consideration at future meetings. 

There being no further matters to discuss, the meeting was adjourned at 1435 hours. - 

Approved: 
Chairman 



- 
BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

February 10,1994 

Key Attendees 

Mr. Lou Finch, chairman, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Mike Parmentier, study team leader, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Dan Gardner, assistant study team leader, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Todd Weiler, Army 
LTC John Finlay, IV, Army 
CPT Blake Hollis, Army 
CAPT Brian Buzzell, Navy 
Col Dave Stockwell, Navy 
Maj Gen Ed Tenoso, Air Force 
Lt Col Len Jarman, Air Force 
Mr. John Raines, OSD (Comptroller) 
Mr. Joe Angello, OSD (Program Analysis and Evaluation) 
Col Paul Thompson, OSD (Base Closure) 
Mr. Dave Wyte, DoDIG (Audit) 



JJPT JOINT 1 CROSS-SERVICE GROUP AGENDA 

(10 February 1994 Meeting) 

1. Approval of Minutes - Process: 

A. January 21 

B. February 3 

2. ICP Status 

3. Travel Planning - Ruling on "Some1' or "All" Site Visits 

4. Briefing Schedule: 

A. JPATS Briefing - 17 February: Joint Syllabus, Policies/Philosophy 

B. OSD/Service Policy Briefing - 24 February: UPT "Philosophy" - 
Assume JPATS/No Data - (Service Aviation Training Headquarters 
Command Representatives) 

1. What do you do? 

2. Why do you do it? 

3. What do you do that's Service unique? 

5. Review Group Position {ASD (ES) Memo of 9 FEB 94) 

A. Membership "Status" 

B. "Non- BRAC" Policy Issues - 
C. Resolve Scope: Air Force Screening - Inlout 



OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
3300 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301.3300 

ECONOMIC SECURlTV 

MEMORANDUM FOR BRAC 95 STEERING GROUP 

9 FEP 1994 

SUBJECT: Next Actions -- Recap of BRAC 95 Review Group Meeting 
I want to take this opportunity to recap the recent BRAC 95 

Review Group meeting in lieu of holding another Steering Group 
meeting. 

The decision package on the selection criteria will be 
forwarded to SecDef as soon as we have received all coordinations 
(4 coordinations to go as of February 7). 

At the Review Group meeting, we agreed to form a Policy 
Working Group, under the Steering Group, to draft appropriate 
BRAC policy. I would like each Military Department, the Defense 
Logistics Agency, Environmental Security, Comptroller and General 
Counsel to nominate a representative to this working group. 
Other members of the Steering Group may designate members also. 
However, I believe your issues can be dealt with in Steering 
Group meetings. That way we keep the working group smaller and 
more manageable. Please call in your nominations to Doug Hansen 
(614-5356) who will lead the working group. 

There were three joint cross-service group issues raised at 
the Review Group meeting which need further attention. 

o Identification of "Nan-BRAC" Policy Issues: Valid concerns 
were raised that we not mix-up BRAC policy with ll.non-BRAC1t 
policy. Non-BRAC policy involves determinations which, 
while necessary to sound BRAC decisionmaking, nevertheless 
must eminate from sources external to our BRAC process. You 
may recall we have a deadline of February 28th to identify 
issues which must be resolved external to the BRAC process. 
I also believe we should, at the same time, identify the 
source or mechanism for determining those non-BRAC policies. 
That will help us clarify the various roles and 
responsibilities. 

o Testing the Interchange of Data: Dr. Jones recommended that 
the laboratory joint cross-service group test the 
interchange of data to ensure that it was in fact 
interchangeable. The Review Group concurred and noted that 
such a test would not require certified data and that it 
would in effect "testw the trust we have to share data. I 
believe this is a potential issue for other joint cross- 
service groups and that we should not limit the test to only 
the laboratory group. If it would help other groups, they 
should also perform such tests. 



o participation in Joint Cross-Service Groups: A number of 
offices have requested that they be allowed to participate 
in some or all of the joint cross-service groups. While 
these offices (PAtE, Comptroller, Environmental Security and 
DoDIG so far) were not designated as official members by 
DepSecDef, I believe they could provide valuable input to 
the BRAC process. Hence, I encourage joint cross-service 
group chairpersons to allow for their participation. The 
DoDIG does not want to be a "votingll member of each group 
but they do want to observe and to provide technical 
assistance on internal control plans. Perhaps other offices 
could also participate as %on-votingw members. 

Finally, I do not envision the need for a Steering Group 
meeting until February 28th, or so (at which we would discuss 
ltnon-BRACu policy issues and sources/mechanisms). If you think 
we need one earlier please call Doug Hansen (614-5356) with your 
suggestions. 

khcc/& 
Robert E. Bayer 
Acting chairman 
BRAC 95 Steering Group 



Air Force Pilot Screening Proeram 

b' Issues: Should fight screening assets and procedures be considered in the analysis of the 

undergraduate flight training infrastructure? 

Discussion: Yes. Flight Screening is currently being used by the Air Force, as a 

precomrnissioning activity, to filter out those individuals who do not have the necessary 

skills to complete undergraduate pilot training successfully. The Air Force Flight 

Screening program requires the individual to successfully complete 21.5 hours of flight 

time, which includes aerobatics, overhead traffic patterns, and recovery from unusual 

attitudes and spins in a high-wing, propeller driven aircraft. Individuals solo before 

completion of flight screening. Those individuals successfully completing screening are 

then eligible to proceed to jet based training at one of the Air Force's UPT bases. 

The Air Force argues that flight screening reduces the UPT attrition rate, and 

hence, allows a smaller number of pilots to enter UPT than would otherwise be required. 

Simply stated, flight screening materially affects the pilot training workload. This 
workload, of course, is essential to projecting "excess" training capacity. Given the 

Department's plan to use a Joint Primary Training Aircraft System, flight screening 

procedures must be considered to size the training infrastructure accurately. For example, 

if all the Services were to employ flight screening, the reduction in aggregate workload 

may possibly allow a training facility to be eliminated. Likewise, if flight screening was 

suddenly stopped, the required training infrastructure may be inadequate. These 

considerations support the argument that we include flight screening as part of the 

JointfCross-Service study. 



AIR FORCE POSITION 
on 

JOINT CROSS-SERt3CE BBAC FLIGHT SCmEh?NG ANALYSIS 

right s m e u g  should no be a part of the UPT analysis for several 
remuns, The Fhght Screening d ogram (FSP) is a precommissioniag pilot 
trrrining selection tool. It does not use the same equipment as UPT and iE; not 
collocated with UTT. Students who participate in FSP do rmt receive 
Aviation Carem Incentive Pay or gate cre &t as do UPT rtndenfs. 

Air Force and Navy operational commurtitiu and Se* Semetaxies 
v ~ c a p i z e d  the Werence in the 9 Jul93 joint lrcrvice memarandun t o  the 
SECDEF. Under this memorandum, Air Force exchange students will 
complete Navy primary UPT at %%itirry KAS, while Navy exchange students 
wJI train izl the Air Force primary UPT program at Reese AFB. Regardless 
of who ~4.l train them, Forcc students will aU sueen and Kavy students 
will not. The same memorandtun depicted joint training as begking  with a 
common JPATS syllabus. The screening decision, as all selection decisions, 
wm left t o  the in&vidual eervirxs. Since the Flighht &Screening Program i s  
unique t o  the Air Fme, it doesn't lend itself to a cross-service BRAC 
maly&, 

In addition, them are limi,ttd BKAC agplicatiom. The Ah Forcc 
w Academy d e l d  is used for othtr propams a well as FSP, and will not 

dose. The Hondo ~ e r a t i o ~  is at a muajcipal airport under a no-rent 
apeemmt for co-use af  airpofi facilities. It is fa below the BRAC tbreshdd 
(there is wly one Don hct -h ire  civilian), The Air Force provides some 
runway mdntmancc and len~es maintcnanm and dnssroom -tics for 
$81,000 per year. 

FSP, a low budget program, raises the entry (and therefore graduate) 
quality of the Air Force's JPATS propaai. Highet puality entrants mean 
lower requized entries because of reduced athition. The end result is 
reduced JFATS acquisition. Abed nations participating in the Euro NATO 
Joint Jet Pilat Training (ENJJPT) pmgam have found tbe FSP ueefd in 
selecting students for the ENJJPT bombor-fightcr track b&re they enter. 
T h e  d y  impat  of the FSP on UPT is redrclced attzition that i s  accounted for 
in the overall attrition factor, Andy-g flight screening capacie ia 
unnecessm because it iteen't affect capacity. 

In sunmary, the Air Force has made a policy deci9iop to do fight 
screening. A cross-service BRAC andysis offers TOW return and 
unnecetsarily complicatm the UPT analysis. 
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BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

February 17,1994 

Minutes 

The Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) meeting was 
convened by Mr. Lou Finch, DUSD(R), at 1305 hours on February 17, 1994, in Room 
4E1037, the Pentagon. The list of attendees and agenda are attached. 

Mr. Gardner began by reviewing the status of the minutes from the first three 
meetings and noting they had been reviewed by the study team leaders and were in Mr. 
Finch's office for approval. The goal is to complete review of the minutes by the study team 
leader and chairman by the next meeting. 

Next Mr. Gardner reported that the goal of the joint team developing the internal 
control plan (ICP) is to complete reviews by the Military Departments, legal counsel, and 
DoDIG in time to allow ICP approval by March 31, 1994. 

Mr. Gardner continued by noting that advice on Group travel to conduct site visits 
is under study. 

The Group received a JPATS briefing (attached) on Joint Fixed-Wing Flying Training 
presented by Lt Col Free and LCDR Walker. The informational briefing provided 
background by reviewing current Air Force and Navy fixed-wing pilot training programs as 
well as their training philosophies. The briefing addressed joint fixed-wing training guidance, 
a projected joint training PATS program, and interim programs to facilitate transition. With 
regard to the projected joint training (JPATS), the Group noted that the Navy unique Strike - 
Lead-In training which would occur between Joint Primary-JPATS training and the Navy 
Fighter/Attack training, and the Air Force's Introduction to Bomber Fundamentals (IBF) 
training and Introduction to Fighter Fundamentals (IFF) training (both "post-wings" programs) 
are all conducted at pilot training installations and use capacity. Capacity analysis needs to 
consider these as well as other demands on the UPT category's capacity. The briefing 
reviewed current navigator and naval flight officer training and the projected Joint 
Strike/Weapon Systems Officer/Electronic Warfare Officer Training. The briefing continued 
with a general overview of projected JPATS implementation including planned acquisition, 
JPATS syllabus development, and evolving training philosophies. The Group thanked the 
briefers for their professional presentation and noted that much progress has been made 
toward joint fixed-wing training. 

Mr. Finch and Mr. Gardner highlighted the upcoming meeting with representatives of 
the Military Departments' aviation training command headquarters and emphasized that its 
focus should be on policy and philosophy. 



Mr. Finch pointed out that policy review was on-going and he had hoped to address 

l'- > 
non-BRAC policy issues at this meeting, however, he believed more contact with the poiicy 
area would be helpful before the Group again considers this issue. Since non-BRAC policy 
issues could affect the scope of the category, Mr. Finch recommended, and the Group agreed, 
to defer this to a future meeting. 

There being no further matters to discuss, the meeting was adjo 

Approved: 
Chairman 



BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

February 17,1994 

Key Attendees 

Mr. Lou Finch, chairman, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Dan Gardner, assistant study team leader, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Robert Bayer, OSD (Economic Reinvestment and Base Realignment and Closure) 
Mr. Todd Weiler, Army 
LTC John Finlay, IV, Army 
CPT Blake Hollis, Army 
CAPT Brian Buzzell, Navy 
Col Dave Stockwell, Navy 
CAPT Bill Roberson, Navy 
Capt Scott Krajnik, Navy 
LCDR Dave Walker, Navy 
Maj Gen Glenn Profitt, Air Force 
Maj Gen Ed Tenoso, Air Force 
Lt Col Jerry Free, Air Force 
Lt Col Bill Rhoden, Air Force 
Maj Randy Eckley, Air Force 
Ms. Donna MacPherson, OSD (Comptroller) 
Mr. Fred Copeland, OSD (~om~trol ier)  
Col Paul Thompson, OSD (Base Closure) 
Mr. Dave Wyte, DoDIG (Audit) 



UPT JOINT 1 CROSS-SERVICE GROUP A G m A  

I7 
(# February 1994 Meeting -Rm 4311037) 

1. Discussion of Minutes: 

A. January 21 

B. February 3 

C. February 10 

2. ICP Status 

3. Travel Planning - Ruling on "Some" or "All" Site Visits 

4. JPATS Briefing - Joint Syllabus, PoliciedPhilosophy 

5. Briefing Schedule: 

A. OSDIService Policy Briefing - 24 February: UP' "Philosophy" - 
Assume JPATSMo Datq - (Service Aviation Training Headquarters 
Command Representatives) 

1. What do you do? 

2. Why do you do it? 

3. What do you do that's Service unique? 

6. Resolve Group Position: 

A. "Non- BRAC" Policy Issues 

B. Scope: Air Force Screening - In/Out 



JOINT FIXED-WING 

FLYING TRAINING 

FILE NAME: JPA TS.PPT SLIDE 1 



JOINT TRAINING 

OBJECTIVE: 
DESCRIBE JOINT FIXED-WING FLYING 

TRAINING-AND JPATS IMPLEMENTATION 

FlLE NAME: JPA TS. PPT SLIDE 2 

,?! ,, 



AIR FORCEIARMYINAVAL 
TRAINING 

( 0 USAF USA 

a CLOSURE BASES ...... . ....... .,... I 
FlL E NAME: JPA 7". PPT H17l94 9:IO SLIDE 3 



ACCESSION 
SCREENING 

USAF PILOT TRAINING 

PRIMARY 
COMBAT 

CREW TNG 

T-38 119HRS 

AlRLlFTrrANKER 

SELECTION 

COLUMBUS, LAUGHUN, REESE, VANCE 

I TOTAL FLYING TIME 

FlLE MME: JPATS.PPT W f 7 m  9:40 



PRIMARY 

USN PILOT TRAINING 

INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED 

MERlDlANlKlNGSVlLLE MERlDlANlKlNGSVlLLE 

Y 

WHITING WHITING 

TOTAL FLYING TIME 

259 HRS 180 HRS 197 HRS 208 HRS 

RLE NAME: JPA TS.PPT H17/91 9:40 SUDE 6 







JOINT FIXED-WING TRAINING 

SECDEF GUIDANCE: 
CONSOLIDATE INITIAL FIXED WING 
AIRCRAFT TRAINING AND TRANSITION TO A 
COMMON PRIMARY TRAINING AIRCRAFT 

ESTABLISH 4-TRACK FOLLOW-ON TRAINING 
(OPR: SECAF 1 OCR: SECNAV) 

RLE NAME: JPATS.PPT 



JOINT TRAINING PROJECTION 
JPATS 

& USCG u 

249 HRS 

TOTAL FLYING TIME 
USAF FTRlBMR 

USN MARITIME 
177 HRS 

I I 
FlLE NAME: JPA TS.PPT 2/17m 9:40 



INTERIM JOINT FLOW 
AIR FORCE T-37 PROGRAM 

USN, USMC 
& USCG 

NAVY PIPELINE SELECT AT 66 HR POINT IN PRIMARY SYLLABUS 
STRIKE AND E-21C-2 RETURN TO NAVY FOR TRAINING 
MARITIME AND HELO CONTINUE TO 89 HOUR POINT 

AIR FORCE TRACK SELECT AT 89 HOUR POINT 

FlLE NAME: JPA TS.PPT a17m 9:40 



INTERIM JOINT FLOW 
NAVY T-34 PROGRAM 

NAVY PIPELINE SELECT AT 66 HOUR POINT I 
AIR FORCE TRACK SELECT AT 92 HOUR POINT 

RLE NAME: JPA m.PPT 



STUDENT FLOW PLAN 
(PER SQUADRON) 

STEADY STATE 
100 STUDENTS ENTER 
EACH JOINT TRAINING 
SQUADRON 

STUDENTS I ENTRIESIQUARTER AVG ON-BOARD 

FILE NAME: JPATS.PPT 2/17/94 9:40 SLIDE 12 





USN 
USMC 

JOINT STRIKEIWSOIEWO 
TRAINING 

USAF 
ANG 
RES 
I NT'L 

1 TRACK 5 W 

1 CCT 
FRS 





JPATS ACQUISITION 

AIRCRAFT CONTRACT AWARD: FEB 95 

GROUND-BASED TRAINING SYSTEM (GBTS) 
CONTRACT AWARD: DEC 95 

USAF JPATS BUY: 372 

USN JPATS BUY: 339 

FILE NAME: JPA TS.PPT 



PLANNED TRAINING SYSTEM 
(G BTS) 

TRAINING INTEGRATION 

'* MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (TIMS) 

ACADEMICS 

LECTURE (30%) 

COMPUTER BASED 

TRAINING (70%) 

SIMULATORS 

EGRESS PROCEDURES 
TRAINER (EPT) 

EJECTION SEAT TRAINER (EST) 

UNIT TRAINING DEVICE (UTD) 

INSTRUMENT FLIGHT TRAINER 
(IFTI 
OPERATIONAL FLIGHT TRAINER 
(OF+) 

RLE NAME: JPA TS.PPT 



BUY PROFILE 
FY95 PRESIDENT'S BUDGET 

NAVY 
FY - 95 - - 96 97 - - 98 - 99 00 - - 01 TOTAL 

QUANTITY 0 0 8 18 20 48 48 339 

FlLE NAME: JPA TS.PPT 



KEY PERFORMANCE 
PARAMETERS 

SUSTAINED ACCOMPLISH 5 
SPEED MISSION PROFILES G ENVELOPE 
250 - 270 DASH0 +GI-3;-410 (T) 
270 KTS (0) +71-3 (0) 

\ 
4 POUND 
BIRDSTRIKE 
270 m EXTERIOR 

MAX LOW FAR PART 

LEVEL SPEED(0) 

EJECTION SEAT 
0160 (T) 

3-5 (TI ENGINE OUT LANDING 
5 PSI (0) 

010 KTS (0) 
TO RUNWAY (T) 

I 

NOSE 
36 

AT MAIN OPERATING BASE 
5000 (T) 
4000 RUNWAY (0) 

FlLE NAME: JPA TS. PPT 2/17B4 9:40 SLIDE 19 



KEY PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 
THRESHOLD (T) & OBJECTIVE (0) 

STEPPED TANDEM 

SITTING HEIGHT 

I FLY FROM EITHER COCKPIT h 
( (INTERCHANGEABLE (0)) I 

SELECTABLE EADllEHSl (T) 

1 SIMULATOR WITH 
I VISUAL SYSTEM I 

flLE MME: JPATS-PPT 2/17M 9:40 SUDE 20 



JPATS SYLLABUS 

JOINT DEVELOPMENT 

USAF MEMBERS 
HQ AETCIXORIXOT 
HQ 19th AIR FORCEIDOT 
419 OPTS 

USN MEMBERS 
CNATRAlN34BlN3141 
TRAWING 4 REPRESENTATIVE 

(NAS CORPUS CHRISTI) 
TRAWING 5 REPRESENTATIVE 

(NAS WHITING) 

RLE NAME: JPATS.PPT a17W 9:10 SLIDE 21 



PROCESS 

AFPATS 
SYLLABUS 

I T-37B SYLLABUS I ( T-34C SYLLABUS I 

I JPATS I 
I SYLLABUS I 

RLE NAME: JPATS.PPT 



USAF TRAINING PHILOSOPHY 

AIRSPACE USE - INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES 
(IFR) PROCEDURES 

AIRFIELD OPERATIONS: 

IFR DEPARTURES 

STANDARD OVERHEAD PROCEDURES 

EMPHASIS ON CONTACT AND FORMATION 

EMPHASIS ON DAYTIME OPERATIONS 

FlLE NAME: JPA TS.PPT SLIDE 23 





JOINT TRAINING PHILOSOPHY 

AIRSPACE USEIAIRFIELD OPERATIONS 

INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES 

INCREASED EMPHASIS ON: 

NIGHT (USAF) 

INSTRUMENT TRAINING (USAF) 

AVERAGE SORTIE DURATION: 1.38 HRS 

RLE NAME: JPATS.PPT 



CATEGORY 

JPATS SYLLABUS 

JPATS EVENTSIHOURS 

UTD OFT AIRCRAFT 

TOTAL 811 0.8 24132.3 1511 9.5 65189.0 
- - -  

TOTAL EVENTS = I 12 

FlLE NAME: JPA TS. PPT 

A 

SLIDE 26 

BASIC 313.3 313.6 

212.6 

17123.3 

212.8 

CONTACT 

INSTRUMENTS 

FORMATION 

NAVIGATION 

212.6 

314.2 

617.8 

313.9 

212.6 

415.2 

32143.4 

1211 6.9 

1 111 5.4 

I011 3.3 



PROPOSED JPATS 
IMPLEMENTATION 

LOCATION START TRAINING 

USAF INSTRUCTOR TNG OCT 1999 

FIRST USAF UFT BASE OCT 2000 

FIRST USN UFT BASE SEP 2001 

NOTE: 

) PROCUREMENT DRIVEN 
CONCURRENT I 

RLE MME: JPA 7S.PPT 
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BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

February 24,1994 

Minutes 

The Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) meeting was 
convened by Mr. Lou Finch, DUSD(R), at 1300 hours on February 24, 1994, in Room 
4D378, the Pentagon. The list of attendees and agenda are attached. 

Mr. Gardner began the meeting with administrative comments. This was followed by 
a round table Group discussion of Military Department aviation training philosophies and how 
they do business. Maj Gen Profitt of Air Education and Training Command (AETC) 
represented the Air Force. RADM Hayden of Chief of Naval Aviation Training (CNATRA) 
represented the Navy. BG Riggs of the U.S. Army Aviation Center (USAAVNC) represented 
the Army. 

The general discussion included an overview of the Military Departments' training 
philosophies and practices with the goals of informing and orienting the Group. The Air 
Force conducts a pilot accession (pre-commissioning) screening program which is conducted 
about 12-18 months prior to UPT entry and is not a part of undergraduate pilot training. The 
goal of screening is to minimize attrition and involves academic testing, motor skill screening, 
and flight screening. Pilot candidates who pass screening then complete their officer 
commissioning program before entering UPT. In UPT, the Air Force trainees progress 
through an all-jet primary and advanced syllabus as a class at a single location. The Air 
Force bases different types of training aircraft at the same installation to support the UPT 
syllabus. The Navy screens its own and Marine pilot trainees during UPT as part of the 
primary training syllabus. Small groups (not a class concept) of trainees enter the pipeline at 
short, regular intervals and progress through the syllabus. After primary training, a majority 
of the trainees move to another base for more advanced UPT or undergraduate helicopter pilot 
training (UHPT). Army officer and warrant officer pilot candidate screening consists of an 
academic test and no flight screening. All Army pilot training is conducted at one location, 
Ft Rucker, Alabama. This includes accession, professional development, undergraduate, and 
all graduate pilot training. Army helicopter pilot trainees enter rotary-wing training without 
fixed-wing training. Army helicopter training includes syllabus options based on the pilot 
product needed for different missions. The Army selects and trains experienced helicopter 
pilots to meet its small fixed-wing aircraft pilot requirements. Air Force helicopter pilots are 
trained by the Army at Ft. Rucker, Alabama. Beginning in fiscal year 1995, Air Force 
helicopter pilots will receive a primary fixed-wing syllabus from the Air Force before 
attending helicopter training with the Army. Navy and Marine helicopter pilots receive 
primary fixed-wing training from the Navy before rotary-wing training. Navy, Marine, and 
U.S. Coast Guard helicopter pilots receive rotary-wing training from the Navy at NAS 
Whiting Field, Florida. The Group discussion indicated that the area of joint primary training 

w seems to offer the best potential for joint progress. 



The Group discussed whether differences in philosophy about inflight separation of 
aircraft during flying training operations could affect the capacity analysis. The Air Force 
operates mainly under instrument flight rules (IFR) in and out of its training bases which 
requires increased separation between aircraft, while the Navy and A m y  operate more 
predominantly under visual flight rules (VFR). The Air Force conducts training flights in its 
working airspace under radar monitor, while the Army and Navy more often use procedural 
control to maintain separation. The Navy often operates under provisions of the rules in 
which the military assumes responsibility for separation of aircraft (MARSA). The Group 
consensus was that standard assumptions could be formulated and used for capacity analysis 
and that there may be some training or installation imperatives that should be considered. 
The Group also opined that due to the high volume, often noisy and traffic pattern intense 
operations associated with military pilot training DoD facilities are required. 

Mr. Finch next addressed preparation for the upcoming Steering Group meeting. The 
Group is to identify external non-BRAC policy decisions important BRAC 95 analysis of 
undergraduate pilot training as well as the officials or mechanisms external to the base closure 
process available to make the important policy calls. Mr. Gardner presented the proposed 
external policy decisions as listed in the agenda. The Group consensus was that the listing 
should be presented to the Steering Group at its next meeting. 

Mr. Finch pointed out that although the Group could help identify policy issues, it is 
not the policy making authority. The Group may need some decisions from the policy fora in 
order to issue cross-service guidance and address alternatives. However, the Group needs to 
continue to make progress in BRAC development, while policy decisions are being pursued 

V through non-BRAC policy mechanisms. 

Mr. Gardner updated the Group that the joint working group developing the draft 
internal control plan was still at work and there was nothing new to present on potential 
installation visits. Additionally, he noted that the Group's joint study team emphasis is 
capacity analysis development. 

There being no further matters to discuss, the meeting was 

Chairman 



BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

February 24,1994 

Key Attendees 

Mr. Lou Finch, chairman, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Mike Parmentier, study team leader, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Dan Gardner, assistant study team leader, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
BG Eric Shinseki, Army 
BG John Riggs, Army 
LTC John Finlay, N, Army 
CPT Blake Hollis, Army 
RADM Bill Hayden, Navy 
CAPT Brian Buzzell, Navy 
Col Dave Stockwell, Navy 
Maj Gen Glenn Profitt, Air Force 
Maj Gen Ed Tenoso, Air Force 
Lt Col Len Jarman, Air Force 
Lt Col Jerry Free, Air Force 
Ms. Donna MacPherson, OSD (Comptroller) 
Mr. John Raines, OSD (Comptroller) 
Col Paul Thompson, OSD (Base Closure) 
Mr. Dave Wyte, DoDIG (Audit) 



UPT JOINT 1 CROSS-SERVICE GROUP AGENDA 

(24 February 1994 Meeting -Rm 4D378) 

Discussion of Procedures for Minutes 

Service Aviation Training Philosophy 

A. Air Force - MGEN Profitt 
B. Navy - RADM Hayden 
C. Army - BGEN Riggs 

Steering Group Memo - 1 March Meeting 

A. External Policy Decisions: 

1). Flight Screening 
2). Aircraft Mix 
3). Fixed-wing for Helo Students 
4). UHPT Consolidation 
5). JPATS Syllabus Questions (e.g.-IFR vs VFR, Class 

Progression, etc.) 

B. Officials/Mechanisms for Policy "Calls" 

4 March Proposed Agenda: Service BRAC Briefings 

ICP Status Update 

Travel Planning - Ruling on "Some" or "All" Site Visits 

Capacity Analysis Phase. . . 



TAB 



BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

March 3,1994 

Minutes 

The Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) meeting was 
convened by Mr. Lou Finch, DUSD(R), at 1300 hours on March 3, 1994, in Room 3E752, the 
Pentagon. The list of attendees and agenda are attached. 

Mr. Finch opened with feedback from the Steering Group meeting (March 1, 1994). 
He pointed out that he had briefed a deadline of July 1, 1994, for resolution of external non- 
BRAC policy issues. The deadline requires that the Group monitor the progress of policy 
makers. He will coordinate with appropriate policy agencies. Mr. Finch also noted the need 
for contact with the roles and missions commission from the perspective of policy impact on 
base closure and realignment. 

Mr. Finch next noted that the scope of the category had not yet been finalized with 
regard to whether or not to include the Air Force's Flight Screening Program (FSP) which is 
not part of the Air Force's UPT program. As noted in earlier meetings, the FSP is a pre- 
commissioning pilot training selection screening tool. A benefit of FSP is lower attrition and 
associated costs in the UPT program. The FSP is conducted at Hondo Municipal Airport, - Texas, and at the United States Air Force Academy, Colorado. Mr. Finch opined that all 
DoD flight programs which support and facilitate selection and training of pilots to the point 
of the awarding of wings should be included. A brief discussion followed and the non- 
unanimous consensus was to include the flight screening program in the category. The joint 
study team (JST) will develop for Group approval a proposed final listing with rationale of 
the programs and installations to be included in the category. After further discussion, the 
Group also tasked the JST to develop a proposed position with rationale for not outsourcing 
UPT. Discussion turned to joint cross-service analysis and how it might be accomplished. 
The Group noted that this subject is also under consideration by the Steering Group. Group 
discussion affirmed that the Group's task of developing and documenting common capacity 
measures (what to measure) and standard capacity questions (how to measure) on the joint 
UPT category can continue without knowing every turn in the analysis process. Likewise, 
work can continue on the task of developing installation measures of merit/common data 
elements based on the DoD base closure selection criteria to support cross-service analysis 
of the category's installations. Both of these tasks will result in a standard document which 
will be transmitted to the Military Departments which will conduct data calls. 

CAPT Buzzell, Col Mayfield, and COL Jones then presented general briefings on the 
base closure and realignment process for the Navy, Air Force, and Army respectively (slides 
attached). The briefings gave the Group a broad overview of the Military Departments' 
processes. Group discussion noted that each approach has been successful. 



The Group turned to discussion of potential visits to category installations/facilities. 
The issue needs to be viewed from the perspective of law, Congressional interest, community 
sensitivity, and policy. Though the law does not address visits by a joint cross-service group 
(a group of senior DoD executives) to any, some, or all of the installations/lacilities in a 
BRAC category, the purpose of the law is to provide a fair process that requires the Secretary 
of Defense to consider all installations equally for closure or realignment. The purpose of 
such visits would need to be clearly articulated, evenly executed, and carefully documented to 
avoid potential suspicion or the appearance of unfairness even if all the installations were to 
be visited. Clearly, the interest of Members of Congress and the sensitivities of communities 
would need to be considered before embarking on such visits. Mr. Finch opined that though 
no current policy exists on this subject, his sense was that unless the Group could develop 
and articulate the purpose of such visits and show value added to the base closure and 
realignment process to the Steering Group, that the Group should not plan any visits. Group 
members also pointed out that the closure and realignment process could be successful 
without such visits as demonstrated in previous years. The Group consensus was to not 
initiate plans for visits at this time. 

Mr. Gardner then reviewed the plan of action and milestones for developing capacity 
analysis measures and installation analysis standard measures of merit/common data elements 
to support joint cross-service analysis. 

Approved: Lou F h  
Chaiiman 



BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

March 3,1994 

Key Attendees 

Mr. Lou Finch, chairman, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Mike Parmentier, study team leader, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Dan Gardner, assistant study team leader, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Todd Weiler, Army 
Col Mike Jones, Army 
LTC John Finlay, IV, Army 
CPT Blake Hollis, Army 
CAPT Brian Buzzell, Navy 
Col Dave Stockwell, Navy 
Maj Gen Glenn Profitt, Air Force 
Maj Gen Ed Tenoso, Air Force 
Col Wayne Mayfield, Air Force 
Lt Col Len Jarman, Air Force 
Lt Col Jerry Free, Air Force 
Ms. Donna MacPherson, OSD (Comptroller) 
Mr. John Raines, OSD (Comptroller) 
Mr. Fred Copeland, OSD (Comptroller) 
Col Paul Thompson, OSD (Base Closure) 
Mr. Dave Wyte, DoDIG (Audit) 



U P '  JOINT / CROSS-SERVICE GROUP AGENDA 

(3 March 1994 Meeting -Rm 33752) 

1. Minutes / Status -- Scope Resolved 

2. Feedback from Steering Group -- March 1st Meeting 

A. External Policy Decisions 
B. Officials/Mechanisms for Policy "Cdls" 
C. Roles & Missions Commission 

3. Briefings on Individual Service BRAC Processes: 

A. Air Force -- Col Wayne Mayfield 
B. Navy -- CAPT Brian Buzzell 
C. Army -- Col Mike Jones 

4. Draft ICP Status Update -- Data Sharing Guidelines 

5. Travel Planning -- Ruling on Some or All Site Visits - "Our Call" 

wfv 6. Achieving Consensus -- Conducting the Analysis 

7. Capacity Analysis Phase -- Planning, Objectives, Actions & Milestones: 

Goals: 1) Analytical Structure/Methodology & 2) Data Call Specifics - 
1300 March 8th Study Team with Service BRAC Reps -- Working 

Meeting. Service Inputs (Data Elements, Measures, 
& Imperatives) Due. 

1300 March 10th Study Team with BRAC Reps -- Working Meeting 

1300 March 15th Study Team with BRAC Reps -- Working Meeting 
(Steering Group Meeting at 1400) 

1300 March 17th Study Team Progress Report to UPT Group 

1300 March 22nd Study Team with BRAC Reps -- Working Meeting 

1300 March 24th Final Review by UPT Group (March 25th as Backup) 

1400 March 28th Input Presented to BRAC Review Group 



DRAFT 

Flight Screening 
Training Aircraft Mix 
Fixed-Wing Training for Helo Pilots 
UHPT Consolidation - Single Site 
Aircraft Beddown Configuration 
JPATS Syllabus Questions: 
- IFR VS. VFR 
- Class Progression 

DRAFT 





DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 

BASE REALIGNMENT AND CLOSURE 



Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990 (PL 101-510 As Amended) 

Act passed to establish: 
- a "non-political" process to recommend bases for closure. 
- a process which is deliberately designed to frustrate any one group of people from making 

'reasoned judgements' based on personal beliefs or experience. 

Creation of an independent Commission 

Do0 process must be based on: 
- CJCS approved force structure plan for FY 2001 (matches FYDP), 
- SECDEF developed selection criteria, and, - Use of certified data. 

SECNAV makes recommendations to SECDEF. SECDEF fonnrards recommendations to Commission. 

Commission reviews recommendations to ensure that they comply with Force Structure Plan and 
Selection criteria. Commission can add or delete recommendations. 

President must approve or disapprove list in its entirety. 

Congress doesn't have to formally approve the final list; they have 45 days to disapprove list in its 
entirety, or else President's recommendations becomes final. 
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SELECTION CRITERIA 

SECDEF required to develop selection criteria. 

SECDEF had until 15 February to publish any proposed amendments to the selection criteria. Since 
none were published, we will continue to use these same criteria for BRAC-95 (Note that these same 
criteria were used in BRAC-91 and BRAG-93). 

Military Value (I st four criteria) take precedence. 

Return on Investment (COBRA analysis) and Impact Criteria are then analyzed as potential 
closure/realignment scenarios are evaluated. 







DON BRAC-95 ORGANIZATION 

UNDER SECRETARY OF THE NAVY 

BASE STRUCTURE EVALUATION COMMI~EE (BSEC) * 

ASN (I&E) - Chair 
Executive Director, BSAT - Vice Chair 
2NavyFlagOfficers 
2 USMC General Officers 
2 Flag or General Officers or SES 

* BSEC and BSAT supported by OGC and NAVAUDSVC. 

BASE STRUCTURE ANALYSIS TEAM (BSAT) * 

Executive Director (SES) 
Judge Advocate (0-5) (BSEC Recorder) 
Broad Based Composition 
- Navy Unrestricted Line (0-5/6) 
- Navy Staff Corps (0-3/6) 
- USMC xxx (0-5/6) 
- DON Civilians 
- CNA Analysts 

1 



INSTALLATION CATEGORIZATION 

We have divided DON installations into five functional categories in order to conduct analyses. 

Current categorization result of BRAC-93 lessons learned. 



BRAC-95 
INSTALLATION CATEGORIZATION 

Operational Support 
Operational Air Stations 
Reserve Air Stations 
Naval Bases 
Marine Corps Bases 
Supply Centers 
Communications 
Security Group 
Surveillance 
Naval Facilities 
Naval Satellite Op. Center 
Construction Battalion Centers 
Misc. Other Support 

Industrial Support Tech Centersllabs 
Weapons Stations Technical Centerskabs 
Aviation Depots 
Shipyards 
Public Works Centers 
Marine Corps Log. Bases 
Supervisor of Shipbuilding 
Inventory Control Points 
lndustrial Reserve Plants 
Naval Reserve Maint. Facilities 

Educational/Training 
Training Air Stations 
TraininglEducational Centers 

Personnel Support/Other 
Medical 
Dental 
Admin. Activities 
National Capital Region 
Reserve Centers 



DON BRAC-95 BSAT ORGANIZATION 

BRAC-95 BSAT is a matrix organization 

5 analytical teams corresponding to the 5 installation categories 

Functional Support teams provide expertise in specific areas for analytical teams. 





DON BRAC-95 PROCESS 

BRAC-95 incorporates lessons learned from previous BRAC rounds. 

Discuss 'bottom up" certification process/requirements. Emphasize responsibility to ensure accuracy 
and timeliness. Also emphasize reliance only on certified data - must maintain Base Structure Data 
Base (BSDB) integrity - no outside studies or other analytical efforts. 

All USN/USMC shore activities in the U.S., its territories and possessions which have not previously 
closed will be evaluated. 

Process must be auditable/verifiable by those outside DOD - including Commission, public, GAO and 
others - therefore - detailed record of meetings and NAVAUDSVC role are critical elements of process. 

NAVAUDSVC - two roles - oversight of BSEClBSAT and field audit/input. 









OSD DIRECTION 

Increased OSD involvement - more formal structure for identifying joinVcross service opportunities - 
will add complication to BRAC-95 process/analyses. 

Many data calls within DON will be predicated on commonly developed data elements and units of 
measure defined by these working groups. 

DON representation on Joint Groups - BSAT members (by direction of UNSECNAV) 



OSD Direction: Increased Emphasis on 
JointlCross Service Opportunities 

Formation of 6 JoinVCross-Service Groups - Depot Maintenance Test and Evaluation 
DUSD(L) D,T&E & D,OT&E - Laboratories - Military Treatment Facilities 
D,DR&E ASD(HA) - Undergraduate Pilot - Economic Impact 

Training DASD(ER&BRAC) 
ASD(P&R) 

Identification of common measuresldata elements by 31 March 1994 



DiI=%ELCBORATE OF OPERATIONS 

THE AIR FORCE 
BASE CLOSURE PROCESS 

COL WAYNE MAYFIELD 
HQ AFIXOOR 



[RECTORATE OF OPERATIONS 

BASE CLOSURES 
AND REALIGNMENTS 

PROCESS 

INTERCATEGORY 
INTERSERVICE UTILIZATION 

BASES 
CONSIDERED 

XOOR 

FORCE 
STRUCTURE 

PLAN 

QUESTIONNAIRE BASE 
DATA GATHERING . CATEGORIZATION 

NARROWING CATEGORY1 
MISSION ESSENTIAL + SUBCATEGORY - CAPACITY 

BASES EXCLUSION ANALYSIS 

CLOSURE/ 
REALIGNMENT 

I ANALYSIS I+ 



D I R E C T O R A T E  O F  OPERATIONS' 

a PROCESS RELATIONSHIPS 

BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 
(BCC) 

r)i SECDEF 1 
SECAF I CSAF 

BASE REALIGNMENT AND TRANSITION DIVISION 
(AFIXOO R) 

I 

L 

[FIELD UNITS I 

BASE CLOSURE EXECUTIVE GROUP 
(BCEG) 

XOOR 

- I BASECLOSURE 
I WORKING GROUP I 
i (BCWG) I 





Purpose: Station the post-Cold War Army. 
Improve infrastructure efficiency. 

How: Develop operational blueprint. 
Incorporate MACOM I ARSTAF input (encourage consensus). 
Accommodate MACOM restructuring recommendations. 
Support OSD cross-servicing initiatives. 
Close I realign exess bases. 
Develop adequate POM for BRAC 95. 

End State: Support the Army Vision. 

America's Army - Trained and Ready to Fight .... 
Serving the Nation at Home and Abroad .... 
A Strategic Force Capable of Decisive Victory! 







/ P) 
Generate 

DoD SELECTION CRITERIA 
IN SELECTING MILITARY INSTALLATIONS FOR CLOSURE OR 
REALIGNMENT, DOD, GIVING PRtORlTV CONSIDERATION TO 
MILITARY VALUE (THE FIRST FOUR CRITERIA BELOW). 
WILL CONSDER: 

1. THE WRRENT AND FUTURE MISSION REQUIREMENTS 
AND THE IMPACT ON OPERATIONAL READINESS OF DOD's 

- 
TOTAL FORCE. 

2. THE AVAILABILITY AND CONRITiON OF LAND AND 
FACILITIES AT BOTH THE EXISTING AND POTENTIAL 
RECEIVING LOCATIONS. 

& 

3. THE ABILITY TO ACCOMMODATE CONTINGENCY, 
MOBILIZATION, AND FUTURE TOTAL FORCE REOUIREMENTS + 
AT BOTH THE EXISTING AND POTENTIAL RECEIVING LOCATIONS. 

4. THE COST AND MANPOWER IMPLICATIONS. 

5. THE EXTENT AND TIMING OF POTENTIAL COST SAVINGS, 
INCLUDING THE NUMBER OF YEARS, BEGINNING WITH THE DATE OF 
COMPLEnON OF THE CLOSURE OR REALIGNMENT, FOR THE SAV- 
ING TO EXCEED THE COSTS. 

6. THE ECONOMIC IMPACT ON COMMUNITIES. 

7. THE ABILITY OF BOTH THE E x l s n w  AND POTENTIAL RECEIVINO 
COMMUNITIES' INFRASTRUCTURE TO SUPPORT FORCES, MISSIONS, 
AND PERSONNEL 

8. THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT. 

L 

c 
1. MISSION REQUIREMENT AND -* 

OPERATIONAL READINESS 

2. LAND AND FACILITIES 

3. CONTINGENCY, MOBILIZATION, 
AND FUTURE REQUIREMENTS --) 

4. COST AND MANPOWER 

- 



I. MISSION REQUIREMENTS 2 LAND AND FACILITIES 
AND OPERATIONAL READINESS 

ATTRIBUTE 
Maneuver Acres 
Ranges 
Deployment Network 
Resenre Training 
Impact Area 
Contiguous Maneuver Acms 
General Instructional Fac 
Applied Instructional Fac 
Special Airspace 
Information Mission Area 

Ill. CONTINGENCY, MOBILIZATION, 
AND FUTURE REQUIREMENTS 

ATTRIBUTE 
Mobilization Capability 
Buildable Acres 
Encroachment 

ATTRIBUTE 
Barracks 
Family Housing 
Total Work Space 
% Permanent Fac. 
Avg Age of Facilities 
Infrastructure 
Environmental Capacity 

4 
M. COST AND MANPOWER 

ATTRIBUTE 
Cost of Living Index 
Houslng Cost 
Locality Pay Factor 
BASOP I Msn Pop. 
MCA Cost Factor 

THE ARMY BASING STUDY 
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BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

March 17,1994 

Minutes 

The Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) meeting was 
convened by Mr. Lou Finch, DUSD(R), at 1305 hours on March 17, 1994, in Room 3E752, 
the Pentagon. The list of attendees and agenda are attached. 

Mr. Finch began with comments on the Steering Group meeting (March 15, 1994). 
He noted that outsourcing policy considerations were under discussion. He continued by 
noting that discussions on the analytic framework of joint cross-service analysis were on- 
going at the Steering Group level and that further consideration of that subject is expected. 
Mr.Finch opined there should be no roadblocks to progress in development of the products on 
category, capacity, and military value factors. He pointed out that the products to be 
provided to the Military Departmenuneed to be complete and with sufficient detail to result in 
accurate data gathering. The Group discussion of the products continued with Maj Gen 
Profitt articulating that time spent now on detail and completeness would result in benefits 
later in the process. CAPT Buzzell noted that much progress was being made by the Group's 
joint study team (JST) due to cooperation and the sharing of information. Mr. Gardner 
submitted that much had been accomplished and that much was yet to be done in the 

(I immediate days ahead in preparation for the Steering and Review groups. 

Mr. Gardner led the review of JST and Group schedules and tasks. He continued by 
presenting the JST proposed draft rationale on the size/scope of the joint UPT category to the 
Group for consideration (attached). Next a draft of installations proposed for inclusion in the 
category was considered (attached). The Group discussion noted that while many of the 
proposed installations' primary function was undergraduate pilot training, some also had other 
sizeable missions. The Group noted that joint cross-service analysis later in the process 
would consider such factors including alternatives. The Group also talked about 
administrative format changes to the presentation. Next the Group considered draft measures 
of capacity and agreed that the JST should continue to refine the proposal (attached). 
Mr. Bayer stated his hope that the Military Departments would be able to review the proposed 
products before they are presented to the Steering Group. The Military Departments should 
review from a functional and BRAC perspective of whether the products are executable and 
adequate. 

Chairman 



BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

March 17,1994 

Key Attendees 

Mr. Lou Finch, chairman, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Robert Bayer, OSD (Economic Reinvestment and Base Realignment and Closure) 
Mr. Mike Parmentier, study team leader, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Dan Gardner, assistant study team leader, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Col Mike McKean, Army 
LTC John Finlay, IV, Army 
C A P '  Brian Buzzell, Navy 
Maj Gen Glenn Profitt, Air Force 
Col Don Feld, Air Force 
Lt Col Len Jarrnan, Air Force 
Lt Col Jerry Free, Air Force 
Mr. John Raines, OSD (Comptroller) 
Mr. Fred Copeland, OSD (Comptroller) 
Col Paul Thompson, OSD (Base Closure) 
Mr. Dave Wyte, DoDIG (Audit) r 



UPT JOINT I CROSS-SERVICE GROUP AGENDA 

(17 March 1994 Meeting -Rm 33752) 

1. Minutes 

2. Feedback from Steering Group -- March 15th Meeting 

A. Outsourcing Discussion 
B. Analytical Design Debate 

3. Schedule U ~ d a t e  

Study Team Meeting Daily 

A) Scope I Rationale 

B) Capacity Analysis Design 

C) Capacity Data Call 

D) Military Value Data Call 

1300 March 24th Final Review by UPT Group (March 25th as Backup) 

1400 March 28th Input Presented to BRAC Steering Group 

1400 March 30th Steering Group Briefs Review Group 

March 31st - "Data Call" Delivered to Services 



Scope Rationale 

Identified installations in category 
include all DoD flight programs which 
support and facilitate selection and 
training of pilots to the point of awarding 
"Wings" 

DRAFT 



f I4W FB 
INSTALLATIONS IN CATEGORY 

Columbus 
Corpus Christi 

Fort Rucker 
Laughlin 
Kingsville 
Meridian 
Pensacola 
Randolph * 
Reese 
Sheppard 
Vance 
Whiting Field 

AFB MS 
NAS TX 

AATC AL 
AFB TX 
NAS TX 
NAS MS 
NAS FL 
AFB TX 
AFB TX 
AFB TX 
AFB OK 
NAS FL 

* Includes EFS sites at Hondo, TX and Air Force Academy 



DRAFT 
UPT JOINT/CROSS-SERVICE GROUP STUDY TEAM 

1. Mission Requirements (Undergraduate Flight Training TUFT) assumes pilot & 
NFOMav) 

- Funded Undergraduate Flight Training (UFT) ThroughputlGraduates 
- By syllabus for FY95 - 01 

- Attrition rate factor 

- UFTproduction 
- Average Daily Student Load (officers/enlisted) 

- By syllabus for FY91- 93 

- UFTproduction 

- Historical UFT attrition 
- Average Daily Student Load (officerslenlisted) 

- k g h  t Training 0 
- Airspace flight hour requirements and dimensions 

- By aircraft/by syllabus 

- For s p e s e d  airspace 

- SortieJflight hour requirements 

- By aircrafthy syllabus 

- Include student & overhead 

- Flight Training Ground School Facilities 
- Hours!Grad required for each type of ground facility used 

- Classrooms 

- Simulators by type 

- Labs 

- Life Support Training 

- By syllabus 
- Hours required for training other than students 

- Hours used in other ground training facilities not used for UFT 

DRAFT 



- Train;ngAirframes 

W: - Number of aircraft by type at base for use in UFT 

- For FY93 - 01 

Airfields and OLF's 

- Annual Operations 

- Sorties flown FY91- 93 

- Student 

- Training Support 

- Other 

- Airport Operations Count FY91- 93 

- UPTlUHPT Flying Hours/day 
- FY91- 93 Scheduled time lost due to: 

- Weather 
- Other (maintenance, safety stand down, etc.) 

- Weather Data for FY91- 93 
- Average operationslHour the airfield can support 

- Calculated by FAA's Airport Capacity and Delay Manual 

- M e l d  Operating Hours (average hours per scheduled day) 

- Day 

- Night 

- Percentage of IFRNFR operations - historicJprojected 
- Projected (unconstrained by resources) sorties per aircraft 
- Constraintsflimiting factors (even with unconstrained resources) 

- Runwaysfianes 

- Length in feet 

- Width in feet 

- Overrun (dimensions in feet) 
- Weight bearing spdca t ions  (reference IFR Supplement) 

'CI 
2 DRAFT 



DRAFT 

- Lighting (all types) 
- Trnining aircraft compatibility with runway 

- Approach aids: 

- IFR 
- VFR 

- C o n s t r a i n t s ~ t i n g  factors (even with unconstrained resources) 

- Other 
- Ramplapron space - Area in square yards, length in feet 

- Access aprons/taxiways - Area in square yards, length in feet 

- Maximum usable 

- Dimensions 

- Weight bearing specifications (reference IFR Supplement) 

- Landingpads (he1icopter)insquareyards 

- Lighting 
- Constraintslhniting factors (even with unconstrained resources) 

- Outlying Fields (0LFs)IStage Fields/Remote Sites 

- Distance from home field in nautical miles 
- (Applicable data for items in "Annual Operations", "Runways", and 

"Other") 
- Constraints5imiting factors (even with unconstrained resources) 

- GroundTraining 
- By type of training facility used for UFT 

- Total number of facilities 

- Design capacity (PN) 
- Size (square feet) 

- Capacity (student hourdyear) 

- Simulator facilities available 

- By aircraft type 

- By simulator type 

- Total number of simulators 

wv 
3 DRAFT 



DRAFT 

\ 

- Design capacity (PN)* 
C PN - Total number of seats avdable for students in spaces used for 
academic instruction; applied instruction; and seats or positions for 
operational trainer spaces and training facilities other than buildings, i.e. 
- ranges. Design Capacity (PN) must reflect current use of facilities.) 

- Cap auty (student hous/year) 
- By type of training facility and simulator (what is the unconstrained capacity 

with present equipment, physical plant, etc.) 
- Constraints and limiting factors (even with unconstrained resources) 

- Aircraft Parking, Maintenance, and Supply 

- Provide number of other aircraft based at installation 

- FY95-01 

- For aircraft types (and mix) at your installation project number of those 
aircraft that could be parked on your current parking aprons 

- For aircraft types (and mix) at your installation project number of those 
aircraft that could be hangared in your current hangars 

- For aircraft types (and mix) at your installation project number of those 
aircraft that could be maintained in your current hangars 

- Given current maintenance facilities how many aircraft of the type (and mix) 
stationed at your installation can you support 

- Housing and Messing 

- By type of housing (BOQ, BEQ, etc.) arid messing facility 

- Total number of facilities 

- Design capacity 



4" AFT 
CAPACITY ANALYSIS 



ocument Separator 
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BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

March 24, 1994 

Minutes 

The Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) meeting was 
convened by Mr. Lou Finch, DUSD(R), at 1304 hours on March 24, 1994, in Room 3E752, 
the Pentagon. The list of attendees and agenda are attached. , 

Mr. Finch opened by commenting that the primary purpose of the meeting was to 
review the progress of the Group's joint study team (JST) on the products to be provided to 
the Military Departments. Additionally, he pointed out that chairpersons and members of the 
joint cross-service groups were beginning to receive calls from various levels of government 
and other interest groups for information on the BRAC 95 process. He recommended that 
members who receive such calls should refer the caller to the OSD BRAC focal point in the 
Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Reinvestment and Base 
Realignment and Closure for appropriate response. Mr. Finch also pointed out that the work 
and the products being produced are sensitive and considered to be close hold until the 
Secretary of Defense forwards recommendations to the Defense Base Closure Commission. 
He stated that all products of Group and its joint study team should be appropriately marked. 

Mr. Gardner gave a status update noting that the JST had worked each day since the 
last Group meeting. He led the discussion of the proposed final draft of the category's scope 
and rationale (attached). Group discussion resulted in consensus that inclusion of naval flight 
officers and navigators would be more descriptive of the category. The JST was tasked to 
make the description reflect the results of the discussion. In light of this discussion, the 
Group reviewed the proposed listing of installations to be included in the category (attached) 
and approved the listing as presented. 

Next, Mr. Gardner led discussion on progress on proposed draft capacity analysi~ 
framework (attached). The Group consensus was that the JST should continue to refine the 
framework and present a proposal for possible Group approval at a future meeting. 

The Group next reviewed the proposed draft capacity data call (attached). Though the 
proposed data call is lengthy, the Group consensus was that the document was adequate and 
that the JST could make minor refinements up to the point of issue without furtherreview by 
the Group. 

Mr. Gardner gave an update on the work-in-progress on the draft measures of 
merit/factors/common data elements to support the DoD military value base closure selection 
criteria (criteria 1-4). He noted that on-base, quality of life-related facilities measures were 
proposed for inclusion in the data call. Additionally, the JST recommended that measures for 
environmental-related factors which affect military operations and viability be included in the 
military value data call. Following discussion, the Group accepted the update and formed the 



consensus that the JST should continue to develop and finalize the proposed product for 
A approval by the Group Chairman for presentation to the Steering and Review Groups for their 

4 
review. The Group also noted that the joint cross-service category on UPT was unique 
among the joint cross-service categories in that it was largely installation oriented. Therefore 
to facilitate joint cross-service analyses, the Group consensus was to soon begin joint 
development of common measures/factors/data elements for the remaining base closure 
selection criteria. The thrust of the work would be on criterion 7 (community infrastructure) 
and criterion 8 (environmental impact); since criterion 5 (return on investment) would be 
determined by Cost of Base Realignment Actions (COBRA) model analyses, and criterion 6 
(economic impact) analyses would result from the common tools/measures to be developed by 
the Joint Cross-Service Group on Economic Impact. Mr. Finch pointed out that common and 
comparable analyses by the Military Departments using the same common measures and 
guidelines established by the Group are essential for successful joint cross-service analysis. 

The Group moved next to a discussion of the proposed listing of potential external 
policy issues with BRAC implications (attached). The dialogue included whether the 
proposed list was substantially a list of policy issues or if it did not also contain non-policy 
items reflective of how the Military Departments do business such as aircraft beddown, flying 
operations under instrument flight rules versus visual flight rules, and class progression. Mr. 
Finch opined that the listing should be refined with regard to common syllabus questions. 

CAPT Buzzell pointed out that the Interservice Training Review Organization (ITRO) 
could be reviewing training issues which might have implications on BRAC and vice versa. 
Mr. Finch stated that he would make appropriate contact, and he asked the Group's 
representatives from the Military Departments to help monitor ITRO-related issues. 

There being no further matters to discuss, the meeting was adj rs. 

Approv 
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Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

March 24,1994 

Key Attendees 

Mr. Lou Finch, chairman, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Mike Parmentier, study team leader, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Dan Gardner, assistant study team leader, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Todd Weiler, Army 
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UPT JOINT I CROSS-SERVICE GROUP AGENDA 

(24 March 1994 Meeting -Rm 33752) 

1. Minutes 

2. Status U~date: (Study Team Has Met Daily Since Last Group Meeting) 

A) Scope I Rationale - FINAL 

B) Capacity Analysis Design - Draft 

C) Capacity Data Call - Final Draft 

D) Military Value (Criteria 1-4*) Data Call - Draft 

- QOL - On Base Only 

- Environmental Impacting Capacity (e.g.-AICUZ, Air 
Credits, etc.) 

3. Schedule: 

1200 March 25th Draft Guidance I Non-BRAC Policy Issues Status to Mr. 
Hansen, Executive Secretary, BRAC 95 Steering Group 

1400 March 28th Input (Summary) Presented to BRAC Steering Group 

1400 March 30th Steering Group Briefs Review Group 

March 31st - "Data Call" Delivered to Services - Meeting(?) 

TBD Base Closure Criteria (5-8*) Data Call 

* Attached 



In selecting military installations for closure or realignment, the Department of Defense, 
giving priority consideration to military value (the first four criteria below), will consider: 

Military Value 

1. The current and future mission requirements and the impact on operational readiness of the Department of Defense's 
t o t i  force. 

2. The availability and condition of land, facilities and associated airspace at both the existing and potential recehring 
locations. 

3. The ability to accommodate contingency, mobilization, and Mure total force requiremenls at both the existing and 
potential receiving locations. 

4. The cost and manpower implications. 

Return on Investment 

5. Tho extent and timing of potential costs and savings, including the number of years, beginning with the date of 
completion of the dosure or realignment, for the savings to exceed the costs. 

Impacts 

6. The economic impact on communities. 

7. The ability of both the existi~ng and potential receiving communilies' infrastructure to suppat forces, missions and 
personnel. 

8. The environmental impact. 

Note: These are the selection criteria used for the 1991 and 1993 rounds of closure and are substantially the same as those used 
for the 1988 round of closures. 





INSTALLATIONS IN CATEGORY 

Columbus 
Corpus Christi 

Fort Rucker 
Kingsville 

Laughlin 
Meridian 
Pensacola 
Randolph * 
Reese 
Sheppard 
Vance 
Whiting Field 

AFB 
NAS 

AATC 
NAS 

AFB 
NAS 
NAS 
AFB 
AFB 
AFB 
AFB 
NAS 

* Includes Enhanced Flight Screening sites at Hondo, TX and Air 
Force Academy 







CAPACITY ANALYSIS: 
DATA CALL WORK SHEET 

24 March, 1994 

**********IT any responses are classified, attach separate classified annex.********** 



PILOT TRAIMNG BASE LISTING: 
DRAFT 

F 

Academy's 

VANCE 
WHITINGFEW 

ENID OK 
MILTON FL 

* Included under Randolph are its T-3 Screening OLFs Hondo Apt, Hondo Tx and the Air Force 
airfield used for USAFA scnening. 
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Mission Requirements 
I' 

da-n~hf-m~hroueh~ut~jraduaas 

1. Using the Base Force Structure as outlined in the JCS memo dated 7 February 1994, re: 1995 Base 
Realignments and Closures Farce Stmcru~e Plan, and projected retention rates, give the projected yearly Pilot 
Training Rate (PTR)/Program Guidance Letter (PGL) requirements by installation for each of the next seven 

Airfield: 

i 

w 
Use appropriate Navy, Air Force, or Army chart see Appendix 1. 

** Example Entry 



Mission requirements 

-_ . 
2. Using the Base Force S t r u m  as outlined in the JCS memo dated 7 February 1994, re: 1995 Base 
Realignments and Closures Force Strucm Plan and projected retention rates, give the projected yearly NFO 
Training Rate (NFOTR)/Rogram Guidance Letter (PGL) Navigator Training requirements by installation for 
each of the next seven years. Provide any additional sources of NFO/Nav trainees. 

Airfield: 

I * Use appropriate Navy, Air Force, or Army chart see Appendix 1. 
** Example Entry 

Type of Navigator Training 
By Syllabus * 
W m )  

3. Provide the historical attrition data for undtrgraduate pilot training by syllabus for FY 91-93: 

Output Requiremenu , Amition Factors, and Average Daily Student Load (ADSL) 
(include amition factors used to establish entries to achieve output) 

(OutputIAttrition FactorIADSL) 

Historical Attrition 

Use appropriate Navy, Air Force, or Army chart see Appendix 1. 
** Example Entry 

w 



Mission Requirements 

w 4. Provide the historical attrition data for undergraduate Navigator training by syllabus for FY 91-93: 

Historical Amition 
By Fiscal Year 

SUNT Core 

* Use appropriate Navy, Air Force, or Army chart see Appendix 1. 

I I I 

. USAF 1 
ANG 
AFRES I 

IFMS 
Etc. I 

- - 
** Example Entry 

I 7 

I 

5. Indicate in the table below the types of undergraduate pilot and NFO training currently conducted at your 
installation. Also give the number of pilots and NFOs trained in FY 199 1, FY 1992, and FY 1993 at your 
installation. 

Level of Graduates 

General I I I 
S e e  I Intenndiate I 

, .-* I I 

Etcl I I 1 I 1 
Use appropriate Navy, Air Force, or Army chart see Appendix 1. 

SUPT 
Advanced 
Primary 
RE 



6. List all other officer training (i.e., non-undergraduate pilot/NFOMavigator training) by activity conducted at 
/ .vour installation. For each type Paining, give the actual figure for FY 1993 throughput in terms of the number 

! ~f students that year, and give the projected figures for FY 94-01. Also give the average daily student load 
'W (ADSL) for each activity. 

Use the following formula to calculate ADSL: 

hroughout X A v x w a s  
Number of Training Days 

L 

Other Officer Training (Graduates) 

7. List all enlisted training conducted at your installation. For each type training, give the actual figure for FY 
1993 throughput in terms of the number of students that year, and the projected figures for N 94-01. Also 
give the average daily student load (ADSL) for each activity. 

Activity 

. 

- 

Use the following formula to calculate ADSL: 

ber of m n t  was a b o u  
Number of Training Days 

FY 
1993 

-- -- 

FY 
1994 

- 

FY 
1995 

FY 
1996 

FY 
1997 

FY 
1998 

FY 
1999 

FY 
2000 

FY 
2001 

---- 

ADSL 
f o r m  
1993 



Mission Requirements 

{b, FliehtTrainine w 
1. For each syllabus of undergraduate pilot and/or NFOMavigator flight training and aircraft type rquirtd for 
that training, give the number of r c q d  sorties per graduate, flight time in the airspacc/sortie, the dimensions, 
and the total number of flight hours requid for each type of airspace listed that is used for training in that 
particular syUabus[Total flight hours = # Sorties x (Flight time per sortie)]. Also include additional types of 
airspace that could accommodate this training. 

Note: For helicopter training, airspace dimensions arc given as available airspace. 

Syllabus of Training*: Type Aircrafk 

, MOA 
PAT 

Type of Airspace 
! 

OWA 
OWAW 

1 r a c e  

# Sorties 
Per 

Graduate 

A W  
ATCAA 

- - - 

AA 
RA 
RR 
MTR 

- 

Key to types of airspace: 
MOAs -- M i l i t .  Operating Areas RR - Restricted Areas with Ranges 
W A  - Waming Areas MTR - Military Training Routes 
AA - Alen Areas AW- Airways (e.g. corridors to and from training areas) 
RA - Resaicted Artas PAT - Pauern (e.g. airspace above runways) 
ATCAA - Air Traffic Conno1 Assigned Airspact OWA - Overwater Airspace 
OWAW - Overwater Airways CLG - Uncontrolled Airspace 
* Use appropriate Navy, Air Force, or Army chart see Appendix 1. 

Flight 
Time in 

Airspace 

Vertical 
Altitude 
(1000 ft) 

Other 
Types of 
Usable 

Ave Size 
(nm.) 

Total Flight 
Hours per 
Graduate 



. . 

w b .  - 
2. Give the total number of day and night sorties required for each un&rgraduate/graduate pilot and/or 
NFOINavigator training syllabus and trainer aircraft (and level of training) for student training, overhead, and 
the total requirement. 

* Use appropriate Navy, Air Force, or Army chart see Appendix 1. 

3.. Indicate your training weather minimums (ceiling/visiblilty & crosswinds) by aircraft type and syllabus. 

Overfiead includes extra flights due to unsatisfactory performance, maintenance flights, incomplete flights, instructor training, 
flights, w m - u p  flights. and instrument check flights. 

If requirements for the T45 are still being derived, give best estimate. 



1. Provide the ground school training requirements for un&rgraduate/gaduate Pilot and NFOINavigator 
training facilities (classrooms. simulators. labs. life support facilities, etc.) by Facility Category Code Number 
(COT). Includc a l l  applicable 17 1-xx, 179-xx CCNs and any other CCN where Undergraduate Pilot or 
NFO/Navigator training occurs. Ensure that the requirements for all types of simulators (cockpit (UTD). 
instnuncnt 0, and motion-based/visual (OFT), etc.) are indicated. 

2. List any additional constraints or limitations to the flight training ground school facilities that impact the 
training mission. 

Facility Category Code (CCN): 

mi 

Use appropriate Navy, Air Force, or Army chart see Appendix 1. 

L 

Syllabus 
of 

Training * 
(EXAMPLES) 
General 

Strike 

SUVT 

Etc. 

Level 
of 

Training * 

Mary 

Intermediate 

Advanced 

primary 

Bom berl 
Fighter (BF) 
Airlift/ 
Tanker (AT) 

Facility Type(s) Requirement 

(HrsIGrad) 



Mission Requirements 

1. By facility Category Code Number (CCN), for facilities in which student pilot or NFODlavigator training is 
conducted, provide the usage requirements for other than student pilot or NFO/Navigator training. Include all 
applicable 17 1-xx, 179-xx CCN's. Other use made of the facilities must be derived either from course 
lcquirements and student throughput (for formal schools/courscs of instruction) or that required to maintain 
readiness (for pcnnanent/support personnel, reserves, etc.). 

CCN: 

2. By facility Category Code Number (CCN), provide the usage requirements for facilities in which student 
pilot or NFOMavigator training is not conducted. Include all applicable 171-xr, 179-xx CCN's. This usage 
must be &rived either from course requirements and student throughput (for formal schools/courses of 
instruction) or that required to maintain readiness (for permanent/support personnel, reserves, etc.). 

Type of 
Training 
Facility 

I 

CCN: 

User Type of 
Training 

FI 1993 Requirements 

WStudent 

FY 2001 Requirements 

Hrs/Yr WStudent HrsPlr ' 

-- 



M i i o n  Requirements 

1. Provide the number of aircraft (by type) that will be based at each base for use in undergraduate/graduate 
pilot and NFO/Navigator training programs in the Fiscal Year indicated, and the number of other aircraft not 
used for training. Project requirements if necessary. 

(a) Base: 

AIRCRAFT' USED FOR TRAINING 

AIRCRAET NOT USED FOR TRAINING 
I 

C - l X - 2 1  I I I I 1 1 I I 
H-60 

Use appropriate Navy, Air Force, or Army chart see Appendix 1. 



Mission Requirements 

. . e. 

2. Provide the following information for each training airfiame used for pilot and NFO/Navigator training: 

AIRCRAIT TYPE: 

3. List any additional constraints or limitations to the training airframes that impact the training mission. 

FACTOR 
Utilization Rate (UTE Rate--sorties or hours per month) 
Average Some Duration (ASD) (hrs) 
Planned Turn Time (hrs) (Time from landing to takeoff) 
Min Runway Length (ft) 
Referred Runway Length (ft) 
Min Runway Length for Touch And Go (T/G) (ft) 
Runway Width (ft) 
Required Taxiway Width (ft) 
Weight Bearing Requirement (kips) 
Apron Space Required (ft./Aircraf) 
Hangar Space Required (ft./Aircraft) 
Navigation Equipment On-Board (GPS?--when?) 

VALUE 



Facilities 

1. Rovide the following infoxmation for the home field and & OLF that supports underpduatc flight 
training. (Following 20 Questions.) 

AirfieldOLF Name: Location (Lat/Long and nearest town): 

Syllabi and Level of Training Supported: 

Ownership: (Air Force/Army/Navy/Civilian) 

For OLF: Distance (nm) from home field 

2. Complete the table below to describe the airfield's annual operations (sorties flown) by type of aircraft. 
Give best estimate of the number of somes if exact data not available. If some totals arc derived from 
estimates, list assumptions. 

TYPE AIRCRAFT: 

*..Training Support Sorties include maintenance flights, instructor proficiency/checkrides, etc. 

List below the "other sorties" and "other eventsn included in the table above: 

4' 
Hours when the was closed for flight operations. 

w 14 

Operational 

Sozties 

Non- 

Operational 

Hours' 

L 

N 1991 

Undergraduate Training Sorties 

Graduate Training Sorties 

Training Support Sorties* 

Other Sorties 

TOTAL SORTIES: 

S tanddowns 

Maintenance 

Other Events 

FY 1992 FY 1993 



Facilities 

3. Indicate in the table below the number of un&rgraduate/graduate pilots and WO/Navigaton mined in FY 
1991, FY 1992, and IT 1993 at your installation by syllabus, by level of training. In the blank FY column 
select the FY with the patest output within the last 10 years and indicate the year and show data 

I Syllabus of I Level of Training * 1 Pilots and NFOMavigators Trained 1 

4. Under normal operations, give the average number of daylighthight flying hours per day, and the number 
of days per year the airfield/OLF is scheduled for undergraduate pilot and/or NFO/Navigator training. (Do not 
include weekends.) 

Training * 

Strike 

Etc. 
Use appropriate Navy, Air Force, or Army chart see Appendix 1. 

Intermediate 
Advanced 

w. Average hours 
. (dayhight) 
Days per year: 

FY, 

FY 1991 

FY 1991 

FY 1992 FY 1993 

A 

I 

FT 1992 FY 1993 



Facilities 

w4 5. Enm the percentage of daylight undergraduate/graduate pilot andlor NFO/Navigator training sorties lost 
during each of the last three years due to weather, maintenance, operations, other military flights, 
commercialldvilian flights, or other reasons by aircraft type. Indicate if the sohes lost were h m  an 
undergraduate or graduate program. 

Aircraft Type: Undergraduate Training: 

Factor 
- - 

Percentage Lost 
I ~ ~ 9 1  I FY92 1 FY93 . 
Weather - Primam I I 

- 
- - - -.- , 
Intermediate 
Advanced 
FA^ L 

I I=&.- I I I 
Maintenance I I I - 

Other Military Flights 

I Total I 1 1 I 
* Use appropriate Navy, Air Force, or Army chart see Appendix 1. 

6. List the major factors in the "other" category in the above table. 
QP 

7. Weather (WX): During the period of record (at least ten years), what was the yearly average: 

a. Percentage of time WX at or above 200/1? 

b. Percentage of time WX at or above 300/1? 

c. Percentage of time WX at or above 500/1? 

d. Percentage of time WX at or above 1000/3? 

e. Percentage of time WX 300015 and above? 

f. Percentage of time WX 3000/3 and above? 

g. Percentage of time WX 1500/3 and above? 

h. Percentage of time crosswind component to the primary runway at or below 15 knots? 

i. Percentage of time crosswind component to the primary runway at or above 25 knots? 

j. Mean number of days of icing in the local flying area? 



Fad ti ties 
,' 

8. For a independent runway complex at home field and all OLFs. provide a breakdown of daytime and 
nighttime airfield usage by type of training (include overhead sorties) for undergraduate flight training over the 
past year. Use a separate table for each runway complex. (Note: The percentages in each column are of sorties 
flown and should sum to 100.) (Not applicable for helicopter training.) 

Runway Complex Name: 

* Use appropriate Navy, Air Force, or Army chart see Appendix 1. 

Syllabus of Training 

Flight Screening 

General 

Saike 

Etc. 

9. Given the current mix of aircraft assigned to your air station, what is the average number of operations per 
hour this airfield and each O W  can support for cach runway complex over a one year period (use the number 
of training dayslyear used by your s e ~ c e ) .  This number should take in account reductions in operations due to 
weather and the times the airfield is closed to undergraduatejgraduate pilot andfor NFO/Navigator training (i.e., 
calculations should be based on the methodology in the FAA's Airport Capacity and Delay manual). Show how 
this number was derived. 

10. Complete the table below to describe the runway activity to each runway at the home field and all OLFs. 
Use the FAA Airport Operations Count (traffic count) to determine d e p a m s  and arrivals: 

Level of Training * 
(Aircraft Type) 

T-3 

Rimary (T-34n-37) 

Inttrmtdiate (T-V-45) 

Advanced (TA-4fl-45) 

Total 

lT 1993 Airfield Use (Percent) 

Runway - 
Traffic Count 
Runway - 
Traffic Count 

Day 

100 

Night 

100 
L 

FY 1991 FY 1992 FY 1993 



I 

Faciii ties 
/ ,  do- 

ll. Give the percent of VFR and IFR flight operations (depaxturcs and arrivals) at each airfield and O W  (use 
the flight operations data for FY91- FY93): 

VFR 

IFR 

Total 
h 

FY 1991 

1 W %  

FY 1992 

100% 

FY 1993 

I 

100% 



Facilities 
/ 

uiB - 
12. Discuss the factors that constrain the number of available student flying hours per day (c.g., AICUZ 
agreements). 

13. Assuming that aimeld operations am not constrained by operational funding @ersomel support, inmased 
overhead costs, etc.), with the equipment, physical plant, ctc., what additional capacity (in flight 
operations (traffic count) per hour) could be gained? Provide details and assumptions for all calculations4. 

14. Assuming that airfield operations are not constrained by construction/equipment funds, what additional 
capacity (in £light operations (traffic count) per hour) could be gained? Provide details, estimated costs, and 
assumptions for all calculations5 

15. List and explain the limiting factors that further funding for personnel, equipment, facilities, etc. cannot 
overcome (e.g., airspace sizefavailability, AICUZ restrictions, environmental restrictions, land areas). 

16. Give the maximum some generating capacity per year of your installation given the current aircraft mix 
and type at your installation, and consistent with the training mission. 

I Syllabus of 
Training * 

1 General 

-- -- 

* Use appropr 

- 

PATS 
Intermediate T-2 

T49 

1 Level (Track) 
of Pilot 

I Training * 
primary 

- - 

Advanced TA4J 
T-45 

a t c ~ a v ~ ,  ~ i r ~ o r &  or Army chart see Appendix 1. 

Trainer Aircraft 
* 

T-34C 

17. Arc there any recommendations on how to increase sortie generating capacity and reduce the number of 
training installations? If so please explain. 

Maximum Sorties 

Answer for each independent runway complex at the home field and all OLFs and by aircraft type. 

Answer for each independent runway complex at the home field and all OLFs and by aircraft type. 

/' 
If requirements for the T45 are still being derived. give best estimate. 

\I 19 



- 
Facilities 

18. Give the designation, length, width, load bearing capacity, lighting configurations, and landing constraints 
for each runway at the home field and all OLFs. 

F -- Full Lighting (approach, runway edge, center, and threshold) 
P -- Partial Lighting (less than full) 
C -- Carrier Deck Lighting Simulated (embedded) 
N - No lighting 
G - NVG Lighting 

RunwayLane4Pad 
( M e i d  Name & 

Runway Designation) 

19. In the table below list the available NAVAIDS with published approaches that support the main airf~eld 
and/or OLFs. Note any additiondupgrades to be added between now and FY 1997. 

Length 
(ft) 

Width (ft) 

Published Approaches 
I 

Runway Designation NAVADD 

Logd 

Bearing 
cW=ty 

(Ibslft*) 

Lighting 

r 

F 

Approach 
Aids 

(IFR/VFR) 

Amsting 
Bear type 

and 
location 

IFR or 
VFR 
(l or V) 

Capable? 
Night(N) 
Capable? 

P C N 
I 

G 



Facilities 

20. For the following category codes, provide the unit measun requested and any appropriate comments about 
the usability of the facility for undergraduate flying training. 

I CAT CODE 1 Facility Type 
- - -- 

111 1 Rmwryr F i i  Wm 

124 M Storage 

136-36 (USN) Curier Lighting 

149 Amain8 Gur 

421 A '*' smage 

Unit Measure Quantity Comments 
SY 

21. List any additional constraints or limitations to the airfield that impact the training mission. 



Facilities 
. . . 
. < -  

1. Give the number of workable blocks of airspace and type of airspace used by your installation, the average 
dimensions (nmi. x n.mi x ft). and availability in daylight hours/year of these blocks for each syllabus and 
level of pilot andor NFODJavigator training and miner Pircra.fr Note that a workable block of airspace must 
be large enough to support the required training maneuvers/evolutions without encroaching on another block 
and have an ingress/egress route that does not go through other airspace blocks. (This question is not 
applicable to helicopter training.) 

* Use appropriate Navy, Air Force, or Army chart see Appendix 1. 
Key to types of airspace: 
MO As -- Military Operating Anas RR - Restricted Areas with Ranges 
WA - Warning Areas XvfTR - Military Training Routes 
AA -- Alert Anas AW- Airways (e.g. corridors to and from training areas) 
RA - Restricted Areas PAT - Pattern (e.g. airspace above runways) 
ATCAA -- Air Traffic Control Assigned Airspace OWA - Overwater Airspace 
OWAW - Ovenvata Ainvays CLG -- Uncontrolled Airspace 

Syllabus of 
Training * 

General 

Strike 

Etc. 

2. If the transit conidors between training areas and air station limits the number of aircraft that can train 
concurrently (i.e. can't safely use all blocks) give this limitation and explain what this number is based on. 
Break this information out by type and level of training if appropriate. 

-. 

Level of 
Training 

Primary 

Intermediate 

Advanced 

Total 
L 

Trainer 
A i d  

T-34C 

PATS 

T-2C 

T45 

PATS 

TA-43 

7'45 

X Workable 
Blocks of 
Airspace 

Type of 
A i q k  

Average 
Block 

Dimensions 

Availability 
(Hrs/Yr)/BIock 



Facilities 

/ b. BiESpace 
Wi 

3. List all the Special Use Airspace (SUA) (e.g., alert mas, nstrictcd areas, warning areas, and MOAs) and 
airspace-for-special-use (e.g., ranges and low level training routes) within 100 n.mi. of the installation that are 
used for flight training. For & airspace provide the following information (scuen: 

(a) Provide the type, name, location, size (mi. x nmi. x ft), available times, airspace controlling 
activity, scheduling activity, method of scoringjrtcording, and proximity to airport traffic mas. 

(b) Is the airspace under radar and/or communications coverage/control? If so, who provides the 

. . services? 

(c) Does the NavyIAir ForceIArmy own the land below the training airspace un&r your cognizance? If 
not, do you control any real property interest? If so, describe the agreements and when these agreements are up 
for renewal? 

(d) What is the distance en route? 

(e) Are there any environmental limitations in or surrounding any of the training areas (air, land or sea) 

w that impede the mission? If so, provide details. 

( f )  Is land, sea, or air encroachment an issue which endangers long term availability of any training 
areas? If so, provide details. 

(g) In the event that it became necessary to increase base loading at your installation, does the airspace 
overlying and adjacent to your installation have the capacity to assume an additional workload? Estimate the 
percentage of the possible inmase in usable airspace. Provide the basis/calculations for these estimates. 



Facilities 
- .  

b. 
r 

4. Is the available SUNairspaa-for-mal-use within 100 n.mi. of your installation sufficient to satisfy all 
training requirements? 

5. If dcploymmts/dctachments to other domestic locations an required to satisfj training requirements, 
provi& the following information for each location: 

(a) Where do these units/squadrons deploy? 

(b) How far from your installation? 

(c) Frequency? 

(d) Reasons for deployment (e.g., adverse weather, airspace saturation, training, versatility, etc.) 

(e) Annual costs incurred for deployments due to adverse weather? 

w (f) Annual costs incurred for deployments due to airspace non-availability? 

(g) Annual costs incurred for deployments due to insufficient training versatility (e.g., lack of low level 
training routes etc.)? 

6. List a l l  airspace control measures used for flight training that do not qualify as SUA/airspace-for-special-use 
and describe the limitations and capabilities of those control measures. 

7. For each syllabus of undergraduate/graduate pilot andlor NFO/Navigatcr flight training, 
state whether you require any spec& terrain feature or overwater access for training. 

Syllabus of Training * Te& Feature or Overwater Requirement 

I I 1 
* Use appropriate Navy, Air Force, or Army syllabus of training list 

' 8. List any additional constraints or limitations to the airspace that impact the training mission. 



Facilities 

1. By Facility Category Code , complete the following table for al l  training facilities at the installation in which 
undergraduate pilot and/or NFO/Navigator training is conducted Include all 171-a. 179-xx category codes, 
and any other applicable category codes. 

For example: in the category 171-10. a type of training facility is academic instruction classroom. If you have 
10 classrooms with a capacity of 25 students pa room, the design capacity would be 250. If these classrooms 
arc available 8 hours a day for 300 days a year. the capacity in student hours per year would be 600,000. 

Cat Code: 
. - .  

2. For the Student HRSrYR value in the preceding table, describe how that entry was derived. 

Type Training Facility 

I 

3. Assuming that the ground school training facility is not constrained by operational funding (personnel 
support, increased overhead costs, etc.), with the equipment, physical plant, etc., what additional 
capacity (in student hours) could be gained? Provide details and assumptions for all calculations. 

4. Assuming that ground school training facility is not constrained by additional constxuction/equipment funds, 
what additional capacity (in student hours) could be gained? Provide details, estimated costs, and assumptions 
for all calculations" 

Total Number 

5. List and explain the limiting factors that further funding for personnel, equipment, facilities, etc. cannot 
overcome. 

' Design Capacity (PN) is the total number of seats available for students in spaces used for academic instruction; applied 
insrmction; and seats or positions for operational trainer spaces and training facilities other than buildings, i.e., ranges. Design 
Capacity (PN) must reflect current use of the facilities. 

Design Capacity 
(PN)~ 

i- 

Answer for each independent runway complex at the home field and all OLFs and by aircraft type. 

w 25 

capacity 
(Student HRSIYR) 



Facilities 
/ . . c. 

6. By Category Code , complete the following table for all training facilities at the installation in which 
undergraduate pilot and/or NFO/Navigator training is n d  conducted Include all 171-xx, 179-x category 
codes, and any other applicable category codes. 

For example: in the category 171-10, a type of training facility is academic instruction classroom. If you have 
10 classrooms with a capacity of 25 students per mom, the design capacity would be 250. If these classrooms 
an: available 8 hours a day for 300 days a year, the capacity in student hours per year would be 600,000. 

Type Training Facility Total Design Capacity 
(pN)' capacity 

Number (Student HRS/YR) 

w 

7. For the Student HRS/YR value in the preceding table, &scribe how that entry was derived. 

- - 

Design Capacity (PN) is the total number of seats available for students in spaces used for academic instruction; applied 
instruction; and seats or positions for operational trainer spaces and training facilities other than buildings, i.e., ranges. Design 
Capacity (PN) must reflect current use of the facilities. 



Facilities 

8. Assuming that the ground school training facility is not constrained by operational funding (personnel 
support, inmased overhead costs, ctc.), with the equipment, physical plant, etc., what additional 
capacity (in student hours) could be gained? Rovide details and assumptions for all calculations. 

9. Assuming that ground school training facility is not constrained by additional construction/equipment funds, 
what additional capacity (in student hours) could be gained? Provide details, estimated costs, and assumptions 
for all  calculation^'^ 

10. List and explain the limiting factors that funher funding for personnel, equipment, facilities, etc. cannot 
overcome. 

lo Answer for each independent runway complex at the home field and all OLFs and by aircraft type. 



Facilities 

1. Rovi& the number of other aircraft (both active and rcsey~e operational squadrons) that are based at your 
installation. If a squadron has moR than one type of aircraft, fill out a separate line for each type. 

2. Using the types (and mix) of aimaft currently stationed at your installation, project the maximum number of 
these aircraft that could be based and parked on your cumnt parking aprons. Use your service specific 
regulations regarding standard measures, (NAVFAC P-80, etc.). 

Sq- 
I 

3. Provi& the details of your calculations, including your assumptions on the minimum separation between 
aircraft, folding of aircraft wings and any obstructions that may limit the placement of aircraft on the parking 
apron spaces. 

Aircraft 
Type 

h4ission 
Number of Aircraft ( F i i  Year) 

. 
1994 

# of Aircraft 
. Comments 

1995 19% 1997 1998 2001 1999 2000 



Facilities 

4. Using the types (and mix) of aircraft currently stationed at your installation, project the maximum number of 
these aircraft that could be housed in your hangars. Use your service specific rcgulaaons regatding standard 
measures, (NAVFAC P-80, ctc.). 

5. Provide the &tails of your calculations, including your assumptions on the minimum separation between 
aircraft, folding of aircraft wings and any obstructions that may limit the placement of aircraft in the hangars. 

6. Using the types (and mix) of aircraft cmnt ly  stationed at your installation, project the maximum number of 
these aircraft that could be maintained at your installation based on availability of maintenance facilities (i.e. , 
maintenance docks, wash racks, NDI facilities, etc.). 

Aircraft Type # of Aircraft Comments 

_. 

7. Provide the basis (including source data) of your calculations in enough detail so they can be reproduced. 

8. Describe any maintenance backlogs that your installation currently experiences on a routine basis. List the 
average backlog times and the reasons for the backlogs (e.g. supply shortfall, insufficient local labor, over 

. tasking of work stations, space limitations). 



Facilities 

'V 9. Using the types (and mix) of aircraft cumntly stationed at your installation. project the maximum number of 
these aircraft that could be supported at your installattion based on availability of supplylstorage facilities. 

10. Provide the basis (including source data) of your calculations in enough detail so they can be nproduced. 

Aimaft Type 

1 1. List any additional constraints or limitations to the parking, maintenance, and supply facilities that impact 
the uaining mission. 

# of Airnaft Comments 

b 



Features and Capabilities 

b. Housing and Messing 

1. Provide data on the BOQs and BEQs assigned to your cumnt plant account. The desired unit of measure 
for this capacity is people housed. Differentiate between offictx/enlisted/civilian, and include if billeting is for 
students or permanent party. 

2. Provide data on the BOQs and BEQs projected to be assigned to your plant account in FY 1997. The 
&sired unit of measure for this capacity is people housed. Differentiate between officer/enlisted/civilian, and 
inclu& if billeting is for students or permanent party. 

w 



3. h v i &  data on the messing facilities assigned to your cumnt plant account. 

/ 

w 

4. Provi& data on the messing facilities projected to be assigned to your plant account in FY 1997. 

5. Based upon your installation's on and off-base housing and messing facilities, what average daily student 
load (ADSL) could you support from FY95 - FYOl? Express the daily student load in terms of enlisted, 
officer, and civilian. 

6. Provide the basis (including some data) of your calculations in enough detail so they can be reproduced 

7. List any additional constraints or limitations to the housing and messing facilities that impact the training 
mission. 
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Appendix 1 a 

Navy pilot training syllabi with service components trained. 

Navy NFO training syllabi with service components trained. 



Navy pilot training syllabi with levels of training and types of aircraft used. 

Navy NFO syllabi of training with levels of training and types of aircraft used. 

Navy list of aircraft used in undergraduate pilot and NFO training. 

"1f requirements for the T-45 are still being derived, give best estimate. 

r 35 



Appendix 1 b r 
Air Force pilot training syllabi with 

service components trained. 

I 
- - 

I BOMBER I 

TRANSITION 
PILOT INSTR USAF 
-rNG Pm 
AT-38 
EN JJPT PIT 
T-37 
ENJJPT PIT 
T-38 
JET 
CURRENCY 
COURSE T-38 
MEDOFFICER 
FLT FAM TNG 

. 

NATO 
US AF 
NATO 
US AF 
NATO 

I 

USAF 
ANG 
AFRE. 
USAF 

INTROTOFTR 
mom 
AT-38 

m o m  

U S A ~  - 
ANG 
AFRES 
NATO 
Fh4s 
USAF 



Air Force navigator training syllabi with s e ~ c e  

Syllabus of Training n 
components trained. 

1 ~ C I ' S C ~ ~ ~ C C  I USN 1 



Air Force pilot training syllabi with levels of training and types of aircraft used. 



Air Force navigator syllabi of training with levels of training and types of aim& 
used. 

Syllabus 

SUNTSO 
Tnn 

Level of Tng 

- -0 

SUNT 

I Tne I 

Aircraft I 
Primary 

Topoff Tng 
SUNT Nav 

T-43 

Advanced 
Advanced 

T-3 8 
T-37 

Primary - 
SUNTEWO 
Tne 

- - -  

T-43 

Y 

SUNTEWO 

Advanced 
Primary 

Topoff 
In terservice 
UNT 

T-43 
T-37fl"-43 

Advanced 
Advanced 

- I 

T-43 
T-37 

Advanced 

USMC UNT 
EWO Tng 
CAF 
Nav Instr 

I Instr Tng I 

T-43 

Tng 
IFF WSO 
IFF WSO 

Air Force list of a i d  used in undergraduate pilot and navigator training. 

Primary 
Advanced 

Graduate 

AT-38 

UH- 1 

T-43 
T-43 

T-43 

Graduate 
Graduate 

- 

I 

AT-38 
AT-38 



Appendix 1 c 
-- 

Army pilot training syllabi with levels of training and types of air& used. 

I NVG 
PC 



a".' RF'T 
JL'L 

Army pilot training syllabi with service components trained. 





1 

Policy Analysis Forum 

Build on Roles & Mission Study Efforts 
- Draw on Service 1 JCS Study Teams 
- Use Existing "Joint Fixed-Wing Training" 

and "Consolidation of Initial Helicopter 
Training" Studies as Analytical Base 

Recommended participation: 
- Services, JCS, OSD 
- OUSD (P&R) -- Chair 

I 

I - Contractor Support (?) 

3/24/94 DRAFT 
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BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

June 2,1994 

Minutes 

The Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) meeting was 
convened by Mr. Lou Finch, DUSD(R), at 1405 hours on June 2, 1994, in Room 3E752, the 
Pentagon. The list of attendees and agenda are attached. 

Mr. Finch opened with introductory remarks, and Mr. ~ a f d n e r  continued with 
administrative comments. Mr. Gardner then presented a proposed "Step One" statement 
recommended by the Group's joint study team (JST). Group discussion pointed out that the 
statement was a description of the initial broad approach which would indicate the need to 
continue with more detailed analyses of undergraduate pilot training (UPT) category. The 
Group approved the statement as presented. 

Mr. Gardner then briefly talked about the on-going discussions and work-in-progress 
on joint cross-service analyses and pointed out that the draft proposal was neither complete 
nor had it been approved by the BRAC 95 Steering Group. The Group opined that it would 
be difficult to finalize an approach to joint cross-service analyses for UPT before knowing the 
outcome of the on-going discussions and potential decisions by the Steering Group. 

Next, MAJ Fletcher, Department of the Army, gave a presentation (attached) on the 
Army's Decision Pad (D-Pad) Model which is a weighted multi-criteria decision support 
model. Mr. Gardner stated that the JST recommended this model be used as a tool by 
decision makers to help determine functional value for the proposed joint optimization model. 
Group consensus was to use the D-Pad Model to aid the Group's cross-service analyses of 
UPT functional value. The results could also be used as a functional value input to the joint 
optimization model, if it is adopted. 

Dr. Nickel, Department of the Navy, then briefed the Group on a proposed joint 
optimization model (attached) which is a mixed-integer linear program. The Group 
discussion included concerns about the potential usefulness and flexibility of such a model. 
The concepts of constrained and unconstrained analyses, data elements, multiple variables, 
and policy imperatives were also discussed in general terms. Mr. Finch pointed out that 
linear models, like other models, have advantages and disadvantages which users should be 
aware of and understand. The Group consensus was that the model could be used as it exists, 
or as a point of departure, to assist them in their analyses. The Group agreed to defer 
decision on the optimization model pending the outcome of the on-going joint cross-service 
analyses discussions. 

Mr. Finch articulated that these models, or any other models, should be used as tools 
by decision makers to assist them in the overall base closure and realignment selection 
process. The process should preclude decision makers from being driven slavishly to a 



mechanical conclusion and provide the ability to apply common sense and judgement to 
decision making. * Li 

- 
Next, Mr. Gardner gave an overview of JST plans for the month and noted that the w draft joint cross-service analyses proposal would establish a Tri-Department BRAC Team to 

support the Group and coordinate the preparation of data inputs for analyses. It is anticipated 
the Military Departments would provide the personnel, subject to the Group's approval, and 
that some or all of the members might come from the Group's existing JST. 

There being no further matters to discuss, the meeting was adjourned 

Approved: - - 
Chairman 



BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

June 2,1994 

Key Attendees 

Mr. Lou Finch, chairman, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Dan Gardner, assistant study team leader, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. James Berry, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Todd Weiler, Army 
LTC John Finlay, IV, Army 
MAJ Charles Fletcher, Army 
CAPT Brian Buzzell, Navy 
Col Dave Stockwell (USMC), Navy 
Dr. Ron Nickel, Navy 
Maj Gen Ed Tenoso, Air Force 
Col Buster Ellis, Air Force 
Lt Col Len Jarman, Air Force 
Lt Col Jeny Free, Air Force 
Maj Howard Hachida, Air Force 
Col Wayne Mayfield, Air Force 
Lt Col Mark Bruggemeyer, Air Force 
Ms. Donna MacPherson, OSD (Comptroller) 
Col Paul Thompson, OSD (Base Closure) 
Lt Col Tom Watson, Joint Staff (5-7) 



UPT JOINT / CROSS-SERVICE GROUP AGENDA 

(2 June 1994 Meeting -Rm 3E752) 

1. Minutes 

2. "Step One" Statement 

3. Draft Joint Cross-Service Group Analyses Process 

A. Process Diagram (attached) 

B. Cross-Service Analysis Steps and Timelines (attached) 

4. Army Functional Value Model - MAJ Chuck Fletcher 

I 5. Navy Optimization Model - Mr. Ron Nickel 

6. Joint Study Team Plans 

A. "Shift" to Tri-Dept BRAC Group 

B. Game Plan for June 94 



"In this initial effort, the primary measure of capacity used in analyzing 

training air stations was the flight training workload - average onboard - of student 

aviators (pilots and NFOts). The historic "peak" workloads per base were totaled 

and this aggregate total compared to the total workload generated by the approved 

FY 2001 force structure requirements to determine if excess capacity exists. The 

certified data indicated excess capacity did exist, so the Joint Cross-Service 

Undergraduate Pilot Training Group evaluated facilities in the category for military 

value." 



' DEPARTMENT BRAC PROCESS -- 

OPERATIONAL 
FEASlBlUTY AND 

REQUIREMENTS 
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Cross-Service Analysis Steps 

What Who 
Issue Data Call Guidance JCSG 
. . 
lssue Data Call 

Determine 
1) How to calculate 

excess capacity 
2) Weights for functional 

measures of merit 

Mil Deps 

JCSG 

When 
April 

April 

June 

Provide Data to JCSG Mil Deps July 

Develop Methodology for Inputs JCSG 
to Optimization Model 

1) Excess capacity 
2) Functional military value 
3) Rules for model 

Approve Methodology for Inputs Steering Group 
to Optimization Model 

' ow 

July 

July 



1 Cross-Service Analysis Steps 1 
What Who When 
Run Unconstrained Model Tri Dept BRAC Gp August 

Analyze Results JCSG August 

Provide Installation/Site Mil Deps 
Potential ClosurelMilitary 
Value Info to JCSG 

September 

Develop Inputs to Model JCSG September 

Run Constrained Model Tri Dept BRAC Gp September 

Analyze Results JCSG 'October 

Determine Alternatives for JCSG 
Mil Dep Consideration 

Analyze Alternatives Mil Deps 

October 

Nov - Dec 
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D-PAD MODEL 

WEIGHTED MULTI-CRITERIA DECISION SUPPORT MODEL. 

ADVANTAGES: 

COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE. 

USES SIMPLE MATHEMATICAL PRINCIPALS. 

PROVIDES SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS. 

2 





CRITERIA (ATTRIBUTES) ARE DATA ELEMENTS THAT : 
ARE MEASURABLE FOR ALL ALTERNATIVES 

? 

I ARE MEASURED IN THE SAME UNITS 
ARE INDICATORS OF VALUEIUTILITYNVORTH 

I CAN BE SCALED. (WE KNOW WHAT IS GOOD, WHAT IS BAD) 

EXAMPLES: 
COST ($K) = INITIAL PURCHASE PRICE IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS, 

ROUNDED TO THE NEAREST THOUSAND 
DEFINITION OF 'PURCHASE PRICE' MAY BE REQUIRED 

MAXIMUM SPEED (MPH) = MAXIMUM SPEED OBTAINABLE IN MILES PER 
HOUR. PROWDE SOURCE OF DATA 

SAFETY (YIN) = ARE THESE SAFETY FEATURES INCLUDED? 
DRIVER SlDE AIRBAG (YIN) 
ANTI-LOCK BRAKES (YIN) 
PASSENGER SlDE AIRBAG (YIN) 



RATING SCALES TELL THE MODEL WHAT IS GOOD AND WHAT IS BAD. 

COST($K) = 1. SCALED FROM $0 TO MAXIMUM VALUE ENTERED - OR - 
2. SCALED FROM MINIMUM VALUE TO MAXIMUM VALUED, 

WITH THE 'HIGH' SCORE GOING TO THE LOWEST VALUE. 
* 

EXAMPLE: BMW = $40K 
FORD - 10 $1OK=7.5 
CHEVY =$18K $1 8K=5.5 

D-PAD POINTS $40K=O.O 

-0 
$40K 

S18K $10K 
$OK 

$10K=10.0 
D-PAD POINTS $1 8K=7.3 

$40K=0.0 
-0 









WEIGHTING: CRITERIA WEIGHTING: 

OF THE THREE MAIN CRITERIA THE WEIGHTS USED ARE: * 

COST = 40% 
SPEED = 20% 
SAFETY = 40% 

COST SPEED 
BMW 

SAFETY 
0.0 10.0 

FORD 
8.0 

10.0 0.0 
CHEVY 

2.0 
7.3 6.0 5.0 

COST SPEED SAFETY TOTAL 
WEIGHTED: BMW 0.0 2.0 3.2 5.2 

FORD 4.0 0.0 .8 4.8 
CHEVY 2.92 1.2 2.0 6.1 ** WINNER 

I1 I ARMY BASING STUDY 
9 



I-- ' 

A w' MANEWER ACRES 
RANGES 
DEPLOYMENT NETWORK 
MOBILIZATION BILLETS 
JOINT SYNERGY 
RESERVE COMP SPT 

MSN ESSENTIALITY 

CONTIGUOUS MNV ACRES 
OPS/ADMIN FAC 
AVN MAINT FAC 
VEH MAINT FAC 
SUP/STORAGE FAC 
DISTANCE TO TNG AREA 
CONSTRUCTION INV 
INFORMATION MSN AREA 

MSN SuTrABrLrm 

VHA RATE 
FAM HSG COST/UNIT 
AVG CIV SALARY 
MER 
CER 
MCA COST 

OPER EFFICIENCIES 

TOT BUILDABLE ACRES 
ENCROACHMENT 
ENVIRONMENT CAPACITY 
MULTI-FUNCTION 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

EXPANDABILITY 

% PERM FAC 
ACOE SCORE 
FAM HSG UNITS 
UOPH UNITS 
UEPH UNITS 
c o m r m  FAC 
HEALTH CARE INDEX 
PLACES RATED RATING 

QUALITY OF LIFE 

SCORE 

RANK 

WEIGHT 
75 
50 
50 
30 
15  
30 - - - 250 

BRAGG 

105.5-  
7 .4++  
9 . 7 +  

46242+ 
4  

6 . 3  
5 . 9  

CAMPBELL 

81.3-  
4 . 3  
8 . 3  

27982 
0 

4 . 6  
3 . 9  

CARSON 









Data Elements 

1. Functional values. The meri t  of performing a cross-sewice 
function a t  a given site or activity. 

2. Functional capacities. The capacity of each site or 
activity t o  perform a given cross-service function. 

3. DoD cross-sewice functional requirements. The 
future DoD requirement to perform each cross=sewice function. 

4. Military values. The military department assessment of the 
military value of each site or activity. 





Formulation 

Minimize w x CsEs o, x nmv, - CtEs xgEF itg x fulg 

subject to capacity constraints 
where 

S = the set of all sites or activities, 
F = the set of cross-service functions, 
w = weighting factor to assure that fv assignments are subordinate to 

the military value ratings; 
nmus = 4 - mv,; and 

Decision variables 
o, = 1 if site is to remain open; 0 otherwise; 

1, = amount of the DoD requirement for hction g to be assigned to 
site or activity t 



Formulation (English Version) 

Minimize w x (negative mil val) - (functional value) 
subject to 

constraints on capacity 

Setting w = 0 allocates cross-service functional 
requirements to sites or activities having the highest functional 
values. 

Setting w to a large value allocates cross-service functional 
requirement to high military value sites with allocations to 
sites with highest hctional values. 







- - - - - - - - 
Capacities 

Air vehicles 450 7000 2500 0 0 5000 500 0 0 0 3000 1200 0 2857 0 22,507 
Munitions 850 200 4500 0 0 300 0 2000 0 0 1 0 0 0  0 1 0 0 0  0 0 9,850 

Electronic combat 3000 0 0 0 0 1000 0 0 0 0 2000 0 0 1543 20 7,563 
Fixed-wing avionics 0 0 250 3500 0 0 0 400 3500 0 1000 4000 0 2000 500 15,150 

Conv. missileslrockets 0 0 200 0 3000 0 0 200 100 2000 3000 700 200 300 200 9,900 
Satelites 0 0 300 4000 0 0 0 500 0 0 250 50 0 300 2200 7,600 

Table 1. Joint Cross-Service Groups Analysis Examples ' 

Basic Data 

Function N Scores 
Air vehicles 50 70 68 0 0 57 72 0 0 0 81 92 0 86 0 

Munitions 88 71 58 0 0 54 0 88 0 0 72 0 75 0 0 
Electronic combat 67 0 0 0 0 91 0 0 0 0 52 0 0 78 77 

Fixed-wing avionics 0 0 92 94 0 0 0 78 69 0 72 93 0 66 71 
Conv. missileslrockets 0 0 62 0 89 0 0 59 93 92 56 59 50 65 91 

Satelites 0 0 71 58 0 0 0 64 0 0 85 61 0 73 93 

Function 

Department Military Value 3 3 3 2  1 2 1 3 2 1 3 3 2 3 1  

Department 
X I Y I z 

A l B l c l D l E  I A I B l C l D l E I A I ' B I C l D l E  Totals 



Table 2. Functional Requirement Data 

Percent 
Function Requirement excess 

Air vehicles 9,463 137.8 
Munitions 5,503 79.0 

Electronic combat 3,234 133.9 
Fixed-wing avionics 3,775 301.3 

Conv. missiles/rockets 3,743 164.5 
Satelites 2,480 206.5 
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Table 4. MINNMV Model Output 

Function 

Workload assigned 
Air vehicles 

Munitions 
Electronic combat 

Fixed-wing avionics 
Conv. rnissileslrockets 

Satelites 

Capacities 
Air vehicles 

Munitions 
Electronic combat 

Fixed-wing avionics 
Conv. missileslrockets 

Satelites 

I excess I 
3000 1200 0 2857 0 1 9557 1 .O 0 0 2500 0 0 

0 0 4 5 0 0  0 0 
0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 200 0 (1 

0 0 O O ( 1  

Retained 
totals 

Department 

DoD average MV 
Percent change 

X 
- A I B I C I D ~ E  

Department average MV 
Percent change 

Totals 
9463 
5503 
3234 
3775 
3743 
2480 

Y 
A 1  B I C I D I E  

3.0 
25.0 

DoD weighted FVs 

Z 
A I B I C I D l E  

Function 
Air vehicles 

Munitions 
Electronic combat 

Fixed-wing avionics 
Conv. missileslrockets 

Satelites 

3.0 
88.7 

Wgt 
FV 
80.6 
71.4 
64.6 
93.0 
59.6 
92.0 

2.5 
4.2 



Table L MINNMV wlth Policy lmperatlve Model Output 
\ 

Department 
X Y z 

Function A I B I C I D l E  A I B I C I D I E  A I B I C I D l E  

Capacities 
Air vehicles 0 0 2 5 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Munitions 0 0 4500 0 0 0 0 2000 0 0 
Electronic combat 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 

Fixed-wing avionics 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0  0 
Conv. missiles/rockets 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 

Satelites 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Workload assigned 
Air vehicles 

Munitions 
Electronic combat 

Fixed-wing avionics 
Conv. missiles/rockets 

Satelites 

Department average MV 
Percent change I 

Do0 average MV 
Percent change 

Totals 
9463 

1 5503 
3234 
3775 
3743 
2480 

DoD weighted N s  

Function 
Air vehicles 

Munitions 
Electronic combat 

Fixed-wing avionics 
Conv. missileslrockets 

Satelites 

Wgt 
FV 
80.6 
71.4 
64.6 
93.0 
58.4 
92.0 



Table 6. Parameterization of the MINNMV Model 

Siteslactivities open 

Percent excess 
Air vehicles 

Munitions 
Electronic combat 

Fixed-wing avionics 
Conv. missiles/rockets 

Satelites 

Weighted FV 
Air vehicles 

Munitions 
Electronic combat 

Fixed-wing avionics 
Conv. missileslrockets 

Satelites 

DoD average MV 

. 
0 

MAXFV 
15 

53.8 
73.5 
72.0 
98.7 
41.6 
10.9 

81.2 
79.6 
79.7 
93.9 
90.8 
92.0 

2.20 

300 

14 

53.8 
73.5 
72.0 
98.7 
38.9 
10.9 

81.2 
79.6 
79.7 
93.9 
90.7 
92.0 

2.21 

1000 

13 

48.5 
73.5 
72.0 
98.7 
38.9 
10.9 

81.1 
79.6 
79.7 
93.9 
90.7 
92.0 

2.31 

5000 

12 

48.5 
73.5 
72.0 
6.0 
38.9 
10.9 

81.1 
79.6 
79.7 
93.0 
90.7 
92.0 

2.33 

Parameter 
7000 

11 

48.5 
73.5 
72.0 
6.0 
17.6 
10.9 

81.1 
79.6 
79.7 
93.0 
85.4 
92.0 

2.45 

w 
8000 

10 

1 .O 
69.9 
72.0 
6.0 
17.6 
10.9 

80.6 
79.2 
79.7 
93.0 
85.4 
92.0 

2.40 

10000 

9 

1 .O 
51.7 
72.0 
6.0 
17.6 
10.9 

80.6 
76.1 
79.7 
93.0 
85.4 
92.0 

2.44 

20000 

8 

1 .O 
51.7 
41.1 
6.0 
17.6 
10.9 

80.6 
76.1 
72.3 
93.0 
85.4 
92.0 

2.50 

40000 

7 

1 .O 
51.7 
41.1 
6.0 
22.9 
10.9 

80.6 
76.1 
72.3 
93.0 
59.6 
92.0 

2.71 

60000 
MINNMV 

6 

1 .O 
36.3 
10.2 
6.0 
22.9 
10.9 

80.6 
71.4 
64.6 
93.0 
59.6 
92.0 

2.67 
- -- 
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BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

June 23,1994 

Minutes 

The Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) meeting was 
convened by Mr. Mike Parmentier, Acting Chairman, at 1300 hours on June 23, 1994, in 
Room 3E752, the Pentagon. The list of attendees and agenda are attached. 

Mr. Parmentier made opening comments, and Mr. Gardner then continued with 
administrative remarks on internal controls and meeting minutes. 

Mr. Gardner led discussion on the draft analysis plan including the proposed capacity analysis 
matrix (attached). The Group reviewed the proposed approach for capacity analysis and noted 
the progress that had been made. 

Next, the Group considered the proposed approach for functional value analysis. Mr. 
Gardner talked about the draft site-function matrix (attached). He explained that the Group's 
joint study team (JST) proposed grouping functions. Discussion followed on the need for the 
base closure and realignment analysis process to take into account other rnissio~ls at an 
installation. The Group pointed out that other missions would be considered through the 
combined analyses of functional value and installation military value conducted by the Joint 
Cross-Service Groups and the Military Departments, respectively, during the iterative process. 

The Group's discussion included proposed measures of merit and weighting of those 
measures for portions of the undergraduate pilot training function (matrix handout attached). 
Discussion ensued on whether the USAF flight screening function should be part of the 
proposed matrix, and whether flight screening was mainly a UPT category capacity factor 
instead of an installation function. The Group concluded it needed more information and 
background on reasons and rationale with regard to the development of this proposal before it 
could go further. Mr. Parmentier pointed out that the JST members need to work closely 
with their respective Group principals during the process development. He reiterated that the 
goal of the analysis process is fair and consistent treatment. 

Mr. Gardner continued with general comments on proposed plans for functional value 
analysis and use of the optimization model. 

The group agreed to the overall direction of the process as presented, but did not 
approve the measures of merit and their proposed weighting pending further information from 
the JST for Group consideration and approval at a future meeting. Mr. Parmentier directed 
that the JST members provide background on this subject to their Group principals before the 
next meeting. The JST was tasked to develop and provide the Group with rationale and 
reasons for the proposed weighting of the measures of merit at the next meeting. The JST w was also tasked to relook the flight screening function viability with respect to modeling. 



There being no further matters to discuss, the mee 



BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

June 23,1994 

Key Attendees 

Mr. Mike Parmentier, study team leader, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Dan Gardner, assistant study team leader, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. James Berry, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
LTC John Finlay, IV, Army 
MAJ Charles Fletcher, Army 
CAPT Brian Buzzell, Navy 
Col Dave Stockwell (USMC), Navy 
LCDR Steve Bertolaccini, Navy 
Mr. Steve Belcher, Navy 
Maj Gen Ev Pratt, Jr., Air Force 
Maj Gen Ed Tenoso, Air Force 
Lt Col Len Jarman, Air Force 
Lt Col Jeny Free, Air Force 
Lt Col Mark Bruggemeyer, Air Force 

'w Maj Howard Hachida, Air Force 
Col Paul Thompson, OSD (Base Closure) 
CAPT J. B. Renninger, Joint Staff (5-7) 



UPT JOINT / CROSS-SERVICE GROUP AGENDA 

(23 June 1994 Meeting -Rm 33752) 

1. Admin "Control" 

2. Minutes From 2 June Meeting 

3. Draft Analysis Plan 

A. Capacity 

- Excess Capacity 

- Capacity Analysis Plan (LtCol Free) 

B. Functional Value 

- Site x Function Matrix 

-- Grouped Functions 

-- Limitations (3) 

- Measures of Merit Identified 

- Weighting Process --- Approval 

- Develop Questions Tied to Data Calls - "In Progress" 

- Score Function x Site 

- Input Scores to D-PAD Model 

- Function Values Determined for Each Site 

- Provide Functional Values to Services 



C. Services Provide Military Values (1-3) for Sites 

D. Optimization Model 

- Notional Model Runs by Study Team 

- Unconstrained Run (No Military Values) 

- Deliver Unconstrained Run To Services 

- Services Provide Exclusions/Policy Imperatives 

- Constrained Runs of Model 

- Alternatives Generated, Reviewed, and Passed to Services 





CAPACITY ANALYSIS 

FACIUTY HOURS 



lDW 

CAPACITY ANALYSIS (CONT) 

HISTORICAL 

I REQUIREMENTS I 
PROG'MED mmfie~mnem MAX 
TRAINING EXCESS 

t U 3  

REQUIRED AVAILABLE 
(SYLLABI) 

\dl 
CAPACITY CAPACITY 

I (A) (C) 
( A x 4  (C-(AxB)) 

- 
TOT FTZ USED 

# OF AIRCRAFT - . . - - - - -- - I [ TOT F P  AVAIL -1 I r- I lln,.nr - - 
SUPPORTED 1 .  I *PGL --- I AIRCRAFT I( ' 1  AIRCRAFT I r I -  I nlnbnrrr I 

r I -  I Hlnbnnr I ner 

-1 

ymm,  I *PGL I I AIRCRAFT I / ~ J Q A R  = 11 AIRCRAFT I 

# OF AIRCRAFT 
SUPPORTED 

AIRCRAFT I FACILIT 
REQ 

AIRCRAFT 
& (; FACILITIES 

FACLIW AVAILABLE 
AIRCRAFT 

I 

TOT w USED G R A D ~ ~ E A R  
W I AIRCRAFT 

# OF AIRCRAFT 
SUPPORTED AIRCRAFT AIRCRAFT 

P I AIRCRAFT REQ AIRCRAFT lx-am 
I - 

2APACITY USED 
STUDENTSIDAY STUDENTSIDAY STUDENTSIDAY STUDENTSIDAY STIIDFNTSlnAV 

~ -. . .. . - 
STUDENTSIDAY STUDENTSIDAY STUDENTSIDAY STUDENTSIDAY 

i DRAF f 



DRAFT 

I 
COIIIIIIINI 
-- 

-- 

Xp)- 
- 

-- -- 
Lau~t11111 

X (2) 

x (3) 

.-- 
Sheppard 

X (2) 

X (3) 

Klnaevllle 

X (2) 

. 

nandolplr 

X (2) 

x (q 

Vanre 

X (2) 

x ((3 

Peneacola 
_Whlt~ng_-Co_rp"s- 

Clrrletl 

X(1) 
X (2) 

Functlon 
Fltght Screentng 
Pr~mary Pllot 
Int EUC2,Adv Maritlme,Adv Airl~tVTanker 
Int L Adv Strike, Adv EUC2 
Adv Bomber/Ftghter 
Helo 
Pnmary L Int NFO 
Advanced NFO - Strike 
,Advanced NFO - Panel 

Notes: 
1 Runway length constraints 
2 Lack of outlying fleMs 
3 Too far from water 

- 
neeae 

X (2) 

x (3) 

-- 
Merldlan 

X (2) 

- 

-- 
Service 

USAF 
USNNSAF 
USNNSAF 
USN 
USAF 
USNNSANSAF 
USNNSAF 
USNNSAF 
USNNSAF 

---~- 
Alrcralt 

T-3 
T-34n-37lJPATS 
T-44n-1 
T-2K-A4n-45 
T-30 
TH-57KH-67NH-11OH-58 
T-34n-39 
T-391T-2 
T-43 

- Fort-. 
Rucker 

X (1) 
X (1) 
X (1) 
X ( l )  

X(1) 
X (1) 
X (1) 

Fleld 

211) 
X (1) 
X(1) 

X(1) 
X (1) 
X (1) 



Weather 
,Airspace and Flight Training Areas 
Airfields 
Ground Training Facilities 
Aircraft Maintenance Facilities 
Special Military Facilities 
Proximity to Training Areas 
Proximity to other Support Facilities 
Unique Features 
-Air Quality 
Encroachment 
Ability for Expansion 
Services (QOL) 

15 
30 
10 
10 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
5 
5 
5 
5 

100 

14 
22 
20 
10 
5 
0 
0 
2 
0 
5 
5 
4 
8 

1 00 

9- - 
24 
20 
10 
5 
0 
0 
2 
0 
5 
6 
5 
8 

100 

7 
22 
17 
10 
5 
4 
3 
2 
0 
5 
6 
5 
8 

100 

11 
22 
20 
10 
5 
0 
0 
2 
0 
5 
6 
5 
8 

1 00 

6 
12 
23 
14 
5 
0 
0 
3 
8 
5 
5 
4 
8 

100 



I Unique Features 1 0 I 0 I 0 

Measures of Merit 
Managed train in^ Areas 
Wegher 
Airspace and Flight Training Areas 
Airfields 
Ground Training Facilities 
Aircraft Maintenance Facilities 
Special Military Facilities 
Proximity to Training Areas 
.Proximity to other Support Facilities 

USNIUSAF 
Primary & 
Inter NFO 
T-34K-39 

5 
14 
22 
20 
10 
5 
0 
0 
2 

LAir Quality 
~ncroachment 
Ability for Expansion 
Services (QOL) 

USNIUSAF 
Adv NFO Strike 

WSO Strike 
T-39K-2 

6 
7 
22 
17 
10 
5 
4 
3 
2 

5 
5 
4 
8 

USNIUSAF 
Adv NFO Panel 

T-43 
7 
5 
18 
20 
17 
5 
0 
0 
0 

5 
6 
5 
8 

5 
5 
10 
8 





BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

July 19, 1994 

Minutes 

The Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) meeting was 
convened by Mr. Lou Finch, DUSD(R), at 1510 hours on July 19, 1994, in Room 3E752, the 
Pentagon. The list of attendees and agenda are attached. 

Mr. Finch made opening comments, and Mr. Gardner continued with administrative 
remarks. Mr. Gardner then led the Group discussion on the analytic framework proposed by 
the joint study team (JST) for Group approval. 

Mr. Gardner presented the proposed sitelfunction matrix (attached) and pointed out 
that it frames site/function relationships and potential entering considerations and constraints 
for alternative analyses. Group discussion resulted in administrative changes, a change in the 
title to more clearly describe the matrix, and direction to further describe the notations on 
constraints. 

Discussion continued on the potential for the BRAC 95 process to effectively consider 
the impact of the Joint Primary Aircraft Training System (JPATS) on the U P '  category's 
capacity if acquisition of JPATS were to be shifted to the right (delayed) due to the tight 
fiscal climate. The Group noted that even if JPATS acquisition were slowed, there could be 
approval of significant changes in policy and procedural initiatives affecting primary training 
in anticipation of JPATS which would impact capacity and could be considered in the 
process. The Group pointed out that these concerns are still unknown factors in the on-going 
dynamic fiscal environment, and that the BRAC analysis process must go forward using the 
interim force structure plan. The final force structure plan will be issued before analysis is 
complete and recommendations made. 

Next, the Group reviewed and discussed the proposed measures of merit for functional 
area matrices (attached) and the associated questions (attached) for assessing functional value. 
With regard to the measures of merit matrix for Strike and Advanced E-2lC-2, the Group 
pointed out that the rationale for proximity to training areas should be modified to reflect the 
attribute of the capability to have a training carrier in close proximity to a training 
installation. Additionally, the Group directed that the rationale for air quality be changed to 
show that the air quality weight represents a baseline for like aircraft. Mr. Finch also directed 
the JST to refine the wording of the rationale for encroachment for accuracy with respect to 
accepted Air Installation Compatibility Use Zone (AICUZ) terminology. 

The Group approved the sitelfunction matrix, the measures of merit and questions with 
/' the noted changes. The JST was tasked to make the changes and the Group agreed that the 

JST could make other minor changes with the approval of the chairman. 



Mr. Finch observed that through joint cooperation a huge amount of work had been 

/ :, accomplished and he expressed his personal thanks to the Group and the JST. 

The Group then talked about the process for gaining access to data call information 
and supported an early meeting with the Steering Group for approval. 

Mr. Gardner led a general discussion on integration of potential external non-BRAC 
policy review findings into the process. Mr. Finch opined that the Group should receive a 
report of review findings from the external policy arena, and that the findings could impact 
imperatives to be used in the joint analysis process. He will work with appropriate agencies 
to get needed information. 

There being no further matters to discuss, the meeting was-adjourned at 1630 hours. e 
Approved: Lou  inch 

Chairman 



BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

July 19, 1994 

Key Attendees 

Mr. Lou Finch, chairman, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Dan, Gardner, assistant study team leader, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. James Berry, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
CPT Blake Hollis, Army 
CW5 George Conaway, Army 
CAPT Brian Buzzell, Navy 
Maj Gen Ed Tenoso, Air Force 
Lt Col Len Jarman, Air Force 
Lt Col Mark Bruggemeyer, Air Force 
Col Paul Thompson, OSD (Base Closure) 
CAPT J. B. Renninger, Joint Staff (5-7) 
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UIT JOINT 1 CROSS-SERVICE GROUP AGENDA 

(19 July 1994 Meeting -Rm 33752) 

1. Admin "Control" - Notebooks 

2. "Rules" - Site/Function Elimination Matrix 

3. Measures of Merit for Functional Areas 

- Weights 

- Corresponding Questions 

4. Functional Quality Questions 

5. Data Call Access 

6. Policy Integration Issues 



(1) Runway length constraints 
(2) Lack of outlying fields 
(3) Too far from water 
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/ (- idhim of hangan - % of lungan in . r*quu* mndition (3 p or 10%) 
Scoring: b a r  d e  b c ~ w c m  0 ud la) (0 p for 0 8. 5 pt for 1008) "(Y R d o o d e :  T h ~ s  is m * ~  -WE of n d l w  vhy. Higher% r h r r .  

1. k tk air muon in M a a i m s l t  or mriruenmce a m  (3 p a 60%) 
Sroring: 3 p for ya. 0 p for no 
Plrionde: W m n m t  and mrinlnunee MI IE beK 

2 'Thtrr arc no mual air quality rrgions wirhin 100 hn of air d o n  (1 p or 209b) 
Scoring: 1 p for yu, 0 p for no 
RatJonale: No cntiul air a d i w  miau m kt 

3. There have km no muiaion; or delr; d w  LO air quality c~nsidcrrrionr (1 p or 
rn) 

Scoring: I p for ya, 0 p for no 
Rsrioode: Fever m a r o m  a n  krrcr. 

1. k rhc exiaing AICLZ m d y  m d d  in loal z a v l g  or-? (1 pc or 20%) 
Scoring: 1 pr for yes. 0 p for no 
Rationale: Having an eusang AICLz study in the toning ordinma is b e r ~  

2 Wha~ is h e  phnc incompuble land use for clear zones? (1 J pr or 30%) 
Scoring: Lmut  su le  from 0 LO m u  (1.5 pu for 0 and 0 pu for max). 
Ratlonde: The lower unount of incompuble land use is bctur. 

3. Whu is the pcrcnc uicompvrbie land uu for .4PZ I? (1 p or 20%) 
Scoring: L b u r  s a l e  fmm 0 LO m u  (1 for 0 and 0 pu for max). 
Rationale: The lower mount of inwmpubie land uu IS belur. 

4. Whu is the p r u n t  mc~mpauble land use for APZ 11: (0.5 p or 10%) 
Scoring: k n u r  s a l e  fmm 0 LO mu (05 p for 0 and 0 pr for max). 
Rationale: The lower amount of incompatible h d  use is bcucr. 

5. Am d eslllt disclosures rcqu~red by loa l  wmmun~uu? (0.5 p or 10%) 
Scoring: 0.5 p for yu. 0 p for no 
Ratioode: R u l  csute disclosum arc b u ~  
n d l  dear zone rquuiuon k complued? (0.5 p or 10%) 
Scoring: 0.5 p for y a .  0 p for no 
Rationale: It IS ten d r l l  c!ur zones have been a q u ~ r c d  

I. Amount of BOQ rooms nud 'adequate' (I p or B) 
Scoring: Linear ru le  k w c a  0 and m u  (0 p for 0 5%. 1 p for mu%) 
Rarlonale: Sfon 'adequuc' billeung space is b u r .  

2 Condition of BOQ rooms - '70 of 'adequate' (1 p or 2090) 
Scoring: Lmur  su le  betwem 0 and 100 (0 p for 0 %. 1 pt for lm) 
Rationale: Mon 'dequalc" billeung space 1s beutr. 

3. Whu ~ U M I  of h e  lined hWR tnd suppon f a c ~ l i u u @ r o g m  arc available? (1 
p or ZWo) 

Scoring: L i n w  s a l e  from 0 to IM) (0 p for 0 md 1 pc for 100). 
Rationale: .More MWX facilities arc beuu IO mhmac q d i l y  of life. 

4. Amount of miliury housing nlcd '&equate' (.6 p or 12%) 
Scoring: L b u t  su le  tuwsen 0 and mu (0 p for 0 %, .6 p for mu%) 
Rationale: Morc 'xkquau' housing is bcucr. 

5. Condition of miliury housing - % of 'adquue' (.4 pc or 8%) 
Scoring: Linur A c  kiwecn 0 and 100 (0 p for 0 %. .l pt for 1C&) 
Rationale: Morc 'adequate' housing IS beucr. 

d Number of children on ihe wiring lisr (0.5 p or 10%) 
Scoring: Linur scale from 0 LO m a x  (0.5 p for 0 and 0 p for mu). 
Rationale: Fewer c h ~ i d m  on wailing list is barer. 

7. Avenge wait for children on h e  wuung i i s ~  (0.5 p or 10%) 
Scoring: Linur scale from 0 to max (0.5 p for 0 and 0 p for mu). 
Rationale: k s s  waling ume for c\ild care IS bum. 

950 AM 14 July, 1994 
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DRAFT 

WORKING PAPERS 
MEASURES OF MERIT FOR: 

Managed Training 
Areas 

PRIMARY 

The questions addressed in this area are focused toward 
ownership of special use airspace, air-to ground ranges, and 
outlying fields. In this analysis, accessibility to these facilities 

I)-LEASLmS OF 
MERIT 

I was considered more important than ownership. 
I 

Weather 

WEIGHT 

Airspace and Flight 
Training Areas 

RATIONALE 

This weight was used because students in primary flight 
training need better weather than students in the advanced 
tracks. 

This area was weighted heavily due ta the direct impact it has 
on primary flight training. Much of the training takes place in 
special use airspace; therefore, this area plays a large role in 
determining the training effectiveness of an  installation. 

Airfields 1 24 1 This area is weighted the heaviest due to the emphasis primary 
I 

- - I training places on pattern activities. This area plays a big role 
1 in evaluating the effectiveness of a training installation. - 

I I 

Ground Ra in ing  1 lo 1 This weight is commensurate with the role classrooms, 
Facilities simulators, and other facilities play in flight training. 

Aircraft Naintenance / 5 I Raining aircraft are not difficult to maintain and do not require - 
Facilities 1 an extensive training infrastructure. 

Special Military 
Facilities 

Proximity to 
Training .Areas 

Proximity to Other 
Support Facilities 

Unique Features 

DRAFT 
WORKISG PAPERS 

Air Quality 

Encroachment 

Senices 

- 

O l N'A 

2 

5 

8 

This area looks a t  the local area to determine what other 
facilities are available The overall training infrastructure is 
already established and in use a t  each base so the impact to this 
area should be minimal. 

Air quality plays a role in determining installation compatibility 
with the training mission; however, training aircraft do not 
have a large impact on air quality issues. 

Encroachment plays a role in determining installation 
compatibility with the training mission; however, training 
aircraft do not have a large impact on encroachment issues. 

Quality of life plays a significant role in determining installation 
compatibility with the training mission and this weight will be 
applied to the other training functions. 

0 I N/A 



DRAFT 

'W Questions for Assessing the Functional Quality of 
Priman Pilot Training 

1. 'Ihc # of orrtlying/aruiliuy fields hat are omtrolled/omcd by 3r d l u i m  rd 
plppon p m y  tnining. PA P or 50%) 

Scodng: Lincu v r l c  between 0 .nd 6 (0 p f~ 0 fields. 25 pr for 6 TI&) 
Rationde: OIvning ufieldr and r i n p a c  have c q u l  i m p u  on muting. 

2 'Ihc n m t a  d type of spcial use a i n p c e  hu is conuollcd/omd by rbs 
irvuUadon and s w r u  primay mining. C,5 pt or 50%) 

Scoring: 1.5 pt for HOA. 0.5 p for 0.5 for AA 
Rationale: OLvrung airfields and a i n p e  have equal i m p a  on -. 

W a t b u  (14 points) 

1. ~ t o f r i m e Y l e L 3 K r i s b e w r h r n  15OM.(4por29%) 
Scoring: Linur d e  b w c c n  80% m d  l m %  (1 p for 80% ud 4 p for 

95%???) 
Rationale: USAF wuther requinmmu w condua mining. Higher % is bam. 

Z PUML of m e  w d e r  is bctur than 100013. (3 p or 21%) 
Scoring: Linur l u l e  buwccn 80% and 100% (1 p for 80% and 3 pt for 

95%???) 
Rationde: L'SH w t L l e r  rrquircnenu to wndua mining. Higher % is bcucr. 

3. P e r u  of urne crosswinds a n  less than 15 knou. (3 p or 21%) 
Scoring: Linear m i c  bciwan mln% and m u %  i O  pt for mln% and 3 p for 

mu %) 
Rationale: Max crosswinds for majority of s ~ d e r u  mining. Higher % is kuu. 

4. Perant of ume crosswinds arc g w e r  than '3 knou. (1 p or 7%) 
Scorlng: Lncu u l e  b u w a n  min90 and mu90 (1 pt for min% and O p  for 

m u  %) 
Rationale: .Max u r d t  crosswmd limiu L o w r  Qo is kuu. 
a t  of sorues unccldrucheduled (1 pt or 7%) 

r r u l e  Suwcm 5% and 20% ( 1 p for 5% and 0 p for 3%) 
a m  u p t u r n  w u h e r  m u o n  not covend by quesuons 14.  

factor for IOSI LONU due to wurher. (2 p or 14%) 
Scoring: Linur s u l e  b u w a  5% and 2090 (2 p for 5% and 1 p for 20%) 
Rationale: This a m  upnrru  weother urntion not covend by quuuons 14 .  

Airspacc and Right Tnining Arcas (22 points) 

1. Amount of u n p a  (MOA and ?\A) in m3 (12 p or 64%). 
Scoring: L i n w  r u l e  of welghlrd airspace f ro3  0 to m u  a i n w e  WOA md 

.8 AA) (0 p for 0 nm3 and 12 pt for mar nm ). Wctphred unpace for u c h  
sire = amount of MOA ainpace + .S(arnount of AA arrspae) 

Rationale: Mon ainpace is b u r ,  MOA is slightly k o c r  h M. 
2 Avvrge disunce ampace (2 p or 9%) 

Scoring: Lincu s u l e  from 0 to m u  wclghltd avenge a i n p o  sizr uma 
d i m =  (0 p for min and 2 p for m u ) .  Weighrcd ave ge u n p a  r i a  r. . limes d lunce  for u c h  slu = Sum (aim- sire In nm umo &sun= to 
urspoc  in nm) for all MOA or AA divided by the Sum of aU i r r p a e  r i a  

Rationale: a o s u  ainpace is be=. 
3. S m n k r  of m s  ava~lable (3 p or 14%). 

Scoring. Linur s u l e  from 0 to mar (0 pt for 0 m s  md 3 p for m u  . m s )  
Rationale: .- ue r q u l n d  for ulining..mott IS bctur. 

4. P-t of flight o p  expcnmcing A K  delays of 15 mlnuru or g w a .  Or 

%) 
Scoring: b u r  s d e  tc~wcen 0 and some max (2 p for0 % delays and O p r  

for max delay) 
Rationale: Fewer ATC dclays is better. 

5. Plannaj commerc:al hub within 100 mllu. (I pt or 4%) 
Scoring: 1 p for no and 0 p for yes. 
Rationale: ~ m r n e r c i a l  hub will impaa Inining ?;o hub IS bctUr. 

'umber oi  blsecwlg aliway s. (2 p or 9%) 
Scoring: L n u r  s d e  from 0 to max (2 ys far 0 and 0 p u  for ma). 
Rationale: Siseprng alrwa>s rcduu minlny cifeulveness in a m .  

1. The of odyinglauxiliary fields uuble for primary pilot mining (4 p or 178) 
Dcrurilion of usable field will bc bud on runway length Wunw wfl- - - -  
uxx, fl) 

Scorlng:tinurscdebuwacnOmd ~ e m u ( O p f o r O f i & . 4 p f a m u &  
f idL)  

Ratlodale: Hore d y i n g  fields impwe apaoty  and w l i y  of vrinin;. 
2 The Y of usable ourlyinghruiliry fields with IFR or nigh? apbilky.  p or 8%) 

Sroring:LiwrdebuwrocnOmd ~emu(OpforOfie ldr .2pformu~ 
M L )  

Rationale: 'lhis crprbility will help d u e  congarion s tht ham f ~ l b  
3. Medim diarnce to ourlyinL/ruriliuy fields. (2 p or 8%) 

Scoring: Linear scrk bawm ran min and mar (2 p for min dws 1 p fa 
mu) 

RaUoaale: Qoru  airfields am betur. 
4. Rmway Icng3, of longen =way u main urfield (2 p or 8%) 

Scoring: Lineu r u l e  buwacn 5000 m d  SDOO fi (1 p for 5000 ti m y .  2 
poinu for 8000 ft runway) 

Radonale: h g e r  nmway IS bcucr for sday  m o m  
5. Number of primary nmways thu un ruppon m a r r e n t  ops and cmuwind 

nmways a1 n u m  field. (7 pt or 29%) 
Scoring: 
With 0 crosswind nmways: 2 pu for tint nmway. 4 ps for 2 pnllel  nmulya.6 

pu for 3 p n l l e l  nmways withou crosswind runways. 
With I crosswind mnway: 3 pu for fint primay nmway. 5 ps for 2 pn i le l  

nmways. 7 pu for 3 panllel nmways. 
With 2 non-panllcl crosswind runways: 35 pu for fmt p n u y  nnway, 5.5 pc 

for 2 pmllel mnwayr, 7 pu for 3 pmllel nmwys. 
With 2 panllel aosswmd runways: 4 pu for firstprimay nmuny.6pu for2 

pn l le l  runways. 7 pu for 3 parallel nmwyr.  
Rationale: .MOR nmways improve quality of vrinrng for d a y  reucnr md 

flulbility 
6. Condition of nmways - % of Nnway 4 ft in a d q u a u  condioon (2 p or 8%) 

Scoring: Linear vale betwem 0 m d  100 (0 p for 0 %, 2 pt for 100%) 
h t i o n d e :  This i n d i u m  the quality of rhe runway. Higher qualiry n hncr. 

7. Gndition of uxiways/aprons - % of ux~ways/lprons sq ft m a d a p e  amdkon 
(1.5 a or 6%) . . 

Scoring: ~ m u r  s u l e  between 0 and 100 (0 pz for 0 %. 15 p for 100%) 
h t i o n d e :  This lndicllu the qualiry of the uxtwayr Hipher w l i w  is bmcr. 

8. Condidon of udliuu - ave % of kcili&s in adquau.wndi&n (i.75 or 7%) 
Scoring: Linear s u l e  kt*= 0 and 100 (0 p for 0 %. 1.75 p for 100%) 
Rationale: This i n d i u m  h e  quality of the utilities. Higher quality u bctlcr. 

9. Gndiuon of o ~ h u  faulioes (eg., em, rdmin) - ave %of facilities in dcq ad 
(1.75 pt or 7%) 

Scoring: L i n w  s u i c  bciu-acn 0 and 100 (0 p for 0 %. 1.75 p for 10Wo)  
htionale:  This i n d i u  the quality of the facilities. Higher qudity IS bcucr. 

Ground Training Facilities (10 points) 

I. k n o u n ~  of tninin; facilides (cluarooms) rued 'adequate' in 4 h (3 p or 309b) 
Scoring: Linur s d e  haw-0 md mu (0 p for 0 %. 3 p for mu%) 
Rationale: This measures the mount and quality of the vurung fuilitier MOIL 

quality is b u r .  
2 Condition of mining facilities (clusrwms) - % of 'adrquuc' sq fr (I p or 106) 

Scoring: Linur Jcllc k t w e n  0 and 100 (0 p for 0 %, 1 pl for 100%) 
Rationale: This m e u u r u  h e  mount md quality of the vuning fwllitier More 

qualily is k u r .  
3. Amount of mining facilities (trainers) rued 'adequare- in sq fi (3 p or 30%) 

Scoring: Linur s u l e  b w c m  0 md m u  (0 p for 0 8 . 3  p for mu%) 
Rationale: This m e u u r n  h e  amount and qual~ty of the uainmg fac~lioer More 

quality is b u r .  
4. Condition of mining facililiu (tninen) - %of 'adeqm' sq fr (1 p or 10%) 

Scoring: Linur scale k t w e m  0 and 100 (0 p for 0 %. 1 pt for IOC%) 
Rationdc: This measures the mount and quality of the uainrng facilities. More 

quality is beoer. 
5. Amount of tnlning fac~litier (oher) nred 'adequau" in sq fi. (1.5 p or 15%) 

Scoring: Linar scale tuwc+n 0 and max (0 p ior 0 %, 1.5 p lor m u % )  

Primary Pilot Tnining Page 1 



b ' >ationlie: This m u s u m  B e  rmorrnc and quality of the tnining fv i l i r iu  Morr 
II &=r. 

tion of m m g  fwititia (her)  - 8 of 'rdcqwrc' rq h ( 5  p or 5%) 
Ltnar l u l e  between 0 and 100 (0 p for 0 %. J pt for IR%) 

Ratio&: This maw the c m w ~  and &lily of the &ring f a c i l i a  .Mom 
@cy u kocr. 

1. b e 1  of mrinlcnma opcnrions u sire (3 p or 60%) 
b r i n g :  I p for Olcvel. 2 p for I-Inel, 2.5 p for Dcpn Inel, 3 p for D q o ~  

l n e l  for a k n h  rype m) 
Rationale: Hi* lwei of mainmane is barP. 

~kwruofhnganrued'dequrrc'inrqh(15por30&) 
Scorlng: Linear acak k w e m  0 and mrx (0 p for 0 %. 1 5  p for m u % )  
Rationale: Morc ' d s q u u '  h g u  spa is k u t r .  

3. Cadition of hmgan - % of h g ~ r  in 'rdcquu' condition (5 p or 10%) 
Srorlng: Linur d e  between 0 ud 100 (0 p for 0 %, J p for 1UX) 
Rationale: This is m o h u  musure of insullauon quality. Higher % is bcucr. 

pmrirmtr to OLber S u p p o r ~  Facilities (2 poinu) 

1. Nlrmbcr of orhu airfields in h e  u u  IIW could support pnmary pilot mining (1 pt 
or 50%) 

Scoring: 5 p for 1 field. I p for 2 or more fields) 
Rationale: Mort rvulabie airficlb arc bcucr. 

2 Dimno lo ohcr urSel&. (1 p or 5040) 
Scoring: 5 p for 1 field less lhrn30 milu. I p for 2 or more fields lus  h r n  30 
d a  

Rationale: Closer urfields ye kncr.  

ir muon in ur a u h m e n l  or malnmmce a m  (3 pr or 6Wo)  
ring: 3 p for y u .  0 p for no 
ionale: Aumm: and na~ntenance u t a s  a n  bur. 

2 l ' k rc  arc no n u u l  a r  quliiy regions w~rhin 100 km of air suuon (1 pt or 7 s )  

Scoring: 1 p for y u .  0 p for no 
Rationale: S o  m u d  air quality regions are krr 

3.lherc have been no rumaions or delays due to a ~ r  quality wnsidcruias (1 pt or 

Scoring. I p for yes. 0 pl for no 
R a ~ o n d e :  Fewer mmaions  art beutr. 

Encroachment (5 poinu) 

1. k the erining AlCL7 suay encoded in loul zoning ordinances? (I pu or 20%) 
Scoring: 1 pr for yea. 0 p for no 
RaUooale: Having an eusung AICL7 study in h e  zoning ordinma is b c r ~  

2 Whu is the p r c m t  incompatible land use for d u r  wnes? ( 1 5  pc or 30%) 
Scoring: Linur s a l e  frorn 0 LO m u  (1.5 pc for 0 a d  0 pu for mu). 
Rationale: The lower mount of incompauble land use is bcucr. 

3. Whn is h e  pmrnr incornpllibie land use for APZ I? (I p or 20%) ' 

Scoring: L i n u r  r u l e  frorn 0 co m u  (1 p for 0 and 0 pu for ma).  
RaUonde: The lower unoun~ of incompauble land use is becur. 

4. What is h e  p r x n t  mcornpruble land use for APZ ll? (0.5 p or 10%) 
Scoring: Linur scale fmm 0 lo max (0.5 p for 0 and 0 pr for mx).  
IZationzle: The lower amount of inwrnpaubie land use 1s bcucr. 

5. A= 4 CSU disclosures r e q u i d  by Iwl communities? (0.5 p or 10%) 
Sconng: 0.5 p for ye. 0 p for no 
b t i 0 0 a e :  R u l  disclosures art bur 

6. Hu dl c lur  zone aqulsloon b c a  cornplued? (0.5 p or 10%) 
Scoring. 0.5 p for yu. 0 p for no 
bt ionale:  11 is tea dall clear wner have teen squid 

V"" unl oi BOQ rooms ntd -adeqrct~' (2 p or 3%) 

9:47 AM 14 July, 1994 
brlng:LincusaJcbawcrnOzndmu (OpforO%.2pformu%) 
Rationale: Mom 'dcqrurt' billeting ~pse IS WW. 

2 Condition of BOQ rooms - % of 'dequrk' (1 f~ or 12%) 
Scoring: Linur rcrle kt- 0 and 100 (0 p for 0 8 . 1  p for 100%) 
Ration J e :  .Mom "adquad billeting rpcc is bus. 

3. Amount of BEQ rooms nlcd 'rdequuc' (.6 p or 8%) 
Scoring: Lmur  d e  tiaween 0 and mu (0 p for 0 %. .6 p for -%) 
Rar iode :  Mon 'dcquuc' biiluing spsc is bcM. 

4. Condition of BEQ room - %of 'rdqua~' (.4 p or 5%) 
S c o r i n g : L i n a r u J e b c c ~ O m d  100(0pforO%..4pforlW%) 
Rationde: Mon 'dcquuc' billering rpcc is be=. 

5. Whu proart  of the Lincd MWR and suppon f a d l i t i d p r o ~ r ~ ~ ,  uc avrilrbk? (2 
p or 25%) 

Scoring: LinurrcrlefromOto100(O pforOmd2pcfor lW) .  . 
Ratlowle: Mom MWR frdlider rrr b a  to mhmcr quality d lid& 

d Amount of mil iuy housing nted 'adcquc' (.6 p or 8%) 
hrlng: Linur s d e  b a w m  0 md mu (O p for 0 8. .6 p for -%) 
Ratioade: Mon 'dcqruu' housing is k r .  

1. Condition of mil iuy housing - 8 of 'adsquae' (A pc or 5%) 
Scoring: Linur d e  bctvrrol 0 ud 100 (0 p for 0 %. .4 p for 100%) 
Rationale: Morc 'dequrrc' h w i n g  is b a r .  

8. Nlrmbcr of children on the wu~ing l i a  (0.5 p or 6%) 
Scoring: Linur s a l e  from 0 to mrx (0.5 p for 0 and 0 p for mu). 
Rationale: F t w  children on wuung list IS beoer. 

9. Avenge wait for childrrn on the waiting liu (0.5 pt or 6%) 
Scoring: Limrr s a l e  from 0 to mrx (0.5 p for 0 and 0 p for mu). 
Ratlonde: Leu wuting rime for child u r c  IS berw. 

Primary Pilot Training Page 2 
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MEASURES OF 
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Training Areas 

Airfields 

Ground Raining 
Facilities 
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Facilities 

Special Military 
Fzcilities 

Proximity to Training 
Areas 

Proximity to Other 
Support Facilities 

, 

WEIGHT 

6 

10 

27 

17 

10 

5 

4 

0 

2 

RATIONALE 

This area was weighted about the  same as Primary (5%) because 
accessibility to these facilities was considered more important 
than ownership. 

This area was weighted less than Primary (14%) due to the 
increased proficiency of the students, and a more weather- 
capable aircraft. 

This area was weighted higher than Primary (22%) because there 
is greater emphasis on area work in advanced training than 
there is in Primary training. 

This area was weighted lower than Primary (21%) because there 
is less emphasis on pattern work in advanced training than there 
is in Primary training. 

This was weighted the same as Primary because the role 
classrooms, simulators, and other facilities play in advanced 
training is the same. 

This was weighted the same as Primary because training aircraft 
are not difficult to maintain and do not require an  extensive 
training inhastructure. 

Special credit was given to this area because it addresses the 
ability to handle munitions. 

NIA 

This area was weighted the same as Primary because the 
training infrastructure is already established and in use a t  each 
base. 

N/A 

This was weighted the same as  Primary because advanced 
training aircraft do not have a large impact on air quality issues. 

This area is slightly .higher than Primary (5%) due to the higher 
airspeeds of the advanced training aircraft (jet aircraft). 

This area was weighted the same as  Primary because quality of 
life plays a significant role in determining installation 
compatibility with the training mission. 

Unique Features 1 0  

Air Quality 

Encroachment 

Services 

5 

6 

8 
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9:43 AM 14 July, 1994 
8 k o r l e g :  Lincu scak bclwacn 0 ud mu (0 p for 0 %. 1.5 p for mu%) korlng:  OJ p for YE. 0 p f a  no i Rationale: This murum h e  u n m t  and quality of the muung fu i l i r iu  Mon Rationale: Rul  care dirclorum ~ I C  ksr ' 

6. H u  dl dur m e  aquisitim been w m p l d ?  (03 p or 8%) 
rim of mining fuiliucr (other) - % of 'adcqurrt' sq f~ (5 pt or 5%) Scoring: 0.5 p for yea. 0 p for no 

Scorlng: Linur su le  b e t w ~  0 and 100 (0 p for 0 %. 5 p for 1006) Rationale: It is bcs ifaU dur za# tuvc betn q u i d .  
Rationale: This m e u ~  h e  amount md quality of b e  frciliriu Mom 
qvlkry ubtm. 

1. fdnl of main-= opmrions n sirc (3 p or 60%) 
Scoring: I p for (Tlevcl. 2 p for I-level. 25 p for Depot lnd. 3 p for Depot 

kvel for a i d  ryp (7'MS) 
Radonale: Higher level of mainrsuna is btuu. 

2 Amwm of hmgan ruad ' d e q u u "  in q fi (1.5 p or 30%) 
Scoring: L m a r  s u l c  bawern 0 md nux (0 p for 0 8. 1.5 p for mu%) 
Rationale: Wore ' d q u a u '  h g u  s p a  is kucr.  

3. Condidon of hangan - % of h n g l n  an 'ulcque' mndiuon (.5 p or 10%) 
Scoring: L k r  I u l e  k w a  0 md 100 (0 p for 0 %, 5 p for 100%) 
Rationale: This is anolhu musure of inarllation quality. Higher 4b is kucr.  

Special MUlury Facilitia (4 points) 

! Dotr hsul l t ion  have munitions loding p d ?  (2 p or SO%) 
Scoring: 2 p for ye. O p  forno 
Rationale: .Murutions bading pad lo handle hot cugo. 

2 Dou ylsulldon have weapons swnge and hrndling facilitiu? (2 p or 50%) 
Scoring 2 p for y u ,  0 p forno 
Rationale: Wupons aonge 1s n e r r r v y  ro handle munrrions for h e  DF 

progrPn. 

Pmldmity to Olhcr Support Facilities (2 poinu) 

1. Number of oher ufields in B e  arm wah i n s m e n !  a p a ~ ~ l i t y  thrt a u l d  suppon 
b n k r , F i g h r o  p~lot rninlng (1 pt or 50%) 

Sconng 5 pr for 1 field. 1 pc for 2 or more fields) 
Rattonale More avulable unields a n  kaer.  

sun= lo orher unields. (1 p or 50%) 
Scoring J p for 1 field l u s  ban 30 m~ler. 1 p for 2 or more fields leu 

30 mllu 
Rauonate: Qoru ufields arc k r u r .  

Air Quallty (5 points) 

I. k the air sution in an atrainrnmt or mainrmance a n a  (3 pt or 6090) 
Scoring: 3 p for y u .  0 p for no 
Rationale: Auimnclt and rminknvlu arras arc bur 

2 'Thcrc are no cntiul air g d i t y  regions w h i n  1W Icn of a ir  sution (1 pl or 20%) 
Scoring: I p for y u .  0 p for no 
Rationate: S o  mtid air quality regions uc b e s ~  

3. %re have btcn no Nvlcuons or delays due to air qurlity considcruiona (I pc or 
20%) 

Scoring: I p for yu. 0 p forno 
Rationale: Fcwer i u u i a o n s  a* b r .  

r$rroachmmt (6 points) 

1. k h e  e u m g  AICL7 sudy encoded in I d  zoning ordinmcu? (15  pl or 25%) 
Scoring: 1.5 pu for y u .  0 p for no 
Rationale: Having an eusung A ~ C C Z  study in b e  wning ordinance is bttL 

2 Whu IS h e  percar incompatible land use lor clear w n u ?  (2 pr or 33%) 
Scoring: Linear s d e  from 0 to max (2 pu for 0 and 0 pu for max). 
Rationale: The lower amount of incompa~jble land use IS bcucr. 

3. \Whu is h e  percnr incompalrble land use for APZ l? (1 p or 17%) 
Scoring: Lnur su le  from 0 to m u  (1 p for 0 and 0 pu for MX). 
Rationale: The lower amount of incompublc land use is k u r .  

4. Whu IS ihc perccnt incompuble land use for APZ ]I? (0.5 p or 8%) 
Scoring: Linur scale from 0 to m u  (0.5 p for 0 and 0 p .  for max). 
Rationate: The lover amounr of incompauble iond use is k m r .  
red CSW disciosores required by local cornrnunluu? (0.5 p or 8%) 

1. Amount of BOQ moms rued 'dcqlurc' (2 p or 2S%) 
Scoring: Linar t d e  tuwear 0 md mu (O p for 0 2 . 2  p for mu%) 
Rationale: Mom 'dcqurrc' billcling spa is be=. 

2 Canditim of BOQ rooms . % of 'dcqure' (1 p or 12%) 
Scoring: Linear d e  buwm 0 m d  100 (0 p for 0 %. 1 pl for 100%) 
Rationale; Mon ' d e q u u ~ ~  billeung rpcr is bwr. 

3. Amouru of BEQ rooms nlcd 'rdcquur' (.6 p or 8%) 
Scoring: Linar s d c  k w o e n  0 and mu (0 p for 0 %. .6 p for mu%) 
Rationale: More 'dequur' billeting s p ~ c  u buru. 

4. Condirion of BEQ rooms - % of ' a d q w '  (.4 pi or 5%) 
Scoring: Linur d e  becuten 0 md 100 (0 p for 0 4b. .4 pt for 1 W )  
Rationale: Mom 'adcquue' billeung space is beM. 

5. Whu perm1 of h e  lined .MNR md suppon f a d l i u e r p r o g m  yc available? 
p or 3%) 

Scoring Linur s a l e  from 0 to 100 (0 p for 0 and 2 pt for 100). 
Rationale: Mon WAR facilities a n  b e a r  LO a h a n u  quality of life. 

6. Amount of mrliuy housing nud 'adquuc' (.6 p or 8%) 
Sconng: L i n w  sole b u w a  0 and mu (0 p for 0 6, .6 p for mu%) 
Rationale: More 'adcquue" hourrng IS btucr. 

7. Condition ofmiliur). housing - %of 'adequue' (.4 pt or 5%) 
Scoring: Linur sule k t w ~  0 and la )  (0 p for 0 %..I pt for 100%) 
Rarionale: Mon 'dequau- housing is bcucr. 

8. S r n k r  of children on Be wuung lia (0.5 p or 6%) 
Scoring: Linur su le  from 0 LO mu (0.5 p for 0 m d  0 p for mu). 
Rationale: Fewer childrm on waiting list is bum. 

9. Avenge wait for ch~ldren on b e  warring lin (0.5 pl or 6%) 
Scoring: Linur so le  from 0 LO mar (0.5 p for 0 and 0 p for mu). 
Rationale: Leu waiung ume for chrld urc is bum. 
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MEXSLIRES OF RATIONALE 
MERIT 

Managed Training 
Areas 

Weather 

Airspace and Flight 
Training Areas 

Airfields 

Ground Training 
Facilities 

Aircraft 
Maintenance 
Facilities 

Training Areas I I a training carrier in close proximity. 

6 

7 

27 

17 

Special Military 
Facilities 

Proximity to 

This area was weighted about the same as Primary (5%) because 
accessibility to these facilities was considered more important 
than ownership. 

This area was weighted less than Primary (14%) due to the 
increased proficiency of the students, and a more weather- 
capable aircraft. 

This area was weighted higher than Primary (22%) because 
there is greater emphasis on area work in advanced training 
than there is in Primary training. 

This area was weighted lower than Primary (24%) because there 
is less emphasis on pattern work in advanced training than there 
is in Primary training. 

10 

5 

Special credit was given to this area for this function because it 
addresses the ability to handle munitions. 

3 1 This credit was allotted to this area because of the desire to have 

Encroachment 1 

- -- - - 

This was weighted the same as Primary because the role 
classrooms, simulators, and other facilities play in advanced 
training is the same. 

This was weighted the same as Primary because training aircraft 
are not diff~cult to maintain and do not require an  extensive 
training infrastructure. 

Proximity to Other 
Support Facilities 

Unique Features 

Air Quality 

This area is slightly higher than Primary (5%) due to the higher 
airspeeds of the advanced training aircraft (jet aircraft). 

This area was weighted the same as Primary because quality of 
life plays a significant role in determining installation 
compatibility with the training mission. 

- 
DRAFT 

2 

0 

5 

WORKISG PAPERS 

This area was weighted the same as p r i m a 6  because the 
training infrastructure is already established and in use a t  each 
base. 

NIA 
This was weighted the same as Primary because advanced 
training aircraft do not have a large impact on air quality issues. 



DRAFr 
9:39 AM 14 July, 1994 

Scoriltg: I p f o r m r n d 0 p f o r y u .  ' Questions lor Assessing the Functional Quality of b d o n d e :  Commetcid hub will l m p a  mining. No hub u buw. 

I 
8. Numbn of b k u n g  uways. (2 pr or 7%) 

Sm'kc!.4 dv E 2 f E  Pilot Training Scoring: Linw s d e  f m  o u, m r x  (2 pr for 0 and 0 pc for mu). 
RatlooPle: Bisemng u n n y s  =due mining e f fcamncu m uw. 

Mmrpd Training A r u r  (6 points) 

1. ?k Y d dyinglaluiliary fields rhrr are r p n ~ ~ l l W o w n d  by rkc iruullrrion md 
A M d &  (I7 pow) 

PrppDn S u i k d ~ d v  E X 2  mining. (2 p or 33%) 
Scvring: Linw r r l e  between 0 and 2 (0 p for 0 fields. 2 pr for 2 fdds)  

1. Thc M dour ly in~uxi1 i .y  T i &  d e  for S W A m ,  EM pilot mining (2 p 

Rational: Owning d ~ e l d ,  m d  tinpror have r q u l  impu m Mining 
a 12%) 

2 Ihc om& md t yp  of spccid uu riapce Ihu is c o n m U d o m o d  by 3r Definition of uuble r i d  vill br M m nmvay lcn8th (prrlimuy crnoCI - 
h d l u i o n  md supporn Sulke/Adv E;?rC mining. (4 p or 67%) 6OW fi) 

Scoring: 1 p for MOA. 1 p for W A R u u i d  A m ,  1 p for MR. I p for S c o r f n g : I i n e r r u J c b u ~ O m d  ranemu(OpforOfnldr.2pformu# 
Air-Surface nnge fidW 

Ratlooal: Owning aufields and a inpoa  have qua1 input on mining Rarjoadc: MOIC d y i n g  fields improve a p u i t y  ud @icy of mining. 
2 ' he  # of uuMe o d y  i n ~ u x i l i a y  fields with FR or night? mpbiliry . (1 p or 6%) 

W a l h r  (7 polnu) Scoring: Linw d e ' k t w k n  0 m d  m e  mrx  (0 p for 0 fields. I p for m u  k! 
fielw 

1. Percnt of h e  w u k r  is k u e r  rhrn 30006. (3 pr or 43%) Ratioode: This capbily viU hetp nduce congestion u Ihe hane field. 
Scoring: Linur I u l e  between and 100% (I pt for W md 3 p for95+?) 3. Medim d i m o r  ourlyme/ruriiiuy field. (I p or 6%) 

RaUonde: Wuiher nquircnenu to bcst conduct mining. Highu % is beucr. Scoring L i r  s a l e  buveen some min and m x ( l  p fer min d i m s  O p  for 

2 Perrcnt of rime 4 e r  IS h u r  thm 10013. (1 p or 14%) ) 

Scoring: Linear I u l e  bawccn 809. md Im (0.5 p for 80% m d  1 pt for Rationale: Closer aifields M bcacr. 

95%?) 4. Rmway lmgh of longen runway u mun airfield. (2 p or 12%) 

Rationale: CSS wu*er requimenu w condua mining. Higher % is bcucr. Scoring: Linw s d c  b u m  8K and 12K ft (1 p for 8K fi runway, 2 points 
3. Peront of rime crossw~nds arc i u s  ban IS knou. (1 p or 14%) for 12K it mway)  

Scoring: L n u r  a l e  b u w m  mm% and mu90 (0 pt for mln% and 1 p for Ration ale: Longer runway is klrcr  for sday rurons 

mu*) 
5. Numbs of pnmq runways t h ~  m arppon conamern op md cmuwud 

Rationale: Max crosswinds for majority of smdent mining. Higher % is k r .  runways a t m m  field. opt or 41%) 

4. Pereeu of m e  crouw In& am g r u u r  than25 h o l s  ( 0 5  p or 7%) Scoring: 

Scoring: Linut s a l e  between mm% and m x 9 o  (0.5 p for min% and 0 p for Wih 0 ausswind mways: 2 pu for fin: runway. 4 pr for 2 panllcl runways. 6 

-%) 
pl for 3 prnUel nmways without crosswmd runways. 

RaUonde: Max u d t  crosswind limiu. Lower 40 is b a r .  Wirh I crossw~nd mway:  3 pr for tint primary runway. 5 pr for ? pnl le l  

mt of sorues mczled/hs;heduled. (0.5 p or 7%) nmwrys. 7 pu for 3 p n l l e l  mways.  
koring: Linur r u l e  buwozn 5% and 3% ( 0.5 p for 5% and O p  f o r m )  Wirh 2 non-parallel crosswind runways: 3.5 p u  for first p m y l  runway, 55 pr 

tlonlle: This r r u  upum wurhcr w l j o n  not covered by quuuonr 14 .  for 2 prnllel runways. 7 pr for 3 p n l l t l  runways. 

od Plmlng  factor for lost SONS due IO werrher. (1 pt or 14%) Wirh 2 p ~ r U e l  m u w i n d  runways: 4 pr for fim primuy mlway. 6 pr for 2 

Scoring: Linur su le  b z ~ w a n  596 and ZWo (1 p for 5% and 0.5 plfor 20%) pnl le l  runways. 7 pr for 3 p n l l e l  nmwayr. 

Raliooale: This a m  upurcs  W e r  aunuon not c o v e ~ ~ d  by quuuonr 14 .  Rationale: More runways improve quality of mining for s d a y  w o w  ud 
lluibiliry 

Ai rspaa  aod Right Tnining .4mu (27 points) 
6. Condition of nmways - %of m w a y  4 fi in dqwlr condition (1 p ~ 6 % )  

Scoring: Linur 4 e  k t w e m  0 m d  100 (0 p for 0 %, I p~ for 100%) 

1. Am- of u r r p ~  (MOAJWA md R e s t r i d  a m )  in nm3 (12 pc or 44% i 
bt ionr lc :  This indiutu the quality of the runway. Higher quality is bcm. 

Scoring: Lnur uie of aInplce from lo mu rlnpce (0 for 0 ud 7. G n d i k n  o f u x l ~ a y ~ q m n s  - %of uxiwryslapms sq ft in rdequur condiuon (I 
3 p for m u  nm ). 

p or 6%) 

Rationale: Mare unp:e IS W r .  SuikUAdv E ? / C  requitt more airspau Scoring: Linur scale between 0 and 100 !O p for 0 %. I pt for 1004b) 

rhrn Primary prlot mmlng. Rationale: Thrr indrcuu rhe quality of rhe matways. Higher quality is benu. 

2 Avenge disunce lo rlnpace (2 pt or 7%) 
8. Condition of utilities - rve % of fac~litiu in adequru mdit ion (1 p o r 6 8 )  

Scoring: b u r  s a l e  from 0 to m u  weighted avenge r i n p a u  sizc rimer Scoring: Linur KIJc k t w a  0 and 100 (0 p for 0 6.1 p for la)%) 
dismcc (0 p for min and 2 p for m u ) .  Weighted ave ge u r s p c t  sioc f 

Rationale: ?his indicates the quality of the utilitiu. Higher q u l i y  L bcr~cr. 

diruncc for each n ~ c  = Sum (airspace size in nm omer disunoc to 9. Condition of Mher facilities (eg.. em, d m m )  - ave % of facilities m rdeq cond (1 

aimpa, in nm) for all MOibWA or AA div~ded by h e  Sum of all airspace 
p or 6%) 

si?~. .Scoring: Linur d c  betnm 0 and 1M) (0 p for 0 b. 1 pt for 1 m )  

RaUonde: Closer airspace is be=. Rationale: This ind iu ts  the quliry of the facilitie* Higher q u d q  is M r .  

3. N m h r  of Alr-lo-~urfa& rrnger w~ihin 75 rim (4 p or 15%). 
Scoring: 3 pr for 1 m g e .  4 pr for 2 or more ringer. 

Ration J e :  .More a l n p c e  IS kucr .  
4. Dismcc to n u r u t  rtr-10-Surface nnge (1 pt or 4%) 

Scoring: 1 p rfrange Is  wlbm 50 nm. 
Rauonde: Closer ur-tu-surface m g e s  are bew. 

5. Number of ms avrllable (3 pc or 11%). 
Scoring. Lrnur su le  flom 0 ro m u  (0 p for 0 SITJCS and 3 
Ratioolle: MI% arc q u l n d  for urmlng ... mon IS kucr.  

6. Percmt of flight o p  exp?mclng ATC de!rys of 15 minuter or 
-", 

p for m u  . W s )  

gmter. (2 p or 

C r w o d  Training Facilities (10 points) 

I. Amount of mining faciliua (clusrooms) rued 'rdequau" in sq h (3 p or 30%) 
Scoring: L m u t  su le  &ween 0 and m u  (0 p for 0 9'0.3 p for m u % )  
Rationale: 'This m w u r u  rhe m o m t  and qulity of h e  tnining facilities. More 

quality is kner. 
2 Condition of mining frcilitia (classrooms) - %of 'rdquau- sq f r  (1 pt or 10%) 

Scoring: Linur d e  h t w e m  0 and 103 (0 p for 0 Qo. I pt for 1W90) 
Rationale: This m e u w u  h e  mounl  and quality of h e  vrtnlng facilities. Mom 

pulity is bener. 
3. Amount of Lining fac~l~ues (urtnen) rated 'adequate- in sq R (3 p or 30%) 

Sconng. L l n m  s a l e  Sclwccn 0 and wme max (2 pu for 0 90 delays and 0 p 
Sconng Lrnur ro le  h u e e n  0 and m u  (0 p for 0 %, 3 p for m x % )  

for max 90 de!ay) I luonl le .  Th~s  m u s u r a  h e  mount and quallty of Qc mlnlng fac~l~ues. More 
tauonaie Fewer 4TC ie!ay r I S  better quality IS bener. tnned commercld hub ulthln 100 mllu. (1 pt Or 4%) 

1 G n d ~ ~ o n  of Lraining faolruu (tralnen) - '% of 'adequate' rq R (1 p or 10%) 
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&ring. L i r  I u l e  be~ween 0 and 100 (0 p for 0 %, 1 p for 100%) 
I' ' btionale: h i s  nurw h e  m o m  and qwlbty of Be u w q  f n l h i u .  Mon 

q u l i q  o bcacr. 
t of uruung facilities (othu) nltd ' r d c q w '  in sq f~ (1 J p or 15%) 

b r ~ n g :   in& a u k  k w - 0  and mar (0 p for 0 %. 1 J p for m u % )  
Radooale: This measures Be amount and qurliry of h e  uaarung f v i l i r i a  Morr 

qlulicy is  bcocr. 
& Cmdirion of uainmg frcilitia (orhu) - % of 'r@uur' sq h (5 p or 5%) 

Scoring: Linmr d e  bet- 0 and 100 (0 p for 0 &. J p for 100%) 
Rationale: ?his musums h e  an- md quality of h e  vrming fwiliriu &we 
quality is  h e r .  

1. Level of mrinlenuroc oprrrionr at riu (3 p w 60%) 
Scoring: I p for 0-level. 2 p for I-level. 25 p for Dqoi ievd. 3 p for Depot 

level for a m  ryp m) 
RoUonale: Him level of mainmanoc is barer. 

t ~ o f h n g r n n r a d ' d s q u u t ' i n ~ q f i ( l J p o r ~ )  
Scoring: Linur scak tuwacn 0 md mrx (0 p for 0 &. IS p for m u % )  
Rationale: Mom 'rdcquu' tungu  s p a  is berrcr. 

3. Candilron of hrngrn - Vo of hangars in "rdequau' condition (3 p or 10%) 
Scoring: Linur s a l e  bswem 0 and 100 (0 p for 0 %. 5 p for lo@%) 
Rationate: T h ~ s  ts another musure of insullrtion quliry. Higher % u beucr. 

SpedPl H U i m  Fadl i t i a  (4 points) 

1. Does inrullroon have mmitions lording p d ?  (? p or 50%) 
Scoring: 2 p for yu. 0 p for no 
Rationale: Mun~tions loading pad to handle hot urgo. 

2 Dar innrllaion have weapons smnge m d  handling fralitiu? (2 p or 50%) 
Scoring: 2 p for yu. 0 p for no 
R?tionaie: Wupons norage IS necessary ro handle mmiuonr for the IFF 

-m 

f m i v  to Training Areas (3 points) 

(II!rhm 1 U.TU -1 o p n u n g  aru wlthn l m  nm of b e  site? (3 pu or 100%) 
Scoring:  in& sic bcu-en  50 nm and 100 nm (3 pr for 50 mn or Icrs. O p r  

for 1 W nm or mon) 
Rationale: Suike uaining nquircs accessibility to r umer.  

Rorimity to Other Support Facilities (? poinu) 

1. Number of ober aifields in the uu with i n s m e n [  upability rhrt could suppon 
SulkuAdv ELc pilot m n m g  (1 p or 50%) 

Scoring: 0.5 pc for 1 field. I p for 2 or mom fields 
kitionde: More rvu!able plnields are bencr. 

2 Disana  lo orher unieids. (1 p or 5OVo) 
Scoring: 5 p, for 1 field l u s  h n  30 mil-. 1 p for2 or more fields less 3m 
30 mila  

Rationale: Qosa urfields arc bcucr. 

1.1s rhe air artion in an auainmcnt or maintmancc r n r  (3 p or a) 
Scoring: 3 p for yu, 0 p for no 
Rationde: Aurinmmt and maintenance u u s  arc bat 

2 There are no cntial  u r  quality regions wtthin 100 km of dr su ion  (1 pt or 2 M )  
Scoring: 1 p for y u .  0 p for no 
Rationale: S o  c n u d  rlr quality reglons are b e t  

3. There have b e m  no rerulalons or delays due to air quality considerrtions (1 pt or 

Scoring: 1 p for yes. 0 p for no 
Rationale: Fewer rcr~ncions arc better. 

9:39 AM 14 July. 1994 
Rationale: Having an ursting AICLZ sudy in rhc mnmg ordmrnoc o bat 

2 Whu is Be pe-I mcompubic I d  uu for c h  oar-? (7 p, or 33%) 
Scoring: Linur s d c  I r a  0 ro m x  (t pr for 0 and 0 pr for mu). 
Rationale: The lovrr amount of incompublc Lnd w is b r .  

3. Whu IS thc p v c s l t  ~ n m p u b l e  I d  uu for APZ I? (1 p or 17%) 
Scoring: Lmur teak from 0 lo m u  (1 p for 0 ud 0 pu for mu). 
Rationale: The lovrr mount of incomptible M w i a  b r .  

4. Whu is ahc perm incomptible Imd use for APZ II? ( 0 5  p or 8%) 
Scnring: ~rrcr~efmOlomu@JpforOmdOprformu). 
Rarlon ale: The lovrr unamt of incompciblc knd rue i s  bcM. 

5. he d ertllc d i r b w v u  q u i d  by Iwl commmitia? ( 0 s  p or 8%) 
Scoring: 03 p for ya. 0 p f o r m  
Rationale: Real ear= didorurrr m bw 

6. Hu d l  clear tone acquisition bera -laad? ( 0 3  p or 8%) 
Scorhg: 0.5 p for yes, 0 p for no 
Rationale: 11 is bes  if rU clw mna b e  betn wid. 

1. Amouru of BOQ rooms n d  "dcquu' (2 p or 3%) 
Scoring: Linur r u l e  t u w m  0 and n u x  (0 p for 0 %. 2 p for w%) 
Rationale: Wore 'adequrrc' billeting s p c e  1s bertcr. 

2 Condition of BOQ rooms - % of 'dequrc' (1 p or 12%) 
Scoring: L i m r  scale betwen 0 md 100 (0 p for 0 %, 1 pi for 100%) 
Rationale: Won 'dequuc' billeting space is be=. 

3. Amount of BEQ tooms nlcd 'rdoquu' (.6 p or 8%) 
Scoring: Linur ru le  baween 0 md m u  (0 p for 0 %. .6 p for mu%) 
Rationale: .Mom 'adcqurrc' billelrng space is be=. 

4. Condition of BEQ rooms - Lk of 'rdcquuc' (.4 p or 5%) 
Scoring: Linur wrle between 0 md 100 (0 p for 0 %. .4 pi for 100%) 
Rationale: .Uon 'dequrrc' billcung space is bcw. 

5. What p r m t  of the lisud MWR md suppon fruliuulprognms rrr rvailrblt? (t 
p or 2%) 

Scoring: Linear so le  from 0 o 100 (0 p for 0 md 2 pt for 100). 
Rationde: Mors .MWR futliiicr rrr barn ro enhrncc quality of life. 

6. Amount of miliuy housing rued 'adequate' (.6 p or 8%) 
Scoring: Linur su le  bawscn 0 md m u  (0 p for 0 %, .6 p for mu%) 
b t i o n d e :  Mon "rdequuc' housing IS bear .  

7. Condition of military houslng - % of 'rdequut' (.4 pc or 5%) 
Scoring: Linur v l l e  betweslO .nd 100 (0 p for 0 %. .4 pt for 100%) 
Rationde: Mon 'rdequu' housing IS bcucr. 

8. Numkr of children on the wailing l i n  (0.5 p or 6%) 
Scoring: Linur s a l e  from 0 ro mrx (0.5 p for 0 ud 0 p for max). 
Rationale: Fewer children on waiting list is bew. 

9. Avenge w r ~ t  for children on the writing tin (0.5 pt or 6%) 
Scoring: Llnur su lc  I r a  0 lo mar (0.5 p for 0 and 0 p for mu). 
Rationale: Less wa~ung ume for chlid cam i s  bccrcr. 

h e  exisllng AlCUZ s~udv encoded in local wning ordinan-? (1.5 pr or 3%) 
Scoring: 1.5 pu for yu;. 0 p for no 
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AIRLIFTITANKER 
RATIONALE 

This area was weighted about the same as  Primary (5%) because 
accessibility t o  these facilities was considered more important 
than ownership. 

This area was weighted less than Primary (14%) due to the 
increased proficiency of the students, and a more weather-capable 
aircraft. 

This area was weighted higher than Primary (22%) because there 
is greater emphasis on area work and approaches a t  other 
airfields in advanced training than there is in Primary training. 

This area was weighted lower than Primary (24%) because there 
is less emphasis on pattern work in advanced training than there 
is in Primary training. -- 
This was weighted the same as Primary because the role 
classrooms, simulators, and other facilities play in advanced 
training is the same. 

This was weighted the same as Primary because training aircraft 
are not dificult to maintain and do not require an extensive 
training infrastructure. 

N/A 

N/A 

This area was weighted higher than Primary (2%) because this 
type of training relies more on the surrounding infrastructure. 

N/A 

This was weighted the same as Primary because advanced 
training aircraft do not have a large impact on air quality issues. 

This area is slightly higher than Primary (5%) due to the higher 
airspeeds of the advanced training aircraft. 

This area was weighted the same as  Primary because quality of 
life plays a significant role in determining installation 
compatibility with the training mission. 
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9% AM 14 July, 1994 
[ j '  h-e: %a m u s u m  the ud qurliry of Jr mining f rd l i t iu  More Rationale: Morr %qrulr' billerin8 m i a  hcr. 

quality i bcaer. 2 Wua of BOQ rooma - Q or 'dcquru' (1 p or 12%) w oa of mining fviliriu (oJlcr) - % of 'rdcquuc' aq fr (5 pc or 5%) S c o r i n g : ~ r v r l e b u ~ O r n d l W ( O p f o r O % . l p b r l r m L )  
Scoring: Linur v r l e  betusen 0 md 100 (0 p for 0 %. 5 p for 1W%) Rationale: More 'adqrulr' billeting s p c c  is W. 
RaUonalc. lk i s  ma- 3K unormt and quality of h e  uaining faciliria. .Mo= 3. Amourtl of BEQ m a  n ~ c d  'adcquur' (.6 p or 8%) 

quality is beam. Scoring: Linar a d e  &wan 0 md mu (O p for 0 %. .6 p for mu%) 
Rationale: More 'adqw" billerin8 rpcr is bcncr. 

4. Conditim of BEQ room - % of 'rdoquur' (.4 pl or 5%) 
Mainrcmac F~dl lUa(5  pohrr) Scorlng: tLkU d e  beiwcm 0 and 100 (0 p for 0 %. .4 pc for 100%) 

Rntionde: Morr 'dcqrurt' billcring m is buro. 
1. Lvcl dmrinrcnmu opruions u rirc (3 p or 60%) I Whu pcrrrnt of the l i d  ,W ud support f a a l i r i ~ m ~  ue avd&k? Q 

Swrhg: I p for Olevel. 2 p for I - k n l .  23 p for Dcpa Icrtl. 3 p for Ocpol p or 8 % )  
/ e Y t l f o r ~ y p c ~ )  Scorlng: L i n w r c r l e f m O r o l W @  p f o r O m d 2 p f a l W ) .  

Ratlon J e :  Higher Icvel of m u n m a n u  is bPta. RaUonale: More MWR facilitier are bsrer tc cnh.noc quality d liir 
2 Amoun~ of hrngln wd 'adequate' in sq fi (1 J p or 30%) 6. Amarm of miliury housing nred 'adequate' (.6 p or 8%) 

Scoring: Lineu s a l e  b t t w w  0 and mu (0 p for 0 8. 1 5  p for mu%) Scoring: Lineu s a l e  bowam 0 and mrr (O p for 0 %. -6 p formrr%) 
Rationale: More 'dequak' h g u  s p u  is bcuer. Rationate: More 'adqure' housing is bemr. 

A Candium of hangan- %of h g a n  in "&quart' wndirion (5 p or 10%) 7. Condirion of milhry housing - %of 'adqurrc' (.4 p o i % )  
Scoring: tinur d e  bcwrwea, 0 md 1M (0 p for 0 8. J pc for 1m) Scoring: Linur d e  bctwem 0 md 1W (0 p for 0 %. .4 p for 1004b) 
RaUonale: This is morha murun of inarllation quality. Higher % h b a r .  Ratiorule: More ' d e q u u '  housing is bear .  

8. Y m & r  of childrm on the writing l i u  ( 0 3  p or 6%) 
Pmxidty to Other Support FaciliUes (5 poinu) Scoring: Linur r u l e  from 0 lo n u x  (0.5 p for 0 and 0 p for mu). 

Rationale: Fewer childrm on wuMg liar is bcrra. 
1. Srrmhr of oher .iftiel& in b e  uu ~ i r h  i n l M e n t  capability that Could Suppon 9. A v q e  writ for chiidren a h e  ulriring l i a  ( 0 3  pt 016%) 

r i r l i f ~ m e r  pilol minine (4 p or 8Wo) Scoring: Linur scale from 0 tc m a  ( 0 3  p for 0 and 0 p for mu). 
Scoring: 2 pl for 1 field. 4 pu for 2 or mom fields) Rarionde: Leu wuting time for child a r e  is ~ U W .  
Rationale: More rvrjlnble urfields are k t e r .  

2 D i m  lo orher airfields. (1 p or 20%) 
Scoring: 5 pc for 1 fieid l u s  dun 30 m ~ l u ,  1 p for 2 or more fields l a  thm 

30 rmla 
R a t l o d r  Closer ailfields are bctur. 

Air Qu Jig (5 poinu) 

'r the u r  ruuon m an r w m t  or mlntmmcc IM (3 pt or 60%) 
%ring: 3 p for yet, 0 p for no 
RaUon ale: Arulnmmt and rnununancc LIUS are bar 

ye no c n u a l  u r  q d l r y  rtglons wrhln 100 km of u r  s w o n  (I pt or 3%) w 
Scoring: I p for y u ,  0 p for no 
bt lonale:  No cnuul rlr q d l r y  Eglons arc kt 

3.7hcrr have bmr no mulcsons or delays d ~ e  LO alr quilrry conr~derruau (1 pl or 
20%) 

Scoring: 1 p for y a .  0 p for no 
Ratiooak: Fewer r c a x ~ ~ o n s  rn k u e r .  

hcroothment  (6 points) 

I .  Is rhc cxiaing AICLZ vvdy enwded in local wnlng ordlwccr? (15 pl or 25%) 
Scoring: 1 5  pc for y e .  0 p for no 
b t loo l le :  Having m uisiing AICLZ smdy in Lhc toning ordin- is bar 

2 What is the prccnt incompatible land usc for cku m u ?  (2 pr or 33%) 
Scoring: Linw s a l e  from 0 lo m x  (2 p for 0 and 0 p u  for mu). 
RaUonale: 'The l o w r  arnounr of incomparrble land use is b u r .  

3. W ~ U  is 3u pacent incompuble Imd use for APZ I? (1 p or 17%) 
Scoring: Lhur s a l e  from 0 ro m u  (1 p for 0 and 0 pu for mu). 
R?lionJt: ?he lower amount of incompatible Lnd use is bear .  

4. What u 3rc p r a t  inwmpuble land use for APZ 11? (0.5 p or 8%) 
Scoring: L k r  s u l e  from 0 LO n u x  (0.5 p for 0 and 0 pr for m a ) .  
btionale:  l k e  lover mount of incornpauble land use IS bear. 

5. llre d uutc discloaves q u i h d  by loa l  commun~du? (0.5 p or 8%) 
Scoring: 0.5 p for y u ,  0 p for no 
Rationale: R u l  uuu d~sc~osurts are b e r ~  

6. H u  dl dur zone acqulriuon bem c o m p l d ?  (0.5 p or 8%) 
Scoring: 0.5 p for y u ,  0 p for no 
btfonale: It IS k s t  d aU clear zonu have been acquired. 

mount of 8m m m s  nfd 'adequru' (2 pt or 3%) 
Scoring. Lnur s a l e  b e ~ u o n  0 and max (0 pt for 0 %. ? P for mu%) 
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9 

24 

22 

10 

5 

mcessibility to these facilities was considered more important 
than ownership. 

This area was weighted less than Primary (14%) due to the 
increased proficiency of the students, and a more weather-capable 
aircraft. 

This area was weighted higher than Primary (22%) because there 
is greater emphasis on area work and approaches at  other 
airfields in advanced training than there is in Primary training. 

This area was weighted lower than Primary (24%) because there 
is less emphasis on pattern work in advanced training than there 
is in Primary training. 

This was weighted the same as Primary because the role 
classrooms, simulators, and other facilities play in advanced 
training is the same. 

?his was weighted the same as Primary because training aircraft 
are not dificult to maintain and do not require an extensive 
training infrastructure. 

0 

5 

0 I NIA 

- 

NIA 

This area was weighted higher than Primary (2%) because this 
type of training relies more on the surrounding infrastructure. 

NIA 
This was weighted the same as Primary because advanced 
training aircraft do not have a large impact on air quality issues. 

This area is slightly higher than Primary (5%) due to the higher 
airspeeds of the advanced training aircraft. 

This area was weighted the same as Primary because quality of 
life plays a significant role in determining installation 
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9:28 AM 14 July, 1994 

I. 
Questions for Assessing the Functional Quality of 

Aimdds (22 points) 

&f.atirirn- E2ICtilot Training I. lhe Y of oulyinghuxilnry fields usable for &ritirnc/Lu EllQ pila mining (2 p 
or 9%) 
~ f i ; i O n  of usable fidd will bc b e d  on m w q  ~ m g b  wiminy d- 

k r g e d  mining Arem (6 poinu) 5aOO ft) 

1 . a  t dwtlying'ruxiliuy fields rhrr art wnvolled/ow~od by Ihc Luulhtim md 
Sroring:tinurvrlebct~Omd ~mcnux@pforOfd&.2pformuY 

.rppon ,%ririmu'lnt mining. (25 p or 42%) Wdr) 

S c o r i q :  Lincu d e  between 0 md 2 (0 p for 0 fields. 23 pr for 2 fields) 
ILUonJe: Mon d y i n g  fields improve Pp.dty md purl* of mining. 

2 The Y of usable ourlyine/.uxiliary fields with or night? apbiiiry. (2 p or=) 
Ratiooak: h n g  airfields and airspace have equal impua on training Scoring:LinudebCL-Oand ~ ~ ( O p f o r O f ~ . 2 p f o r m u #  

2 Thc nvnbcr and typc ofrpecid use u n p c e  IJUI is wvoUedlowncd by h e  
h d i r t i o n  md rupponr Manrimulnt E7n tnming. (3 5 pl or 58%) 

fields) 
Rationale: fhis  a p b i l u y  will help r d e  ~ongwlion r * han hJb 

b r i n g :  1.5 pt for MOA, I p for WA. 0.5 p for .MTR 0 5  for M 3. Median d ixana  IO ourlying/auuliuy fields. (2 p or 9%) 
ILUonale: Ownang a~rfidds md airspace have equal impm on anining Scoring: Linur s a l t  bawem romc mm and nux 0 p f o r  mio d i m =  1 p for 

mu) 
Rationale: Closu litfields u beuer. 

4. Rmwry lrngrh of longen nmway u main dtfield (2 p or9%) 
I. Pcrscnt of rime h e r  u beucl h n  lSM113. (3 p or 33%) Scorlng: Linur r u l e  buween 5000 md 8000 b (1 p for 5000 ft ~ l w a y .  2 

Scoring: Linur su le  between 80% and 1 0 9 0  (1 p for 80% md 3 pt for poinu for 8000 fi runway) 
95%???) Rationale: longer runway is k u t r  for safety m o m  

Ratioode: L'SXF wurher nqu:rcmenLc lo m n d w  mining. Higher % is krru. 5. Nwnber of primw conPrmnL op crouvind 
2 Percolt of rime weoLher it betur ~ b n  1000,3. (2 p or Z%) nmwrys at main field. C] p or 2970) 

Scoring: Linur su le  bawecn 8090 and 10040 (1 p for 809i and ? pl for Scoring: 
95%???) Wirh 0 crosswind runways: 2 pu for first runway. 4 pc for 2 @lei mwayr. 6 

Rationale: CSS w u ~ , e r  q u i r e n e n u  to conduct uaining Higher % is b c w .  pr for 3 panllel runways without crosswrnd runways. 
3. P-a of rime mrswinds are lus  ban  15 knou. (2 p or 2290) Wirh 1 crorswmd ~ n w r y :  3 pl for fin; p n n u y  mway,  5 p for 2 p n l l e l  

Scoring: L n w  s a l e  between mln% and m u %  (0 pt for min% md 2 p for runways. 7 pu for 3 parallel runways. 
m u % )  Wirh 2 non-padlei crosswind runways: 3 5  pu for frnt primary nmwry, 55  pr 

Rationale: Mu aossw~nds for mrjonry of student mining. Higher % is kuu. for 1 panilel nmwrys. f for 3 panllel nmwrys. 
4. Percent of rime crossw~nds am gruter than 3 knou. ( 5  pt or 6%) Wirh 2 parallel crosswu~d runways: 4 pr for firnpnnury runway. 6 pr for2 

kor ing :  Lur ru le  b u w m  mtn% md m u %  (.5 pt for mm% and O p  for p n l l e l  runways. 7 pr for 3 panllel nmwrys. 
m u % )  Rationale: More m w r y s  unprove quality of m~ningfor safety masons md 

Rarlonale: M u  urcnft crosswind limiu. Lower % is kuer. flexibility 
. ucm~ of sonier wctled/ruched;lled. (.5 p or 640) 6. Condition of runways - 8 of mnway sq fi in adeqwu amdilion (2 p or9%) 

Scoring: Linur s u l e  betw- 5% and 2090 ( 5 p for 5% rnd 0 p for 30%) Scoring: Linur scale Setween 0 and I00 (0 p for 0 Vo. 2 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: >is a m  ca?rxu ue3~+er aunLion not wvehd by questions 14 .  Rationale: T h ~ s  i n d i u s  the quality of L!X runway. Higher quality is bcrrcr. 

6 Offidd Plannlnp factor for lost soruts due to weather. (1 p or 11%) 7. Condition of ur~wrys/aprons - % of uxrways/rprau sq fi m adequate d h i m  
Scoring: L ~ n u r  r u l e  tuueen 5% and '10% (1 p for 5% and 5 p for 20%) ( 1 5  p or 7%) 
Rationale: n i s  r r u  up turn  weather artnuon not covend by ~ U U W I U  14 .  Scoring: L n u r  lcrle between 0 and 100 (0 p for 0 %, 15 p for 100%) 

Rationale: This indiucts the quality of rhc uxiwryr Higher quaiity IS b. 
Afrspoo aod Right Tmining Areas (24 points) 8. Condition of utilities - rve % of fac~litiu in dequau  mndition (1.75 pa or 8%) 

Scoring: Lineu s u l e  kawocn 0 m d  100 (0 p for 0 C, 1.75 p for 100%) 
L Amount of airsplce (MOMirA md XA) in run3 (Id p or 58%). Rationale: This ~ndiutes Ihc quality of rhe utiliues. Highu qwliry is k u r .  

Scoring: L i n u  scale of welghtd alrspce froq 0 lo m u  a n P c e  N O A  4 9. Condidon of orher i a c i l i h  (ep.. urm.admm) - ave %of fadliou m d e q  cmd 
.8 AA) (0 p for 0 nm3 snd 14 pl for max rim-'). We~ghted arnprce for ud, (1.75 pr or 8%) 
drc = unounr of MOA airspace - .S(amount of AA unproe) Scoring: Linear s u l c  between 0 and 100 (0 p for 0 %. 1.75 p for 100%) 

Rationale: .Mom airspace is beuer. MOA IS  slighrly k n c r  than AA. Rationale: lh l s  rndicuu h e  quality of the fauliutr. Higher quality is b r .  
.Mmume!lnt EZC require more unplce  thrn Primary pilot m i q .  

2 Avenge dis'ancc to airspace (2 p or 8%) C r w n d  Training f acilltia (10 poinu) 
Scoring: Linur su le  from 0 LO m u  weightd avenge a inpoc  size rims 

distance (0 p for mtn and 2 p for m u ) .  Weighd  ave ge a i q c e  size f' 1. k o u n t  of mining facilities (clasrrooms) nred 'adcqurrc' in q h (3 p or 30%) 
~u distance for each site = Sum (airspace SIZC in run times d i suna  LO Scoring: Lmur su le  buween 0 and m u  (0 p for 0 8 . 3  p for mu%) 
urspace m nan) for dl %tOA/WA or A9 divided by the Sum of aH rirrpra Rationale: This measures the mount and quality of rhc vunmg frdlidu. More 
sk. quality is kmr. 

Rntioaale: Closer tinpace is be=. 2 Condilion of tnining facilitiu (classrooms) - % of'rdequuc' sq k (1 p or 10%) 
3. N m k r  of W'Ws avatlable (3 p or lLS%). k o r i n g :  Linur = I t  betwem 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %. 1 pt for 10(#0) 

Scoring: Linur s u l e  from 0 to m u  (0 p far 0 .KIR's and 3 p for mu .KIR's) Rationale: This m u s u r u  the amount and quality ofthe mirung frdl iuer  Mon 
Rationale: !dTb art rcqu~rcd for uam~ng.,.mom is b l u r .  quality is bear .  

4. ~ a r m t  of flight o p  erpcnmclng ATC deiay~ l5 mlnutu Or gruur. P Or 3. Amount of vrlnrng facilities (miners) r& 'adequu" in sq fr (3 p or 30%) 
8%) Scoring: Linev r u l e  b u w m  0 and m u  (0 p for 0 70.3 p for m u % )  

Scorlng: Linur scale between 0 and some max (2 p for 0 % delays and 0 pr Rationale: This m u s u r u  the amount and quality of h e  wrung fadliues. Mon 
for max % delay) quality :s beoer. 

Rationale: Fewer AT Jclrys IS W r .  4. Condirlon oftnlnlng faciiitres (tnlnen) - 90 of 'adequate' sq f~. (I p or 10%) 
5. h n n e d  cornmerc~d hub u~thln 130 milu. (1 pl or 4%) Scoring: Linur scale Stween 0 and 100 (0 pc ior 0 %. 1 pt for 10040) 

Scoring: 1 pc for no acd 0 pc for yes. Rationale: This musurcs h e  amount and quality of the mining fac~liues. Mon 
Rationde: Gmmerclal hub wdl inpa mining. S o  hub is bettcr. quaiity IS bclltr. 

i m k r  oi  b~ucur.g aiway s. (2 p or 8%) 5. Amoun~ of training faclliues (o~her) nted 'adequate" in sq fr (1.5 p or 15%) 
Scoring Linur su le  from 0 to mar (2 pis for 0 md 0 pu for NX). Scoring: Linur su ie  h u e e n  0 and mrx (0 p for 0 &. 1 5 p for m u % )  
Rationale: Bisealng alnvays mducc lralnlng dfcaiveness in a m .  

Maritimeflnr E-2 & C-2 Pi101 Training Page 1 
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! Ratfolule: This m a s u m  rhc mount  and quality of iht mining frsiliriu Mom 2 W u o n  of BOQ room - % of'.dcqwu' (1 p or 12%) 

w h y  " U r .  Scoring: Linear r u l e  between 0 and 100 (0 p for 0 %. 1 p for 100%) 
didon of uaining facilities (other) - 'IC of 'adeqw' sq f t  (3 pt or 5%) Ratiorule: .More 'dequrrt' billeting s p c e  is bwr. 

Scoring: Linur r u l e  bctwen 0 and 100 (0 p for 0 8.3 pt for 100%) 3. Amauu of BEQ roans nted ' adeqw'  (.6 p or 8%) 
Radonalr This m u s u m  rhc .mount and quality of Be vuning fadlitiu. More Scoring: Linar s a l e  bPwaolO md mu (0 p for 0 %, .6 p for mu%) 

quality is bear .  Rationale: More 'rdequrre' billeting s p c c  is bum. 
4. Cadition of BEQ rooms. %of ' r d e q w -  (.4 p or 5%) 

mft Halntrnrnce F a d l l t i a  (5 points) Scoring: LiKIr r u l e  b e t l ~ ~ )  0 and 100 (0 p for 0 %.A p for 1m) 
Rationale: More ' r h q . ~ '  billedng r;rce is be=. 

& -1 o f m r i n r c ~ l a  opnt ions  81 sirc (3 p or 60%) 5. W h  proen; of the l i d  .MW md suppon f r d l i 6 e m g m n r  m m i l a & ?  (2 
smriq: 1 p for Qlevel. 2 p for I-level. L5 p for Depol level. 3 p for Depol p or 25%) 

k c 1  for a d  ryp W) Scoring: Linur s a l e  f m  0 10 100 (0 p for 0 md 2 p for 100). 
Rationale: Hi* level of mrinr~vrvr is b. Rationale: More MWR frdliuer a n   bur^ to m h w  @icy d k 

1 kaarm of lungan rued 'dequirt' in q h (1 3 p or 30%) 6. Amouna of miliury housing rued 'rdcquuc' (.6 p or 8%) 
Scoring: Lineu sak bawen 0 and max (0 p for 0 90. 15  p for mu%) Scoring: b e u  s a l e  bawaen 0 and mu (0 p for 0 4. .6 p f a m u % )  
Ratiooale: More 'dquaie' hangar sw 1s better. Rationale: .Uorr 'rhqurrt' housing is bcrrtr. 

3. Gnditioa of hmgrn - % of h g m  m 'dcquau' wndilion (5 por 10%) 1. Condition of mil ivy hoking - 8 of 'adcqulrc' (.4 p or 5%) 
Scoring: Linur scale between 0 and 100 (0 p for 0 %. J pc for 100%) Scoring: L i n u r  l u l e  bet- 0 md 1 M  (0 p for 0 8. .4 p for 100%) 
Rationale: This IS h e r  m u w e  of inarllauon quality. Higher % u bemr. Ration Je: More 'dequuc' hotsing is hum. 

8. Numbcr of childra~ a! Be wailing kin (0.5 p or 6%) 
hx imi ty  to Other Support Facilities (5 poinu) Scoring: Linur s o l e  from 0 to rmx (05 p for 0 and 0 p for mu). 

Rationale: k w e r  childrm on wuting list is burcr. 
1. N~vnbcr of orhu airfields in h e  area vlirh inswnenl upability ha t  could Support 9. A v q e  w i t  for childrrn on rhe waiting l i n  (0.5 pr or 6%) 

Muirim;/In~ p i la  mining (4 p or 8090) Scoring: Linur r u l e  from 0 LO max (0.5 p for 0 md 0 p for mu).  
Smdng: ? pu for 1 field, 4 pu for 2 or more fields) RauonJe: Less writing time for child carr is t u u r .  
h d o n a l e :  Mom avulable urfieldr arc beuer. 

2 D i m  w orher airfields. (1 p or 20%) 
Scoring: J pu for 1 field l u s  *an 30 milrr, 1 p for 2 or moE fielb lar h n  
30 mmllu 

Rationale: Ooser airfields are beur.  

Alr Qualltf (5 poinu) 

C 3w air muon m m auuuncl t  or ma~nunmce area (3 pt or 
Sconng. 3 p for y u .  0 p for no 
Ranonale: Aruvmml m d  mainunmc: a m s  a n  best 

Then arc no cnucil air quality reptons wthln 100 km of u r  suuon (1 pl or 3'70) w 
Scoring. 1 p for yrr. 0 p for no 
Rationale: S o  cnoul air qurllty rcgrons arc kt 

3. Ihm have brm no h s m c ~ o n s  or delays due to air quality consrderulons (I p or 

Scoring: I p for yes, 0 p for no 
Ratioode. Fever m a i o n s  are beucr. 

Eocroachmurt (6 points) 

1. b thc cxiaing .4ICLZ w d y  enwdcd in Iacd zonlng ordinances? ( 1  5 pr or=%) 
Scoring: 1 5  pr for y u .  0 p for no 
Rationaie: Havmg m eusung AlCLZ swdy in h e  zoning ordinma is best 

2 Wm is rhe pcrcen~ inmmptible Iand use for clear zonu? (2 pc or 33%) 
Scoring: Linur so le  from 0 LO mar (2 pu for 0 and 0 pu for max). 
Rationale: The l o w r  mount of incompuble l a d  use is bcucr. 

3. Whu is rhe perant incomprtible Iand use for APZ I? (1 p or 17%) 
Scoring: Linur scale fmm 0 LO m u  (1 p for 0 and 0 pu for max). , 
b t i o n l l e :  The lower mount  of incompuble !and use IS bcucr. 

4. Whu is rhe peram inc~mpauble iand use for APZ 11? (0.5 p or 8%) 
Scoring: Linur su lc  from 0 to m u  (0.5 p for 0 and 0 pu for ma) .  
Radonale: The lover amount of incamprr;ble hnd use is beucr. 

5. Arr d uurt dixlorurcs rcqutnd by l o d  comrnunitiu? (05 p or 8%) 
!Scoring. 0 5  p for y u ,  0 p for no 
bt iooa le :  & I  enart disclosuru a n  but 

6, Hu 4 cleu m e  acqulsllion been complaed? (0.5 p or 8%) 
Scoring: 0.5 p for yes. 0 p for no 
b t i o n l l e :  It IS best  fall clear zonu have Seen acquired. 

Services id  points) 

mount of 30Q rooms ntd "aoequa~e' (2 21 or 2%) 
S c o n n g  L m w  s u l e  k.um 0 mu max (0 p ior 0 %. 2 p for mu%) 
b t i o n l l e  Y o n  -&quate" b~licung s p c e  IS huer.  
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22 
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Proximity to  Other 
Support Facilities 

The questions addressed in this area are focused toward ownership of 
special use airspace, air-to ground ranges, and outlying fields. In this 
analysis, accessibility to these facilities was considered more 
important than ownership. 

This weight was used because students in primary flight training 
need better weather than students in the advanced tracks. 

This area was weighted heavily due to the direct impact it has on 
primary flight training. Much of the training takes place in special 
use airspace; therefore, this area plays a large role in determining the 
training effectiveness of an  installation. 

This area is weighted the heaviest due to the emphasis primary 
training places on pattern activities. This area plays a big role in 
evaluating the effectiveness of a training installation. 

Ground Training 
Facilities 

- -- 

Unique Features - - -  1 

- 

lo I This weight is commensurate with the role classrooms, simulators, 
and other facilities play in flight training. 

Encroachment I 

This area looks a t  the local area to determine what other facilities are 
available. The overall training infrastructure is already established 
and in use a t  each base so the impact in this area should be minimal. 

NIA 
Air quality plays a role in determining installation compatibility with 
the training mission; however, training aircraft do not have a large 
impact on air quality issues. - 

Training aircraft are not difiicult to maintain and do not require an  
extensive training infrastructure. 

N/A 

N/A 

Aircraft Maintenance I Facilities 

Services 

Encroachment plays a role in determining installation compatibility 
with the training mission; however, training aircraR do not have a 11 

Special SZilitary 
Facilities 

Proximity to 
Training Areas 

8 

large impact on encroachment issues. 

Quality of life plays a significant role in determining installation 
compatibility with the training mission and this weight will be applied 
to the other training functions. 

A 

0 

0 
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Winition of W l e  field will bc W on m w a y  length @rrlbnmuy  off - 

Questions for Assessing the Functional Quality of 
rn fl) 

Scoring: Linur r u l e  belwaen 0 md m e  mu (0 p for 0 fields. 4 p f o r m u  # 
Priman, NFOINA V Training fields) 

Ratioruie: Mom d y i n g  fieUs improve crpcity ud quality of m m q .  
Managed 'haining A m  (5 points) 2 Medim d i m e  LO wrlymglaruiliay fields. (3 p or 12%) 

Scoring: Linur s o k  bawm =me min ud mu (3 pr for min d i s w .  I p 
1. ?he (I of ourlyine/luriliuy fields rhu a n  conlrollcdlomcd by thc instlitvion md for m x )  
q n  p n m y  \FO/SAV wauung. (2.5 pt or 50%) Rationale: C~OW a i f ie ld~  are h. 

Scoring: Iinar s a l e  b a w m  0 and 2 (0 p for 0 fields, ZS pr for 2 fields) 3. Rmway lmgth of longen m w y  u mrin airfield. 0 p w 12%) 
Rationale: Owning a d e l &  md lirspaec have equal impla on mining Scoring: Lineu s u l e  bawam 5aX) md Mm h (I p for 5000 h nmwry ,3  

2 The numbu md of special use unprce W is conuollWomed by rhc pomu for 8000 ft m w a y )  
inrullauon md supporn primary mming. ( U p  or 50%) Rationale: longu m m y  h bma for day rarau 

Scoring: 1 5  p for MOA. 1 for AA 4. N u m b  of primary nmways h a  an a w n  c o n m  op md cmuwmd 
Rationale: OIvrung a d e l d s  md u n p o c  have equal imprcl on rninmg nmways.at nuin field. (7 p or 29%) 

Scoring: 
Warbcr (14 points) With 0 crosswind mways: 2 pu for fim m w y .  4 pr for 2 pn l le l  runways. 6 

p u  for 3 p n U e l  runways without norswhd nurulys. 
1. Percent of rime h e r  is beucr rhrn 150013. (4 p or 29%) With 1 crosrwmd runway: 3 pr for fim pnmry m m y .  5 pu for 2 p n l l e l  

Scoring: Linur l u l e  between 80% m d  10090 (1 p for 80% and 4 p f o r  nmways. 7 pu for 3 p d l e l  m w y r .  
95%???) With 2 non-pdle l  uosswind nmways: 3.5 pu for fint pnmay nmway. 5.5 pr 

Ration&: CSAF weather requirrmmu to condua mining. Higher % IS kuer. for 2 p n l l e l  runways. 7 pr for 3 panilel runways. 
2 Pelcent of time wa!!er IS bcuer ban  100013. (3 pt or 21%) Wirh 2 pamllel ~osswrnd  nmways: 4 pu for f i rs  pnmry nmway, 6 pr for 2 

Scoring Linur d e  between SOQo md 100% (1 p for 80% m d  3 p for pn l le l  runways. 7 pu for 3 panllel nmways. 
95%???) Rationale: More nmways improve quality of training for sdery r r u ~ u  and 

Rationale: US?: w~!er  fequlrcmenu to conduct mining. Higher % is betur. flexibility 
3. Perunt of m e  m s r u ~ n d s  ue less ban 15 knou. ( j  p or 21%) 5. Condition of runways - % of runwy q fi in rdcquau mdit ion (? p or 8%) 

Scoring: Linur scale bas- min% and m u %  (0 pt for mln& and 3 p for Scoring: Linear a l e  buwem 0 m d  100 (0 p for 0 5 . 2  pt for 1 W )  
%) Ratlonale: This indiutes ihe quality of h e  ranway. Highu quality is bcncr. 

Rationale: Max aosswnds for majoniy of srudmt mining. Higher % IS h e r .  6. Gndilion of ~ l w a ~ s i a ~ r o ~  - '%of u m w ~ s / ~ ~ r m s  q fi m adeque  cadition 
4. Perunt of b e  cmssvvlds are greau: ban IS knou. (1 pt or 7%) (1.5 p or 6%) 

Sconng: knur scale buwrm mln% and m u 5  (1 pt for mln% and 0 p for Scoring: Linear s d e  between 0 md 100 (0 pt for 0 %, 1.5 pt for 109%) 
mu%) Rationale: This indlutes rhe quality of the uuwrys.  Higher quality is b u r .  

RaUonde: Sfax urcnfi  cmssw~nd limu. Lower 5 is kuu. 7. Condition of uuliuu - ave 8 of frc~l~ties m a d q u a ~ e  condiuon (1.75 p o r 7 % )  

'(I 
m t  of somer unadcd/resc!eduled. (1 p or 790) Scoring: Linear s u l e  between 0 m d  100 (0 p for 0 %. 1.75 p for 10W0) 
Scoring: Linur s a l e  buwccn 5% and 20% ( 1 p for 5% md 0 p for 3%) Rationale: This indicucs UK qurlity of the uu l iuu  Higher quality is bear .  
Rationale: This area captures w u h e r  auntion not covered by quuuoru 1 4 .  8. Condition of other factlitics (cg.. ~ r m .  adrmn) - rve %of faciliues m rdeq cond 

6. marl P!urn~ng facmr ior lost sorues due ro wearher. (2 p or 14%) (1.75 pt or 7%) 
Scoring: Linur s d e  buwrm 590 and 20% (2 p for 5% and 1 p for 20%) Scoring: Linear s u l e  bctwem 0 and 100 (0 p for 0 %. 1.75 p for 1090) 
Rationale: This a r u  upurcs  weuher auntion not covered by quuuons 14.  Rationale: This indicates the quality of the facilitiu. Higher quality is bcw.  

Airspa- and Right Tnining A r e a  (22 poinu) Ground Training Facilities (10 points) 

1. Amount of anpac? OIOA and XA) in nm3 (13 p or 59%). 
Scoring. Linear d e  of weighted airspace fro? 0 u, mu unprce OfOA md 

.8 AA) (0 p for 0 nm3 m d  13 p for nax  nm ). U'eightcd anpace for each 
siu = mount 5f VOA a l n p c e  - .S(amount oi M anpace) 

Rationale: More urspace is b u r .  S10A IS slighdy D t u r  h n  AA. 
2 Avenge dirunoc ro urspace (4 p or 18%) 

Soring:  Linur s u l e  from 0 to m u  weighled r v m g e  r i n p a  size h a  
d i n r n a  (0 p for min and 4 p for rnax). Weighred avmge l i n p e c  s i n  
rimes disunoc for u c h  siu = Sum (ainpacc SIX in nm3 Gmes disunsc to 
ainprce In nm) for all MOA or AA div~dcd by the Sum of all unpaec sitc. 

Rationale: a o s u  aimu is kuer. ~ - 

3. Pnmrt  offlight op expcnmclng ATC delays of 15 minucu or g w .  0 p or 
%) 

Scoring: Linear r u l e  between 0 md some rnax (2 p for 0 % delays and Opu 
for m x  Q deiry) 

Rationale: Fewer AX: delrys is kuer.  
4. Planned commcrctal hub wrhln 100 miles. (1 p or 4%) 

Scoring: 1 p for no and 0 pc for y u .  
Rationale: Commerc~al hub wll  impaa mining. So hub is h e r .  

5. Surnbcr of b ~ v s l n g  airways. (2 p or 9%) 
Scoring: L n u r  su ie  from 0 to max (2 pu for 0 and 0 pu for a x ) .  
Rationale: S i r m n g  urways rmscc tainlng e!'ie=rvcius In anas. 

ields (14 points) 

h e  # of o u l l ~ ~ n g ~ a u x ~ i ~ a r y  fields usable for pnmar) S a v h T O  ualnlng (4 pc or 
-17%) 

1. Amount of vaining frcililiu (c!orsroomS) nld ' d t q u a ~ '  in q fL 0 p or 30%) 
Scoring: Linur su le  S r w c r n  0 and mu (0 p for 0 %. 3 p for mu%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of h e  valnrng faclliues. Y o n  

quality is bcncr. 
Z Condition of mining faclliliu (clwrooms) - 8 of 'adequate' sq f~ (1 p or 10%) 

Scoring: Linur scale between 0 m d  100 (0 p for 0 %. I p for 100%) 
Rationale: This m e u u r u  h e  a m m t  and qualily of h e  mining fuilitier Yolorr 

quality it bencr. 
3. Amount of vrlning facilities (trainen) nted 'rdequau- in sq fr (3 p or 30%) 

' Scoring: Linur su le  k w m  0 md m u  (0 p for 0 %. 3 p for mu%) 
Rationale: This meuurcs the mount md quality of rhe m n i n g  facilities Mom 

quality is krrcr. 
4. Condiuon of training faciliuer (trainen) - % of ' d e q w '  q h (1 p or 10%) 

Scoring: Linur scale bciwca! 0 md 100 ( O p  for 0 %. 1 p for 109%) 
Rationale: This measures ihc u n m t  and quality o f b e  mining fuiliriu. Yolorr 

quality is b u r .  
5. Amount of tnlning facilities (orher) n ~ e d  'rdeqwre' in rq f r  (1.5 p or 15%) 

Scoring. Linur su le  buween 0 and max (0 p for 0 2 . 1  J p for mu%) 
Rationalc: This measures h e  amount and qwl~ty  of the ~ r i n l n g  facilities. Mort 

quality is bear .  
6. Condiuon of tmning facilities (other) - % of 'adequue' q f t  (.5 pt or5%) 

Scoring: Linur scaie bciwem 0 md 100 (0 p for 0 %. .5 pt for 10090) 
Rationale: This m u s u r u  the amount and qual~ty of b e  mining faciliues. Molr 

qualily IS tcaer. 
Aircnft  Maintenance Facilitiu (5 points) 
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f '--, 923 AM 14 July, 1994 ' .i scoring: 1 p for alevel .  2 p for I-1-1. zs p for 1-4.3 p for ~ c p a t  Scoring: Linur s a l e  fran 0 u, 100 @ p for 0 md 2 pc for 100). 
b e 1  for a k n f l  " mlsl Ratlondt: Mon M facilities 1rr kter to a3unac quJicy of lift 

Ratiodc: Higher level of mrinmrncr is b r .  6. Amount of military houring med 'adeqwtc' (.6 p or 8%) 
2 of hangan rued ' d c q u u '  in sq h (1 5 p or 30%) Scoring: Linear s a l e  bawsor 0 and mu @ p for 0 %. .6 p for mu%) 

Scoring: L m u r  s u k  buwcen 0 and m x  (0 p for 0 8, 1 5  p for -2) Rationdt: .Won 'deqrurc' housing is bcucr. 
LLtioaalc. .Mom 'adcquuc" h g u  rpce is beuer. 7. Grdition of miliury hooring - % of 'ulequs.e- (.4 p or 5%) 

3. Cadition of hangan - % of h g u s  in 'adequrlc' c~ndiuon (5 p or 10%) Scoring: Linear v r l e  bctwcsl 0 and 1#) (0 p for 0 %. A p for 1 m )  
Scoring: bur d e  bctwem 0 and 100 (0 p for 0 %. 5 p for 100%) b t l o n d t :  Morr 'dequrrt' having is  b u m .  
ZlrtioMJr This is rnorhu m u r u e  of innrlhtion qurliy. Higher & is bttur. 8. Nunbcr of childm on rhe vnixing l i n  (0 p or 6%) 

Scoring: Sinear s a l e  f m n  0 u, mu ( 0 5  p for 0 and 0 p for mu). 
Prosimiq to Otber Supporf Frditia (2 points) &donale: few childrm on wailing list ir bmu. 

9. A v q e  w i t  for A i U m  on I t  miring l i n  (05 pc or 6%) 
1. Ntnnber of olhu r i f i e l b  in the a m  thu w l d  olppon pnmry h m M A V  Scoring: L inar  s a l e  Iran 0 to NX ( 0 5  p for 0 and 0 p for mu). 

mining (1 p or 50%) RaUonait: Leas wuxing time for &Id a r r  is h. 
Scoring: 5 p for I field. I p for 2 or more fields) 
Rationale: .More n u l r b l c  ufields am btocr. 

2 D i m  to &r ailfields. (1 p or 50%) 
Scoring: 5 p for 1 fieid less rhrn 30 miles. 1 p for 2 or m o n  fields l a s  I a n  30 

mila 
Rationale: Q o s a  airfields art bencr. 

AL Quality (5 poinu) 
1. L t5e air muon in m auunmmt or mainl~lrnce arca (3 pt or 6090) 

Scoring: 3 p for y u .  0 p for no 
Rationale: Anainmmt and mainunance uus a= bur 

2 'Ihere a n  no c l t i a l  u r  quality regions w d ~ n  100 Ian of air station (1 p or 20%) 
Scoring: I p for yes. 0 p for no 
Rationale: S o  cntiul air quslity regions am best 

3. There have bccn no mmcions  or delays due to alr quality considen~ions (1 pt or 
r n o )  

Scoring: 1 p for y u ,  0 p for no 
RaUonale: Fewer mncuons  arc beucr. 

m8chment (5 points) I 
the erining AICLZ smdy encoded in local toning ordinances? (1 pu or 20%) 
Scoring: 1 pc for yes. 0 p for no 
Rationale: Havvlg m exisnng AICL'Z study in the toning ordinma i s  besr 

2 Whu is the p-I mcompulble land use for c lur  zones? (1.5 pr or 30%) 
Scoring: Linur s a l e  fiom 0 to m u  (1.5 pr for 0 md 0 pu for mrx). 
Rationale: The lower amount of inmmpauble land use is beuer. 

3. What is the pertent inwmpuble land use for APZ I? (I p or 20%) 
Scoring: Lmur  s a l e  from 0 to m u  (I p for 0 and 0 pu for mx).  
Rationale: n e  lower mount  of incompruble land use is better. 

4. What is the pc:cent ~ncompoble land use for APZ II? (0.5 p or 10%) 
Scoring: Linur s u l e  fmm 0 to m u  10.5 p for 0 m d  0 pr for max). 
Rationale: The lover amount of inwmpauble :and use is beer .  

5. AIS d uw disclosum required by lou l  commun~ties? (0.5 p or 10%) 
Scoring: 0 5  p for yes. 0 p for no 
Ratloaale: R u l  a u  disC!osuru a n  bur 

6. Ha all J - u  zone aqu~siuon tam mmplued? (0.5 p or 10%) 
Scoring: 0 5  p for yes, 0 p for no 
Rationale: h is bca if all dur w n u  have b n  acquired 

Scrvka (8 points) 

1. Amount of BOQ rooms nud 'adequau' (2 p or 3%) 
*ring: Linur su ie  b u w m  0 and m u  (0 p for 0 90.2 p for m u % )  
Rationale: .More 'adequau' billeung s p c e  is beuer. 

Z Gndition of BOQ rooms - % of 'adequru" (1 p or 12%) 
koring:  Linur su le  berwem 0 and LOO (0 p for 0 %. 1 pt for 1 m )  
kitionale: More "adequu" billcung space is kuer.  

3. h o u n t  of BEQ rooms n u d  'adquau" (.6 p or 8%) 
Scoring. Lmur  s d e  buwcen 0 and max (0 p for 0 %. .6 p for m u % )  
k t i o n d e :  %fore "dequau" biilecng space is bes~er. 

randition of SEQ rmms - LTo of 'adequu" (.4 pt or 5%) 
i Scoring: Linur s d e  h u t m  0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 90. .4 pt for I W o )  
3 

Rationale: Slore -3de;uaie" b~lleung space is kuer.  
b h u  pc:c.cn, of b e  Iisud WAR wid s&n iaci l~t~a~progruns a n  available? (2 Qpt or 2%) 
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&craft Maintenance 1 5 1  This was weighted the same as Primary because training aircraft 
Facilities are not dificult to maintain and do not require an extensive 

MEASLXES OF 
MERIT 

Managed Training 
Areas 

Weather 

Airspace and Flight 
Training h e a s  

Airfields 

Ground Training 
Facilities 

WEIGHT 

6 

7 

22 

22 

17 

RATIONALE 

This area was weighted about the same as Primary (5%) because 
rrccessibility to  these facilities was considered more important than 
ownership. 

This area was weighted less than Primary (14%) due to the 
increased proficiency of the students, and a more weather-capable 
aircraft. 

This area was weighted the same as Primary because of the direct 
impact it has on advanced flight training. 

This area was weighted lower than Primary (249Lj because there is 
less emphasis on pattern work in advanced training than there is 
in Primary training. 

This was weighted more than Primary because of the greater role 
classrooms, simulators, and other facilities play in advanced 
training. 

training infrastructure. 

N/A 

N/A 

This area was weighted the same as Primary because the training 
infrastructure is already established and in use a t  each base. 

N/A 

This was weighted the same as Primary because air quality plays I 
role in determining installation compatibility with the training 
mission; however, advanced aircraft do not have a large impact on 
air quality issues. 

I 

Encroachment 

- 
DRAFT 

Special Military 
Facilities 

Proximity to 
Training Areas 

Proximity to Other 
Support Facilities 

Unique Features 

Air Quality 

- ~ 

Senices 

\%'ORKING PAPERS 

0 

0 

2 

0 

5 

6 This area is slightly higher than Primary (5%) due to the higher 
airspeeds of the advanced training aircraft. 

8 This area was weighted the same as Primary because quality of 
life plays a significant role in determining installation 
compatibility with the training mission. 
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-' Questions for Assessing the Functional Quality of - 
W S O I .  Training 

~ . n n g c d  'ItPining Amas (6 points) 

1. 'Ibc runnbcr and ryp of s p a i d  uu ainprce 3ur is cmuolled/omed by the 
h d l a t i r n  md suppons WSOJSmke mimng. (6 p or 100%) 

Scoring: ? p r i o r  MOA. 'a for WAiRrPricsed Am. 1 pr fw MIR. 1 p for 
M 

Ratioode: NFOIWSO mining require speed  use r i n p e c  

I. Rrcsl t  of h e  UIC.3Kr u be- h n  30005 (2 p or 29%) 
Scoring: Linur 4 e  ~ C I W M  80% m d  100% (0.5 p u  for 80% ud 2 pt for 

95%7??) 
Ratlonale: W d e r  rcquiranmu to bea conduct vrining. Higher 8 is bwr. 

2 P v c s u  of rime cmsswinds art gruter than 3 knou. (1 p or 14%) 
Scoring: Lmur  s a l e  bctwaen mln% md m u %  (1 pt for min% and 0 p for 
mu%) 

Rationale: Wax a i d 1  msswind limiu. Lower 90 is buter. 
3. percent of s o m a  an~ied/mchtdded. (2 pu or 2990) 

Scoring: Lmur  s a l e  S t w e m  5% and 2Wo ( 2 pu for 5% md 1 p for 20%) 
Rationale: This a m  upum wcltL!er aurition not covered by quesuons 1-2 

4. OKiod Plrnnlng facror for lost son ja  due to wulher. (2 pu or 28%) 
Scoring: Linur s a l e  b u w a  5% and 23% (2 p for 590 md 1 pt for 20%) 
Rationale: This a m  upcuru wearher w t i o n  not coverrd by quuuons 1 - 2  

Airsprac and Flight Training A r e s  (22 poinu) 

h o m t  of u r s p c e  (?*IOA.WA md AA) In nm3 (10 p or 45%). 
Sconng: Lineu w l e  of we: h~ed airspace from 0 I m u  airspace filOWVA S S and .8 AA) (0 p for 0 rJn and 10 p ior mar nm ). Welgnted ainpacc for 

a c h  siu = amount of M O N A  airspace - .8(amount of AA airspace) 
Rationale: .\.fore airspace is bur. .\lOAI\VA is slightiy b c u r  h n  iU. 

2 Avzrage dixmce to urspace (3 p or 14%) 
Scoring: LLnur r u l e  irorn 0 to m u  we:gb~ed avenge airspace size umes 

disunce (0 p for rnln u.d 5 p for m u ) .  Weightd ave age airspaa sirc 1 .  . h e s  disunce for u c h  nre = Sun (urspace nzc in nm umes disuncr LO 

a i r s p a  In nm) for dl MO&WA or AA divided by the Sum of d l  alrspacc 
risc. 

Rationale: Corer u r s p c e  is be=. 
3. Numbcr o i  X R ' s  avulable. (4 p or 18%) 

k o r i q :  Lmur  su ie  from 0 to mn iO p s  for 0 m d  4 pu for m a )  
Rarlonale: %l72s  ur: rquircd for anmine ... morc is bcucr. 

4. Pumrt  of flight o p  u p e n m u n g  A X  delays of 15 minutes or gmLcr. C, p or 
9%) 

Scoring: Lineu s d e  between 0 m d  some rnax (2 p for 0 % delays and O p r  
for nux  % delay) 

Rationale: Fewer ATC delays is k u e r .  
5. Planned mmrncrcld hub wilhin 100 mtler. (I p or 5%) 

Scoring: 1 p for no and 0 p for y u .  
Rationale: Grnmercnl hub will i r n p a  training. No hub is bcutr. 

6. Number of biseaing ainvays. (2 p or 9%) 
Scoring: L e v  scale from 0 to rnax (2 pu for 0 md 0 pu for mx) .  
Rationale: Biscaing ainvrys reduce training effectivmus m a m .  

1. Runwry lenglh of longest raway u rnatn unield (5 pu or a%) 
Sconng L:near s o l e  betuetn $000 and 8000 11 (1 pt for 5000 ft nmway. 5 pr 

for SOOO n runuay) 
Ratlonale Longer rmuay 1s k :ur  for sday =sons 

Uumbc: of pnmap m u a y s  ~$31 can suppn c o n a m n t  opr and crorsw~nd 
muays u ma.n field. C; ins or X U o )  
Scoring 
With 0 crossu ind m u a y s .  2 pu for first runway, 4 ps for ? parallel runways. 6 
ps for 3 panliel mnrays r~ lhout  crosswtnd runways. 

. . 
Whh 1 o a s w m d  runway: 3 p, for fin1 p M y  rn-y. 5 pl for 2 pnl le l  

runwrys, 7 pu for 3 pnl le l  m w r y r .  
With 2 non-pntld crosswind nmways: 3 5  pr for f h ~  p.bnuy nnway, 5.5 p, 

for 2 p n l l e l  runways. 7 pr for 3 p n l l e l  runways. 
With 2 pnUcl  crosswind runways: 4 pr for fim pnmy nmwry,6pl  for2 

pvrllel runways. 7 pr for 3 p n l l e l  runways. 
Rationale: More runways mqmve quality of tnvring for day reumr & 

tkribility 
3. Cadirim d runways - k of nmwry sq ft in adeqU.LC ondi~ion (3 p or 14%) 

Scoring: Linur v r l e  ktwcen 0 m d  100 (0 p for 0 %. 3 p for 100%) 
Illioaale: This mdiurtr 3re quality of the m w y .  Higher qurlity is  bcucr. 

4. CondirPn druiwaydaprons - 8 of ruiwayrlrprarr sq fi in rdequvc condition (3 
p or 14%) 

Scoring: LLmr r u l e  between 0 m d  100 (0 p for 0 %. 3 p for 100%) 
Ratioaale: This indium the qudity of h e  uxiways. Hi* quality is bcaer. 

5. Cadition of uriliriu - ave % of facilities in dcqualr amdition (2 p or 9%) 
Scoring: Linur lule'buwm 0 md 100 (0 p for 0 %. 2 p for l m b )  
bt ionale:  Thts indiuru rhc quality of h e  utilities. Higher qualiy is  kaer .  

6. Condition of oher facilities (cg.. ran. dmin) - ave & of faciliriu in d e q  a n d  Q 
p or 99b) 

Scoring: Linur su le  bclwem 0 m d  100 fO p for 0 90.2 pt for 1003b) 
Rationale: n i s  indicuu rhe quality of rhe faalitiu. Higher quality IS bcucr. 

Ground Tnining Faciiiticl(l7 points) 

1. Amount of mining facilitia (clustooms) rued 'adquau' in sq h (5 p or 29%) 
Scoring: Linur s d e  b a w m  0 md m u  (0 p for 0 %,5 p for muqo) 
Rationale: This m u r u m  the mount and quality of rhe mining fuilities. More 

quality is bcoer. 
2 Condition of mining facilities (elusrooms) - 8 of"adsqu.lr' sq h (2 pt or 12%) 

Scoring: L h r  a l e  SCtwem 0 m d  100 (0 p for 0 %, 2 pt for 1 m )  
Rationale: This m e s u m  the mount and quality of the mining facilities. More 

quality i s  bcaer. 
3. Amount of trunlng facilities (miners) ntcd 'adequate' in sq f i  (5 p or 3U29 

Scoring: Linur scale between 0 md mu (0 p for 0 %, 5 p for m u % )  
Rationale: lh i s  measures the amount and quality of h e  mining fac~liries. Wore 

quality is bcaer. 
4. Csndiuon of training facilities (tnrnen) - % of 'adequau' zq h (2 p or 12%) 

Scoring: Linur scale bctween 0 and 100 (0 p for 0 qo. 2 p for 1 m )  
Rationale: lh i s  m u r u r u  the unolmt and quality of rhe urinlng fuiliuer .Mom 

qurlity IS brotr. 
5. Amount of mining facilities (other) n u d  'adequuc' in sq f i  (2 p or 12%) 

Scoring. Linev s d t  krween 0 md m u  (0 p for 0 %. 2 p for m u % )  
Rationale: This measures the a m o w  and quality of the vrining facilirier .%re 

qulity is b u r .  
6. Condition of mirung facilities (orhu) - % of 'adquuc' sq k (1 pt or 6%) 

Scoring: Linur scale between 0 md 100 (0 p for 0 %, 1 pc for 100%) 
Rationale: This m u r u r a  the mount md quality of rhe mining fu l l i t iu  .%he 

quality is beer .  

I. Level ofmrinunmcz o p n u o n s  at site (3 p or 60%) 
Scoring: I p for Olevel, 2 p for 1.level. 2 J  p for Dcpoc level. 3 p for Dqxx 

level for aircnb type mS) 
Rationale: Higher level of mainmane  is barer. 

2. Arnouru of hangan rued ' d e q u u *  in sq fi (1 3 p or XI%) 
Scaring: Linur su le  buween 0 and max (0 p for 0 %. 1 5  p for m u % )  
Rationale: More 'rdquau' h m g u  spat is bcucr. 

3. Condition of hangan - 70 of h m g m  in ' rdequu" wndition (5 p or 10%) 
Scoring: Linur v l l e  bctwem 0 and 100 ( O p  for 0 %. J pt for 1 m )  
Rationale: This is +norha musure of innrllauon quality. Higher % u bcucr. 

Proximity to Other Support Facilities (2 points) 

1. Sumber of orha slnields in h e  that could suppon SFOISAV mining (1 p o r  
50%) 

Scoring: .5 p for I lield. 1 p ior 2 or morc fields) 
Rationale: >fore available aifields are krrcr. 

2. Disunce to orher ainields. (1 p or 50%) 

WSOIStrike Training Page 1 - 
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6' ~~Mq:~pforlfiddleuhul~mil~.ipfo~lor~~fi~~*ulhnY) 

LIsthrwnrrion inu!rerrimnmtormrinmmtcrru(3pot~) 
b r i n g :  3 p for p. 0 p for M 

Radonde: AEliramt m d  nuinrcnmce u u s  are bar 
2 lbat am no cntial  air qualiry regions within 100 bn of air &on (1 pa t[K) 

Scoring: 1 p for yes, 0 p for no 
Rsrlondt: No Enr id  air quality regions we ktr .  

1 fbcrr have bem no rrrrnprons or delays due in air quality mnridcntiau p or 
rn) 

Scoring: I p for y s .  0 p for no 
RationJe: Fever resuiaions a n  kuu. 

I. L the erining AICLZ study e n a d d  in I d  zoning ordinances? (1 5 PI or 25%) 
Scoring: 1 J pr for yes, 0 p for no 
Rationzle: Having an exisung AICUZ study in the zoning ordinanat is bur 

L '. ., is h e  p r c m t  lncompauble land u u  for clear zones? (2 pu or 33%) 
Scoring: Linur s 4 e  from 0 to m x  (2 pu for 0 and 0 pu for m x ) .  
Ratioode: The lower unount of inccmpacble land use Is kucr.  

3. Whu is the percatt incompatible lmd u u  for APZ I? (I p or 17%) 
Scoring: L h u r  su ie  from 0 to m u  (1 p for 0 md 0 pu for max). 
Ratfonzle: The lower amount of incompubie land use IS kucr.  

4. Whu is Ihe p r o n t  inwmpuble land use for APZ II? (05 p or 8%) 
Scoring: Linur su le  from 0 to mu (0.5 p for 0 and 0 pr for mrx). 
Rationale: The lover amount of incompuble land use is bcucr. 

5. Arr r u l  u w c  disclosums r q u ~ r e d  by l o d  wmmunitiu? (05 p or 8%) 
Scoring: 05 p for y u .  0 p for no 
h t l o n a k :  R p l  esuu diwlosum are bcsr 
s dl c lur  mne acquisiuon ken compiucd? (0.5 p or 8%) 

ng. 0.5 p for yes. 0 p for no 
ode:  It IS bca d all clear wner have been a q u l r u l  

1. Amarru of BOQ rooms nred 'rdequau' (:: p or 3%) 
Scoring: Lmur su le  k t w m  0 and m u  (0 p for 0 %. 2 p for mu%) 
Rationale: More 'rdtquxele' billeung space is k u r .  

2 Gmdidon of BOQ rooms - ?a of "dequau" (I p or 12%) 
Scoring: Linur s a l e  Setween 0 and 100 (0 pc for 0 90.1 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: Mort "adequaie' bllleung space IS bctur. 

A Amount of BEQ moms n r c d  "adquare'  (.6 pi or 8Qo) 
Scoring: Lineu scaie b u w e n  0 and mu (0 p for 0 Qo. .6 p for mu%) 
btlonale:  More 'rdeqwe' billeung space is bcucr. 

4. Gndition of BEQ rooms - Q of 'adtquuc' (.4 pl or 5%) 
Scoring Linur d e  k ~ w e m  0 and 100 (0 p for 0 %. .4 pt for 103%) 
Rationale: More 'adequae' billeting space is kuu. 

5. Whu -1 of h e  lisud .W and ruppon fac~litiu/progrrms are available? (2 
p or 25%) 

Scoring: Linur s o l e  from 0 m 100 (0 p for 0 and 2 pt for 100). 
h i o n a l e :  Wore .WR facilities art buter to enhance q d i t y  of life. 

6. Amount of miliuy h w i n g  rued "adquate' (.6 p or 8%) 
Scoring L h u t  1 4 c  h w e n  0 and m u  (0 p for 0 %, .6 p for mu%) 
Rationale: Wore 'adequate" housing is bctur. 

7. Condition of miliuy houslng - % of "adquau' (.4 pt or 5%) 
Scoring: Linur Iu lc  betwem 0 and 100 (0 p for 0 %. .4 pt for 1 W )  
&tionale: Ware 'adcquru" houslng IS beucr. 

I. Yumkr of ch~ldrm on the waiung IISL (0.5 p or 6%) 
Scoring: Linur su le  from 0 to mar (0.5 p for 0 and 0 p for mu). 
Rntionde: Ftwer chlldrm on waiting list IS better. " 4venge wall for ch~idhn on rhe wilung l i s ~  (05 pt or 6%) 
Scoring: Linur s u l e  from 0 to mar (0.5 pc for 0 and 0 p for mu) .  
ht ionaie:  Less wuung ume for child u r e  is burcr. 

9:17 AM 14 July. 1994 
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MERIT 
Managed Training 
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Weather 

Airspace and Flight 
Raining Areas 

Airfields 

Ground Training 
Facilities 

PANEL NAVIGATOR 
I RATIONALE 

Aircraft 
,Maintenance 
Facilities 

5 

7 

22 

23 

20 

This area was weighted the same as  Primary (5%) because uccessibility 
to these facilities was considered more important than ownership. 

This area was weighted significantly lower than Primary (14%) 
because the crew and aircraft are fully qualified to fly in instrument 
conditions. 

This area was weighted the Primary (22%) because of the unique 
airspace needs of this mission. 

This area was weighted about the same as  Primary (24%) because i t  
also plays a big role in evaluating a training installation. 

This area was weighted higher than Primary (10%) due to  the higher 
emphasis on classroom and simulator activities. 

5 

Proximity to Other 
Support Facilities 1 O I N'A 

--- - -- - - 

This was weighted the same as Primary because training aircraft are 
not difficult to maintain and do not require an  extensive training 
infrastructure. 

Special Military 
Facilities 

Proximity to 
'hainine Areas 

Unique Features 1 0 1 X/A -11 
Air Quality 

0 

0 

- - - - - - -- -- -- 

N/A 

N/A 

I quality issues. I I 

5 This was weighted the same as Primary because air quality plays a 
role in determining installation compatibility with the training 
mission: however, advanced aircrah do not have a large impact on air 

DRAFT 
WORKI3G PAPERS 

Encroachment 

Services 

5 

8 

Encroachment plays a role in determining installation compatibility 
with the training mission; however, training aircraft do not have a 
large impact on encroachment issues. 

This area was weighted the same as  Primary because quality of life 
plays a significant role in determining installation compatibility with 
the training mission. 
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r-' - :. 9:ll AM 14July. 1994 
I 3. Cadirion of nanwavs - %of m w a y  tq ft bl condition (3 *or 14%) 
1 4 

w Quations for Assessing the Functional Quality of 
Panel NaviParor Training 

Managed Training Arus  (I points) 

1. 'Ihr mkr md ypc of specid use ainprce 3ur is m U e d l o m r d  by rhr 
iatullrrjon and suppons P a l  !UW Yrining. (5 pu or 100%) 

Scoring: 5 pu for Mm 
Rarionrle: .a ue the prinuy rpedd use airrpcr urilizd. 

1. P e m t  of rimc d u  is k u c r  b a n  30006. (25 p or 36%) 
Scorlng: L h r  vr le  between 8Wo and 100% (1 p for 80% ud ZS pr for 

95%???) 
Clrtlonde: W u J w  q u i r w n m u  ~0 ben conduct training. Higher S is bccrcr. 

2 h t  of Lime crosswmds uc gmter  thm 9 bou. (25 p u  or 368) 
Scoring: Linur ur le  between min% and nux'lc (2.5 pu for min% and 0 p for 
w%) 

Rationale: %x aircnft cmsswind limiu. L o w r  % is kua. 
3. Percrnt of sonies ~ c r l e d ~ r e s c h a i u l e d  (1 pt or 14%) 

Scoring: L inar  xale ktwcen 590 and 2090 ( 1 pt for 5% and 0.5 p for 20%) 
Rationale: This a m  caplures w u h e r  auntion not covered by questionr 1-2 

4. marl P ! W g  factor for lost ronier due to w&er. (1 p or 1490) 
Scoring: Linur r u l e  bctwecn 5% and XR (1 pt for 5% md 0.5 p for 20%) 
Rationale: This a r u  u p m  w r h e r  m u o n  not covered by quertionr 1-2 

Airspa- a d  Flight Training A r e s  (22 points) 

1. N~nnber of MIR's available. (8 pu or 36%) 
Scoring: L n u r  s d e  from 0 to max (0 pu for 0 and 8 p u  for mu) 
Rationale: .m arc rqurred for urin~ng ... more is beucr. 

.=I of flight ops u p n n u n g  ATC delays of IS minum or g w .  (6 p or 
7%) 
Scoring: bur r u i e  k t w ~  0 and some max (6 p for 0 % delays and 0 pu 

for max %delay) 
Rationale: Fewcr A T  dclavs is buw. 

3. Planned ammelcid hub w l i  100 mllu. (4 pr or 18%) 
Scoring: 4 pu for no and 0 p for yes. 
Ratioode: Gmmercid hub wll  impra mining. S o  hub is bcucr. 

4. Arc hrt my piarmed changes to h e  major alr m0fic swctures In the mgion that 
will dfcu u ~ d l a u o n  ope~tions? (2 pu or 9%) 

Scorlng: 2 pu ior no md 0 p for yes. 
Rationale: Fewcr changes In h e  m m n t  airspa= suuoun IS bcucr. 

5. h e  current opcrurons Iffcued by major arr vaffic struaurcs within 50 mn of the 
airfield? (1 pc or 9%) 

Scoring: 2 pc for no rnd 0 p for y u .  
Rationde: Less i m p a  on major air r u u a u r a  is beucr. 

1. Rmway kngth of longen m w a y  u nuin airfield. (6 pu or 26%) . 
Scoring: Linur r u l e  k w e e n  7000 and 1OOOO ft (1 p for 7000 ft mway.  6 pc 

for 1OCOO fi nmwry) 
Rationale: Longer runway is beucr for srfery reasons 

2 Number of pnmuy nmways rhar un suppon conormnt opl md cmsswmd 
nmways u main field (7 pu or 3Wo) 

Scoring: 
Wilh 0 crosswind runways: 2 pu for first mnway. 4 pu for? purl14 mways. 6 

pc for 3 panUel nrnways wirhour uosswmd lunways. 
Wih 1 Crosswind m w a y :  3 pu for fin! pnmary nrnuly. 5 pu for2 purlltl 

nmways. 7 pu ior 3 parallel mways .  
With 2 non-pnllel Crcssw,nd ninways: 3.5 pu for fin1 p u y  nmrry. 5.5 pu 

for ? pnl!el runways. 7 ps for 3 panllel runways. 
ti WiQ 2 praiiel crorsumd nmways: 4 p s  ior first pnrmry nrnway. 6 pu for2 

purllet runways, 7 pu ior 3 p n l l e l  mwayS. 
Rationale: Xiore m u a y s  improve quality of tn~ning for s d a y  rwons  md 

Rationslr: lh i s  m d i a  rhe qurliry of the runway. Higher qurlity b bcw. 
4. GndirPn of uuwaydspmns - %of uriways/lpmnr sq ft in adequu mn&rion 0 

ps or 13%) 
Scoring: L inar  rule bet- 0 and 100 (0 p for 0 %. 3 p for 100%) 
Rationale: 'lhis i n d i m  rhe q d i t y  of the uxiwayr H i w q u r l i y  u b t ~ .  

5. Condition of uriliriu - w e  % of fui t i t ia  in rdequrlc mndidon (2 p ~ 9 % )  
Scoring: L i a r  v l l c  betwem 0 and 100 (0 p for 0 %. 2 p for !OWL) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of Ihc utilities. H i g h  purlicy b h r .  

6. Condition of orhcr f v i i i u a  (kg.. mm, dmin) - we % of fuilirirr in dq a d  Q 
pl or 9%) 
Scoring: Linar  4 s  bet- 0 md 100 (0 p for 0 8 . 2  p for 100%) 
Rationale: S ~ I S  vdicuu the qurliy of Ihc faciliria Highe? qurky u b r .  

1. Amam1 of mining facilities (clusmnu) rucd 'adequate' in aq k (55 p or 27%) 
Scoring: Linur s d e  taw- 0 md m x  (0 p for 0 %. 55 pr for mu%) 
Rationale: This m u c u m  the m o w  md quality of the inining fuilirics. Morr 

quality is bener. 
2 Condition of m n i n g  facilities (clusrwms) - %of 'adqure' sq b (22 p or 13%) 

Scoring: Linur s d e  bctwecn 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, 2.5 pt for 1 m )  
Rationale: lh i s  m w u m  the amount and quality of the uuning frcilirier .Mom 

quality is h e r .  
3. Amounr of mining faciliries (miners) nlcd 'adquut' in sq ft (5s p or 27%) 

Scoring: L i rur  s a l e  buwocn 0 and max (0 p for 0 90.53 p for m u % )  
Rationde: T h ~ s  m u s u m  the mount  and quality of the vuning faciliou. Mom 

quality is bear .  
4. Condition of vuning facilities (miners) - %of 'adquue' sq fr (25 p or 13%) 

Scoring: Linur s d e  t e t m  0 m d  100 (0 pt for 0 96.25 pt for l a )  
Rationale: This mucures the mount and quliry of the uuning fuilhies. Mote 

quality is beam. 
5. Amount of mtning faciliues (other) nted 'adequau' in sq f r  (2.5 p or 13%) 

Scoring: Linur scale b u w a  0 m d  nux  (0 p for 0 %. '25 p for m u % )  
Rationale: This m w u m  h e  rmomt and quality of the uunmg frciliuer .Vote 

qual~ry is beer .  
6. Condition of mining facrlities (other) - % of 'adqua&' sq f r  (1 J pc or 7%) 

Scoring: Linur s u l e  bctwem 0 and 100 (0 pi for 0 8.1.5 p for 100Lk) 
Rationde: This m w u m  h e  amount and quality of he mining facilities. .Mom 

qulily is beer.  

AircnR Maintcnana F a d i t i a  (5 points) 

1. Level of mainunmcc operuions at silc (3 p or 60%) 
Scoring: 1 p for 0-level. 2 p for I-lcvel. 35 p for Oepot Iwel. 3 p for Depot 

level for alrcnfi t y p  C M S )  
Rationale: Higher level of d n r ~ u n a c  IS bcuer. 

Z Amounr of hangars rued 'adequate- in 4 fi (1 J p or 30%) 
Scoring: Linur s a l e  buwccn 0 and mar (0 p for 0 %. 1 J p for m u % )  
Rationale: More 'dequrre' hangu s p a  is kuer. 

3. Condition of hrngin - %of hrngars in 'rdequau" condition (5 p or I W )  
. !Scoring: Linur s u l e  between 0 and 100 (0 p for 0 %. 5 pc for 100%) 

Rationale: 'lhls is another musure of insullauon quality. Higher % is belrtr. 

Air Qudity (5 points) 

I. Is b e  air muon in m i u n m m t  or maintmrnce a m  (3 pt or 60%) 
Scoring: 3 p for yes, 0 p for no 
k t i o n d e :  Auunrncnt and nuinlcnance u u s  are bat. 

2 There are no criucal air quality regions wthin 100 km of air sution (I pt or 2f%) 
Scoring: I p for yes, 0 p for no 
Rationale: S o  critical alr quality regions an kt 

3.Thcre have been no rcsmaions or de!ays due to air quality mns~demions (1 p or 
201)90) 

Scoring: I p for yer. 0 p for no 
Rationde: Fewer rennalons are beuer. 

Panel Navigator Training Page 1 



9:11 AM 14 July, 1994 

g AICLZ nudy rncpded in I w l  m i n g  o r d i m ?  (1.5 pu or 3%) 
. l J p l f o r y e r , O p f o r m  

btlonale:  Having rn uisting AICLZ study in the m m g  ordinrnac n bat 
2 Wh is  the p m  incompatible land use for c k r r  m u ?  g pu or 33%) 

Scoring: Linear s d e  from 0 tn max (2 pr for 0 md 0 pu for mu). 
ktlonnlc: The lower unount of incomprubie Lnd w is beer .  

3. Whu is rhc puoort ineompurble Imd we for APZ I? (1 p or 17%) 
Scorlng: Linear sak fmm 0 tn m u  ( I  p for 0 ud 0 pu for mu). 
ibtlonalr: The lover u n m t  of ino~mpuble land use is bcuu. 

4. Whu is he p a u u  incompiible Imd ucc for APZ II? (05 p or 6%) 
Scoring: Linar s a l e  fmm 0 tn m u  (0.5 p for 0 md 0 pu for mu). 
Rationale: The lorvcr amount of incampruble land use is b c ~ c r .  

S. k c  rrrl uw diwbaurs hquircd by locrl c@namwuu? (05 p or 8%) 
b r i n g :  0 3  p for yes. 0 p for no 
RaUonale: Rerl e n r u  d i~ lorur r r  a n  bes t  

d Hu dl clew m e  acquisition trm cornplucd? ( 0 5  p or 8%) 
Scoring: 0.5 p for yes. 0 p for no 
Radon ale: 11 is ben d all dur m u  have been acquired. 

1. Amwnt of BOQ rooms ntcd ".dequau" (2 p or 3%) 
Scoring Linur s a l e  tuwcm 0 and m u  (0 p for 0 %. ? p for mu%) 
Rarionale: Morr ' adeqw'  billeung space Is bcuer. 

2 Gndition of BOQ rooms - 4c of 'adeqoru' (1 p or 12%) 
Scoring Linur d e  tcluem 0 and 100 (0 p for 0 %, I pt for 100%) 
RatJonale: Morr 'deqrure' billeting space IS berrcr. 

3. Amount of BEQ rooms nrcd 'adquue" (.6 p or 8%) 
Srorlng: Lmeu su le  buweslO md m u  (0 p for 0 %, .6 p for mu%) 
Rationale: %Ion 'rdcqua~e- bllle~tng space IS kuer .  
&tion of BEQ room. 40 of "adquue" (.4 pt or 5%) 
Scoring: Linur Icrie bcrwem 0 and 100 (0 p for 0 %, .5 pt for la%) 

wk tionale: .Won 'adequ~e" billetng space is beuer. 
prunt of !he lined ! v M  and suppon faalioaipmgrams arc ava~lable? (? 

p or 25%) 
kor ing :  Lines r u l e  from 0 to 100 (0 p for 0 md ? pt for 100). 
RationaJe: Mon WAX facilities a n  bu.er 10 enhance q d l t y  of life. 

6. Amount of rmllury housing mud "adqune" (.6 pt or SQo) 
Scoring: L h w  s d e  t u w r m  0 md mu (0 p for 0 %. .6 p for mu%) 
Rationale: .Won "adequue' housing is kuer .  

7. Condition of m~liury h o u ~ n g  - Qo of 'adquau' (.4 pt or 5%) 
Scoring: Llnur scale bctwem 0 and 100 (0 p for 0 %. .4 pt for Im) 
b d o n a l e :  Mort " d e q w '  housing is bcuer. 

S. N m b t r  of childrm on the wa~ung liu (0.5 p or 6%) 
Scoring: Linur r u l e  from 0 lo mar (0.5 p for 0 and 0 p for mu). 
RationaJe: Fewa children on wailing list is h e r .  

9. Avenge wall for children on h e  vmiung l i s ~  (0.5 pt or 6%) 
Scoring: Linur s u l c  from 0 rn max (0.5 p for 0 md 0 p for mu). 
&tionale: Leu wrung ome for ch~ld un Is k r .  

Panel Navigaror Training Page 2 



DRAFT 
WORKISG PAPERS 

-r 
DRAFr 

{i* WORKING PAPERS 
MEASURES OF MERIT FOR 'w! HELICOPTER 

C 

hiEASURES O F  
MEm 
Managed Training 
Ateas 

Weather 

Airspace and Flight 
Training Areas 

Airfields 

Ground Training 
Facilities 

Aircraft Mantenance 
Facilities 

Special Military 
Facilities 

Proximity to Training 
Areas 

Proximity to Other 
Support Facilities 

Unique Features 

.%r Quality 

Encroachment 

1 
Services 

WEIGHT 

8 

9 

16 

24 

10 

5 

0 

0 

2 

8 

5 

5 

8 

RATIONALE 

This area was weighted about the same as Primary (5%) because 
accessibility to these facilities was considered more important than 
ownership. 

This area was weighted significantly lower than Primary (14%) due 
to the lower weather requirements for helicopter training. 

This area was weighted significantly Iqwer than Primary (22%) 
because much of the helicopter training can take place in 
uncontrolled airspace. 

This was weighted the same as  Primary (24%) due to the similar 
infrastructure needs for helicopter training. 

This area was weighted the same as  Primary (10%) due to the similar 
emphasis on classroom and simulator activities. 

This was weighted the same as Primary because training aircraR are 
not difficult to maintain and do not require an extensive training 
infrastructure. 

N/A 

XI A 

This area was weighted the same as Primary because the training 
infrastructure is already established and in use at  each base. 

This was weighted higher than Primary (0) due to availability of 
unique features to support helo training (ITAS - Instrumented 
Training Airway System, training barge) 

This was weighted the same as Primary because air quality plays a 
role in determining installation compatibility with the training 
mission; however, helicopters do not have a large impact on air 
quality issues. 

Encroachment plays a role in determining installation compatibility 
with the training mission; however, training aircraR do not have a 
large impact on encroachment issues. 

This area was weighted the same as Primary because quality of life 
plays a significant role in determining installation compatibility with 
the training mission. 



w Quatious for .&swing the Functional Quality of 
HclicDorcr Pilot Training 

L '2br # of dyinda(rlluli.y fieIda lhu .n m n r r o l l d b w l d  by tk ad 
mppon Helicopu rrwrin~. (6 p or 75%) 

l o ~ n O : ~ r c r l c b a w ~ ~ ~ m u ~ ~ p f o r ~ f d d r . 6 ~ f a ~ f d d r )  
Rathaair: Ovmmg .irfieI& has more rmpa m ido bm o w  

u'rqrrrr 
2Ibrnmbadyp0frpDculrurlinpgrh.Iir~Ud0vnedbdr 

and rupponr Helisopcr uuning. (2 pr a 25%) 
h r i q :  2 ;xr for MOA md or M 
Rsioode:  Oummg ufifields hu morr impa on hdo mining rha o m  

urrpa 

L P m a r t  of m e  w a h r  is bcfcr LM 100013. (4 pc ot 4%) 
Scoring: Linur s d e  S u v a  80% m d  1 0 3 8  (1 p for 8Q% and 4 p for 

% 9S%???) 
Ratlooaie: USN u y ~ ' l e r  r r q u i m m u  U) condua urning. Hi&= % is htltr. 

2 Rzcut; of dme w a h c  :s bee: L!W 5031 .  (3 p or 33%) 
*ring: L i n a r  r r i e  *wen 80% and 10040 (1 p for 80% and 3 pl for 

95%???) 
fitfoolle: CSA w a h c  q u i m m u  to condua mining. Xi* 9C is bcuP. 

3. M t  of s o m u  a ? c c i e b l ~ s u c o u l e b  (1 pa or 11%) 
Scorlng: L a u r  suit Sctwen 5 %  and -3% ( 1 p for 5% and 0 pu for 20%) 
Ratlonaie: This a m  crpcuru w u h u  annuon not covered by quuuons 1-2 

4. -&I ?laming i w r  for iost somu sue lo vurher. (1 p or 11%) 
Scoring: L m u r  s a l e  cetwcn 5 %  a d  23% (1 p for 5% md 0 pu for 3%) 
b r i o n d e :  i h i s  rru ovru w u r h u  atmuon not coverrd by quuoonr 1.1 

a a  w d  Flight T n u q  Arry  (16 potnu) 

of spcd w a ~ c c  (MOA and AA) m nm2 0 p or i3%\ 
Scoring: 'bw su ie  o i , w e l ~ ~  am- ~ ~ O P I  o U) m L  anplcc WOA anti 

.S IU) (0 p for 0 nrn- mo 2 ;x ior mar rm-). Weignted urrpfo for osk 
sirc = unomt oi  MOA r lrspce - .I(unwru of AA u r v )  

RiUooaIe: More airzp~ce IS bCpU. MOA is rlighrly b e a r  lhur M. 
2 Avoage disunce lo 1- (1 p or 6%) 

b r i n g :  hear sclie imm 0 ro m u  weighted avrnge a i n p c r  P= dmm 
dinura i O  p for TV~ and 1 p for m u ) .  Welpeu  a v a g e  uqoc s ~ r r  
h a  dkuncc ior each stu =Sum (unpra s:oc m run' umes d i n m a  w 
u r r p o c  m m) for u l  MOA or AA alviGcd by 3rc Sirm of all u m  u e  

RaUooaJe: Corm u n p c c  is bcacr. 
3. -1 o i  flight cp e a p m c a n g  .4TC ic!ays of 1s mmurer or g r u m .  pu a 

19%) 
Scoring: Linur s u i e  bet- 0 and m e  mar (3 p for 0 % ddays md 0 pr 

for max % dciay) 
RaUonaic: Ftw AX de!ays is kutr. 

4. h m d  aminerrid hub wlhrn 100 miles. ('2 p s  or 13%) 
Scoring: 1 ;u ior no md 0 p for y a .  
bUooale:  Csrnmerc:d hub wll inpc urlnrng. No hub is kUcr. 

5, Atz &re my p h u l  L+L?~U LO h e  major u r  ~w.13 suucuns &%a supporn night 
m u g  u your r ~ I . a j ! d ~ n  hat will negauvely i m p a  on Lm pr Of 13%) 

*ring: 2 ix for no and 0 p for yes. 
Rarioaaie: .=ever c.-mgu in b e  ; l ; m r  urspce s u u w .  IS kuer.  

d Arc m u l l u o n  o p z a o n s  m m J y  rife& bv ule major u r  mffic SWcWU 
wrhur 50 run of ;ne alnprce ma rrnields? (2 pu or 13%) 

Sconng: 2 ; ~ s  far no md C p for v u .  
k u 0 ~ a e :  kss ;nVc on malor ur  r.nsurrr IS k*?. 

7. Avaikhlify o i  m-ired j ~ c : f i c  x m l n  :'crturrs or overuaur rccers :O ruppon hdo 
. v g  i.i pu or 25%) 

Scoring: j ?u for o.qrn. i J( ior ave.waur x c J r  
h u o n a l c :  3:io uzln:ng rqutrcr  spec:Cc urnin i a u r c  10 vrin eifoavety. 

I. lk r of oullyinLhrrriliuy fields uvble for Hdi-pik mmiq B p or 214)  
D c f i h  d uublc field - *odd anen- W m  fa TH n 6 7  

Scoring:liacrrKalebsrvorn0d ~ m r r ( O p f 0 r O f ~ S p r f w m u  
r f i )  

Rat(asJc: .%rr lMvly1 impro*. q d l y  d tn* f a  day reurm 
nuibiky 

2 T h  d ofunblc ourlyinduuiliuy li& virb n i w *  so& E.pbiiq. 
(4 pl or 17%) 

S c o A q : L i a c l v s a l e b m ~ O a d  l a n w ( O p f a O f u l d L 4 p r f 0 r m ~  
(I*) 

Ratiooalc: .Hm M T S  inqawe qurlicy dmrninl for ylq - a d  
nuibiiicy 

3. h&dh diWQ 10 ayly  i n L / a u i I i i  Tdds. d pu a 13%) 
S c o r l w h & , b a w o r - m m u d m ( 3 p f o r m m d i P a q  Ipfor  

-) 
htlwde: aolcr rirfiddr uc kuer. 

4 . N ~ d l ~ u r h u c m ~ n L ~ .  M n s b c a b i e t o s u p p o n ~  
proadw for TH-57/67. (4 pu or 17%) 

S c o t i q :  L i n t u  scale ktwscn 0 and same mu (0 pa for no Iw, 4 p for mu 
h) 

Ratiooak: Molr lznu uc bum for day (t~#12 less congerdon 
I Condition ofrunwys -- %of nmwry q ft in adeqrvrc cmdium (2 pu ~ 8 % )  

koring:  Linear scale bawccn 0 and I00 (0 pu for 0%. 2 for 100Lk) 
Ratioode: This indimes ~ ' l e  qurliry of rhr m u n y .  Higher quality u h r .  

6. andition o i  ux iwydqrons  - & of uxiways/aptu 4 fi m adequc condiuon (2 
pr or 8%) 

k o r i q : ~ 4 c ~ w e e n O u d  lW(OpforO%. 2prfor100&) 
Ratiomale: This indium he quality of 3rc axtw8yr ifighu p l i y  1s bc-r. 

7. Cadt ion  druil i t iu - rve 8 of fmli t ia  m .drquuc condition (2- or 8%) 
k o r i q :  h r  lcrle bclwocn 0 and 100 (0 p for 0 %.I pu for l a )  
Ratioode: 'Ihis vldicuu rhe qurlily of rhe uulitis. Higher w i g  o ktt tr .  

8. Cordidon of &r facilities (tg.. m dnun) - ave %of faa1it.k m daq mnd (t 
p or 8%) 

Scoring: L i r  4 s  b a w a  0 ud 100 (0 p for 0 C. 2 pu for 100%) 
Rationale: This m d i u r a  L !  qurliy of the faoli t iu Higher q d i y  is bmn. 

Ground T m i o ~ n g  Facilitia (10 poinu) 

1. Arnomt d v u n r n g  facilitia (clurmant) rusd 'dcquc' in q fr 0 p w 30%) 
Sconnf: Lhcu sclle tuween 0 md mu (0 p ior 0 4b. 3 p for m u % )  
Rationale: This measures .he maou and quality of B e  vruwy facilirier Mom 

quality u koer. 
2 W i t i o n  of mining fciiitier (clrurwmr) - % of 'rdequrrc' sq h (1 p or 10%) 

Scoring: L n a r  v r l e  k t w e m  0 md 1W (0 p for 0 'b. 1 pl for !OW) 
ILUonJe: This murura che am- and quality oi rhe uammg f s a l i u u  .Wore 

qrulity 0 knu. 
3. A m a ~ l l  of minrng facilifiu (urinm) rued 'rdeqwu' in sq h (3 p or 30%) 

Scoring: tin- s d e  kuveen 0 a d  mu (0 p for 0 %. 3 p f a  mu%) 
Raf.tontle: 'This murum rhe m o w  and quality of the h g  f d l i r i u  .Um 

quality is btnrr. 
4. Condition of uuning f ia l i t i a  ( b n )  - C of'dtquuc' q h (1 p or 10%) 

Scoring: L'nerr s u i c  bctwcm 0 and 1W (0 p for 0 Q. I p for 100%) 
RaUonale: ?his musurer rhe m m t  md p l i r y  of the w i n g  f u r l i u a  .h 

qUJli1y u benrf. 
5. &noml of ur~ning facilities (other) n d  'rhquuc' in rq R (13 p or 15%) 

Scoring: Lheu s a l e  k u w m  0 ud mar (0 p for 0 4. 1 5  p for mu%) 
h o o a d e :  %is mucures b e  unouru ud quaiicy of the uauung frcrlitiu More 

quality 1s &net. 
6. W t i o n  of vrrnlnl facilities (orha) - C o f ' a d q w '  sq k ( 3  pr w 5%) 

Scoring: L h u r  scale tctwtm 0 md 100 (0 p for 0 %. 3 pc for I W o )  
Ralionale: 3 1 s  meuurrr r?e amount and quality oi  ~Cle LlininS ircriiuu More 

quality is Dear. 

~ h h  Mainunanoc Fadit ics  (5 points) 

1. b e 1  of mainunanu opcntlons at SIU (3 p or 60%) 
Sconng: 1 p for O-levei. 2 ;x ior I-Inel. 'LS pl ior b locl. 3 u for b t  - .  

levcifor a ~ r c n n  type (34s) 

Hefjcoprer Pilot Tnining P3se 1 - 
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. htfonalc: Hipher level of mainmane bma. (' -:, 

Rat(onde: Morr 'adequate' bilering qnce is b.aP. 
L~WU of hangars rued ' adqua '  in sq b (1 J p or 30%) 3. Anoint of BEQ m a n s  nccd 'rdequuc' (.6 p or 8%) 

Scorlng: tiur rcrk bclwocn 0 ud mx (0 p for 0 Q, 1 J p formrr%) Scoring: Lincv s d e  haw= 0 ud mu (0 p for 0 +. A p formus) 
RaUooale: Mon *adqua i  hangar s p c s  is hucr. Rationale: Mon 'dcqw' billeting rpcr is be-. 

3. Cadiuon of hmgm - 8 of hngrrr in 'dcqurr' condition (3 p or 10%) 4. Condition of BEQ moms - Q ol 'rdaquue' 64 p or 5%) 
S ro r ing :L innrdebuwtmOud  lW(OptforO%, 3pfor10[#b) k o r i n g : L i n u r d e b u w s l O a d  100(OpforO%..4pfor 100%) 
RarionJc: Thir is m#ha marue of inrullrrion quality. Hi* Q i b. b t iooJe :  Mon 'dcquur' biilledna rpcr is bcoP. 

5. Whc w r  of drs l i e  MWR md qpon kalitia3progmnu us rvriLblc? (Z 
Plodmit~ to Otbcr Support Fmditicr (2 poinu) p or 25%) 

Scoring: Lineu sa l e  Iran 0 10 100 (0 pt for 0 md 2 p f a  100). 
1. N u n k  d orher urfiddc in tht -Id suppon H d i m p s  pila vrining (1 Rationale: Mon MWR f.dlibu a bsra to mh- q d i y  of life. 
p or so'%) 6. knaurr of miliwy housing nd "*me' (.6 p or 8%) 

Scaring: J p for 1 field. 1 p for 2 or mom fidds) Scorlng: Linur sa le  ba- 0 and mu (0 p for 0 8, .6 p for mu%) 
Rationale: .Mom avulable uficlds am hrru. Radsnnlc: Mom ' d t q w '  housing i s  bencr. 

2 Dinurcr lo a k r  urficl&. (1 p or 50%) 7. Condition of miliruy housing - % of 'rdcquuc- (.4 p or 5%) 
Scorlng: 3 p for 1 field leu lhrn 30 mila. 1 p for 2 or morr h i &  krs 3un X) Scoring: Linur suJe bctwoar 0 md 100 (0 p for 0 +. J p for 10W) 
mdu Rationale: Mom 'adiqw' housing is bcuer. 

Rationale: Oosu urrields = bcucr. N-r of children on 3rc 41ing l i a  ( 0 s  p or 6%) 
Scoring: linat sa le  from 0 to mu (05 p for 0 md 0 pt for w). 

Ualque Fcoturs ( I  poino) Rationale: F e w  children on wuung L'st is b m ~ .  
9. Avenge wail for children on the wiring lin (0.5 p or 6%) 

i. ldenufy tmique fururet (funaions, q u i p n m ~ ,  ar) p u u d  by rhe i&luion Scoring: Linar sole from 0 lo mrx (03 p for 0 md 0 p for mu). 
lhr1 r u p n  L'HPT (8 pr or la%) Rationale: Less wriung ume for child a n  is benu. 

Scoriq: Linur Iule between 0 and some m u  (0 pu for 0 fuwm. md 8 pc 
for m u  fcrauu) 

RaUoode: If here is a tmique f m  alrudy u a base ro rupn aminin8 in a 
givm h a o n  should be r tmpi~ud.  

Ak Quality (5 poinu) 

1. Is h e  rlr rtltion in an aumnenl or mrrntmmcc area (3 pt or 60%) 
Scoriq: 3 p for yes. 0 p for no 
Rationale: Arulnrnmt and m r ~ n u m c c  arms arc bur 

\n acr no q u a 1  ur  quJ~ly regtons w~JItn 100 krn of u r  s u o n  (1 pt or 20%) 
Sconng: 1 p for y a ,  0 p for no 
Ratmaale: Vo mud air quality regions ue b e s ~  

*)have k no ruiniuons or delays due 10 a. qivl~ty ~nudcnuoru  (1 pt or 

coring: I p for y a ,  0 p forno 
Rationale: Fewer ~umcrions arc krru. 

I. Hu h e  uinhrs A I C t Z  oudy besl complcled md mcodcd in berl m n g  
onjinulus? (1 pu or P o )  

Scoring: 5 p for havlng completed rhe sudy m d  I pt for bevlg encoded. 
Ratlooale: Having m &sung AICLZ study In Ihe wnmg ordinmu u bur 

2 Whu is the percent incompatible land use for clur zones? (1 5 pr or 30%) 
Scoring: Linear sole from 0 ro m u  (1.5 pu for 0 and 0 pu for mu). 
Rattonale: The lower amount of incompn~ble land use is beucr. 

3. Whu u rhc pcrcmt tnoanpuiblc Imd use for APZ I? (1 p or 20%) 
Scoring: L i m a  sole from 0 to m u  (1 p for 0 md 0 pu for mx). 
Rationale: The lowr unoun~ of ino~mpatible land use is be=. 

4. What is rhe p r c m  incompatible land use for a u? (0.5 p or 10%) ' 
Scoring: Linur sole from 0 to m u  (0.5 p for 0 md 0 pr for w). 
Rationale: The lower mount of incompao'ble land use is kucr. 

5. Ate rul awe disclosum required by Iwl cmnmun~dcs? (0.5 p or 10%) 
Scoring: 0.5 p for yes. 0 p for no 
Rationde: Rnl rculc dirdosurrr are bar 

6. Hu dl dur tone ryuisition km completed? (0.5 p or 10%) 
Scoring: 0.5 p for yu,  0 p for no 
Ratioade: It is hen Jr l l  clear zones have been acquired. 

Amount of BOQ m s  m i d  'adequru' C, p or 25%) 
.: Sconng: L m u r  scale 0 and ?nu (0 p for 0 40.2 p for 

Rationale: Mom 'dequue" billeting rpce is kuer. 
andition of SOQ rwms - 'I. of 'adequau" ( I  p or 12%) 

Scoring: ~ i n d r  scale ktwem 0 i d  100 (dp for 0 Qo. 1 pc for Im) 
Helicopter Pilot Training Page 2 
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BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

August 11, 1994 

Minutes 

The Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) meeting was 
convened by Mr. Lou Finch, DUSD(R), at 1440 hours on August 11, 1994, in Room 3E752, 
the Pentagon. The list of attendees and agenda are attached. 

Mr. Gardner began with administrative comments. He then noted that the Group's 
analytical framework had been approved by the BRAC 95 Steering Group (July 28, 1994). 
As discussed at earlier meetings, the analytical framework includes the D-Pad model and the 
optimization model as tools to aid the development of alternatives. The Steering Group also 
authorized access to certified data from the Military Departments. Mr. Finch directed that a 
copy of the framework be attached to the minutes for the record (attached). 

The Group then discussed the prospective near-term schedule. The Group's joint 
study team (JST) has begun receiving data to support both the functional value analysis and 
capacity analysis. These analyses must be complete before the unconstrained analysis can 
begin. 

The Group next reviewed security and control procedures and pointed out that the 
Group and its JST was operating under the joint internal control plan, and that physical 
security/controlled access for work space and data storage was being provided at the Center 
for Naval Analysis (CNA). Mr. Gardner asked that membership lists be updated. 

Mr. Gardner led discussion on functional value procedures and status including 
questions proposed by the JST for resolution to support functional value determination. The 
Group discussed the proposal (handout attached) and challenged the points and questions 
noting they concern functional value development and are not strictly data call oriented as 
could be inferred by the title of the handout. The Group questioned and discussed rationale 
for each proposed modification. Discussion on the eighth question, which is airspace 
oriented, centered on whether an upper limit (cap) should be placed on training airspace for 
functional value development. The Group debated whether higher was better when 
considering the undergraduate flying training function, the operational capabilities of training 
aircraft, training syllabus requirements, and application of military experience and judgement. 
Subsequently, the Group agreed that 45,000 feet altitude above mean sea level (MSL) should 
be the upper limit for which credit is given for training airspace. Airspace above that altitude 
would not affect the undergraduate flying training function. The Group further agreed that 
the JST refine the proposal by changing the title, as agreed, to more accurately reflect the 
purpose of the paper, to include the rationale discussed for each modification, and to attach 
the refinement to the minutes (attached). 

V 



Next, Mr. Gardner and Mr. Wyte, DoDIG, briefly talked about data validation and 
spot check plans. 

The Group again noted the bleak fiscal climate which could delay or stop acquisition 
of the Joint Primary Aircraft Training System (JPATS) and, thus, affect BRAC analysis. 
However, Departmental decision on this issue could be months away. The Group concluded 
that it must proceed with the BRAC process using the interim force structure plan. 

Next, the members received, for their consideration, a copy of an extract (attached) 
from the Congressional Budget OfSice (CBO) Papers, Easing the Burden: Restructuring and 
Consolidating Defense Support Activities, dated July 1994. The papers include a chapter on 
consolidating pilot training. The Group was reminded that the CBO study presented in the 
papers was produced outside the BRAC process and does not meet data requirements for 
BRAC analysis as established by law, and, therefore, is not certified. 

Mr. Finch noted that the Group needs decisions on training policies which are external 
to the BRAC process from the appropriate policy offices. Additionally, the Navy and Air 
Force have collaborated and presented their combined view on joint fixed-wing training to the 
policy offices in the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Personnel and Readiness. 
Mr. Finch pointed out that these views do not currently represent official Departmental 
policies, but they are undergoing review for potential approval. If adopted by the 
Department, these policies could impact BRAC analysis. Mr. Finch envisioned a future 
briefing to the Group oriented toward policy and notional basing structure with regard to the 
joint training perspective. 

There being no further matters to discuss, the meeting was adj 

Approved: 
Chairman 



Addendum to UPT Joint Cross-Service G~OUD'S Meetin? Notes 

It was agreed as a point of order that the DoD "Flip Charts" for IFR and VFR are 

recognized as certified data by the Group. 
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UPT JOINT / CROSS-SERVICE GROUP AGENDA 

(11 August 1994 Meeting -Rm 33752) 

1. Near-term Schedule 

A. Functional Values 

B. Capacity Analysis 

C. Unconstrained Optimization Model Run 

2. Security Procedures -- Current Member List(s) 

3. Functional Value Procedures/Status 

A. Data Call Modifications (Attached) 

B. Validation/Spot Check Plans - DoDIG 

4. JPATS DRB Status and Implications 

5. CBO Report on UPTAJHPT Consolidation - Handout 

6. Policy Integration Issues 
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REQUIREMENTS 

MAX REQUIRED EXCESS 
CAPAC'TY CAPACITY CAPACITY 

(C) (C-( AxB)) 
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YEAR YEAR YEAR 

[ - I  

OPS/YEAR OPS/YEAR OPS/YEAR 
*TOT # SORTIES 

BLOCKS AVAUBLE 

E z E l  
BLOCK HOURS 
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YEAR YEAR YEAR 

dW 
FAclLny HOURS FACILITY HRS 

FACILITY HRS FACILITY HRS FACILITY HRS 
*SYLL + ATTRIT YEAR YEAR YEAR 

*LIFE SPT TNG 
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MEASURES OF 
MERIT 

Managed 
Training Areas 

Weather 

Airspace and 
Flight Training 
Areas 

Airfields 

Ground Training 
Facilities 

Aircraft 
Maintenance 
Facilities 

Special Military 
Facilities 

Proximity to 
Training Areas 

Proximity to 
Other Support 
Facilities 

Unique Features 

Air Quality 

Encroachment 

Services 

'ITL POINTS 

night  
Scrrcnlng 

5 

15 

27 

23 

10 

6 

0 

0 

0 

0 

5 

5 

5 

100 

Primary 
Piiot 

5 

14 

22 

24 

10 

6 

0 

0 

2 

0 

5 

6 

8 

100 

CORRESPONDING 
QUESTIONS 

pg7/#1,2 

pglW#l-3 

pgsll-17/11-23 

pgs 18-21111-4 

pg22111,2 

pg 23/11 

pg 21/13 

pgs24-25N1-7 

pg27111,2,3,4 

pg 28/11, 2 , 3  

pg29/#1,2 

pg 30111-5 

pgs31-38/11-11 

pgs 39-4711 1-6 

Bomber1 
Fighter 

6 

10 

27 

17 

10 

5 

4 

0 

2 

0 

5 

6 

8 

100 

Strikd 
Adv 

E2C2 

6 

7 

27 

17 

10 

5 

4 

3 

2 

0 

5 

6 

8 

100 

AirllW 
Tanker 

6 

9 

24 

22 

10 

5 

0 

0 

5 

0 

5 

6 

8 

100 

M a r i t i d  
Int 

EWG2 

6 

9 

24 

22 

10 

5 

0 

0 

5 

0 

5 

6 

8 

100 
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MEASURES OF MERIT 

Managed na in ing  Areas 

Weather 

Airspace and Flight Training 
Areas 

Airfields 

Ground Training Facilities 

AircraR Maintenance 
Facilities 

Special Military Facilities 

Proximity to Training Areas 

Proximity to-Other Support 
Facilities 

Unique Features 

Air Quality 

Encroachment 

Services 

TIZ POINTS 

Prim & Int 
NFOMAV 

5 

14 

22 

24 

10 

5 

0 

0 

2 

0 

5 

5 

8 

100 

WSO 
Strike 

6 

7 

22 

22 

17 

5 

0 

0 

2 

0 

5 

6 

8 

100 

CORRESPONDING 
QUESTIONS 

pg 7/# 1,2 

pg 1W#1-3 

pgs 11-17/#1-23 

pgm 18-21/#1-4 

pg 22/#1,2 

pg 231 1 
pg 2Y#3 

pgs 24-25/#1-7 

pg 27/# 1, 2, 3,4 

pg 28/#1, 2, 3 

pg 29/# 1,2 

pg 3W#1-5 

pgs 31-38/#1-11 

pgs 39-47/# 1-6 

Pnncl 
NAV 

5 

7 

22 

23 

20 

5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

5 

5 

8 

100 

H c b  

8 

9 

16 

24 

10 

5 

0 

0 

2 

8 

5 

5 

8 

100 
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MEASURES OF 
MERIT 

Managed Training 
Areas 

Weather 

Airspace and Flight 
Training Areas 

Airfields 

Ground Training 
Facilities 

Aircrafi Maintenance 
Facilities 

Special Military 
Facilities 

Proximity to 
Training Areas 

Proximity to Other 
Support Facilities 

WEIGHT 

5 

14 

22 

24 

10 

5 

0 

0 

Unique Features 

RATIONALE 

The questions addressed in this area are focused toward 
ownership of special use airspace, air-to ground ranges, and 
outlying fields. In this analysis, uccessibility to these facilities 
was considered more important than ownership. 

This weight was used because students in primary flight 
training need better weather than students in the advanced 
tracks. 

This area was weighted heavily due to the direct impact it has 
on primary flight training. Much of the training takes place in 
special use airspace; therefore, this area plays a large role in 
determining the training effectiveness of an installation. 

This area is weighted the heaviest due to the emphasis primary 
training places on pattern activities. This area plays a big role 
in evaluating the effectiveness of a training installation. 

This weight is commensurate with the role classrooms, 
simulators, and other facilities play in flight training. 

Training aircraft are not difficult to maintain and do not require 
an extensive training infrastructure. 

-- - -- -- -- 

NIA 

NIA 

2 

Services 

This area looks at the local area to determine what other 
facilities are available The overall training infrastructure is 
already established and in use at each base so the impact to this 

0 

This has been baselined due to like aircraft. Air Quality 
I 

Quality of life plays a significant role in determining installation 
compatibility with the training mission and this weight will be 
a~olied to the other training functions. 

area should be minimal. 

NIA 

5 

Encroachment 

DRAFT 
WORKING PAPERS 

I 

5 Encroachment plays a role in determining installation 
compatibility with the training mission; however, training 
aircraft do not have a large impact on encroachment issues. 
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f Questions for Assessing the Functional Quality or 

Qv Pn'men Pilot Training 

I The # of odyindauxiliary fiel& that arc ccnuolledloulned by the insullation md 
mppn primy mining. (2.5 p ~ 5 0 % )  

Scoring: L inur sulc bawem 0 and 6 (0 p for0 fields, 2.5 pl for 6 fields) 
Ratlon&: Owning aifields md r inpac have cqurl impel on mining. 

2 The nmber md t m  of =id me ain- bat is contmlled/omd by the 
insullation and &my mining. 0 5  pt or 50%) 

Scorlng: 1.5 p tor MOA. 0.5 p for MTR. 0.5 lor AA 
Ratlonde: Owning a i f dds  md airspa- have equrl impact on tnining 

Wa lhc r  (14 polnls) 

I. Pcrcmt d rime wurhcr h better I h n  15001J. (4 p w 29%) 
Scoring: h r  d e  bccwstn 80% a d  1004 (1 p lor 80% and 4 p lor 
95%) 
Ratlonde: USAF wurher qu imnans  IO &a mining. Highu C is bat-. 

2. Percent of time weather h beucr lhan IOOM. (3 p or 21%) 
Scorlng: L inur sule bawstn 80% a d  100% (1 p tor 80% m d  3 p tor 
95%) 
Rrtlonde: USN wuther rrquirrmcc~s to cMdua mining. Higher % is better. 

3. Petant of time crosswinds are l us  than I 5  knots. (3 p or 21 %) 
Scorlng: Lineu m l e  bawssl min% m d  nux% (0 pt for min% and 3 p tor 

m u  &) 
R8tlonde: Mar cmswinds lor maprky of student mining. Higher % is baw. 

4. Perant of time cmawinds arr fearer than 25 knar  (I p o r  7%) 
Scorlng: L i r r r r  a l e  bawssl min% m d  mar% (1 p for min% and 0 p tor 

mar%) 
Rrtlonde: Mar aircraft crosswind limiu. Lomr  k is better. 

Pmrnt of aoniu anceledlrucheduled. ( I  p or 7%) 
i Scorlng: L inar  scale betwm, 5% and 20% ( I p for 5% ad 0 p for 20%) 

RrUonde: 'h is arrr crpum vcather attrition not m e n d  by quurions 1-4. 
Olficial Plaming factor for lost soniu due to wuther. (2 p or 14%) 

Scorlng: L k r  sule k w m ,  5% a d  20% (2 p for 5% ad 1 p for 20%) 
Ratlonrle: This a m  a p u m  mather attrition not wvercd by questions 14. 

Alrsprec md Flight Tn ln lng Areu  (22 points) 

I. Amarnt of r i n p m  (MOA md AA) in mn3 (12 p or 64%). 
Soring: Linw d e  o wighted a i r spa  f~ 0 lo mu ainpce (MOA a d  5 .I AA) @ p for O m  md I 2  p for nux mn ). Weighted r inpce for each 

site r mocac of MOA ainpce + .8(arnoun1 of M ainpau) 
Ration Je: M o u  ainprce i s  bater. MOA is sli#htly bcmr rh.n AA. 

2. Average disunce IO airspace (2 p or 9%) 
Scorlng: L inur  rak t m n  0 lo rnax weighted avenge ainpra sim timu 

d inrnu (Op for min and 2 p for rnax). Weighted av age a i rspa size Y -  t ima dislma lor u c h  site E Sun (a i rq ru  size in rm umcs d i m  IO 
airspoc in rm) lor all MOA or AA divided by the Sun of all r inpau size. 

Ratlonde: Qoser ainpce i s  better. 
3. Nwnbcr of hlTR's available (3 p or 14%). 

Scorlng: Lmur  sale from 0 to rnax (0 p lor 0 MTR's md 3 p for mrx KITS) 
Ratlonde: MTRJ are mquind tor uaining ... man is better. 

4.  Pms l t  of flight op exprimcing A X  delays of I 5  minuiu or Inner.  (2 p or 
9%) 

Scorlng: bncu wale bet- 0 a d  m e  m x  (2 p lor 0 % delays m d  0 p s  
for mar %delay) 

Ratlonnle: Fevcr A X  delays i s  bntet. 
5. Planned armmercial hub within 100 mi lu.  (I p or 4%) 

Scoring: I p for no and O p  for y u  
Rallonde: C o m t c i d  hub will impla tnining. No hub is betcr. 

6. N w h r  d brraing aitways. (2 p or 9%) 

i 
S c o d w  Linur sale Iran 0 to rnax (2 ps lor 0 a d  0 ptr for max). 
RallonJe: Biwaing a imys  nhKt mining dfeaivcnus m arras. 

1. The I o t  outlyinJouxiliary rnlds usable for primary p i l a  mining (4 p or 17%) 
W t n i i i  of usable field wi l l  be hssd on MWDY length (pmliminuy andl .- 
5000 11) 

Scorlng: Linear scale bct~rscn 0 m d  m e  mar (0 p for 0 fields. 4 p tor mar U 
fields) 

Ratlonde: Morr omlying fields improve upacity and quality of mining 
2 Ihc U d usable outlyingbuxiliary fields with F R  or night? u p b i l n y .  (2 p or 85) 

Scorlng: Li r r r r  ruk betwen 0 a d  some m x  (0 p for 0 f i e l l .  2 p lor mar U 
fields) 

Ratlonde: l h i s  cq*biliry will k l p  d u a c  congestion at the home f ~ l d .  
3. Media d i w  to outlym~auxiliary f~ lds .  (2 p or 8%) 

Scorlng: Linear srak bawem r a n  min and nut (2 pt for min d i m = .  I pc for 
w x )  

Ratlondc: Qorer aifieldr ue bctrr. 
4. Rllnway k n g h  of longea ~ w l y  s main airfield. (2 p or 8%) 

Scorlng: Linur s a k  t u w a n  5000 md MX)O l t  (I p for MOO h nmway . 2  
poinu lor 8OOO i t   way) 

Ratlonde: Longer nmway is better lor s h y  masons 
5. Number of primary nmways !hu a n  s u e  mncumm o p  m d  cwrrwind 

runwrys at main field. (7 p or 29%) 
Scorlng: 
W i h  Oaorswind nmways: 2 pu for first nmway. 4 p s  for 2 prdlel mnways. 6 

p s  for 3 p n n e l  n m v s  withan crosswind runways. 
With I crosswind runway: 3 pu for f int primay runway. 5 p s  foc 2 parallel 

runways. 7 plr for 3 pral le l  runways. 
With 2 non-prallel crosswind runways: 3.5 p t s  for fir91 primay nmway. 5.5 p s  

for 2 p n l l e l  nmwys, 7 p s  for 3 p n l l e l  nmways. 
Wirh 2 p n l l e l  crosswind runways: 4 pu for fint primary tunway. 6 pu tor 2 

prallel runways. 7 p s  for 3 p n l l e l  nmways. 
Ratlande: Morr mnways improve quality of tnining for safety rorons ud 

nexitirny 
6. Condition of nmwys -. %of  runway sq A in dequatc condition (2 p or 8%) 

Scorlm: L inur  scale betwem 0 m d  100 (0 a for 0 %. 2 a for 100%) 
~ r t l o n r l e :  l h i s  i nd iu lu  the quality of Ihc inway.  ~ i & r  quality is bct~er. 

7. Condition of uxiways/rprons -- %of  t a x i w a y s / ~ s  8 q  ft b adequate condition . . . . 
(1.5 p or 6%) 

Scorlng: Linear scale betwe10 and 100 (0 pt tor 0 %. 1.5 pt lor 1008) 
Ratlonde: This indicates the quality of the taxiways. Hiuher quality is hettcr 

8. Condition of utilities -. ave %of  l u i l i t i u  in adequate conditiar (1.75 pt or 7 6 )  
Scorlng: Linear sale b e t w w  0 and 100 @ p for 0 8.1.75 pc tor 100%) 
Ratlonple: This indicates the quality of the utilities. I i i g k  quality b bctler 

9. Condition of &r lacilirier (e.8.. arm. admin) -- rve %o f  facilities in d e q  cond 
(1.75 pc or 7%) 

Scorlng: Linear sale b e t w w  0 and 100 (0 p lor 0 %. 1.75 p lor 100%) 
Rmtlonnlc: 'h is indicates rhe quality d h e  facilities. lligher quality is hetur 

Ground Trrlnlng FacUltlcs (10 polnu) 

I .  Amount of training facilitin (classrooms) rated 'adequate" in sq n. (3 pc or 30%) 
Scor ln~:  Linur sule bawscn 0 d max (Op for 0 2 .3  p for nu#%) 
Rnllnnnlc: 'h is measures h e  mnovru md quality of h e  trainin: fu i t i ies  More 

quality is bcaer. 
2. Condition of tnining facilitiu (classrooms) - %o f  "adequate" sq R. (I p or 109) 

Scorlng: L i r  scale bttwem 0 m d  IM) (0 p lor 0 %. 1 p for 1008) 
RotlanJc: This measuru the mount and quality of h e  training l ~ i l i t i e r  Morr 

quality is bcner. 
3 Amoun! of tnining facilities (tnimrs) rated "adequate" in sq it. (3 pc or 30%) 

Scorlng: Linur sule bawecn 0 d rnax (0 p for 0 %. 3 p for mnxpl.) 
Ratlondr: This measures the mlwm and quality of the training f r i l i t ~es  Marc 

quality is beaer. 
4 Condition of training facilities (trainen) - % of "adequate" rq it. (I p or 10%) 

Scorlng: L inur  scale b e t w m  0 a d  100 (0 p lor 0 8 . 1  p lor 100%) 
Rationale: ' h i s  measurn the morrm a d  quality o l  h e  training l r i l i t ies More 

quality i s  bener. 
5. Amount of tnining tuilities (dm) nted 'rdcqu~c' in sq f~ ( I d  p or 156)  

Scortng: Lmur  mk between 0 a d  mx (0 p for 0 8.1.5 p fw mar%) 
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SITE 1 FUNCTION C ~ ~ S T R A I N T  MATRIX 

FLTSCREENINC 1 USAF ( T-3 I 
FUNCTION SERVICE N C  RwKER 

MARITIM W 

PRIMARY PILOT 

INT E-2lC-2 

USN T-34 X (2) 
US AF T-37 

PATS 

STRIKE/ 

ADV E-2lC-2 

USAF IT-l  - X(1) 

USN T-2 x (1) 
TA-4 
T-45 

BOMBER1 FIGHTER I USAF I T-38 1 X (I) 

PRIM & LNT NAVINFO 

USN 
US AF 
USA 

-- 

USN 
USAF 

WSO STRIKE I USN 1 T-39 I 1 USAF 1 T-2 I 

(1) Runway length constraints based on model design series of training aircraft (FY 2001 requirements) 
(2) Lack of suitable outlying fields (one or more for indicated fixed-wing programs, two or more for helo) 
(3) Too far from water (greater than 200 NM to working area) 

PANEL NAV 

TO BE VERIFIED UPON RECEIPT OF CERTIFIED DA TA 

USN T-43 x (1) 
USAF 
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MEASURES OF MERIT FOR FUNCTIONAL AREAS 

MEASURES OF 
MERIT 

Managed 
Training Areas 

Weather 

Airspace and 
Flight Training 
Areas 

Airfields 

Ground Training 
Facilities 

Aircraft 
Maintenance 
Facilities 

Special Military 
Facilities 

Proximity to 
Training Areas 

Proximity to 
Other Support 
Facilities 

Unique Features 

Qir Quality 

Encroachment 

services 

rota1 Points 

Flight 
Screening 

5 

15 

27 

23 

10 

5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

5 

5 

5 

100 

Primary 
Pilot 

5 

14 

22 

24 

10 

5 

0 

0 

2 

0 

5 

5 

8 

100 

Bomber/ 
Fighter 

6 

10 

27 

17 

10 

5 

4 

0 

2 

0 

5 

6 

8 

100 

Strike/ 
Adv 

E-21C-2 

6 

7 

27 

17 

10 

5 

4 

3 

2 

0 

5 

6 

8 

100 

Airlift/ 
Tanker 

6 

9 

24 

22 

10 

5 

0 

0 

5 

0 

5 

6 

8 

100 

Maritime/ 
Int 

E-2/C-2 

6 

9 

24 

22 

10 

5 

0 

0 

5 

0 

5 

6 

8 

100 

CORRESPONDING 
QUESTIONS 

pg 7/#1,2 

pg 10/#1-3 

pgs 11-17/#1-23 

pgs 18-21/#1-4 

pg 221#1,2 

pg 23/#1 

pg 21/#3 

pgs 24-25/#1-7 

pg 27/#1,2,3,4 

pg 28/#1, 2, 3 

pg 29/#1, 2 

pg 30/#1-5 

pgs 31-38/#1-11 

pgs 39-47/#1-6 



MEASURES OF MERIT 

Managed Training Areas 

Weather 

Airspace and Flight Training 
Areas 

Airfields 

Ground Training Facilities 

Aircraft Maintenance 
Facilities 

Special Military Facilities 

Proximity to Training Areas 

Proximity to Other Support 
Facilities 

Unique Features 

Air Quality 

Encroachment 

Services 

Total Points 

Rim & ~ n t  
NFOINAV 

5 

14 

22 

24 

10 

5 

0 

0 

2 

0 

5 

5 

8 

100 

WSO 
Strike 

6 

7 

22 

22 

17 

5 

0 

0 

2 

0 

5 

6 

8 

100 

Panel 
NAV 

5 

7 

22 

23 

20 

5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

5 

5 

8 

100 

Helo 

8 

9 

16 

24 

10 

5 

0 

0 

2 

8 

5 

5 

8 

100 

CORRESPONDING 
QUESTIONS 

pg 7/#1,2 

pg 10/#1-3 

pgs 11-17/#1-23 

pgs 18-21/#1-4 

pg 22/#1, 2 

pg 23/#1 
pg 2Y#3 

pgs 2425/#1-7 

pg 27/#1,2,3,4 

pg 28/#1, 2,3 

pg 29/#1, 2 

pg 30/#1-5 

pgs 31-38/#1-11 

pgs 39-47/#1-6 



C 
MEASURES OF MERIT FOR: 

FLIGHT SCREENING 
MEASURES OF 
MERIT 

Managed Training 
Areas 

Weather 

-- 

- 1 screening places on pattern activities. 

Airspace and Flight 
Training Areas 

Airfields 

WEIGHT 

5 

15 

RATIONALE 

The questions addressed in this area are focused toward 
ownership of special use airspace, and outlying fields. In this 
analysis, accessibility to these facilities was considered more 
important than ownership. 

This weight was used because students in flight screening need 
better weather than students in the primaryladvanced tracks. 

27 

2.1 

Ground Training 
Facilities 

Aircraft Maintenance 

This area was weighted heavily due to the direct impact it has 
on flight screening. I t  is important that special use airspace is 
in close proximity to the flight screening base due to the limited 
range and speed of flight screening aircraft. 

This area is weighted heavily due to the emphasis flight 

Facilities 

Special Military 
Facilities 

Proximity to 
Training Areas 

Proximity to Other 
Support Facilities 

Unique Features 

Encroachment 

10 

5 

4ir Quality 

This weight is commensurate with the role classrooms, 
simulators, and other facilities play in flight screening. 

Flight Screening aircraft are not difficult to  maintain and do not - 

0 

0 

0 

0 

require an extensive training infrastructure. 

NIA 

NIA 

NIA 

NIA 

5 

5 

This has been baselined due to like aircraft. 
-- 

Encroachment plays a role in determining installation 
compatibility with the training mission; however, flight 
screening aircraft do not have a large impact on encroachment 

3ervices 5 

issues. 

Quality of life plays a less significant role in determining 
installation compatibility with the flight screening mission due 
to the transient nature of the student population, and the 
significant number of civilian employees (flight instructors). 



Questions for Assessing the Functional Quality of 
+? -w Flipht screening Training 

Managed Training Areas (5 points) 

1. The # of outlyingfauxiliary fields that are conmlled/owned by the installation 
and support Flight Smening . (1 pt or 20%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 6 (0 pt for 0 fields, 1 pt for 6 fields) 
Rationale: Owning airfields and airspace have equal impact on training. 

2. The number and type of special use airspace that is wntrolled/owned by the 
installation and supports primary training. (4 pts or 80%) 

Scoring: 2 pts for MOA, 2 pts for AA 
Rationale: Owning airfields and airspace have equal impact on training. 

Weather (15 points) 

1. Percent of time weather is better than 3000f5. (5 pt or 33%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 80% and 100% (1 pt for 80% and 5 pt for 
95%) 
Rationale: This weather is the best indicator of the viability to do the flight 

screening mission. Higher % is bener. 
2. Percent of time weather is better than 1500f3. (3 pt or 20%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 80% and 10046 (1 pt for 80% and 3 pt for 
95%) 
Rationale: USAF weather requirements to conduct training. Higher % is 

better. 
3. Percent of time crosswinds are less than 15 knots. (4 pt or 27%) 

Scoring: L i a r  scale between min% and max% (0 pt for min% and 4 pt for 
max%) 

Rationale: Max crosswinds for majority of student training. Higher % is 
better. 

A Percent of sorties canceledlrescheduled. (1 pt or 7%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 5% and 20% ( 1 pt for 5% and 0 pt for 20%) 

nale: This area captures weather amition not wvered by questions 1-3. 
Planning factor for lost sorties due to weather. (2 pts or 13%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 5% and 2096 (2 pts for 5% and 1 pt for 2096) 
Rationale: This area capcures weather attrition not wvered by questions 1-3. 

Airspace and Flight Training Areas (27 points) 

I. Amount of airspace (MOA and AA) in nm3 (9 pt or 34%). 
Scoring: Linear scale of wei ted airspace from 0 to max airspace (MOA P and .8 AA) (0 pt for 0 nm and 9 pts for max nm3). Weighted airspace for 

each site = amount of MOA airspace + .8(amount of AA airspace) 
Rationale: More airspace is beaer. MOA is slightly better than AA. 

2. Average distance to airspace (12 pts or 45%) 
Scoring: L i a r  scale from 0 to max weighted average airspace size times 

distance (0 pt for min and 12 pts for max). Weighted average airspace size 
times distance for each site = Sum (airspace size in nm3 times distance to 
airspace in nm) for all MOA or AA divided by the Sum of all airspace size. 

Rationale: 
3. Percent of flight ops experiencing ATC delays of I5 minutes or gruuu. (2 pts or 

7%) 
Scoring: L i  scale between 0 and some max (2 pts for 0 % delays and 0 

pts for max % delay) 
Rationale: Fewer A X  delays is better. 

4. Planned commercial hub within 100 miles. (2 pts or 7%) 
Scoring: 2 pts for no and 0 pt for yes. 
Rationale: Commercial hub will impact training. No hub is better. 

5. Number of bisecting airways. (2 pts or 7%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to man (2 pts for 0 and 0 pts for max). 
Rationale: Bisecting airways reduce training effectiveness in areas. 

Definition of usable field will be based on runway length (preliminary cutoff - 
2500 ft) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and some max (0 pt for 0 fields, 3 pts for 
max # fields) 

Rationale: More outlying fields improve capacity and quality of training. 
2. Median distance to outlying/auxiliary fields (2 pts or 8%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between some min and max (0 pt for min distance, 2 
pts for max) 

Rationale: Closer airfields are better. 
3. Number of primary runways that can support concurrent ops and crosswind 

runways at main field. (7 pt or 30%) 
Scoring: With 0 crosswind runways: 2 pts for fmt runway, 4 pts for 2 

parallel runways, 6 pts for 3 parallel runways without crosswind runways. 
With 1 crosswind runway: 3 pts for fmt primary runway, 5 pts for 2 parallel 

runways, 7 pts for 3 parallel runways. 
With 2 nonparallel crosswind runways: 3.5 pts for fmt primary runway, 5.5 

pts for 2 parallel runways, 7 pts for 3 parallel runways. 
With 2 parallel crosswind runways: 4 pts for first primary runway, 6 pts for 2 

parallel runways, 7 pts for 3 parallel runways. 
Rationale: More runways improve quality of training for safety reasons and 

flexibility 
4. Condition of runways - % of runway sq f t  in adequate condition (3 pts or 13%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, 3 pts for 100%) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the runway. Higher quality is better. 

5. Condition of taxiwaydaprons -%of taxiwayslaprons sqft in adequate condition 
(2.5 pt or 1 1 %) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, 2.5 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the taxiways. Higher quality is betfer. 

6. Condition of utilities -- ave % of facilities m adequate condition (2.75 pt or 12%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 96.2.75 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the utilities. Higher quality is better. 

7. Condition of other facilities (e.g., term, admin) -- ave % of facilities in adeq cond 
(2.75 pt or 12%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %,2.75 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the facilities. Higher quality is better. 

Ground Training Facilities (10 points) 

1. Amount of training facilities (classrooms) rated "adequate" m sq ft. (3 pt or 30%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 96.3 pt for max%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
2. Condition of training facilities (classmms) - % of "adequate" sq ft. (1 pt or 

10%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, 1 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

Morc quality is better. 
3. Amount of training facilities (trainers) rated "adequate" in sq f t  (3 pt or 30%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %,3 pt for max%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
4. Condition of training facilities (trainers) - 46 of "adequate" sq f t  (1 pt or 10%) 

Scoring: L i  scale behveen 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 96.1 pt for 100%) 
Ration&: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
5. Amount of training facilities (other) rated "adaquaten in sq ft. (1.5 pt or 15%) 

Scoring: L i a r  scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %, 1.5 pt for -5%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
6. Condition of training facilities (other) - % of "sdequate" sq ft. (.5 pt or 5%) 

Scoring: L i  scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, .5 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This meawm the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 

Aircraft MPintenurc Facilities (5 points) 

'elds (23 points) 1. Level of maintenance opaations at site (3 pt or 60%) 
Scoring: 1 P for 0-level, 2 pt for I-level, 25  pt for Depot level, 3 pt for 

#of outlying/auxiliary fields usable for primary pilot training (3 pts or 13%) Depot level for aircraft type (TMS) 
Rationale: Higher level of maintenance is better. 
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2. Amount of hangars rated "adequate" in sq ft (1.5 pt or 3096) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %, 1.5 pt for max%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" hangar space is better. 
ndition of hangars - 8 of hangars in "adequate" condition (.5 pt or 10%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, .5 pt for 10096) 
Rationale: This is another measure of installation quality. Higher % is better. 

Air Quality (5 points) 

1. Is the air station in an attainment or maintenance area for CO, ozone, and PM- 
lo? (3 pt or 60%) 

Scoring: 3 pt for yes. 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Attainment and maintenance arcas are kt. 

2. Is the air station in a moderate non-attainment area or better aea for CO, ozone. 
and PM- I O? (1 pt or 20%) 

Scoring: 1 pt for yes, 0 pt f a  no 
Rationale: Moderate and marginal non-attainment (as well as attainment and 

maintenance) are better than Serious, Severe, and Extreme non-attainment. 
3. Thae have been no restriaions or delays due to air quality coosidedons (1 pt 

~ 2 0 4 6 )  
Scoring: 1 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Fewer &dons are better. 

Encroachment (5 points) 

1. Is the existing AICUZ study encoded in local zoning ordimas? (1 pts or 20%) 
Scoring: 1 pts for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Having an existing AICUZ study in the zoning ordinance is best. 

2. What is the pacent inoompatible land use for clear zones? (1.5 pts or 30%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (1.5 pts for 0 and 0 pts for rnax). 
Rationale: The lower amount of incompatible land use is better. 

3. What is the percent incompatible land use for Am. I? (1 pt or 20%) 
Scoring: L i  scale from 0 to max (I pt for 0 and 0 pts for max). 
Rationale: The lower amount of incompatible land use is better. 
hat is the percent incompatible land use for Am. n? (0.5 pt or 10%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (0.5 pt for 0 and 0 pts for max). 
Rationale: The lower amount of incompatible land use is better. 

5. Are real estate disclosures required by local communities? (0.5 pt or 10%) 
Scoring: 0.5 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Real estate disclosures are best 

6. Has all clear zone acquisition been completed? (0.5 pt or 10%) 
Scoring: 0.5 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: It is best if all clear zones have been acquired 

1. Amount of BOQ rooms rated "adequate" (1 pt or 20%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %, 1 pt for max%) 
Rationale: More "akpatc" billeting space is bctter. 

2. Condition of BOQ rooms - % of "adeqak" (1 pt or 20%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %. 1 p for 100%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting space is beffer. 

3. What pacent of the listed MWR and support faciliticdpmgrams n available? 
(1 p t m r n )  

Scoring: Linear scak from 0 to 100 (0 pt f a  0 and 1 pt far 100). 
Rationale: More MWR facilities arc betkt to enhance quality of li. 

4. Amount of military housing ratcd "ackquate" (.6 pt or 12%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %, .6 pt for m % )  
Rationale: More "adcquatc" housing is better. 

5. Condition of military housing - % of "adequate" (.4 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: L i  scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, .4 p for 100%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" housing is better. 

6. Numba of children on the waiting list. (0.5 pt or 10%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (0.5 pt for 0 and 0 pt for m ) .  
Rationrk: Fewer children on waiting list is better. 

'verage wait for children on the waiting list (0.5 pt or 10%) 
Scoring: Linear scalc from 0 to max (0.5 pt for 0 and 0 pt f a  max). 

w Ratiennk: Less waiting time for hi ld  care is better. 
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MEASURES OF MERIT FOR: 
PRIMARY 

MEASURES OF 
MERIT 

Managed Training 
Areas 

Weather 

Airspace and Flight 
Training Areas 

Airfields 

Ground Training 
Facilities 

Aircraft Maintenance 
Facilities 

11 Air Quality 1 5 1 This has been baselined due to like aircraft. 11 

Special Military 
Facilities 

F'roximity to Training 
Areas 

Proximity to Other 
Support Facilities 

Unique Features 

WEIGHT 

5 

14 

22 

24 

10 

5 

RATIONALE 

The questions addressed in this area are focused toward 
ownership of special use airspace, air-to ground ranges, and 
outlying fields. In this analysis, accessibility to these facilities 
was considered more important than ownership. 

This weight was used because students in primary flight 
training need better weather than students in the advanced 
tracks. 

This area was weighted heavily due to the direct impact it has 
on primary flight training. Much of the training takes place in 
special use airspace; therefore, this area plays a large role in 
determining the training effectiveness of an installation. 

This area is weighted the heaviest due to the emphasis primary 
training places on pattern activities. This area plays a big role 
in evaluating the effectiveness of a training installation. 

This weight is commensurate with the role classrooms, 
simulators, and other facilities play in flight training. 

Training aircraft are not difficult to maintain and do not require 
an extensive training infrastructure. 

0 

0 

2 

0 

Encroachment 

Services 

NIA 

N/A 

This area looks at  the local area to determine what other 
facilities are available The overall training infrastructure is 
already established and in use at  each base so the impact to this 
area should be minimal. 

N/A 

5 

8 

Encroachment plays a role in determining installation 
compatibility with the training mission; however, training 
aircraft do not have a large impact on encroachment issues. 

Quality of life plays a significant role in determining installation 
compatibility with the training mission and this weight will be 
a~ol ied to the other training: functions. 



6. Number of bisecting airways. (2 pt or 9%) 

Questions for Assessing the Functional Quality of Scoring: ~ i n e a r x a l e  from 0 io rnax (2 pts for 0 and 0 pts for max). 
Rationale: Bisecting airways reduce training effectiveness in areas. 

Primary Pilot Training 

Training Areas (5 points) Airfields (24 points) 

1. The # of outlying/auxiliary fields that are controlled/owned by the installation 
and support primary training. (2.5 pt or 50%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 6 (0 pt for 0 fields, 2.5 pts for 6 fields) 
Rationale: Owning airfields and airspace have equal impact on training. 

2. The number and type of special use airspace that is controlled/owned by the 
installation and supports primary training. (2.5 pt or 50%) 

Scoring: 1.5 pt for MOA, 0.5 pt for MTR, 0.5 for AA 
Rationale: Owning airfields and airspace have equal impact on training. 

Weather (14 points) 

1. Percent of time weather is better than 1500B. (4 pt or 29%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 80% and 100% (I pt for 80% and 4 pt for 
95%) 
Rationale: USAF weather nquirernents to conduct training. Higher % is 

better. 
2. Percent of time weather is better than 3000B. (3 pt or 21%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 80% and 100% (1 pt for 80% and 3 pt for 
95%) 
Rationale: USN weather requirements to conduct training. Higher % is 

better. 
3. Percent of time crosswinds are less than 15 knots. (3 pt or 21%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between min% and max% (0 pt for min% and 3 pt for 
m a % )  

Rationale: Max aosswinds for majority of student training. Higha % is 
better. 

Percent of time crosswinds are greater than 25 knots. (1 pt or 7%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between min% and max% (1 pt for min% and 0 pt for 

Rationale: Max aircraft crosswind limits. Lower % is better. w Percent of sorties canceledlrescheduled. (1 pt or 7%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 5% and 20% ( 1 pt for 5% and 0 pt for 20%) 
Rationale: This area ca~tures weather amition not covered by questions 1-4. 

6. Official Planning factor foi lost sorties due to weather. (2 pt ori4%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 5% and 20% (2 pt for 5% and 1 pt for 20%) 
Ratio&: This area captures weather amition not covered by questions 1-4. 

Airspace and F l i t  Training Areas (22 points) 

1. Amount of airspace (MOA and AA) in nm3 (12 pt or 64%). 
Scoring: Linear scale of wei hted airspace from 0 to max airspace (MOA f and .8 AA) (0 pt for 0 nm and 12 pt for max nm3). Weighted airspace for 

each site = amount of MOA airspace + .8(amount of AA airspace) 
Rationale: More airspace is better, MOA is slightly better than AA. 

2 Avu-age distana to airspace (2 pt or 9%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max weighted average airspace size times 

distance (0 pt for min and 2 pt for max). Weighted average airspace size 
times distance for each site = Sum (airspace size in nm3 times distana to 
airspace in nm) for all MOA or AA divided by the Sum of all airspace six.  

Rationale: Closer airspace is better. 
3. Number of MTKs available (3 pt or 14%). 

Scoring: L i a r  scale from 0 to max (0 pt for 0 MTR's and 3 pt for max 
MTR's) 

Rationale: h4TRs arc n q u i d  for training...more is better. 
4. Pcrccnt of flight ops experiencing ATC delays of 15 minutes or grcatcr. (2 pt or 
9%) 

Scoring: L i a r  scale between 0 and some max (2 pt for 0 % delays and 0 pts 
for max % delay) 

Rationale: Fewer ATC delays is better. 
anned commercial hub within 100 miles. (1 pt or 4%) 
Scoring: 1 pt for no and 0 pt for yes. 
Rationale: Commercial hub will impact training. No hub is better. 

1. The # of outlying/auxiliary fields usable for primary pilot training (4 pt or 17%) 
Defmition of usable field will be based on runway length (preliminary cutoff - 
5000 ft) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and some max (0 pt for 0 fields, 4 pt for 
max # fields) 

Rationale: More outlying fields improve capacity and quality of training. 
2. The # of usable outlyinglauxiliary fields with IFR or night? capability. (2 pt a 

8%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and some max (0 pt for 0 fields, 2 p for 

max # fields) 
Rationale: This capability will help reduce congestion at the home field. 

3. Median distance to outlying/auxiliary fields. (2 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between some min and max (2 pt for min distance, 1 pt 

for max) 
Rationale: Closer airfields are better. 

4. Runway length of longest runway at main airfield (2 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 5000 and 8000 ft (1 pt for 5000 ft runway, 2 

points for 8000 ft tunway) 
Rationale: L m g a  runway is better for safety reasons 

5. Number of primary runways that can support concurrent ops and'crosswind 
runways at main field. (7 pt or 29%) 

Scoring: 
With 0 crosswind runways: 2 pts for first runway, 4 pts for 2 parallel runways. 

6 pts for 3 parallel runways without crosswind runways. 
With 1 osswind runway: 3 pts for first primary runway, 5 pts for 2 paralld 

runways, 7 pts for 3 parallel runways. 
With 2 non-parallel crosswind runways: 3.5 pts for first primary runway, 55 

pts for 2 parallel runways, 7 pts for 3 parallel runways. 
With 2 parallel crosswind runways: 4 pts for first primary runway, 6 pts for2 

parallel runways, 7 pts for 3 parallel runways. 
Rationale: More runways improve quality of training for safety reasons and 

flexibility 
6. Condition of runways -- % of runway sq A in adequate condition (2 pt or 8%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, 2 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the runway. Higher quality is betta. 

7. Condition of taxiwaydaprons - % of taxiwaydaprons sq ft in adequate condition 
(1.5 pt or 6%) 

Scoring: L i a r  scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, 1.5 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the taxiways. Higher quality is better. 

8. Condition of utilities - ave % of facilities in adequate condition (1.75 pt or 7%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 46.1.75 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the utilities. Higher quality is be-. 

9. Condition of other facilities (e.g., term, admin) -- ave % of facilities in adeq cnud 
(1.75 pt or 7%) 

Scoring: L i  scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %. 1.75 pt for 100%) 
Ratiorule: This indicates the quality of the facilities. Higher quality is better. 

Ground T d n i n g  Facilities (10 points) 

1. Amount of training facilities (classrooms) rated "adequate" in sq ft. (3 pt or 30%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %, 3 pt for max%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
2. Condition of training facilities (classrooms) - % of "adequate" sq ft. (1 pt or 

1096) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, 1 pt for 10040) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
3. Amount of training facilities (trainers) rated "zdequate" in sq ft. (3 pt or 30%) 

Scoring: L i a r  scale betwcen 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %, 3 pt for -5%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
4. Condition of training facilities (trainers) - 96 of "adequate" sq ft. (1 pt or 10%) 
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Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 96.1 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

-More quality is better. 
nt of training facilities (other) rated "adequate" in sq ft. (1.5 pt or 15%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 8, 1.5 pt for max%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
6. Condition of training facilities (other) - % of "adequate" sq ft. (.5 pt or 5%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, .5 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 

Aircraft Maintcuamx Facilities (5 points) 

I. Level of maintenance operations at site (3 pt or 60%) 
Scoring: I pt for 0-level, 2 pt for I-level, 2.5 pt for Depot level, 3 pt for 
Depot level for airaaft type (TMS) 

Ratio& Higher level of maintenance is better. 
2. Amount of hangars rated "adequate" in sq ft (1.5 pt or 30%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %, 1.5 pt for -5%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" hangar space is better. 

3. Condition of hangars - 5% of hangars in "adequate" condition (.5 pt or 10%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 96. .5 pt for 10096) 
Rationale: This is another measure of installation quality. Higher % is 

better. 

Proximity to Otber Support Facilities (2 points) 

1. Numba of ahcr airfields in the area that could support primary pilot training (1 
pt or 50%) 

Scoring: 5 pt for 1 field, 1 pt for 2 or more fields) 
Ration*: More available airfields are better. 

y t a n c e  to other airfields. (1 pt or 50%) 
ring: .5 pt for 1 field le& than 30 miles. 1 pt for 2 or more fields less than 

30 miks 
Rationak: Closer airfields are beaer. 

Air Quality (5 points) 

I. Is the air station in an aaainment or maintenance area for CO, ozone, and PM- 
lo? (3pta6046) 

Scoring: 3 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
Ratio& Attainment and maintenance areas are best. 

2. Is the air station in a moderate non-attainment area or better ma f a  CO, ozone, 
and PM-lo? (1 pt or 20%) 

Scoring: 1 pt for yes, 0 pt f a  no 
Rationak: Moderatc and marginal non-attainmat (as well as attainment and 

maintenance) are better than Serious, Severe, and Extreme non-attainment. 
3. That have bacn no reshictions or delays due to air quality considerations (1 pt 

or 2096) 
Scoring: 1 pt for yes, 0 pt f a  no 
Ratio&: Fewer restrictions m better.. 

Emacbment (5 points) 

1. Is the existing AICUZ study encoded in local zoning o r d i i a s ?  (1 pts or 20%) 
Scoring: 1 pts for yes, 0 pt for no 
Ratio& Having an existing AICUZ study in the zoning a d i i  is best. 

2. What is the pacent incompatible land use f a  clear zones? (1.5 pts or 30%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (1.5 pts for 0 and 0 pts f a  max). 
Ratio& The Iowa amount of incompatible land use is better. 

3. What is the percent incompatible land use for APZ I? (1 pt or 20%) 
Scoring: L i a r  scale from 0 to max (1 pt for 0 and 0 pts for max). 
Rationale: The lower amount of incompatible Iand use is better. 
hat is the perant incompatible Iand use for APZ II? (0.5 pt or 10%) 

ring: Linear scale from 0 to max (0.5 pt f a  0 and 0 pts for rnax). 
tiode: The lower amount of incompatible land use is better. 

5. Are real estate disclosures nquYcd by local communities? (0.5 pt or 10%) 

Scoring: 0.5 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Real estate disclosures are best. 

6. Has all clear zone acquisition been completed? (0.5 pt or 10%) 
Scoring: 0.5 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: It is best if all clear zones have been acquired. 

Services (8 points) 

1. Amount of BOQ rooms rated "adequate" (2 pt or 25%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %, 2 pt for max%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting space is better. 

2. Condition of BOQ rooms - % of "adequate" (1 pt or 12%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, 1 pt for 10096) 
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting space is beUer. 

3. Amount of BEQ rooms rated "adequate" (.6 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %, .6 pt for ma%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting space is better. 

4. Condition of BEQ moms - % of "adequate" (.4 pt a 5%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 96.9 pt for 10096) 
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting space is better. 

5. What percent of the listed MWR and support facilities/programs are available? 
(2 pt or 25%) 

Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to 100 (0 pt for 0 and 2 pt for 100). 
Rationale: More MWR facilities are betta to enhana quality of life. 

6. Amount of military housing rated "adequate" (.6 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: L i a r  scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 96. .6 pt for max%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" housing is better. 

7. Condition of military housing - % of "adequate" (.4 pt or 5%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, .4 pt for 10096) 
Rationale: More "adequate" housing is better. 

8. Number of children on the waiting list. (0.5 pt or 6%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (0.5 pt for 0 and 0 pt for rnax). 
Rationale: Fewer children on waiting list is better. 

9. Average wait for children on the waiting list. (0.5 pt or 6%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (0.5 pt for 0 and 0 pt for max). 
Rationale: Less waiting time for child care is better. 
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MEASURES OF RlERIT FOR 

11 MEASURES OF I W E I G H T I  

BOMBERIFIGHTER 

I I 
RATIONALE 11 MERIT 

This area was weighted about the same as Primary (5%) because 
accessibility to these facilities was considered more important 

Managed Training 
Areas 

Weather 

than ownership. 

This area was weighted less than Primary (14%) due to the 
increased proficiency of the students, and a more weather-capable 

6 

10 

aircraft. 
-- -- 

This area was weighted higher than Primary (22%) because there 
is greater emphasis on area work in advanced training than there 
is in Primary training. I 

-- -- - -- -- 

Airspace and Flight 
Training Areas 

- - 

27 

Airfields 

Ground Training 
Facilities 

Aircraft Maintenance 
Facilities 

Special Military 
Facilities 

Proximity to Training 
Areas 

Encroachment 

17 

10 

5 

Proximity to Other 
Support Facilities 

Unique Features 

Air Quality 

This area is slightly higher than Primary (5%) due to the 
generally larger AICUZ footprint of the advanced training aircraft 
(jet aircraft). 

This area was weighted lower than Primary (24%) because there 
is less emphasis on pattern work in advanced training than there 
is in Primary training. 

This was weighted the same as Primary because the role 
classrooms, simulators, and other facilities play in advanced 
training is the same. 

This was weighted the same as Primary because training aircraft 
are not difficult to maintain and do not require an extensive 
training infrastructure. 

4 

0 

Services 

Special credit was given to this area because it addresses the 
ability to handle munitions. 

NIA 

2 

0 

5 

This area was weighted the same as Primary because quality of 
life plays a significant role in determining installation 
com~atibilitv with the training mission. 

This area was weighted the same as Primary because the training 
infrastructure is already established and in use at  each base. 

NIA 
This has been baselined due to like aircraft. 



6. Percent of flight ops experiencing ATC delays of I5 minutes or greater. (2 pt or - Questions for Assessing the Functional Quality of 7%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and some max (2 pts for 0 % delays and 0 

Bomber/Fi~hter Pilot Training pts for max % &lay) 

Managed Training Areas (6 points) 
 ati ion ale: Fewer ATC delays is better. 

7. Planned commercial hub within 100 miles. (1 pt or 4%) 
Scoring: 1 pt for no and 0 pt for yes. 

1. The # of outlyinglauxiliary fields that are controlledlowned by the installation Rationale: Commercial hub will impact training. No hub is better. 
and support BomberEighter training. (2 pt or 33%) 8. Number of bisecting airways. (2 pts or 7%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 2 (0 pt for 0 fields, 2 pts for 2 fields) Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (2 pts for 0 and 0 pts for max). 
Rational: Owning airfields and airspace have equal impact on training Rationale: Bisecting airways reduce training effectiveness in areas. 

2. The number and type of special use airspace that is controlled/owned bv the 
installation and si&rts ~ o m b e r m i ~ h t k  training. (4 pt or 67%) Airfields (17 points) 

Scoring: I pt for MOA, 1 pt for WARestricted Area, 1 pt for MTR, I pt for 
Air-@Surface range 

Rational: Owning airfields and airspace have equal impact on training I. The # of outlying/auxiliary fields usable for BomberIF~ghter pilot training (2 pt 
or 12%) 

Weather (10 points) 

1. Perant of time weather is better than 300015. (3 pts or 30%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 80% and 10096 (1 pt for 80% and 3 pt for 

95%) 
Rationale: Weather requirements to best conduct training. Higher % is better. 

2. Percent of time weather is better than 1500/3. (2 pts or 20%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 80% and 1004b (1 pt for 80% and 2 pt for 

95%) 
Rationale: USAF weather requirements to conduct training. Higher 96 is 

better. 
3. Percent of time crosswinds are less than 15 knots. (2.5 pts or 25%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between min% and maxgb (0 pt for min% and 2.5 pt for 
max%) 

Rationale: Max crosswinds for majority of student training. Higher % is 
'er. 

went of time crosswinds are greater than 25 knots. (1 pt or 10%) 
scale between min% and max% (1 pt for min% and 0 pt for 

Rationale: Max airuaft crosswind limits. Lower % is better. 
5. P e r m t  of sorties canceled/rescheduled. (.5 pt or 5%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 5% and 20% ( .5 pt for 5% and 0 pt for 20%) 
Rationale: This area captures weather attrition not covered by questions 1 4 .  

6. Official Planning factor for lost sorties due to weather. (1 pt or 10%) 
Scoring: L i a r  scale between 5% and 20% (1 pt for 5% and .5 pt for 20%) 
Rationale: This area captuns weather attrition not covered by questions 1 4 .  

Airspace and Flight Training Areas (27 points) 

1. Amount of airspace (MOAIWA and Restricted area) in run3 (1 2 pt or 44%). 
Scoring: Linear scale of wei hted airspace from 0 to rnax airspace (0 pt for 0 5 nm3 and 12 pt for rnax nm ). 
Rationale: More airspace is better. BomberEighter require more airspace 

than Primary pilot training. 
2. Average distance to airspace (2 pt or 7%) 

Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max weighted average airspace size times 
distance (0 pt for min and 2 pt for max). Weighted average airspace size 
times distance for each site = Sum (airspace size in nm3 times distaoa to 
airspace in nm) for all MOAlWA or AA divided by the Sum of all airspace 
size. 

Rationale: Closer airspace is better. 
3. Number of Aiu-@Surface ranges within 75 nm (3 pt or 1 1 %). 

Scoring: 2 pts for 1 range, 3 pts for 2 or more ranges. 
Rationale: More airspace is better. 

4. Distance to nearest Air-to-Surf= range (2 pt or 7%) 
Scoring: 2 pt if range is within 50 nm. 
Rationale: Closer distance is better. 

''umber of MTR's available (3 pt or 11 %). 
Scoriw: Linear scale fr& 0to max (0 pt for 0 MTR's and 3 vt for max 

MTR's) 
wIIY*lr*: MTRs rcqu id  for trai;...mom is be-. 

Definition of usable field will be based on runway length mliminary cutoff - 8K 
ft) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and some rnax (0 pt for 0 fields, 2 pt for 
rnax # fields) 

Rationale: More outlying fields improve capacity and quality of training. 
2. The # of usable outlying/auxiliary fields with IFR or night? capability. (1 pt or 

6%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and some rnax (0 pt for 0 fields, 1 pt for max 

# fields) 
Rationale: This capability will help reduce congestion at the home field. 

3. Median distance to outlying/auxiliary fields. (1 pt or 6%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between some min and max(1 pt for min distance, 0 pt 

for max ) 
Rationale: Closer airf~elds are better. 

4. Runway length of longest runway at main airfield. (2 pt or 12%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 8K and 12K ft (1 pt for 8K ft runway , 2  points 

for 12K ft runway) 
Rationale: Longer runway is bdter for safety reasons 

5. Number of primary runways that can support concumnt ops and crosswind 
runways at main field. (7 pt or 41%) 

Scoring: 
With 1 crosswind runway: 3 pts for fmt primary runway, 5 pts for 2 parallel 

runways, 7 pts for 3 parallel runways. 
With 2 non-parallel crosswind runways: 3.5 pts for fm primary runway, 5.5 

pts for 2 parallel runways, 7 pts for 3 parallel runways. 
With 2 parallel crosswind runways: 4 pts for fmt primary runway, 6 pts for 2 

parallel runways, 7 pts for 3 parallel runways. 
Rationale: More runways improve quality of training for safety reasons and 

flexibility 
6. Condition of runways -- % of runway sq ft in adequate condition (1 pt or 6%) 

Scoring: L i  scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, 1 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the runway. Higher quality is better. 

7. Condition of taxiwayslaprom - 5% of taxiwaydaprons sq ft in d q u a t e  condition 
(1 @orb%) 

bring:LinearscalebetweenOand100(OptforO%, Iptfor1009b) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the taxiways. Higher quality is better. 

8. Condition of utilities - ave 96 of facilities in adequate condition (1 pt or 6%) 
b r i n g :  Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 96.1 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the utilities. Higher quality is better. 

9. Condition of other facilities (e.g., term, admin) - ave % of facilities in adeq cond 
(1 a o r 6 % )  . . 

~ e o r i n ~ : . ~ i n e a r  scale bemeen 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, 1 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the facilities. Higher quality is better. 

Croand T d n i n g  Facilities (10 points) 

1. Amount of training facilities (classrooms) rated "idequate" in sq ft. (3 pt or 30%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 5%. 3 pt for max%) 
Rationale: This measurts the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
2. Condition of training facilities (classrooms) - % of "adequate" sq ft. (1 pt or 

1 W )  
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Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %,I  pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This measures the arnwnt and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
3. Amount of training facilities (trainers) rated "adequate" in sq f t  (3 pt or 30%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %,3 pt for max%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
4. Condition of training facilities (trainers) - % of "adequate" sq ft. (1 pt or 10%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, 1 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
5. Amount of training facilities (other) rated "adequate" in sq ft. (1.5 pt or 15%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %, 1.5 pt for max%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
6. Condition of training facilities (other) - % of "adequate" sq ft. (.5 pt or 5%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 5%. .5 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

Mon quality is better. 

Aircraft Maintenance Facilities (5 points) 

I. Level of maintenance operations at site (3 pt or 60%) 
Scoring: I pt for 0-level, 2 pt for I-level, 2.5 pt for Depot level. 3 pt for 

Depot level for aircraft type (TMS) 
Rationale: Higher level of maintenance is better. 

2. Amount of hangars rated "adequate" in sq ft (1.5 pt or 30%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and rnax (0 pt for 0 %, 1.5 pt for max%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" hangar space is better. 

3. Condition of hangars - % of hangars in "adequate" condition (.5 pt or 10%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 5%. .5 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This is another measure of installation quality. Higher % is 

w& Military Fri l i t ia  (4 points) 

1.  Does installation have munitions loading pad? (2 pt or 50%) 
Scoring: 2 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Munitions loading pad to handle hot cargo. 

2. Does installation have weapons storage and handling facilities? (2 pt or 50%) 
Scoring: 2 pt for yes. 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Weapons storage is necessary to handle munitions for the lFF 

program. 

Proximity to Other Support Facilities (2 points) 

1. Number of other airfields in the area with instrument capability that could 
support BombatFighter pilot training (I pt or 50%) 

Scoring: .5 pts for 1 field, 1 pt for 2 or more fields) 
Rationale: More available airfields are better. 

2 Distance to otha airfields. (1 pt or 50%) 
Scoring: .5 pts for 1 field less than 30 miles, 1 pt for 2 or more fxlds less 

than 30 mils 
Rationale: Closer airfields are b w r .  

Air Quality (5 points) 

I. Is the air station in an attainment a maintenance area for CO, ozone, and PM- 
lo? (3ptor60%) 

Scoring: 3 pt f a  yes, 0 pt for no 
RPtiorrPle: Attainment and maintenance artas are best 

2. Is the air station in a moderate non-attainment area or better area for CO, o z . ,  
and PM-lo? (1 paU)9b) 

Scoring: I pt f a  yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Moderate and marginal non-attainment (as well as attainment and 

maintenana) are better than Serious, Severe, and Extreme non-attainment. 
sue have been no restrictions a delays due to air quality considaations (I pt 

~ 2 0 % )  

Scoring: I pt for yes. 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Fewer restrictions are better. 

Encroachment (6 points) 

1. Is the existing AICUZ study encoded in local zoning ordinances? (1.5 pts or 
25%) 

Scoring: 1.5 pts for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Having an existing AICUZ study in the zoning ordinance is best. 

2. What is the percent incompatible land use for clear zones? (2 pts or 33%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to rnax (2 pts for 0 and 0 pts for max). 
Rationale: The lower amount of inwmpatible land use is better. 

3. What is the percent incompatible land use for APZ I? (1 pt or 17%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (1 pt for 0 and 0 pts for max). 
Rationale: The lower amount of incompatible land use is better. 

4. What is the percent inwmpatible land use for APZ II? (0.5 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (0.5 pt for 0 and 0 pts for max). 
Rationale: The lower amount of incompatible land use is better. 

5. Are real estate disclosures required by local communities? (0.5 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: 0.5 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Real estate disclosures are best 

6. Has all clear zone acquisition been completed? (0.5 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: 0.5 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: It is best if all clear zones have been acquired 

Semces (8 points) 

I .  Amount of BOQ rooms rated "adequate" (2 pt or 25%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %, 2 pt for ma?.%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting space is better. 

2. Condition of BOQ rooms - % of "adequate" (1 pt or 1 2%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %,I pt for 100%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting space is better. 

3. Amount of BEQ rooms rated "adequate" (.6 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %, .6 pt for ma%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting space is better. 

4. Condition of BEQ rooms - % of "adequate" (.4 pt or 5%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, .4 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting space is h r .  

5. What percent of the listed MWR and support facilitieslprograms are available? 
(2 pt or 25%) 

Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to 100 (0 pt for 0 and 2 pt for 100). 
Rationale: More MWR facilities are beam to enhance quality of life. 

6. Amount of military housing rated "adequate" (.6 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %, .6 pt for max%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" housing is better. 

7. Condition of military housing - % of "adequate" (.4 pt or 5%) 
Scoring: L i a r  scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, .4 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: More "dequate" housing is better. 

8. Numbex of children on the waiting list (0.5 pt a 6%) 
Scoring: L i  scale from 0 to max (0.5 p f a  0 and 0 pt for rnax). 
Rationale: Fewer children on waiting list is better. 

9. Average wait for children on the waiting list (0.5 pt or 6%) 
Scoring: L i a r  scale from 0 to max (0.5 pt for 0 and 0 pt for max). 
Ratiode: Less waiting time for child care is better. 
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MEASURES OF MERIT FOR 
STRIKE & ADV. E-2/C-2 

Managed Training 
Areas 

MEASURES OF 
MERIT 

Weather 

WEIGHT 

6 

RATIONALE 

This area was weighted about the same as Primary (5%) because 
accessibility to these facilities was considered more important 
than ownership. 

Airspace and Flight ' Training Areas 

7 

Airfields 

This area was weighted less than Primary (14%) due to the 
increased proficiency of the students, and a more weathercapablc 
aircraft. 

Ground Training 
Facilities 

1 This area was weighted higher than Primary (2%) because there 
is greater emphasis on area work in advanced training than then 
is in Primary training. 

This area was weighted lower than Primary (24%) because there 
is less emphasis on pattern work in advanced training than there 
is in Primary training. 

This was weighted the same as Primary because the role 
classrooms, simulators, and other facilities play in advanced 
training is the same. 

Proximity to 
Training Areas 

Proximity to Other 
Support Facilities 

Aircraft Maintenance 
Facilities 

Special Military 
Facilities 

1 base. 

5 

4 

3 

2 

Uniaue Features 1 0 1 N/A 

- - 

This was weighted the same as Primary because training aircraft 
are not difficult to maintain and do not require an extensive 
training infrastructure. 

Special credit was given to this area for this function because it 
addresses the ability to handle munitions. 

-- -- - - - - -- 

This credit was allotted to this area because of the capability to 
conduct carrier operations close to the Training Air Station. 

This area was weighted the same as Primary because the 
training infrastructure is already established and in use at  each 

Air Quality ( 5 1 This has been baselined due to like aircraft. 

Encroachment 

Services 

6 This area is slightly higher than Primary (5%) due to the 
generally larger AICUZ footprint of the advanced training 
aircraft (jet aircraft). 

8 This area was weighted the same as Primary because quality of 
life plays a significant role in determining installation 
compatibility with the training mission. 



6. Percent of flight ops experiencing ATC delays of 15 minutes or greater. (2 pt or 

Questions for Assessing the Functional Quality of 
StrikeIAdv E2/C2 Pilot Training 

Managed Training Areas (6 points) 

1. The # of wtlyinglauxiliary fields that are controlled/owned by the installation 
and support StrikelAdv E X 2  training. (2 pt or 33%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 2 (0 pt for 0 fields, 2 pts for 2 fields) 
Ration& Owning ailfields and airspace have equal impact on training ' 

2. The number and type of special use airspace that is controlled/owned by the 

7%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and some rnax (2 pts for 0 96 delays and 0 

pts for max % delay) 
Rationale: Fewer ATC delays is better. 

7. Planned commercial hub within 100 miles. (1 pt or 4%) 
Scoring: 1 pt for no and 0 pt for yes. 
Rationale: Commercial hub will impact training. No hub is better. 

8. Number of bisecting airways. (2 pts or 7%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (2 pts for 0 and 0 pts for max). 
Rationale: Bisecting airways reduce training effectiveness in areas. 

installation and su&rts &ikd~dv  ~ 2 k 2  training. (4 pt or 67%) 
- 

Airtiel& (17 points) 
Scoring: 1 pt for MOA, 1 pt for WAlRestricted Area. 1 pt for MTR, 1 pt for 

Air-tc+Surfase range 
Rational: Owniing airfields and airspace have equal impact on training 1. 'Ihe # of wtlyins/auxiliary fields usable for Strike4Adv W C 2  pilot training (2 

pt or 12%) 

Weather (7 pdnts) 

1. Percent of time weather is better than 300015. (3 pts or 43%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 80% and 100% (I pt for 80% and 3 pt for 

95%) 
Rationale: Weather requirements to best conduct training. Higher % is b-r. 

2. Percent of time weather is better than 1000/3. (1 pt or 14%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 80% and 100% (0.5 pt for 80% and I pt for 

95%) 
Rationale: USN weather requirements to conduct training. Higher 5% is 

better. 
3. Percent of time crosswinds are less than 15 knots. (1 pt or 14%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between min% and max% (0 pt for min% and 1 pt for 
=%) 

Rationale: Max crosswinds for majority of student training. Higher % is 
' -7er. 

:rcent of time crosswinds are greater than 25 knots. (0.5 pt or 7%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between min% and max% (0.5 pt for min% and 0 pt for 

max%) 
Rationale: Max aircraft crosswind limits. Lower % is better. 

5. Percent of sorties canceledlrescheduled. (0.5 ot or 7%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 5% and 20% ( 0.5 for 5% and 0 pt for 20%) 
Rationale: This area captures weather attrition not covered bv auestions 1-4. 

6. Official Planning factor f& lost sorties due to weather. (1 pt ;I&) 
Scoring: L i a r  scale between 5% and 20% (1 pt for 5% and 0.5 pt for 20%) 
Rationale: This area captures weather attrition not covered by questions 1-4. 

Airspace and Flight Training Areas (27 points) 

1. Amount of airspace (MOAIWA and Restricted area) in nm3 (1 2 pt or 44% . 

12 pt for max nrn3). 
3 Scoring: Linear scale of airspace from 0 to max airspace (0 pt for 0 nm and 

Ratienale: More airspace is benet. StrikeJAdv E Z m  q u i r e  mon airspacc 
than Rimary pilot mining. 

2. Average distance to airspace (2 pt or 7%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max weighted average airspace size t i p  
distance (0 pt for min and 2 pt for max). Weighted average airspace size 
times distance for each site = Sum (airspace size in nm3 ti- distance to 
airspace in nm) for all MOAlWA or AA divided by the Sum of all airspace 
size. 

Rationale: Closer airspace is better. 
3. Number of Aii-to-Surface ranges within 75 an (4 pt or 15%). 

Scoring: 3 pis for 1 range, 4 pis for 2 or more ranges. 
Rationale: More airspace is better. 

4. Distance to nuvest Air-to-Sllrface range (1 pt or 4%) 
Scoring: 1 pt if range is within 50 nm. 
Rationale: Closer air-to-surface ranges an better. - 

Vumbcr of MTR's available (3 pt or 1 1%). 
Scoring: Linear scale from dto max (0 pt for 0 MTR's and 3 pt for max 

Definition of usable field will be based on runway length (preliminary cutoff - 
8000 ft) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and some max (0 pt for 0 fields. 2 pt for 
rnax # fields) 

Rationale: More outlying fields improve capacity and quality of training. 
2. The # of usable wtlying/auxiliary fields with IFR or night? capability. (1 pt or 
6%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and some max (0 pt for 0 fields, 1 pt for max 
# fields) 

Rationale: This capability will help reduce congestion at the home field. 
3. Median distance to outlying/auxiliary fields. (1 pt or 6%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between some min and max(1 pt for min distance, 0 pt 
formax) 

Rationale: Closer airfields are beiier. 
4. Runway length of longest runway at main airfield. (2 pt or 12%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 8K and 12K ft  (1 pt for 8K ft  runway, 2 points 
for 12K ft runway) 

Rationale: Longer runway is better for safety reasons 
5. Number of primary runways that can support concurrent ops and crosswind 

runways at main field. (7 pt ~ 4 1 % )  
Scoring: 
With 0 crosswind runways: 2 pts for fmt runway, 4 pts for 2 parallel runways, 

6 pis for 3 parallel runways withwt crosswind runways. 
With 1 crosswind runway: 3 pts for fmt primary runway, 5 pts for 2 parallel 

runways. 7 pts for 3 parallel runways. 
With 2 non-parallel crosswind runways: 3.5 pts for fmt primary runway. 5.5 

pts for 2 parallel runways, 7 pts for 3 parallel runways. 
With 2 parallel crosswind runways: 4 pts for fmt  primary runway, 6 pts for 2 

parallel runways, 7 pts for 3 parallel nmways. 
Rationale: More runways improve quality of training for safety reasons and 

flexibility 
6. Condition of nmways - % of runway sq ft in dequate condition (1 pt or 6%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, 1 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the runway. Higher quality is better. 

7. Condition of taxiwaysJaprons - % of taxiways/aprons sq ft in adequate condition 
(1 Por6%) 
Scoring:LinearscalebetwanOMd100(OptfaO%, 1 ptfor1004D) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the taxiways. Higher quality is better. 

8. Condition of utilities - ave % of facilities in adequate condition (1 pt or 6%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %. 1 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the utilities. Higher quality is better. 

9. Condition of other facilities (e.g., tenn, dmin) - ave % of facilities in adeq cond 
(1 ptw6%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 5%. 1 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the facilities. Higher quality is better. 

Croand Training Facilities (10 points) 

1. Amount of training facilities (classrooms) rated "adequate" in sq ft. (3 pi or 30%) 
Scoring: L i  scale betwem 0 and max (0 pt f a  0 %, 3 pt for max%) 
Rstionale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
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'dition of training facilities (classrooms) - % of "adequate" sq f t  (1 pt or 

ring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, I  pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
3. Amount of training facilities (trainers) rated "adequate" in sq ft (3 pt or 30%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 96.3 pt for max%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
4. Condition of training facilities (trainers) - % of "adequate" 4 ft. (1 pt or 10%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %,I  pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
5. Amount of training facilities (other) rated "adequate" in sq k (1.5 pt or 15%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %, 1.5 pt for max%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
6. Condition of training facilities (other) - % of "adequate" sq ft. (.5 pt or 5%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, .5 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 

Aircraft Maintenance Facilities (5 points) 

1. Level of maintenance operations at site (3 pt or 60%) 
Scoring: 1 pt for 0-level, 2 pt for I-level, 2.5 pt for Depot level, 3 pt for 

Depot level for aircraft type (TMS) 
Rationale: Higher level of maintenance is better. 

2. Amount of hangars rated "adequate" in sq ft (1.5 pt or 30%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 $6, 1.5 pt for max%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" hangar space is better. 

3. Condition of hangars - 46 of hangars in "adequate" condition (.5 pt or 10%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 96, .5 pt for 10096) 

ationale: This is another measure of installation quality. Higher % is 

S p d p l  Military Fmlities (4 points) 

1. Does installation have munitions loading pad? (2 pt a 50%) 
Scoring: 2 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Munitions loading pad to handle hot cargo. 

2. Does installation have weapons storage and handling facilities? (2 pt or 50%) 
Scoring: 2 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Weapons storage is necessary to handle munitions for the IFF 

p r o m  

Proximity to Training Areas (3 points) 

1. Is there a carrier qual operating area within 100 nm of the site? (3 pts or 100%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 50 nm and 100 nm (3 pts for 50 nm or less, 0 

ptsfor 100nmormore) 
Rationale: Strike training rtquinx aaessibility to a carria. 

Roximity te Other Support Facilities (2 points) 

1. Number of other airfwlds in the area with instrument capability that could 
support StriWAdv E X 2  pilot training (1 pt or 50%) 

Scoring: 0.5 pts for 1 field, 1 pt for 2 or morr fields 
Rationale: More available airfields are better. 

2. Distana to otha airfwlds. (1 pt or 50%) 
Scoring: .5 ps for 1 field less than 30 miles, 1 pt for 2 a more fields less 

than 30 miles 
Rationale: Closcr airf~elds are better. 

Scoring: 3 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Attainment and maintenance areas are best 

2. Is the air station in a moderate non-attainment area or better area for CO, ozone, 
and PM-1 O? (1 pt or 20%) 

Scoring: I pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Moderate and marginal non-attainment (as well as attainment and 

maintenance) are better than Serious, Severe, and Extreme non-attainment. 
3. There have been no restrictions or delays due to air quality considerations (1 pt 

or 20%) 
Scoring: 1 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 

Rationale: Fewer restrictions are better. 

Encroachment (6 points) 

1. Is the existing AICUZ study encoded in local zoning ordinances? (1.5 pts or 
25%) 

Scoring: 1.5 pts for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Having an existing AICUZ study in the zoning ordinance is best. 

2. What is the pacent incompatible land use for clear zones? (2 pts or 33%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (2 pts for 0 and 0 pts for max). 
Rationale: The lower amount of incompatible land use is better. 

3. What is the percent incompatible land use for APZ I? (1 pt or 17%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (1 pt for 0 and 0 pts for max). 
Rationale: The lower amount of incompatible land use is better. 

4. What is the percent incompatible land use for APZ II? (0.5 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (0.5 pt for 0 and 0 pts for max). 
Rationale: The lower amount of incompatible land use is better. 

5. Are real estate disclosures required by local communities? (0.5 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: 0.5 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Real estak disclosures are best 

6. Has all clear zone acquisition been completed? (0.5 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: 0.5 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: It is best if all clear zones have beem acquired. 

Services (8 points) 

I .  Amount of BOQ rooms rated "adequate" (2 pt or 25%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 96.2 pt for man%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting space is better. 

2. Condition of BOQ moms - % of "adequate" (1 pt or 12%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 5%. 1 pt for 1 m )  
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting space is better. 

3. Amount of BEQ rooms rated "adequate" (.6 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %, .6 pt for ma%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting space is better. 

4. Condition of BEQ rooms - % of "adequate" (.4 pt or 5%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 46, .4 pt for 10096) 
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting space is better. 

5. What p a a n t  of the listed MWR and support facilities~programs arc available? 
(2 pt or 25%) 

Scoring: Linearscalefromoto 100(0 ptforOand2ptfor 100). 
Ratio&: More MWR facilities are beaa to enhance quality of life. 

6. Amount of military housing rated "&qua& (.6 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: Linear scale betwan 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %. .6 pt for am%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" housing is better. 

7. Condition of military housing - % of "adcquatc" (.4 pt or 5%) 
Scoring:LiscalebetweenOand 100(OptforO%,.4ptfor 100%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" housing is better. 

8. Numba of children on the waiting list (0.5 pt or 6%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (0.5 pt for 0 and 0 pt for max). 
Rationale: Fewa children on waiting list is better. 

9. Average wait for children on the waiting list (0.5 pt or 6%) 
Scoring: L i  scale from 0 to max (0.5 pt for 0 and 0 pt for rnax). 
Rationale: Less waiting time for child care is better. 

3 d i t y  (5 points) 

the air station in an attainment or maintenance area for CO, ozone, and PM- 
W O ?  (3,,,) 
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MEASURES OF MERIT FOR 

Managed Training 
Areas 

AIRLIFTITANKER 

This area was weighted about the same as Primary (5%) because 
accessibility to these facilities was considered more important 
than owners hi^. 

MEXSURES OF 
MERIT 

Weather This area was weighted less than Primary (14%) due to the 
increased proficiency of the students, and a more weather-capable 
aircraft. 

WEIGHT RATIONALE 

Ground Training 
Facilities 

Airspace and Flight 
Training Areas 

AirfieIds 

- - 

This was weighted the same as Primary because the role 
classrooms, simulators, and other facilities play in advanced 
training is the same. 

Aircrafi Maintenance 
Facilities 1 

24 

22 

Special Military 
Facilities 

This area was weighted higher than Primary (22%) because there 
is greater emphasis on area work and approaches at other 
airfields in advanced training than there is in Primary training. 

This area was weighted lower than Primary (24%) because there 
is less emphasis on pattern work in advanced training than there 
is in Primary training. 

This was weighted the same as Primary because training aircraft 
are not difficult to maintain and do not require an extensive 
training infrastructure. 

NIA 

Proximity to Training 
Areas 

Proximity to Other 
Support Facilities 

Unique Features 

Air Quality 

Encroachment 

Services 

- - - - - 

This area was weighted higher than Primary (2%) because this 
type of training relies more on the surrounding infrastructure. 

NIA 
This has been baselined due to like aircraft. 

This area is slightly higher than Primary (5%) due to the 
generally larger AICUZ footprint of the advanced training 
aircraft. 

This area was weighted the same as Primary because quality of 
I I life plays a significant role in determining installation 
I I compatibility with the training mission. 



5. Planned commercial hub within 100 miles. (I ot or 4%) . . 
Questions for Assessing the Functional Quality of Scoring: 1 pt for no and 0 pt for yes. 

Rationale: Commercial hub will impact training. No hub is better. 
Airlift/Tanker Pilot Training 6. Number of bisecting airwavs. (2 ot or 8%) 

Managed Training Areas (6 points) 

- . .  
Scoring: ~inear&ale from 0 to rnax (2 pts for 0 and 0 pts for max). 
Rationale: Bisecting airways reduce training effectiveness in areas. 

1. The # of outlying/auxiliary fields that are controlledowned by the installation (22 points) 
and support Airlifnanker training. (2.5 pt or 42%) 

scoring: ~i~~~ =ale between 0 and 2 (0 pt for 0 fields, 2.5 pts for 2 fields) 1. The #of outlying/auxiliary fields usable for Airlifnanker pilot training (2 pt or 

Rational: Owning airfields and airspace have equal impact on training 9%) 
2. The number and type of special use airspace that is controlledowned by the Defmition of usable field will be based on runway length (preliminary cutoff - 

installation and supports Airlmanker training. (3.5 pt or 58%) 7000 ft) 

Scoring: 1.5 pt for MOA, 1 pt for WA, 0.5 pt for MTR, 0.5 for AA Scoring: L i a r  scale between 0 and some max (0 pt for 0 fields, 2 pt for 
Rational: Owning airfields and airspace have equal impact on training max # fields) 

Rationale: More outlying fields improve capacity and quality of training. 

Weather (9 points) 2. The # of usable outlyinglauxiliary fields with IFR or night? capability. (2 pt or 
9%) 

1. Percent of time weather is better than 1500B. (3 pt or 33%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 80% and 100% (1 pt for 80% and 3 pt for 
95%) 
Rationale: USAF weather requirements to conduct training. Higher % is 

better. 
2. Percent of time weather is better than 1000B. (2 vt or 22%) 

*ring: Linear scale between 80% and pt for 80% and 2 pt for 
95%) 
Rationale: USN weather requirements to conduct training. Higher % is 

better. 
3. Percent of time crosswinds are less than 15 knots. (2 pt or 22%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between min% and max% (0 pt for min% and 2 pt for 
max% ) 

Rationale: Max crosswinds for majority of student training. Higher % is 
'r. 
rcent of time crosswinds are greater than 25 knots. (.5 pt or 6%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between min% and max% (.5 pt for min% and 0 pt for 

max%) 
Rationale: Max aircraft crosswind limits. Lower % is better. 

5. Percent of sorties canceledlrescheduled. (.5 pt or 6%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 5% and 20% ( .5 pt for 5% and 0 pt for 20%) 
Rationale: This area captures weather attrition not covered by questions 1-4. 

6. W ~ c i a l  Planning factor for lost sorties due to weather. (1 pt or I I%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 5% and 20% (1 pt for 5% and .5 pt for 20%) 
Rationale: This area captures weather attrition not covered by questions 1-4. 

Airspace and might Training Aress (24 points) 

1. Amount of airspace (MOAIWA and AA) in nm3 (14 pt or 58%). 
Scoring: Linear scale of wei hted airspace from 0 to max airspace (MOA d and .8 AA) (0 pt for 0 nm and 14 pt for max nm3). Weighted airspace for 

each site = amount of MOA airspace + .I(amount of AA airspace) 
Rationale: More airspace is better, MOA is slightly better than AA. 

Airliwanker require more airspace than Primary pilot iraining. 
2. Average distana to airspace (2 pt or 8%) 

Scoring: L i a r  scale from 0 to max weighted average airspace size times 
distance (0 pt for min and 2 pt for max). Weighted average airspace size 
times distance for each site = Sum (airspace size in nm3 times distance to 
airspace in nm) for all MOAlWA or AA divided by the Sum of all airspace 
size. 

Rationale: 
3. Number of MTR's available (3 pt or 12.5%). 

Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to rnax (0 pt for 0 MTR's and 3 pt for max 
MTR's) 

Ratio&: MTRs are required for training...- is better. 
A Percent of flight ops experiencing ATC delays of 15 minutes or greater. (2 pt or 

'7) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and some rnax (0 pt for 0 fields, 2 pt for 
rnax # fields) 

Rationale: This capability will help reduce congestion at the home field. 
3. Median distance to outlyinR/auxiliary fields. (2 ~t or 9%) . . 

Scoring: Linear scalk between so-me min and rnax (2b for rnin distance, 1 pt 
for max ) 

Rationale: Closer outlying fields are better. 
4. Runway length of longest runway at main airfield. (2 pt or 9%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 6000 and 1OOOO ft (1 pt for 5000 ft runway , 2  
points for IOOOO ft runway) 

Rationale: longer runway is better for safety reasons 
5. Number of primary runways that can support concumnt ops and crosswind 

runways at main field. (7 pt or 29%) 
scoring 
With 0 crosswind runways: 2 pts for fmt runway, 4 pts for 2 parallel runways, 

6 pts for 3 parallel runways without crosswind runways. 
With I crosswind runway: 3 pts for first primary runway, 5 pts for 2 parallel 

runways, 7 pts for 3 parallel runways. 
With 2 non-parallel crosswind runways: 3.5 pts for fmt primary runway, 5.5 

pts for 2 parallel runways, 7 pts for 3 parallel runways. 
With 2 parallel crosswind runways: 4 pts for fmt primary runway. 6 pts for 2 

parallel runways, 7 pts for 3 parallel runways. 
Rationale: More runways improve quality of training for safety reasons and 

flexibility 
6. Condition of runways -- % of runway sq f t  in adequate condition (2 pt or 9%) 

Scoring: L i a r  scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %,2 pt for 100%) 
Ration*: This indicates the quality of the runway. Higher quality is better. 

7. Condition of taxiways/aprons - 96 of taxiwaydaprons sq ft in adequate condition 
(1.5 pt or 7%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, 1.5 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the taxiways. Higher quality is better. 

8. Condition of utilities - ave 5% of facilities in adequate condition (1.75 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 96.1.75 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the utilities. Higher quality is better. 

9. Condition of otha facilities (e.g.. term, admin) - ave % of facilities in adeq cond 
(1.75 pt or 8%) 

b r i n g :  Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, 1.75 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the facilities. Higher quality is better. 

Ground Training F d i b  (10 points) 

1. Amount of training facilities (classrooms) rated "adequate" in sq ft. (3 pt or 30%) 
Scoring: L i a r  scale between 0 and man (0 pt for 0 96.3 pt for m a % )  
Rationale: ?his measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
2. Condition of training facilities (classrooms) - % of "adequate" sq ft. (1 pt or 
10%) 

k r i n g :  L i  scale between 0 and some max (2 pt for 0 5% delays and 0 pts Scoring: L i  scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %. 1 pt for 100%) 

formax % delay) Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

Rationale: Fewer ATC &lays is better. More quality is better. 
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, \mount of training facilities (trainers) rated "adequate" in sq f t  (3 pt or 30%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %, 3 pt for max%)  rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training fdlities. 

quality is better. 
4. Condition of training facilities (trainers) - % of "&quaten sq f t  (1 pt or 10%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, 1 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
5. Amount of training facilities (other) rated "adequate" in sq f t  (1.5 pt or 15%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pi for 0 %, 1.5 pt for max%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

Mon quality is better. 
6. Condition of training facilities (other) - % of "adequate" sq ft. (.5 pt or 5%) 

Scoring: L i  scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %. .5 pt for 10096) 
Rationale: This m e m s  the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

Morc quality is better. 

Aircraft Maintenance Fdlifies (5 points) 

1. Level of maintenance opaations at site (3 pt or 0%) 
Scoring: 1 pt for 0-level, 2 pt for I-level, 2.5 pt for Depot level, 3 pt for 

Depot level for aircraft type (TMS) 
Ratioluk: Higher level of maintenance is better. 

2. Amount of hangars rated "adequate" in sq f t  (1.5 pi or 30%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 5%. 1.5 pt for man%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" hangar space is better. 

3. Condition of hangars - % of hangars in "adequate" condition (.5 pt or 10%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, .5 pt for 10096) 
Rationale: Thii is another measure of installation quality. Higher 5% is 

beax. 

6mity to Other Support Facilities (5 points) 

other airfields in the area with instrument capability that could 
iftltanker pilot training (4 pt or 80%) 

Scoring: 2 pts for 1 field. 4 pts for 2 or more fields) 
Rationale: More available airf~elds are better. 

1. Distana to other airfields. (1 pt or 20%) 
Scoring: -5 pts for 1 field less than 30 miles, I pt f a  2 or more fields less 

than 30 miles 
Rationale: Closer airf~elds are better. 

Air Quality (5 points) 

3. What is the percent incompatible land use for APZ I? (1 pt or 17%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (I pt for 0 and 0 pts for max). 
Rationale: The lower amount of incompatible land use is better. 

4. What is the percent incompatible land use for APZ II? (0.5 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (0.5 pt for 0 and 0 pts for max). 
Rationale: The lower amount of incompatible land use is better. 

5. Are real estate disclosures required by local communities? (0.5 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: 0.5 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Real estate disclosures an best 

6. Has all clear zone acquisition been completed? (0.5 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: 0.5 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: It is best if all clear zones have been acquired. 

Services (8 points) 

1. Amount of BOQ m m s  rated "adequate" (2 pt or 25%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %, 2 pt for ma%) 
Rationale: More "adaquate" billeting space is better. 

2. Condition of BOQ rooms - % of "adequate" (1 pt or 12%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %. 1 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting space is better. 

3. Amount of BEQ rooms rated "adequaten (.6 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: Limar scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %, .6 pt for max%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting space is better. 

4. Condition of BEQ rooms - 5% of "adequate" (.4 pt or 5%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 5%. .4 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting space is better. 

5. What percent of the listed MWR and support facilitiedprograms are availat 
(2 pt or 25%) 

Scoring: L i a r  scale from 0 to 100 (0 pt for 0 and 2 pt for 100). 
Rationale: More MWR facilities are better to enhance quality of life. 

6. Amount of military housing rated "adequate" (.6 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 5%. .6 pt for max%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" housing is better. 

7. Condition of military housing - % of "adaquat+" (.4 pt or 5%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, .4 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" housing is better. 

8. Number of children on the waiting list. (0.5 pt or 6%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (0.5 pt for 0 and 0 pt for max). 
Rntionale: Fewer children on waiting list is better. 

9. Average wait for children on the waiting list. (0.5 pt or 6%) 
Scoring: L i a r  scale from 0 to max (0.5 pt for 0 and 0 pt for max). 
Rationale: Less waiting time for child care is better. 

1. L the air station in an attainment a maintc- area for CO, ozone, and PM- 
lo? (3 pt or 60%) 

Scoring: 3 pt for yes. 0 pt f a  no 
Rationale: Attainment and maintenance areas src best 

2. Is the air station in a moderate non-attainment arm or better area for CO, o m ,  
d PM-lo? (1 pt or 20%) 

Scoring: 1 pt for yes. 0 pt f a  no 
Rationale: Moderate and marginal non-attainment (as well as attainment and 

maintcnana) are better than Saious, Sevac, and Extreme non-attainment 
3. Then have tua no restrictions a delays due to air quality considdons (1 pt 

or 20%) 
Scoring: 1 pt for yes. 0 pt f a  no 

Rationale: Fewer resoiaicms an better. 

1. Is the existing AI(SUZ study encodad in local zoning ordinances? (1.5 pts or 
25%) 

scoring: 1.5 pts for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Having an existing AICUZ s ~ d y  in the zaning ordinance is best. 
hat is the m t  iacom~atible land use for clea zones? (2 pts a 33%) 
Scoring: iinear scale fkm 0 to max (2 pts for 0 and 0 pts fir max). 
Rationale: The lower amount of incompatible l a d  use is better. 



!.I - ' ' CURES OF MERIT FOR 
1 : * / = .  ' %' f 'f ']-ME / INT E-2 & c-2 

RATIONALE 

Managed Training 
Areas 

Weather 

Airspace and Flight 
Training Arcas 

Airfields 

Ground Training 
Facilities 

Aircraft Maintenance 
Facilities 

Special Military 
Facilities 

Proximity to Training 
Areas 

Proximity to Other 
Support Facilities 

Unique Features 

Air Quality 
~ 

Encroachment 

1 life plays a significant role in determining installation 
compatibility with the training mission. 

a- 
* - -, - 

1 6 Tl~ir area was weighted about the same as Primary (5%) because ' nT.  ?wibility to these facilities was considered more important ' f h n n ownership. 

9 
- 

This area was weighted less than Primary (14%) due to the 
rcased proficiency of the students, and a more weather-capable 

aircraft. 
- - -  

24 Tlhis area was weighted higher than Primary (22%) because there 
i q  greater emphasis on area work and approaches at  other 

22 

:,ir.fields in advanced training than there is in Primary training. - - 

This area was weighted lower than Primary (24%) because there 
is lcss emphasis on pattern work in advanced training than there 
is in Primary training. 

-- - 

10 niis  was weighted the same as Primary because the role 

- 
5 

0 

0 

5 

-- 

0 - - 

- -  5 

6 

- 

c!asirooms, simulators, and other facilities play in advanced 
training is the same. 

was weighted the same as Primary because training aircrafk 
are  not difficult to maintain and do not require an extensive 
training infrastructure. 

NIA 

- - 
NIA 

-- 

This area was weighted higher than Primary (2%) because this 
tb pe of training relies more on the surrounding infrastructure. 

NIA - 
This has been baselined due to like aircraft. - - 

Tbis area is slightly higher than Primary (5%) due to the 
gtlnerally larger AICUZ footprint of the advanced training 
aircraft. - 
This area was weighted the same as Primary because quality of 



5. Planned commercial hub within 100 miles. (1 ot or 4%) 
Scoring: 1 pt for no and 0 pt for yes. 

Questions for Assessing the Functional Qualty of Rationale: Commercial hub will impact training. No hub is better. 
Maritime/Znt E2/C2 Pilot Training 6. Number of bisecting airways. (2 pt or 8%) 

Managed Training Areas (6 points) 

1. The # of wtlyinglauxiliary fields that are controlledlowned by the installation 
and suppo~? Maritimelht E21C2 training. (2.5 pt or 42%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 2 (0 pt for 0 fields, 2.5 pts for 2 fields) 
Rationale: Owning airfields and airspace have equal impact on training 

2. The number imd type of special use airspace that is wntrolled/owned by the 
installation and supports Maritirneht E X 2  training. (3.5 pt or 58%) 

Scoring: 1.5 pt for MOA, 1 pt for WA, 0.5 pt for MTR, 0.5 for AA 
Rationale: Owning airfields and airspace have equal impact on training 

Weather (9 points) 

I .  Percent of time weather is better than 15000. (3 pt or 33%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 80% and 10096 (1 pt for 80% and 3 pt for 
95%) 
Rationale: USAF weather requirements to conduct training. Higher 5% is 

better. 
2. Percnrt of time weather is better than 1000D. (2 pt or 22%) 

Scoring: L i a r  scale between 80% and 10096 (1 pt for 80% and 2 pt for 
95%) 
Rationale: USN weather requirements to conduct training. Higher % is 

better. 
3. Percent of time crosswinds are less than 15 knots. (2 pt or 22%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between min% and max% (0 pt for min% and 2 pt fw 
max%) 

Rationale: Max crosswinds for majority of student training. Higher % is 

arcent of time crosswinds are greater than 25 knots. (.5 pt or 6%) W r. scoring: Linear scale between min% and maxt (.5 pt for min% and o pt for 
ma%)  

Rationale: Max aimaft crosswind limits. Lower 96 is better. 
5. Percent of sorties canceled/rescheduled. (.5 pt or 6%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 5% and 20% ( .5 pt for 5% and 0 pt for 20%) 
Rationale: This area captures weather atmtion not covered by questions 14 .  

6. Official Planning factor for lost sorties due to weather. (1 pt or 11%) 
Scoring: L i a r  scale between 5% and 20% (1 pt for 5% and .5 pt for 24%) 
Ratio&. lhis area captures weatha atmtion not covered by questions 1-4. 

Airspace and Flight Trnining Arus (24 points) 

1. Amount of airspace (MOAIWA and AA) in nm3 (14 pt or 58%). 
Scoring: Linear scale of wei hted airspace from 0 to max airspace (MOA B and .8 AA) (0 pt for 0 nm and 14 pt for m a  nm3). Weighted airspace for 

each site = amount of MOA airspace + .8(amount of AA airspace) 
Rationale: More airspace is better, MOA is slightly better than AA 

M a r i t i W t  E2tC2 q u i r e  more airspace than Primary pilot training. 
2. Average distance to airspace (2 pt a 8%) 

Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max weighted average airspace size times 
distance (0 pt for min and 2 pt for max). Weighted average airspace size 
times distance for each site = Sum (airspace size in nm3 times distance to 
airspace in nm) for all MOAIWA or AA divided by the Sum of all nirspaoe 
size. 

Rationale: Closer airspace is better. 
3. Number of MTR's available (3 pt or 12.5%). 

Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (0 pt for 0 MTR's and 3 pt f a  max 
MTR's) 

Rationale: MTlls are requid f a  training ... more is better. ' Percent of flight ops experiencing ATC delays of I5 minutes or greater. (2 pt or 
5 )  

Scoring: ~inearxale fkm 0 to rnax (2 pts for 0 and 0 pts for max). 
Rationale: Bisecting airways reduce training effectiveness in areas. 

Airfields (22 points) 

1. The # of outlying/auxiliary fields usable for Maritime/Int E X 2  pilot training (2 
pt or 9%) 
Definition of usable field will be based on runway length (preliminary cutoff - 
5000 ft) 

Scoring: Linear scale betwm 0 and somc max (0 pt for 0 fields. 2 pt for 
rnax # fields) 

Rationale: Mom outlying fields improve capacity and quality of training. 
2. The # of usable wtlying/auxiliary fields with IFR or night? capability. (2 pt or 
9%) 

Scoring: Linear scale betwom 0 and some max (0 pt for 0 fields, 2 pt for 
rnax # fields) 

Rationale: This capability will help reduce congestion at the home field. 
3. Median distance to outlying/auxiliary fields. (2 pt or 9%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between some min and rnax (2 pt for min distance, 1 pt 
for rnax ) 

Rationale: Closer airf~elds are better. 
4. Runway length of longest runway at main airf~eld. (2 pt or 9%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 5000 and 8000 ft (1 pt for 5000 f t  runway, 2 
points for 8000 ft runway) 

Rationale: longer runway is better for safety reasons 
5. Number of primary runways that can support concurrent ops and crosswind 

runways at main field. (7 pt or 29%) 
Scoring: 
With 0 crosswind runways: 2 pts for first runway, 4 pts for 2 parallel runways, 

6 pts for 3 parallel runways without crosswind runways. 
With 1 crosswind runway: 3 pts for first primary runway, 5 pts for 2 parallel 

runways, 7 pts for 3 parallel runways. 
With 2 non-parallel crosswind runways: 3.5 pts for fmt primary runway, 5.5 

pts for 2 parallel runways, 7 pts for 3 parallel runways. 
With 2 parallel crosswind runways: 4 pts for first primary runway, 6 pts for 2 

parallel runways, 7 pts for 3 parallel runways. 
Rationale: More runways improve quality of training for safety reasons and 

flexibility 
6. Condition of runways -- % of nmway sq A in adequate condition (2 pt or 9%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, 2 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the runway. Higher quality is bewr. 

7. Condition of taxiwayslaprons - % of taxiwaydaprons sq ft in adequate condition 
(1.5 pt or 7%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, 1.5 pt for 10096) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the taxiways. Higher quality is better. 

8. Condition of utilities - ave % of facilities in adequate condition (1.75 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: Linear scale behvcen 0 and 100 (0 pt f a  0 %, 1.75 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the utilities. Higher quality is better. 

9. Condition of otha facilities (e.g., term, admin) - ave % of facilities in adcq wnd 
(1.75 pt ~ 8 % )  

Scoring: Linear scale bctwem 0 and 100 (0 pt f a  0 %.I .75 pt for 10096) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the facilities. Higher quality is better. 

Ground Training Facilities (10 points) 

1. Amount of training facilities (classrooms) rated "adequate" in sq ft. (3 pt or 30%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 96.3 pt for -9%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
2. Condition of W n g  facilities (classrooms) - % of "adequate" sq ft (1 pt or 
10%) 

Scoring: L&ar scale between 0 and some max (2 pt for 0 % delays and 0 pts Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, I pt for 100%) 

f a  max % deiay) Rationale: 'Ihis measures the amount md quality of the training facilities. 

Rationale: Fewer ATC &lays is better. More quality is better. 
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'mount of training facilities (trainers) rated "adequate" in sq ft. (3 pt or 30%) 
oring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %. 3 pt for ma%) 

Rntionale: This measures the amount and quality of the kaining fxilities. W quality is better. 
4. Condition of training facilities (trainers) - 96 of "adequaten sq ft. (1 pt or 10%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %. 1 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
5. Amount of kaining facilities (other) rated "adequate" in sq ft. (1.5 pt or 15%) 

Scering: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %, 1.5 pt for max%) 
Rationale: This measures thc amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
6. Cadition of kaining facilities (other) - 96 of "adequate" sq ft. (.5 pt or 5%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 46, .5 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the kaining facilities. 

M m  quality is better. 

Airad¶ Maintenance Facilities (5 points) 

1. Level of maintenance operations at site (3 pt or 60%) 
b r i n g :  1 pt for 0-level, 2 pt for I-level, 2.5 pt for Depot level, 3 pt for 

Depot level for aircraft type (TMS) 
Rationale: Higher level of maintenance is better. 

2. Amount of hangars rated "adequate" in sq ft (1.5 pt or 30%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and rnax (0 pt for 0 %, 1.5 pt for max%) 
Rationale: More "adequaten hangar space is better. 

3. Coodition of hangars - 5% of hangars in "adequate" condition ( 3  pt or 10%) 
Scering: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, .5 pt for 10096) 
Rationale: This is another measure of installation quality. Higher % is 

better. 

Proximity to Other Support Facilities (5 points) 

ber of other airfields in the area with instrument capability that could 
MaritimelInt E X 2  pilot training (4 pt or 80%) 

=ng: 2 pts for I field, 4 pts for 2 or more fields) 
Rationale: More available airtields are better. 

2. Distance to otha airfields. (1 pt a 20%) 
Scoring: .5 pts for 1 field less than 30 miles, 1 pt for 2 or more fields less 

than 30 miles 
R8tionaIe: Closer airfields arc better. 

Air QI.lity (5 points) 

I.  Is the air station in an attainment or maintenance area for CO. ozone, and PM- 
lo? (3ptor6046) 

Scoring: 3 pt for yes. 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Attainment and maintenance areas are best 

2. Is tbc air station in a moderate nm-attainmnt area or better area for CO, ozone, 
d P M - 1 0 ? ( 1  ptwU)%) 

*ring: 1 ptforyes,Optform 
Ration&: Moderate and marginal non-attainment (as well as attainment and 

maintenance) are better than Serious, Severe, and Extreme non-attainment. 
3. Tbae have been no restrictions a delays due to air quality considdons (1 pt 

Scoring: I pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
R.tiamk: Fewer restrictions are beaer. 

Encrmachment (6 points) 

1. Is the existing AICUZ study encoded in local zoning o r d i m ?  (1.5 pts or 
25%) 

b r i n g :  1.5 pts for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Having an existing AICUZ study in the zoning ordinance is best. 

"hat is the pacent incompatible land use for clear wnes? (2 pts or 33%) 
Seorlng: L i a r  scale from 0 to max (2 pts for 0 and 0 pts for max). 

The lower amount of incompatible land use is better. 
is the percent incompatible land use for APZ I? (1 pt or 17%) 

Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to rnax (1 pt for 0 and 0 pts for max). 
Rationale: The lower amount of incompatible land use is better. 

4. What is the percent incompatible land use for APZ U? (0.5 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to rnax (0.5 pt for 0 and 0 pts for max). 
Rationale: The lower amount of incompatible land use is better. 

5. Are real estate disclosures required by local communities? (0.5 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: 0.5 pt for yes. 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Real estate disclosures are best. 

6. Has all clear zone acquisition been completed? (0.5 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: 0.5 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: It is best if all clear zones have been acquind. 

Services (8 points) 

1. Amount of BOQ rooms rated "adequate" (2 pt or 25%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and rnax (0 pt for 0 %, 2 pt for a%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting space is better. 

2. Condition of BOQ rooms - % of "adequate" (1 pt or 12%) 
Scoring: Liar scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 96.1 pt for 10096) 
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting space is b a r .  

3. Amount of BEQ rooms rated "adequate" (.6 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %. .6 pt for max%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting space is better. 

4. Condition of BEQ rooms - % of "adequate" (.4 pt or 5%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %. .4 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting space is better. 

5. What percent of the listed MWR and support facilitieslprograrns are available? 
(2 pt or 25%) 

Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to 100 (0 pt for 0 and 2 pt for 100). 
Rationale: More MWR facilities are better to enhance quality of life. 

6. Amount of military housing rated "adequate" (.6 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %, .6 pt for max%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" housing is better. 

7. Condition of military housing - % of "adequate" (.4 pt or 5%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, .4 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" housing is better. 

8. Number of children on the waiting list. (0.5 pt or 6%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (0.5 pt for 0 and 0 pt for rnax). 
Rationale: Fewer children on waiting list is better. 

9. Average wait for children on the waiting list (0.5 pt or 6%) 
Scoring: L i  scale from 0 to max (0.5 pt for 0 and 0 pt for rnax). 
Rationale: Less waiting time for child care is better. 
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MEASURES OF MERIT FOR 
NFO 

1 MEASURES OF 
Managed Training I F  

Airspace and Flight 
Training Areas 

Airfields 

Ground Training 
Facilities 

Aircraft Maintenance 
Facilities 

Special Military 
Facilities 

Proximity to Training 

Support Facilities 

11 Uniaue Features 

1) Air Quality 

Encroachment 

The questions addressed in this area are focused toward ownership of 
special use airspace, air-to ground ranges, and outlying fields. In this 
analysis, accessibility to these facilities was considered more important 
than ownership. 

NAV PRIMARY & INTERMEDIATE 

- - 

This weight was used because students in primary flight training need 
better weather than students in the advanced tracks. 

WEIGHT 

This area was weighted heavily due to the direct impact it has on 
primary flight training. Much of the training takes place in special 
use airspace; therefore, this area plays a large role in determining the 
training effectiveness of an installation. 

RATIONALE 

10 ( This weight is commensurate with the role classrooms, simulators, and 

24 

I other facilities play in flight training. 

This area is weighted the heaviest due to the emphasis primary 
training places on pattern activities. This area plays a big role in 
evaluating the effectiveness of a training installation. 

2 I This area looks at the local area to determine what other facilities are 

5 

0 

available. The overall training infrastructure is already established 
and in use at each base so the impact in this area should be minimal. 

Training aircrafi are not difficult to maintain and do not require an 
extensive training infrastructure. 

N/A 



Airfields (24 points) w Questions for Assessing the Functional Quality of 
P h a n  NFO/NA V Training 1. The # of outlying/auxiliary fields usable for primary Nav/NFO training (4 pt or 

Managed Training Areas (5 points) 

1. The # of wtlyinglauxiliary fields that are controllcd/owned by the installation 
and support primary NFOJNAV training. (2.5 pt or 50%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 2 (0 pt for 0 fields, 2.5 pts for 2 fields) 
Rationale: Owning airfields and airspace have equal impact on training 

2. The number and type of special use airspace that is controlledlowned by the 
installation and supports primary training. (2.5 pt or 50%) 

Scoring: 1.5 pt for MOA, 1 for AA 
Rationale: Owning airfields and airspace have equal impact on training 

weather (14 points) 

1. Percent of time weather is better than 1500/3. (4 pt or 29%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 80% and 100% (1 pt for 80% and 4 pt for 
95%) 
Rationale: USAF weatha requirements to conduct training. Higher % is 

better. 
2. Percmt of time weather is better than 1000B. (3 pt or 21%) 

Scoring: L i a r  scale between 80% and 100% (1 pt for 80% and 3 pt for 
95%) 
Rationale: USN weather requirements to conduct training. Higher % is 

better. 
3. Percent of time crosswinds are. less than 15 knots. (3 pt or 21%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between min% and ma& (0 pt for min% and 3 pt for 
ma%) 

Rationale: Max crosswinds for majority of student training. Higher % is 
better. 

.rant of time crosswinds are. greater than 25 knots. (1 pt or 7%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between min% and m a %  (1 pt for min% and 0 pt for 

Itationale: Max aircraft aosswind limits. Lower % is better. 
5. Percent of sorties canceled/rescheduled. (1 pt or 7%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 5% and 20% ( 1 pt for 5% and 0 pt for 20%) 
Rationale: This area captures weather attrition not covered by questions 1-4. 

6. Offcial Planning factor for lost sorties due to weather. (2 pt or 14%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 5% and 20% (2 pt for 5% and 1 pt for 20%) 
Rationale: This area captures weather attrition not covered by questions 1-4. 

Airspace and Flight Training Areas (22 points) 

1. Amount of airspace (MOA and AA) in nm3 (1 3 pt or 59%). 
Scoring: Linear scale of wei hted airspace from 0 to max airspace (MOA + and .8 AA) (0 pt for 0 nm and 13 pt for max nm3). Weighted airspace for 

each site = amount of MOA airspace + .8(amount of AA airspace) 
Rationale: More airspace is better. MOA is slightly better than AA. 

2. Average distance to airspace (4 pt or 18%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max weighted average airspace size times 

distance (0 pt for min and 4 pt for max). Weighted average airspace size 
times distance for each site = Sum (airspace size in nm3 times distance to 
airspace in nm) for all MOA a AA divided by the Sum of all airspace size. 

Rationale: Closer airspace is better. 
3. Percent of flight ops experiencing ATC delays of 15 minutes or greater. (2 pt or 

9%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 a d  some max (2 pt for 0 % delays and 0 pts 

for max % delay) 
Rationale: Fewer ATC delays is better. 

4. Planned commercial hub within 100 miles. (1 pt or 4%) 
Scoring: 1 pt for no and 0 pt for yes. 
Rationale: Commercial hub will impact training. No hub is better. 
mber of bisecting airways. (2 pt or 9%) 
Scoring: Linear sa le  from 0 to max (2 pts for 0 a d  0 pts for max). )(r Ration&: ssecting airways reduce training effectiveness in areas. 

17%) 
Definition of usable field will be based on runway length (preliminary cutoff - 
5000 ft) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and some max (0 pt for 0 fields, 4 pt for 
max # fields) 

Rationale: More outlying fields improve capacity and quality of training. 
2. Median distance to outlyinglauxiliary fields. (3 pt or 12%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between some min and max (3 pts for min distance, 1 
pt for max) 

Rationale: Closer airf~elds an better. 
3. Runway length of longest runway at main airfield. (3 pt a 12%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 5000 a d  8000 ft (1 pt for 5000 ft runway .3  
points for 8000 A runway) 

Rationale: longer runway is better for safety rcasons 
4. Number of primary runways that can support m c u m n t  ops and aosswind 

nvlways at main field. (7 pt or 29%) 
Scoring: 
With 0 crosswind runways: 2 pts for first runway. 4 pts for 2 parallel runways, 

6 pts for 3 parallel runways without asswind runways. 
With 1 crosswind runway: 3 pts for fmt p r i m  runway, 5 pts for 2 parallel 

runways, 7 pts for 3 parallel runways. 
With 2 non-parallel crosswind runways: 3.5 pts for first primary runway, 5.5 

pts for 2 parallel nmways, 7 pts for 3 parallel runways. 
With 2 parallel crosswind runways: 4 pts for first primary runway, 6 pts for 2 

parallel runways, 7 pts for 3 parallel runways. 
Rationale: More runways improve quality of training for safety reasons and 

flexibility 
5. Condition of runways -- % of runway sq ft in adequate condition (2 pt or 8%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, 2 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the runway. Higher quality is better. 

6. Condition of taxiwayslaprons - % of taxiwaydaprons sq ft in adequate condition 
(1.5 pt or 6%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, 1.5 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the taxiways. Higher quality is better. 

7. Condition of utilities - ave 96 of facilities in adequate condition (1.75 pt or 7%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, 1.75 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the utilities. Higher quality is better. 

8. Condition of other facilities (e.g., term, admin) -- ave % of facilities in adeq wnd 
(1.75 pt or 7%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %. 1.75 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the facilities. Higher quality is better. 

Ground Training Facilities (10 points) 

1. Amount of training facilities (classrooms) rated "adequate" in sq ft. (3 pt or 30%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 96.3 pt for max%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the. training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
2. Condition of training facilities (classrooms) - % of "dequatc" sq ft. (1 pt or 

10%) 
&ring: L i  scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt f a  0 %. I pt for 10096) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of thc training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
3. Amount of training facilities (trainas) rated "adaquate" in sq ft. (3 pt or 30%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt f a  0 %, 3 pt for ma%) 
Ratio*: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
4. Condition of training facilities (trainers) - % of "adequate" sq k (1 pt or 10%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 p for 0 %,1 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
5. Amount of oPining facilities (otha) rated "adequate" in sq ft. (1.5 pt or 15%) 

Scoring: L i  scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %, 1.5 pt for max%) 
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Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 
More quality is better. 

ndition of training facilities (orher) - % of "adequate" sq A. (.5 pt or 5%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, .5 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
Aircraft Maintenance Facilities (5 points) 

1. Level of maintenance operations at site (3 pt or 604b) 
Scoring: 1 pt for O-level, 2 pt for I-level, 2.5 pt for Depot level, 3 pt for 

Depot level for aira-aft type (TMS) 
Rationale: Higher level of maintenance is better. 

2. Amount of hangars rated "adequate" in sq ft (1.5 pt or 30%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 96, 1.5 pt for mu%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" hangar space is better. 

3. Condition of hangars - % of hangars in "adequate" condition (.5 pt or 10%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, .5 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This is another measure of installation quality. Higher % is better. 

Proximity to Other Support Facilities (2 points) 

1. Number of other airfields in the area that could support primary NFOMAV 
training (1 pt or 50%) 

Scoring: .5 pt for 1 field, 1 pt for 2 or more fields) 
Rationale: More available airfields are better. 

2. Distance to other airfields. (1 pt or 50%) 
Scoring: .5 pt for 1 field less than 30 miles, 1 pt for 2 or more fields less than 

30 miles 
Rationale: Closer airfields are better. 

Air Quality (5 points) 

- the air station in an attainment or maintenance area for CO, ozone, and PM- 

Scoring: 3 pt for yes, 0 pt for no w ? Rationale: (3ptorm) Attainment and maintenance areas are best 
2. Is the air station in a moderate non-attainment area or better area for CO, ozone, 

d P M - I O ? ( l  ptor2096) 
Scoring: 1 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Moderate and marginal non-attainment (as well as anainment and 

maintenance) are better than Serious, Severe, and Extreme non-attainment. 
3. Thae have been no restrictions or delays due to air quality considerations (1 pt 

Scoring: 1 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Fewer restrictions are better. 

Encnmdment (5 points) 

I .  Is the existing AICUZ study encoded in local zoning ordinanas? (1 pts a 20%) 
Scoring: 1 pts for yes, 0 p for no 
Rationale: Having an existing AICUZ study in the zoning o r d i i  is best. 

2. What is the pacent incompatible land use for clear zones? (1.5 pts a 30%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (1.5 pts for 0 and 0 pts for max). 
Rationak: The lower amount of incompatible land use is better. 

3. What is the perant incompatible land use for APZ I? (I pt or 20%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (1 pt for 0 and 0 pts for max). 
Rationale: The lower amount of incompatible land use is better. 

4. What is the percent incompatible land use for APZ II? (0.5 pt or 10%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (0.5 pt for 0 and 0 pts for max). 
Rationale: The lower amamt of incompatible land use is better. 

5. An real estate disclosures required by local communities? (0.5 pt a 10%) 
Scoring: 0.5 pt for yes, 0 p for no 
Rationale: Real estate disclosuns are best. 

6. Has all clear zone acquisition been completed? (0.5 pt or 10%) 
Scoring: 0.5 pt for yes. 0 p for no 
Ratio&: It is best if all clear m e s  have been mired.  

1. Amount of BOQ rooms rated "adequate" (2 pt or 25%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 96.2 pt for ma%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting space is better. 

2. Condition of BOQ rooms - % of "adequate" (1 pt or 12%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 46.1 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting space is better. 

3. Amount of BEQ rooms rated "adequate" (.6 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %. .6 pt for ma%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting space is better. 

4. Condition of BEQ rooms - % of "adequate" (.4 pt or 5%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, .4 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting space is better. 

5. What percent of the listed MWR and support facilities/programs are available? 
(2 pt or =%) 

Scoring: L i a r  scale from 0 to 100 (0 pt for 0 and 2 pt for 100). 
Rationale: More MWR facilities are better to enhance quality of life. 

6. Amount of military housing rated "adequate" (.6 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %, .6 pt for max%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" housing is better. 

7. Condition of military housing - % of "adequate" (.4 pt or 5%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 9%. .4 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" housing is better. 

8. Number of children on the waiting list (0.5 pt or 6%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (0.5 pt for 0 and 0 pt for max). 
Rationale: Fewer children on waiting list is better. 

9. Average wait for children on the waiting list (0.5 pt or 6%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (0.5 pt for 0 and 0 pt for max). 
Rationale: Less waiting time. for child care is better. 

(8 points) 
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MEASURES OF MERIT FOR 
WSO I STRIKE 

MEASURES OF I WEIGHT ) RATIONALE 
MERIT I 
Managed Training I 6 l  This area was weighted about the same as Primary (5%) because 
Areas accessibility to these facilities was considered more important than 

Weather 7 ownership. 

This area was weighted less than Primary (14%) due to the 
increased proficiency of the students, and a more weather-capable 

I aircraft. 

Airspace and Flight 1 22 I This area was weighted the same as Primary because of the direct 
Training Areas impact it has on advanced flight training. 

Aiflields 

Ground Training 
Facilities 

Proximity to Training 
Areas 1 O 1 NIA 

Aircraft Maintenance 
Facilities 

Special Military 
Facilities 

Proximity to Other I 2 l  This area was weighted the same as Primary because the training 

Support Facilities infrastructure is already established and in use a t  each base. 

22 

17 

Unique Features I 0 I NIA 

This area was weighted lower than Primary (24%) because there is 
less emphasis on pattern work in advanced training than there is 
in Primary training. 

This was weighted more than Primary because of the greater role 
classrooms, simulators, and other facilities play in advanced 

5 

0 

training. 

This was weighted the same as Primary because training aircraft 
are not difficult to maintain and do not require an extensive 
training infrastructure. 

NIA 

Air Quality 

Encroachment 

5 

Services 

This has been baselined due to like aircraft. 

6 This area is slightly higher than Primary (5%) due to the generally 
larger AICUZ footprint of the advanced training aircraft. 

8 This area was weighted the same as Primary because quality of life 
plays a significant role in determining installation compatibility 
with the training mission. 



Questions for Assessing the Functional Quality of 
WSO/Strike Training 

Managed Tmining Areas (6 points) 

1. The number and type of special use airspace that is controlledlowned by the 
installation and supports WSOJStrike training. (6 pt or 100%) 

Scoring: 2 pts for MOA, 2pts for WAIResmcted h a ,  1 pt for MTR, 1 pt for 
AA 

Rationale: NFOlWSO training require special use airspace. 

Weather (7 points) 

I. Percent of time weather is better than 300015. (2 pt or 29%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 80% and 10046 (0.5 pts for 80% and 2 pt for 

95%) 
Rationale: Weather requirements to best conduct training. Higher 96 is better. 

2. Percent of time crosswinds are greater than 25 knots. (1 pt or 14%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between min% and max% (1 pt for min% and 0 pt for 

m a % )  
Rationale: Max airaaft crosswind limits. Lower % is better. 

3. Percent of sorties canceled/rescheduled. (2 pts or 29%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 5% and 20% ( 2 pts for 5% and 1 pt for 20%) 
Rationale: This area captures weather amition not covered by questions 1-2. 

4. Official Planning factor for lost sorties due to weather. (2 pts or 28%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 5% and 20% (2 pt for 5% and I pt for 20%) 
Rationale: This area captures weather attrition not covered by questions 1-2. 

Airspace and Flight Training Areas (22 points) 

Qmwnt of airspace (MOAMTA and AA) in nm3 (10 pt or 45%). 
Scoring: Linear scale of weighted airspace from 0 to rnax airspace 

(MOAMTA and .8 AA) (0 pt for 0 nm3 and 10 pt for rnax nm3). Weighted r( airspace for each site = amount of MOAIWA airspace + .8(umunt of AA 
airspace) 

Rationale: More airspace is better, MOAlWA is slightly better than AA. 
2. Average distance to airspace (3 pt or 14%) 

Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to rnax weighted average airspace size times 
distance (0 pt for min and 3 pt for max). Weighted average airspace size 
times distance for each site = Sum (airspace size in nm3 times distance to 
airspace in nm) for all MOAIWA or AA divided by the Sum of all airspace 
size. 

Rationale: Closer airspace is better. 
3. Number of MTR's available. (4 pt or 18%) 

Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to rnax (0 pts for 0 and 4 pts for max) 
Rationale: MTRs are required for training ... more is better. 

4. Percent of flight ops experiencing ATC delays of 15 minutes or greater. (2 pt or 
9%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and some rnax (2 pt for 0 % delays and 0 pts 
for max 56 delay) 

Ratio&. Fewer ATC delays is better. 
5. Planned commercial hub within 100 miles. (1 pt or 5%) 

Scoring: 1 pt for no and 0 pt for yes. 
Rationale: Commercial hub will impact training. No hub is better. 

6. Number of bisecting airways. (2 pt or 9%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to rnax (2 pts for 0 and 0 pts for max). 
Rationale: Bisecting airways reduce training effectiveness in areas. 

Airfields (22 points) 

1. Runway length of longest runway at main airfield (5 pts or 23%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 5000 and 8000 ft (I pt for MOO ft runway, 5 

pts for 8000 ft runway) 
Rationale: Longer runway is beam for safety reasons 

of primary runways that can support concurrent ops and crosswind 
ways at main field. (7 pts or 32%) 

Scoring: 
With 0 aosswind runways: 2 pts for first runway, 4 pts for 2 parallel nmways, 

6 pts for 3 parallel runways without crosswind runways. 
With 1 cmsswind runway: 3 pts for fmt primary runway, 5 pts for 2 parallel 

runways, 7 pts for 3 parallel runways. 
With 2 non-parallel crosswind runways: 3.5 pts for first primary runway, 5.5 

pts for 2 parallel runways, 7 pts for 3 parallel runways. 
With 2 parallel crosswind runways: 4 pts for fmt primary runway, 6 pts for 2 

parallel runways, 7 pts for 3 parallel runways. 
Rationale: More runways improve quality of training for safety reasons and 

flexibility 
3. Condition of runways - % of runway sq ft in adequate condition (3 pt or 14%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 8 . 3  pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the nmway. Higher quality is better. 

4. Condition of taxiwayslapm - % of taxiways/aprons 4 ft in adequate condition 
(3 pt or 14%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 96.3 pt for 10046) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the taxiways. Higher quality is better. 

5. Condition of utilities - ave % of facilities in adequate condition (2 pt or 9%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, 2 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the utilities. Higher quality is better. 

6. Condition of other facilities (e.g., term, admin) -- ave % of facilities in adeq mnd 
(2 pt or 9%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 96.2 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the facilities. Higher quality is better. 

Ground Training Fpcilities (17 points) 

1. Amount of training facilities (classrooms) rated "adequate" in sq ft. (5 pt or 29%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 96.5 pt for m a % )  
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
2. Condition ojtraiing facilities (classrooms) - % of "adequate" sq ft. (2 pt or 

12%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %,2 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
3. Amount of training facilities (trainers) rated "adequate" in sq ft. (5 pt or 3029 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 96.5 pt for max%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
4. Condition of training facilities (trainers) - % of "adequate" sq ft. (2 pt or 12%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 96.2 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
5. Amount of training fxilities (other) rated "adequate" in sq ft. (2 pt or 12%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt f a  0 96.2 pt for mu%)  
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
6. Condition of training facilities (other) - 9% of "adequate" sq ft. (1 pt or 6%) 

Scoring: L i a r  scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 5%. 1 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 
M m  quality is better. 

Aircraft Maintenance Facilities (5 points) 

1. Level of maintenance operations at site (3 pt or 60%) 
Scoring: 1 pt for 0-level, 2 pt f a  I-level, 2.5 pt for Depot level, 3 pt for 

Depot level f a  aircraft type (TMS) 
Rationde: Higher level of maintenance is better. 

2. Amount of hangars rated "adequate" in sq ft (1.5 pt a 30%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %, 1.5 pt for max%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" hangar space is better. 

3. Condition of hangars - % of hangars in "adequate" condition (.5 pt or 10%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, .5 pt for 10096) 
Rationale: This is another measure of installation quality. Higher 9% is 

better. 
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dmity to Other Support Facilities (2 points) 

mber of other airf~elds in the area that could support NFOINAV training (1 pt 
W 5 m )  

Scoring: .5 pt for 1 field, 1 pt for 2 or more fields) 
Rationale: More available airfields are better. 

2. Distance to other airfields. (1 pt or 50%) 
Scoring: .5 pt for 1 field less than 30 miles, 1 pt for 2 or mon fields less than 

30 miles 
Rationale: Closer airtields are better. 

Air Quality (5 points) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %. .6 pt for max%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" housing is better. 

7. Condition of military housing - % of "adequate" (.4 pt or 5%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, .4 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" housing is better. 

8. Number of children on the waiting list (0.5 pt or 6%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (0.5 pt for 0 and 0 pt for max). 
Rationale: Fewer children on waiting list is better. 

9. Average wait for children on the waiting list (0.5 pt or 6%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (0.5 pt for 0 and 0 pt for ma). 
Rationale: Less waiting time for child can is better. 

I. Is the air station in an attainment or maintenance area for CO. ozone, and PM- 
lo? (3 pt or 6096) 

Scoring: 3 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Attainment and maintenance areas are best 

2. Is the air stafion in a moderate non-attainment area or better area for CO, ozone, 
and PM- I O? (I  pt or 20%) 

Scoring: 1 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Moderate and marginal non-attainment (as well as attainment and 

maintenance) are better than Serious, Severe, and Extreme non-anainment. 
3. There have been no restrictions or delays due to air quality considerations (1 pt 

or 20%) 
b r i n g :  1 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 

Rationale: Fewer restrictions are better. 

Encroachment (6 points) 

I .  Is the existing AICUZ study encoded in local zoning ordinances? (1.5 pts or 
25%) 

b r i n g :  1.5 pts for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Having an existing AICUZ study in the zoning ordinance is best. 
'hat is the percent incompatible land use for clear zones? (2 pts or 33%) 

r" coring: Linear scale from 0 to max (2 pts for 0 and 0 pts for max). 
Rationale: The lower amount of incompatible land use is better. 

3. What is the percent incompatible land use for APZ I? (1 pt or 17%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max ( I  pt for 0 and 0 pts for max). 
Rationale: The lower amount of incompatible land use is better. 

4. What is the percent incompatible land use for APZ U? (0.5 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (0.5 pt for 0 and 0 pts for max). 
Rationale: The lower amount of incompatible land use is better. 

5. Arc real estate disclosures required by local communities? (0.5 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: 0.5 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Real estate disclosures are best 

6. Has all clear zone acquisition been completed? (0.5 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: 0.5 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: It is best if all clear zones have been acquired 

services (8 points) 

1. Amount of BOQ moms rated "adequate" (2 pt or 25%) 
b r i n g :  Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %, 2 pt for max%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting space is her. 

2. Condition of BOQ rooms - % of "adequate" (1 pt or 12%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, 1 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting space is better. 

3. Amount of BEQ rooms rated "adeqwe" (.6 pt or 8%) 
b r i n g :  L i a r  scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %, .6 pt f a  max%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting space is better. 

4. Condition of BEQ room - % of "adbquate" (.4 pt or 5%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, .4 pt for 100%) 
R.tionale: More "adequate" billeting space is bdter. 

5. What percent of the listed MWR and suppat facilities/pmgmns are available? 
'. pt or 25%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to 100 (0 pt for 0 and 2 pt f a  100). 

male: More MWR facilities are be- to enhance quality of life. 
of military housing rated "&qua& (.6 pt or 8%) 
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MEASURES OF MERIT FOR 

Managed Training 5 This area was weighted the same as Primary (5%) because accessibility I 1 to these facilities was considered more important than ownership. 11 

PANEL NAVIGATOR 
i 

MEASURES OF 
m R I T  

Weather 

Airspace and Flight 
Training Areas 

Aircraft 
Maintenance 
Facilities 

\ 

WEIGHT 

Airfields 

Ground Training 
Facilities 

RATIONALE 

7 

22 

II Special Military 
Facilities I O 1 N/A 

This area was weighted significantly lower than Primary (14%) because 
the crew and aircraft are fully qualified to fly in instrument conditions. 

This area was weighted the Primary (22%) because of the unique 
airspace needs of this mission. 

23 

20 

5 

Proximity to 
Training Areas 

Support Facilities 

- -- -- - - -- - 

This area was weighted about the same as Primary (24%) because it 
also plays a big role in evaluating a training installation. 

This area was weighted higher than Primary (10%) due to the higher 
emphasis on classroom and simulator activities. 

- - -  

This was weighted the same as Primary because training aircraft are 
not difficult to maintain and do not require an extensive training 
infrastructure. 

11 Unique Features I 0 I N/A 11 
Air Quality 

~p ~p 

1 5 1 This has been baselined due to like aircraft. 

Encroachment 

Services 

5 

- - 

1 8 1 This area was weighted the same as Primary because quality of life 

- 

Encroachment plays a role in determining installation compatibility 
with the training mission; however, training aircraft do not have a 
large impact on encroachment issues. 

plays a significant role in determining installation compatibility with 
the training mission. 



Rationale: More runways improve quality of training for safety reasons and 

Questions for Assessing the Functional Quality of 
Panel Navi~ator Training 

Managed Training Areas (5 points) 

I. The number and type of special use airspace that is controlledlowmd by the 
installation and supporn Panel Nav training. (5 pts or 1009b) 

Scoring: 5 pts for MTR 
Rationale: MTRs are the primary special use airspace utilized. 

Weather (7 points) 

1. Percent of time weather is better than 300015. (2.5 pt or 36%) 
Scoring: scale between 80% and 100% (1 pt for 80% and 2.5 pts for 

95%) 
Ratio&: Weather requirements to best conduct training. Higher % is better. 

2. Percent of time crosswinds are greater than 25 knots. (2.5 pts or 36%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between min% and max% (2.5 pts for min% and 0 pt 

for ma%) 
Rationale: Max aircraft crosswind limits. Lower 5% is better. 

3. Percent of sorties canceled/rescheduled. (I pt or 14%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 5% and 20% ( 1 pt for 5% and 0.5 pt for 20%) 
Rationale: This area captures weather attrition not covered by questions 1-2. 

4. Official Planning factor for lost sorties due to weather. (1 pt or 14%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 5% and 2O?h (1 pt for 5% and 0.5 pt for 20%) 
Rationale: This area captures weather amition not covered by questions 1-2. 

Airspace and Flight Training Areas (22 points) 

1. Number of MTR's available. (8 pts or 36%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (0 pts for 0 and 8 pts for max) 
Rationale: h4TRs are required for training ... more is better. 

'-kt of flight ops experiencing ATC delays of 15 minutes or greater. (6 pt or 

Scoring: L i a r  scale between 0 and some max (6 pt for 0 % delays and 0 pts 
for max % delay) 

Rationale: Fewer ATC delays is better. 
3. Planned commercial hub within 100 miles. (4 pts or 18%) 

Scoring: 4 pts for no and 0 pt for yes. 
Rationale: Commercial hub will impact training. No hub is better. 

4. Are there any planned changes to the major air traffic stnrctures in the region 
that will affect installation operations? (2 pts or 9%) 

Scoring: 2 pts for no and 0 pt for yes. 
Rationale: Fewer changes in the cumnt airspace structure is better. 

5. Arc current operations affected by major air traffic structures within 50 nm of 
the airfield? (2 pts or 9%) 

Scoring: 2 pts for no and 0 pt for yes. 
Rationale: Less impact on major air structures is better. 

AirtIMs (23 points) 

1. Runway length of longest runway at main airfield. (6 pts or 26%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 7000 and 10000 ft (I pt for 7000 ft runway, 6 

pts for loo00 ft runway) 
Rationale: Longer runway is better for safety reasons 

2. Number of primary runways that can support concumnt ops and crosswind 
nmways at main field. (7 pts or 3096) 

Scoring: 
With 0 crosswind runways: 2 ps for fmt runway, 4 pts for 2 paallel runways. 

6 pts for 3 parallel runways without crosswind runways. 
With 1 crosswind runway: 3 pts for fust primary runway. 5 pts for 2 parallel 

runways. 7 p& for 3 parallel runways. 
With 2 nonparallel crosswind runways: 3.5 pts for fmt primary runway. 5.5 

pts for 2 parallel runways. 7 pts for 3 parallel runways. 
With 2 parallel crosswind runways: 4 pts for fmt primary runway, 6 pts for 2 

parallel runways. 7 pts for 3 p d e l  runways. 

flexibility 
3. Condition of runways - 96 of runway sq ft in adequate condition (3 pt or 14%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %,3 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the runway. Higher quality is better. 

4. Condition of taxiwaystaprons - 96 of taxiwayslaprons sq ft in adequate condition 
(3 pts or 13%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, 3 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the taxiways. Higher quality is better. 

5. Condition of utilities - ave % of facilities in adequate condition (2 pt or 9%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, 2 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the utilities. Higher quality is better. 

6. Condition of otha facilities (e.g.. term, admin) -- ave % of facilities in adeq cond 
(2 pts or 9%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 46.2 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This indicates the quality of the facilities. Higher quality is better. 

Ground Training Facilities (20 points) 

1. Amount of training facilities (classrooms) rated "adequate" in sq ft. (5.5 pt or 
27%) 

Scoring:  ine ear scale between o and max (opt for o %, 5.5 pts for max%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. - - - 

More quality is better. 
2. Condition oitraining facilities (classrooms) - % of "adequate" sq k (2.5 pt or 

13%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 96.2.5 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
3. Amount of training facilities (trainers) rated "adequate" in sq ft. (5.5 pt or 27%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 96.5.5 pt for rnax%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
4. Condition of training facilities (trainers) - 46 of "adequate" sq k (2.5 pt or 13%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, 2.5 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This measuns the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
5. Amount of training facilities (other) rated "adequate" in sq ft. (2.5 pt or 13%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %. 2.5 pt for max%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 
6. Condition of training facilities (other) - 9b of "adequate" sq ft. (1.5 pt or 7%) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, 1.5 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. 

More quality is better. 

Aircraft Maintenance Facilities (5 points) 

1. Level of maintenance operations at site (3 pt or 60%) 
Scoring: 1 pt for 0-level, 2 pt for I-level, 2.5 pt for Depot level, 3 pt for 

Depot level for aircraft type ( T M S )  
Rationale: Higher level of maintenance is better. 

2. Amount of hangars rated "adequate" in sq f t  (1.5 pt or 30%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 96, 1.5 pt for max%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" hangar space is better. 

3. Condition of hangars - % of hangars in "adequate" condition (.5 pt or 10%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 96, .5 pt for 10096) 
Rationale: This is anotha measure of installation quality. Higher 5% is better. 

Air Qlulity (5 points) 

1. Is the air station in an attainment or maintenance area for CO, ozone, and PM- 
lo? (3 pt or 60%) 

Scoring: 3 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Attainment and maintenance areas are best 

2. Is the air station in a moderate non-attainrmnt area or better area for CO, ozone, 
and PM-lo? (1 pt or 20%) 

Scoring: 1 pt for yes. 0 pt for no 
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Rationale: Moderate and marginal non-attainment (as well as attainment and 
aintenance) are better than Serious, Severe, and Extreme non-attainment. 
ave been no restrictions or delays due to air quality considerations (I pt 

Scoring: 1 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Fewer resmctions are beaer. 

Encroachment (5 points) 

1. Is the existing AICUZ study encoded in local zoning ordinances? (1.5 pts or 
25%) 

Mag: 15pforyes ,Opt forw 
Rationale: Having an existing AJCUZ study in the zoning ordinance is best. 

2. What is the percent incompatible land use for clear wnes? (2 pts or 33%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (2 pts for 0 and 0 pts for max). 
Ratio&: The lower amount of incompatible land use is better. 

3. What is the percent incompatible land use for APZ I? (1 pt or 17%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (1 pt for 0 and 0 pts for max). 
Rationale: The Iowa amount of incompatible land use is better. 

4. What is the percent incompatible land use for APZ Il? (0.5 pt or 8%) 
Seoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (0.5 pt for 0 and 0 pts for max). 
Rationale: The lower amount of incompatible land use is better. 

5. Are real estate disclosures required by local communities? (0.5 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: 0.5 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Real estate disclosures are best. 

6. Has all clear zone acquisition been completed? (0.5 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: 0.5 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: It is best if all clear zones have been acquired. 

of BOQ rooms rated "adequate" (2 pt or 25%) 
Scoring: ~inkar  scale between o and - (O pt for o 96.2 pt for max%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting space is better. 

2. Condition of BOQ rooms - % of "adequate" (1 pt or 12%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, 1 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: Mom "adequate" billeting space is better. 

3. Amount of BEQ moms rated "adequate" (.6 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: Linear scale betwan 0 and max (0 pt for 0 96, .6 pt for max%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting space is better. 

4. Condition of BEQ rooms - % of "adequate" (.4 pt or 5%) 
Scoring: Linear scak between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 96, .4 pt for 100%) 
RPtionPle: More "adequate" billeting space is better. 

5. What percent of the listed MWR and support facilities/programs are available? 
(2 pt or 25%) 

Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to 100 (0 pt for 0 and 2 pt for 100). 
Ratio&: More MWR facilities are betta to enhance quality of life. 

6. Amount of military housing rated "adequate" (.6 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 5%. .6 pt for -5%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" housing is better. . 

7. Condition of military housing - % of "adequate" (.4 pt or 5%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, .4 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" housing is better. 

8. Numba of children on the waiting list. (0.5 pt or 6%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (0.5 pt for 0 and 0 pt for max). 
Ratiorule: Fewer children on waiting list is better. 

9. Average wait for childnn on the waiting list. (0.5 pt or 6%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (0.5 pt for 0 and 0 pt for max). 
Rationale: Less waiting time for child care is better. 



MEASURES OF MERIT FOR 
HELICOPTER 

Ground Training 
Facilities 

Aircraft Maintenance 
Facilities 

I MEASURES OF 
MERIT 

Managed Training 
Areas 

Weather 

Airspace and Flight 
Training Areas 

Airfields 

This area was weighted the same as Primary (10%) due to the similar 
emphasis on classroom and simulator activities. 

This was weighted the same as Primary because training aircraft are 
not difficult to maintain and do not require an extensive training 
infrastructure. 

II Special Military 
Facilities 

WEIGHT 

8 

9 

16 

24 

Proximity to Training II Areas 

RATIONALE 

This area was weighted about the same as Primary (5%) because 
ownership of these facilities was considered more important than 
accessibility. 

This area was weighted significantly lower than Primary (14%) due tc 
the lower weather requirements for helicopter training. 

This area was weighted significantly lower than Primary (22%) 
because much of the helicopter training is conducted in uncontrolled 
airspace. 

This was weighted the same as Primary (24%) due to the similar 
infrastructure needs for helicopter training. 

Proximity to Other 
Support Facilities 

Unique Features 

- - 11 Air Quality 1 5 ( This has been baselined due to like aircraft. 

2 

8 

Encroachment 

- 

This area was weighted the same as Primary because the training 
infrastructure is already established and in use at  each base. 

This was weighted higher than Primary (0) due to requirement of 
unique features to support helo training (ITAS - Instrumented 
Training Airway System, HLT (Helicopter Landing Trainer - afloat 
platform)) 

Services 

-- - 

Encroachment plays a role in determining installation compatibility 
with the training mission; however, training aircraft do not have a 
large impact on encroachment issues. 

This area was weighted the same as Primary because quality of life 
plays a significant role in determining installation compatibility with 
the training mission. 





'ondition of training facilities (other) - % of "adequate" sq ft. (.5 pt or 5%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, .5 pt for 10096) 
Rationale: This measures the amount and quality of the training facilities. lCll M a c  quality is better. 

Aircraft Maintenance Facilities (5 points) 

1. Level of maintenance operations at site (3 pt or W%) 
Scoring: I pt for 0-level, 2 pt for I-level, 2.5 pt for Depot level, 3 pt for 

Depot level for airaaft type (TMS) 
Rationale: Higher level of maintenance is better. 

2. Amount of hangars rated "adequate" in sq ft (1.5 pt or 30%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %, 1.5 pt for max%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" hangar space is better. 

3. Condition of hangars - % of hangars in "adequate" condition (.5 pt or 10%) 
Scoring: Linear scale behveen 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, .5 pt for 10096) 
Rationale: This is another measure of installation quality. Higher % is better. 

Prolmity to Other Support Facilities (2 points) 

1. Number of other airfields in the area that could support Helicopta pilot training 
(1 pt or 50%) 

Scoring: .5 pt for 1 field, 1 pt for 2 or more fields) 
Rationale: More available airfselds are better. 

2. Distance to otha airfields. (1 pt or 50%) 
Scoring: .5 pt for 1 field less than 30 miles, 1 pt for 2 or more fields less than 

30 miles 
Rationale: Closer airfields are better. 

Unique Features (8 points) 

1. Identify unique features (functions. equipment, etc.) possessed by the installation 
b t  support UHPT (8 pts or 10096) 

Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and some max (0 pts for 0 features, and 8 pts *.I formaxteams)  
Rationale: If there is a unique feature already at a base to support training in 

a given function it should be recognized. 

Air Quality (5 points) 

I. Is the air station in an attainment or maintenance area for CO, ozone, and PM- 
lo? (3 pt or 6096) 

Scoring: 3 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Attainment and maintenance areas are best 

2. Is the air station in a moderate non-attainment area or better area for CO, ozone, 
and PM-lo? (1 pt or 204b) 

Scoring: 1 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Moderate and marginal non-attainment (as well as attainment and 

maintcnana) are better than Serious, Severe, and Extreme non-attainment 
3. There have been no restrictions or delays due to air quality cons iddons  (1 pt 

or 20%) 
Sco"ng: 1 pt for yes. 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Fewer restrictions are btacr. 

E m a c h m e n t  (5 points) 

1. Has the existing AICUZ study been completed Pad encoded in local zoning 
ordinances? (1 pts or 20%) 

Scoring: .5 for having completed the study and 1 pt for being encoded. 
Rationale: Having an existing AICUZ study in the zming ordinance is best. 

Rationale: The lower amount of incompatible land use is better. 
5. Are real estate disclosures required by local communities? (0.5 pt or 10%) 

Scoring: 0.5 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: Real estate disclosures are best 

6. Has all clear zone acquisition been completed? (0.5 pt or 10%) 
Scoring: 0.5 pt for yes, 0 pt for no 
Rationale: It is best if all clear zones have been acquired. 

Services (8 points) 

1. Amount of BOQ rooms rated "adequate" (2 pt or 25%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %, 2 pt for max%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting space is better. 

2. Condition of BOQ rooms - % of "adequate" (1 pt or 12%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, 1 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting space is better. 

3. Amount of BEQ rooms rated "adequate" (.6 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %, .6 pt for max%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting space is better. 

4. Condition of BEQ moms - % of "adequate" (.4 pt or 5%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, .4 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" billeting spacc is better. 

5. What pacent of the listed MWR and support facilitiedprograms are available? 
(2 pt or 25%) 

Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to 100 (0 pt for 0 and 2 pt for 100). 
Rationale: More MWR facilities are better to enhance quality of life. 

6. Amount of military housing rated "adequate" (.6 pt or 8%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and max (0 pt for 0 %, .6 pt for max%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" housing is better. 

7. Condition of military housing - 96 of "adequate" (.4 pt or 5%) 
Scoring: Linear scale between 0 and 100 (0 pt for 0 %, .4 pt for 100%) 
Rationale: More "adequate" housing is better. 

8. Number of children on the waiting list (0.5 pt or 6%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (0.5 pt for 0 and 0 pt for max). 
Rationale: Fewer children on waiting list is better. 

9. Average wait for children on the waiting list (0.5 pt or 6%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (0.5 pt for 0 and 0 pt for max). 
Rationale: Less waiting time for child care is better. 

2. What is the pactat kompatibk land use for cleat uraes? (1.5 pts or 30%) 
Scoring: L i  scale from 0 to max (1.5 pts for 0 and 0 pts for man). 
Rationale: The lower amount of incompatible land use is better. 

3. What is the percent incompatible land use for APZ I? (1 pt or 20%) 
Scoring: L i  scale from 0 to max (1 pt for 0 and 0 pts for max). 
Rationale: The lower amount of incompatible land use is better. 

ha t  is the percent incompatible land use for APZ II? (0.5 pt or 10%) 
Scoring: Linear scale from 0 to max (0.5 pt for 0 and 0 pts for max). 
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PRfMWSED MODIFICATIONS FOR ASSESSING FUNCTIONAL VALUE 

1. Helo: Airspace and flight training areas (Q1 MOM) - Recommend including 
warning areas and restricted areas. Rationale: Certified data indicated usage by training 
air stations of those areas. 

2. Helo: Airspace and flight training areas (Q10 - MV) - Recommend only using 
flight training areas within 30NM vice 100NM. Rationale: Time and distance limitations 
[30NM at 90kts = 20 min. enroute to area] to maximize training value. 

3. Helo: Airfields (44  MOM) - Recommend change question to read "Number of 
simultaneous helicopter operations that can be safely supported at outlying fields that can 
support UHPT." Rationale: To capture the amount of helicopter ops at outlying fields 
that support helicopter ops in common terms. 

(Note - Army emergency and night vision goggle procedures training and qualification 
require hardflighted pads [lanes]. These procedures cannot be performed at Navy 
outlying fields as currently configured for UHPT. This dissimilarity will be addressed by 
the COBRA model runs). 

4. All Training Air Stations: Capacity Data Call, housing and messing - Provide 
total number of BOQBEQ rooms and the percentage that are adequatelpermanent. 
Rationale: Amplifying data required to complete the intended analysis. 

5 .  (42 MOM for all functions less helicopter) - Recommend change 
question to read "Number of outlyinglauxiliary fields with IFR capability." Rationale: 
To delineate the higher order of magnitude. 

6.  Strike Training; Special Military Facilities: (43 MV) - Recommend change 
question to read "Can the installation load training munitions, to include forward firing 
training munitions, on training aircraft?" Rationale: Clarification required to make the 
data received meaningful. 

7. Primary and Primary NFOINAV Training; (Q1 MOM) - Recommend 
change question to limit "# of outlying/auxiliary fields" to those within 50NM. 
Rationale: Time and distance limitations. 

8. For all calculations of Special Use Airspace in cubic nautical miles for airspace it 
was agreed to an airspace altitude cap of 45,000 ft. Rationale: 1) No rational utilization 
of the higher airspace by UPT aircraft, 2) similar special use airspace capped at 45,000 
ft., and 3) all other airspace altitude ceilings limited to lower levels by external factors. 
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PROPOSED DATA CALL M O D I F I C A ~ S  32 
1. Helo: Airspace and flight training areas (Q1 MOM) - Recommend including 

" 

warning areas and restricted areas. 

2. Helo: Airspace and flight training areas (Q10 - MV) - Recommend only using 
flight training areas within 30NM vice 100NM. [90kts @ 20 min. enroute to area = 
30NMl 

3. Helo: Airfields (44 MOM) - Recommend change question to read "Number of 
simultaneous helicopter operations that can be supported at outlying fields that can 
support UHPT." 

4. All Training Air Stations: Capacity Data Call, housing and messing - Provide 
number of BOQBEQ rooms that are adeqiatelpemanent. 

5. Airfields: (42 MOM for all functions less helicopter) - Recommend change 
question to read "Number of outlying/auxiliary fields with IFR capability." 

6. Strike Training; Special Military Facilities: ( 43  MV) - Recommend change 
question to read "Can the installation load munitions on training aircraft?" 

7. Primary and Primary NFO/NAV Training; Airfields: (Ql) - Recommend change 
question to limit "other airFields to 50NM." 

8. What altitude do we cap Special Use Areass? Is bigger better? Should cubic 
airspace be equated to training function? Affects all calculations. 



Fh i :  r 'i lQOS I:D MODIFICATIONS FOR ASSESSING FUNCTIONAL VALUE 

1 .  T7chlo: Airspace and flight training areas (Q1 MOM) - Recommend including 
,11 ~ ~ : I I S  , i icX,lc and restricted areas. Rationale: Certified data indicated usage by training 
\: l i l t  I I I >  of those areas. 

3 TT,-lo: Airspace and flight training areas (Q10 - MV) - Recommend only using 
f? ,; ; I  C ;  : :I ; I IS areas within 30NM vice 100NM. Rationale: Time and distance limitations 
[ 3 O U l l  ,it 90kts = 20 min. enroute to area] to maximize training value. 

3. ITelo: Airfields (Q4 MOM) - Recommend change question to read "Number of 
\ " I ~ , ~ : L ~ ~ I S  helicopter operations that can be safely supported at outlying fields that can 
.)lllli)\)i t LlIPT." Rationale: To capture the amount of helicopter ops at outlying fields 
t!,.~: \ ~ r ~ ~ p t ~ d  l~elicopter ops in common terms. 

(?:kIe - '41 rny emergency and night vision goggle procedures training and qualification 
~ c ~ l j l ~  ; r  c 1 ~ i 1  dAighted pads [lanes]. These procedures cannot be performed at Navy 
otiilq ; ng fields as currently configured for UHPT. This dissimilarity will be addressed by 
the COBRA model runs). 

4 .  Al l  Training Air Stations: Capacity Data Call, housing and messing - Provide 
f \-: . r l  i I r i  ,~~l ,cr  of BOQBEQ rooms and the percentage that are adequatelperrnanent. 

QV R l ~ r  inn ale: Anlplifying data required to complete the intended analysis. 

. Airfields: (42 MOM for all functions less helicopter) - Recommend change 
q u c - ~ r  ;on to read "Number of outlying/auxiliary fields with IFR capability." Rationale: 
To di.1 ;i cate  the higher order of magnitude. 

6. Strike Training; Special Military Facilities: (43 MV) - Recommend change 
~ U ~ I C I  i on  to read "Can the installation load training munitions, to include forward firing 
t r-'t; i-I i r ,g ~nunitions, on training aircraft?" Rationale: Clarification required to make the 
data rccei~ed meaningful. 

7. Pt-i~nary and Primary NFOINAV Training; -elds: (Q1 MOM) - Recommend 
chhnge question to limit "# of outlying/auxiliary fields" to those within 50NM. 
Ra1 ion ale: Time and distance limitations. 

8. For all calculations of Special Use Airspace in cubic nautical miles for airspace it 
wai  ~grced  to an airspace altitude cap of 45,000 ft. Rationale: 1) No rational utilization 
of the higher airspace by UPT aircraft, 2) similar special use airspace capped at 45,000 
ft., and 3) all other airspace altitude ceilings limited to lower levels by external factors. 
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SUMMARY xix 

One approach to achieving ec~nomies would rely heavily on organiza- 
tional changcs, perhaps similar to those discussed in the bill proposed by 
Senator David Borzn and Representative Dave McCurdy cr to the changes 
in a bill proposed by Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan. Another approach 
to restructuring would r e d  agnostic on detailed organizational changes, but 
would scale back resource; devoted to intelligence activities on the 
assumption that some of its missions-such as those focusing on economic, 
environmental, ana antinarcotics matters-are not central to U.S. security or 
are being hanciled effectively by other parts of the U.S. government or the 
prhmte sector. 

Either way, the CBO alternative assumes that another 5 percent cut in 
spending could eventually be achieved by organizational restructuring or by 
eliminating artah d o n s .  A cut of that size would result in a total 
reduction of perhaps 25 percent since 1990 and save $1 billion per year once 
the personneI reductions were fully made. CBO assumes, though, that most 
of the cuts in s p e w  would not occur until the next decade, after the 
current round of cuts has been completed. 

( Cutting the intelligence community even more raises 'a number of 
concerns. Key US. security concerns of the post-Cold War world include 
stopping the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, predicting the 
possible onset of ethnic and regional conflict in time to attempt to avert it 
diplomatically or with preventive deployments of forces, and tracking the 
activities of terrorist groups and other extremist political orgadhtions. These 
concerns are often best addressed preventively, if possible, rather than 
through the use of military deterrence or m i l i w  force. Thus, a redundant 
organizational structure that emlres a competitive dynamic to intelligence 
wmk may represent a wise insurance policy, and a relatively cheap one, 
compared with the spending a new arms race or war might entail. 

The United States invests substantial resources in training its military 
personnel, in the conviction that well-trained fighting forces are most likely 
to win wars .quickly with the lowest loss of life. Each of the military 
departments maintains a large and sophisticated training establishment to 
achieve that goal. A number of military experts believe that some of these 
separate organizations could be consolidated. For example, Senator Nunn has 

I suggested that training might present a number of areas for consolidation, 

u including pilot training. Consolidation ean save mcney and might produce a 
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more coordinated fighting force at a time when the services expect to work 
more closely together than ever before. 

Former Senator Barry Goldwater's irritation about.duplication in U.S. air 
power-that the United States was the only country with four air forces-also 
seems applicable to organizations for training pilots. Each of the three 
military departments operates its own schools, facilities, and programs. 
(Marine Corps and Navy pilots train in the same facilities.) Though 
operational skills may vary from service to service, Senator N u n  suggested 
that basic flying skills are similar. 

DoD also recognizes this overlap. For example, the Air Force and Navy 
are developing and buying a common trainer aircraft-the Joint Primary 
Aircraft Training System (JPATS). 'And consolidating fixed- and rotary-wing 
(helicopter) pilot training was one of the few suggestions proffered by Senator 
Nunn that was endorsed by former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
Colin Powell. But service plans call for an almost glacial pace in integrating 
training for fixed-wing pilots: only after substantial deliveries of the JPATS 
toward the end of this decade will small numbers of students train together. 
Study results on consolidation of rotary-wing training have yet to emerge from 
the Pentagon. 

Fixed-wing £light training could be consolidated without waiting for 
JPA'IS deliveries. Indeed, consolidation would reduce the need to buy JPA'IS 
immediately, since having Air Force pilots train initially in the Navy's primary 
trainer-the T-%would substantially reduce the use of the Air Force's T-37 
primary trainer. The Air Force could then keep its T-37s longer and JPATS 
procurement could be deferred at least until after the turn of the century. 
Deferring JPATS would result in savings of about $200 million in 1995 and 
about $1.3 billion for the 1995-1999 period, though the trainer would still 
need to be bought in the long term. Row-wing training auld also be my 
consolidated among all of the services. This step would require the Navy to 
give up its current practice of assigning students to a helicopter track based 
on their performance during an initial phase of fixed-wing training. Changing 
this practice, however, would reduce the total number of PATS that DoD 
would need to buy by about 120 planes. 

Merging the individual services' programs for fixed-wing as well as for 
helicopter training might also increase the efficiency of the DoD's 

by reducing overhead, since all training of a particular type 
would be conducted on one or two bases. In addition, it would pennit the 
services to close three or four additional bases, eventually saving about $200 
million each year after initial ciosure costs. Moreover, joint training might 
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lead to the adoption of the best practices from each semce and foster 
interservice cooperation-incr easingly importkt in a period when DoD is 
stepping up its reliance on joint operations. 

Nonetheless, consolidating pilot training may have disadvantages. Some 
savings would be offset by higher costs. Such costs would include increased 
travel costs, higher maintenance costs for the older T-34 and T-37 aircraft, 
and one-time costs of basc closure. Moreover. delaying purchases of JPATS 
means that the military would forgo the advantages of a new trainer for some 
years. These advantages include having an ejection seat in training aircra€t, 
a digital cockpit common to aircraft that pilots will later fly, the ability to 
train at higber altitudes, and a cockpit designed to accommodate smaller 
female pilots. 

Adopting common rotary-wing training-without a fixed-wing introduc- 
tion-would be unattractive to all services except the Army. Proponents of 
initial fixed-wing training for all pilots believe actual flying is a better way to 
screen candidates and to allocate fledgling pilots to fixed-wing aircraft rather 
than to the less demanding helicopter track. The Navy and the Coast Guard- 
which receives its initial training from DoD-also have expressed concerns that 
helicopter pilots would no longer be able to operate fixed-wing aircraft at a 
later date, or serve a stint as fixed-wing instructors. For its part, the Marine 
Corps is concerned that helicopter pilots need an initial period of fixed-wing 
training to fly the V-22 aircmft-the planned replacement for a portion of the 
Marines' transport helicopter fleet-which takes off like a helicopter and flies 
like a fixed-wing a i r d  

CONCLUSION 

CBO chose the preceding alternatives because they demonstrate one or 
another of the characteristics described earlier. The options considered were 
also selected because they represent promising functional changes, Of course, 
some of the ideas discussed in this paper may be abandoned as further study 
is devoted to them. Perhaps they save too little, or upfront costs are too 
daunting. Perhaps they face insurmountable institutional or political barriers 
or produce undesirable .. consequences. 

Nor is the set of alternatives considered exhaustive. Defense experts have 
offered a number of other options and will no doubt uncover other functional 
arcas that could benefit from restructuring in the furure. Indeed, many 
creative ideas may emerge from the new roie~ and missions commimioa - 



The Department of Defense emphasizes keeping d t a r y  personnel trained 
to high levels in the conviction that well-trained fighting forces are most likely 
to win wars quickly with the lowest loss of life. Training takes place both in 
institutional or classroom settings and in operational units (for example, in air 
wing or battalions or on ships). Classroom or individual training is designed 
to provide operational forces witb personnel who are ready to carry out their 
duties effectively. 

DoD trains almost 200,000 stuJents in classrooms on an annual basis, 
equal in number to about five large state universities. Each of the services 
relies on large administrative agenda to provide this classrmm or individual 
training, which includes both beginning and advanced training as well as 
refresher training that continues throughout the military service member's 
career. DoD trains its personnel in a wide variety of skills, including how to 
provide basic h t  aid, operate and repair weapons, exercise military 
leadership, and a myriad of other skills that contrilute to a successful fighting 
force. 

A number of experts believe that large segments of this training could be 
consolidated. For example, Senator Sam Nunn suggested that both basic and 
advanced training might be areas for consolidation. Many people believe that 
consolidation could both save money at a time when funds for defense are 
increasingly difficult to find and produce a more coordinated fighting force at 
a time when the services are emphasizing joint operations more than ever 
before. This chapter considers an illustrative option that would consolidate 
undergraduate pilot training for the four services. 

RATIONALES FOR CONSOLIDATING PILOT TRAINING 

Former Senator Barry Goldwater's remark that the United statis is the only 
nation with four air forces has been repeated so often that it has almost 
become a clfchb. But consider the current program for training pilots, in 
which each of the three milimy departments operates its own schools, 
facilities, and programs. (Marine Corps and Navy pilo's train in the same 
fadlitits.) In 1992, Senator Nunn suggested that undergraduate fixed-wing 
pilot training might be consolidated, arguing that basic piloting skills should 
be the same regardless of whether, for example, students later went on to fly 
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fighters for the Navy or the Air Force. At the same time, he noted that 
consolidation would also be justified for basic helicopter trabhg for the same 
reasons. In fact, Senator Goldwater, himself a helicopter pilot, strongly 
advocated consolidating helicopter training to then Secretary of Defense 
Caspar Weinberger in 1983, suggesting that "as long as the thing stays up and 
hovers or goes where you want it to, there is no difference whether you are 
over water or land. . . . [Hence, separate Navy and Army helicopter trainiag 
programs are] not gnly e nsive and redundant, but a complete waste of "P" equipment and personnel." 

As further evidence of the potential for consolidation, Senator Nunn 
observed that the Air Force and Navy had decided to develop and buy a 
common trainer aircraft-the Joint Primary Aircraft Training System (JPATS). 
Consolidating pilot training was also one of the few suggestions by Senator 
Nunn that was endorsed in the report on ioles and missions by the former 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of S a  General Colin   ow ell.^ In March 1993, 
then Secretary of Defense LRs Aspin called on the services to develop a plan 
to carry out thg recommendations in the JCS report. 

Despite these recommendations, current service plans call for the Navy 
and Air Force each to exchange (rather than consolidate) one squadron of 
primary aviation students and their instructors by 1998. By that time, this 
program would affect only 200 students each year, less than 10 percent of the 
total undergraduate pilot trainees at that time. The current plan envisions 
gradually expanding the program as the PATS trainer aircraft are delivered 
between 1998 ~ n d  2010. Based on initial estimates, the services did not 
anticipate that adopting joint primary fixed-wing pilot training would yield any 
significant savings. After more than a year, the most recent evaluation of the 
contentious issue of consolidating helicopter training throughout the services- 
the 18th study effort conducted over the last 30 years-remains in limbo with 
no study results reported thus k. Despite this very gradual and cautious 
approach to joint training adopted so far by the semces, they may now be 
ready to consider moving more quickly because of the precipitous drop in 
pilot training requirements. 
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w 
PIot Reauirenents Have Dropped in the Last Decadc 

With the drawdowk ixi force structure, all the services need far fewer pilots 
than previously. Collectively, total flight training loads-a measure of training 
that takes into account the length of a course-dropped from 7300 in 1983 to 
3,840 in 1995, a reductio~ of almost 50 percent.) Undergraduate flight 
training loads, which make up the bulk of flight training, dro ped by similar 
percentages, from almost 5,500 to 2,700 b the same period? Over the last 
decade, the services have reduced the number of bases on which flight 
training is conducted from 15 to 12, reducing capacity to train stlrdents by 
about 20 percent.' Consolidating flight training could reduce the number of 
flight training bases, which clearly has not kept pace with the precipitous drop 
in the need to train pilots. 

Based on current estimates of their "steady-state" requirements in 1997- 
when the drawdown is currently scheduled to be completed-the services 
believe they will need to train about 2,700 new pilots each year, about the 
same as today's level. (Total flight training requirements-including navigators 
and advanced training as well as undergraduate training-are also projected 
to be at today's leveL) Based on the amount of training conducted in the past 

W at the 12 flight training bases in w today, the services together have almost 
twice as much capacity to train pilots as they will need. 

Even without consolidation, this drop in the number of pilots to be 
trained suggests that the services need far fewer flight training bases than exist 
today. The Navy, in fact, included one flight training base in its 1993 
recommendation for base closure that the 1993 Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission deleted. -Consolidation, however, could well permit 
the s e ~ c e s  to close additional bases, since after consolidation some bases 
othemke would be only partially used. As p a .  of the ongoing review of base 
infrastructure for the 1995 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commis- 
sion, DoD is looking at consolidating pilot training and options for closure. 

3. b c p r t a r e n t d D e f ~ M U J I 9 1 M ~ ~ w R . I ~ ( M y l 9 8 8 ) , ~ b k V I - l m d & m h  
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What opportunities exist to consolidate flight training and what would be 
gained? According to DoD's 1992 Trainer Aircraft Master Plan, undergradu- 
ate trahhg systems among the services "resemble each other to a remarkable 
degree" even though the services use a variety of different trainer air~faft.~ 
AU h y  pilots and more than one-third of Navy and Marine Corps pilots 
learn to fly rotary-wing helicopters, and almost all Air Force pilots train to 
operate fixed-wing aircraft. AU the, services rely on a primary phase of 
general or "core" training, followed by spedalized training in a particular type 
of aircraft. At the end of training, pilots earn their "wingsw and generally are 
assigned to a special squadron where they may receive additional training on 
the specific aircraft that they will fly in a unit. (Army helicopter pilots are 
assigned to an operatioiial squadron immediately after receiving their wings.) 
Consolidating fixed-wing training and comlidating rotary-wing training in this 
primary phase could yield sigdicant savings. 

mere am, however, some differences in flight training among the 
services. The length of undergraduate flight training varies from 39 week for 
Army helicopter pilots to a year and a half for Navy strike pilots. SyIIabus 
length is also measured by the number of practice flight hours that students 
receive. The number of horn varies by the type of aircraft, the complexity 
of the trahhg, and the amount of on-the-job training that students receive in 
operational squadrons. For undergraduate training, syllabus flight hours vary 
from 149 hours for an Army helicopter student to 259 hours for a Navy strike 
pilot (see Figure 1). AU traiuees in both the Navy and the Air Force 
participate in a primary phase of fixed-wing training; Navy student pilots fly 
first in the relatively simple T-34 prop aircraft, and Air Force students 
primarily in the T-37 jet trainer. When the new PATS trainer is delivered 
starting in 1998, the Navy and Air Force are anticipating that this primary 
phase will be the same length and in the same aircraft. 

At the end of this primary phase, pilots are selected for further training 
in either a particular type of fixed-wing aircraft-including the most demanding 
strike or fighter track-or a helicopter. Navy (and Marine Corps) students 
who receive higher grades for their performance during initial aaining are 
eligible for follow-on training in one type of fixed-wing aircraft-strike, 
maritime patrol, or E-2 command and conuol or C-2 transport tracks. Those 
who get lower grades are assigned to the rotary-wing, or helicopter, track. 





Almost all Air Force pilots fly fixed-wing aircraft. Until this year, the Air 
Force simply preselected its few helicopter pilots, rather than following the 
Navy practice of using primary training as a screen for selection. 

All helicopter studznts also receive a primary phase of training that is 
similar among the services. Pir Force and Navy helicopter trainees, however, 
receive about 25 percent more hours altogether than Army helicopter pilots 
(see Figure 1). kart of this difference may be explained by variations in 
requirements for instrument training among the services and part may reflect 
the Navy and Air Force practice of relying on initial fixed-wing training as a 
way to select those pilots who will be assigned to the more demanding fixed- 
wing versus the belicoptcr track. 

Such flight training is expensive. The cost of this lengthy, complex, and 
capital-intensive Vaining ranges from almost $300,000 to produce an Army 
helicopter pilot to almost $1 million to produce a Navy'strike pilot These 
figures include not oniy the cost of the training itself but also a proportionate 
share of overhead training-base costs and the salaries of those military 
personnel who conduct or undergo the training. Overhead costs per student 
would be lower if training were consolidated on fewer bases. 

The Department cf Defense is in the process of developing, procuring, and 
fielding several new aircraft to. be used for undergraduate pilot training. The 
Air Force and Navy arc developing a new trainer aircraft, the PATS. 
Consolidating undergraduate training among the services would allow DoD 
to delay as well as reduce the size of the JPATS purchase. The PATS will 
take the place of the Air Force's T-37 dual engine, side-by-side, jet trainer 
and the Navy's T-34 prop trainer. The Navy and Air Force plan to buy more 
than 700 aircraft. The cost of the Air Force's program, including purchase of 
372 airplanes, totals about $4 billion. The Navy plans to buy almost the same 
number of aircraft but has not as yet provided a detailed cost estimate to the 
Congress. 

By February 1995, the Air Force and Nav- plan to select the JPATS from 
among competing designs offered by several contractors. DoD's request for 
proposal calls for an aircraft that is close to current commercial models but 
could require some adjustments in design to accommodate DoD's requirement 
for an ejection seat and a cockpit configwed to accommodate smaller female 
pilots. 
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w 
The Army is buying 137 TH-67 or New Training Helicopters-a variation 

of a commercial helicopter-to replact its current trainer, thc UH-1, an old 
Vietnam-vintage helicopter. The new TH-67 is similar to the single-engine, 
dual-seat TH-57B/C helicopter currently used for Navy training. 

CONSOLIDATING UNDERGRADUATE PILXlT TRAINING NOW 

Both fixed- and rotary-wing training are candidates for consolidation. Navy 
and Air Force fixed-wing pilots could train together for at least a portion of 
their undergraduate curriculum. AU undergraduate aaining for Army, Marine 
Corps, Navy, Air Force, and Cosn Guard rotary-wing, or helicopter, pilots 
might also be combined. 

. . o ~ t  a Co- Core m b d - W i n e  Tr;untne . . 
- 

Fixed-wing flight training could be consolidated without waiting for delivery 
of the new PATS trainer. Capitaking on similarities in the skills learned 
during the initial phase of fixed-wing flight training, this option assumes that 

f S l W ~ a n t i ~ 6 f  cC!cC!~ed-wing pilots would undergo common core training 
using the T-34 aircraft. That step would maxhize training in the T-34 
aircraft, which is cheap to operate and should be available in roughly 
sufficient numbers to train both Navy and Air Force pilots at least through the 
middle of the next decade? Based on a service life of 18,W hours, large- 
scale retirements of T-34 aircraft might begin around 2004. But according to 
informal conversations with the Navy, T-34s could last considerably longer 
since they have no structural problems. servict could conduct this initial 

-ofprimary training at two bases compared with the four bases used 
@ 

Under this option, the Air Force and Navy would no longer train all 
pilots-including those who are selected to become helicopter pilots-in fixed- 
wing aircraft. Instead, ,%& sewices would assign students to either a fixed- 
**or a htlicopter track based on initial flight aptitude and other tests, as 

the Air Force practice until this par. This option would enable DoD to 
delay the purchase of the PATS since the services could continue to rely on 
the T-34 trainer for at least another decade, as well as reduce the number of 
PATS aircraft bought. 

7. 'Ik?~~tlyhr30T-W~mitriavcntorg,iaduding~40.i--arHthrt~oalymadud 

w rrpin to k flyable. B d  on pmjected rtdent #dr md flying trh a k d t  729 bouxs mnurUy, here would 
k sufficient -ft milable to tnin buth NNyrnC Air Force fucd.wiry rtpdentr in r commoa am syllabus 
of66aorm-tbckn#hoCtbeNNy'sprimuyp&K. 
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Each servict could then conduct its own specialized training that would 
vary by mission and scrvice (for example, fighter/strik.. or airlih/tanker). 
DuriDg this phase, Navy and Air Force fixed-wing students would continue 
training in mission-specific aircraft (The services arc curr,ently also 
considering consolidating specialized follow-on, navigator, and advanced 
training, but these consolidations are not examined in this option) Both 
services would use the JPATS for this primary training when it becbmes 
available; in the interim, both the Air Force and the Navy would use the T-34 
aircraft. By relying on the T-34 aircraft for most of primary trabhg, the Air 
Force would fly its T-37 aircraft far less and would no longer face pressure to 
buy the PATS to replace the T-37 aircraft, of which largescale retirements 
would begin by 2005. Eventually, probably toward the end of the first decade 
of the 21st century, the services would need to buy the JPATS to replace the 
T-34 aircraft used for joint core training. 

The Navy, Air Force, and Coast Guard's basic helicopter training could also 
be consolidated under one service and in one location. As with fixed-wing 
training, this option assumes that primary helicopter training is largely 
comparable among the services. Instead of the Navy conducting its primary 
training in the T-34, all Navy and Army students would train in either the 
Navy's TH-57 or the Army's TH-67 helicopter in one location. .. The two 
aircraft are similar, since both helicopters are derivatives of the same 
commercial model, and aircraft £rom one semce could be transferred to the 
training base that is selected. Because the number of helicopter students is 
so much lower than anticipated before the drawdown, DoD is unlikely to need 
to purchase any additional helicopters to accommodate the Navy pilots who 
currently train in the T-34 fixed-wing trainer. 

After this initial phase of consolidated training, pilots receive additional 
training in the use of instruments and the specific combat skills required for 
their mission For example, Army helicopter pilots must rely primarily on 
visual cues to fly low-"nap of the earthm-and must learn to pop up and down 
quickly to avoid enemy fire. Navy pilots, however, rely heavily on instruments 
to distinguish between sea and sky when flying at night over water, and must 
learn to land on &en. This follow-on training could be collocated at one 
base in order to madmize use of trPining space a@< fd$ -~p lo i t  ,* - . commop 
maintenance amus. 

To carry out that consolidation of helicopter training, the Navy, Marine 
Corps, Coast Guard, and Air Force would have to preselect those to be 
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trained as fixed .wing and as helicopter pilots without the benefit of reviewing 
initial studenr flying peifomance. If it no longer provided fixed-wing training 
to its helicopter pilots, however, the Navy could buy about 120 fewer RATS 
aircraft, reducing its purchase by about one-third and probably saving more 
than $500 million8 This consolidation would probably entail some rearrange- 
ment of the syllabus so that common types of training (for example, 
familiarization and aerobatics) arc conducted first, and service-specific 
training in the second phase. 

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF CONSOLIDATION 

Consolidating both fixed-wing and helicopter training would result in 
si@cant total savings of $13 billion between 1995 and 1999 from delaying 
the research and development and purchase of RATS aircraft (see Table 10). 
Purchase of JPATS aircraft could be delayed because the T-34, the Navy's 
current trainer, would take over most of the Air Force's £iced-wing training, 
thus relieving pressure on the Air Force's current trainer, the T-37, the 
aircraft closest to the end of its senrice life. Since the T-34 has many 
remaining years of service life and the Navy has a sufficient inventory, 
purchasing the JPAIS would not be necessary until the first decade of the 
next century. In addition, at that time, DoD would need to purchase about 
120 fewer JPATS aircraft altogether because personnel designated as 
helicopter pilots would no longer initially train in fixed-wing aircraft. 

ort Costs Could Be J ~ w a  

Consolidating fixed-wing and helicopter training could also increase the 
efficiency of the current training infrastructure by reducing training overhead, 
sine all training of a particular type would be conducted at one or two bases. 
Consolidation would permit the services to close three and possibly four flight 
training bases, eventually saving about $180 million each year after initial 
dosedown costs based on recent experience (see Table lo)? In addition, 

9. C B O ~ t e d t k o t l l a k r d a i g b t t n i n i q t k r , t h t c a J d k d o s d b y ~ U u M l d m P m f l l i n l  
boon .bd Itudeat km& uprklmd during tbe 19801 d t h  atimrta of hthue t d b g  reqrrirrwatr CBO 
dids#rmttaetlikdes&inumd!ligbt~aprity. 
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TH-67 total less t h k  91 d o c  annually. The cost to train Air Force ked-  
wing'pilots would a h  be lower because e e  T-34 costs about $200 less per 
flying hour than the T-37, saving about $10 million annually. 

Some additional one-time costs of $10 million to $20 d o n  could accrue 
when the Navy or Army is required to move helicopters to the common 
helicopter training base. These one-time costs, however, are far lower than 
either the short-tern savings in the next five years from the delay of PATS 
or the long-term savings from the smaller RATS purchase and base closures. 
In addition, base-support costs per student would fall as the remaining bases 
operate closer to their capacity. 

However, delaying purchase of PATS would mean that the Air Force 
and Navy would not reap the advantages of using a new trainer until a later 
date. These advantages include having an ejection seat operable at ground 
level, a digital cockpit common to aircraft that pilots will later fly, the ability 
to train at higher altitudes, cockpit redesign to accommodate smaller female 
pilots, and tandem or back-to-front seating?' ?be Air Force also considers 
the T-34 aircraft unacceptable for its training needs. 

l e w i x e d - W i n g  Pilots Could Be More D i m  

The Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard would all object to 
adopting common helicopter training because they prefer that their helicopter 
pilots receive initial training in a fixed-wing aircraft. This preference reflects 
tbb Navy's belief that an initial period of fixed-wing training improves its 
ability to select the bighestquality pilots for such training, as well as Marine 
Corps and Coast Guard interest in developing pilots who can fly either fixed- 
or rotary-wing aircraft. The Coast Guard might have more of a problem with 
giving up training in both fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft because a higher 
proportion of Coast Guard pilots than pilots in the services fly both types of 
aircraft. Consolidation, however, is likely to save additional funding and could 
more than offset any additional costs the Coast Guard might need to incur to 
provide additional training at a later date to those pilots who need fixed-wing 
skills. 

The Marine Corps has a somewhat sirrlilar concern-that helicopter pilots 
will need an initial period of fixed-wing training to fly the V-22 aircraft, which 
may be purchased soon and takes off f i e  a helicopter but flies like a fixed- 

* la b t k ~ l P B Q r , t b e A i r P a c c P p e d t b t i l m p r t b . r c ~ u r ~ i n i b r T 4 h . t a c r , r p l r n e t h r t  
um rukeq9entIy aecrkd, but it qpeotIy d m  this afgument ritb tbc JPA'IS pmpm. 



Despite these potential drawbacks, consolidation is likely to result in 
considerable savings, reduce the size of the support infrastructure, and 
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wing aircraft Additional training, with the associated costs, could be provided 
for those helicopter pilots who make a transition at a-later date to a fixed- 
wing aircraft. 

Most problematic to the Navy would be giving up the opportunity to use 
initial fixed-wing training to select those most q&ed for strike aircrafk, the 
most demanding training requiring the bighestquality students. A recent 
study by the Center for Naval Andyses (CNA) suggests that relying solely on 
preflight aptitude tests to select strike students could slightly reduce the 
quality of pilots available for fixed-wing assignments. A drop in quaiity could 
then increase attrition in follow-on training, thereby raising total costs. (At 
the same time, it could presumably also increase the quality of helicopter 
pilots, reducing attrition in that pipeline.) If the Navy wanted to maintain the 
cunent quality of fixed-wing students, the number of students entering iriitial 
flight training would need to be greater to offbet any increase in attrition A 
larger pipeline and bigher attrition would increase training costs. 

Although the CNA study estimated that assigning students based solely 
on initial test scores would be slightly less accurate than the current practice 
of relying on initial flight performance, the difference in the quality of 
students appears to be smaU.ll To o f k t  any potential drop in the quality 
of strike pilots, however, the Navy could adopt selection procedures to 
m a x h h  the number of highquality students assigned to the strike track, 
where quality is most importantt. For example, the Navy could assign all high- 
quality students to strike airaaft training even if they voiced a preference for 
other, less demanding ked-wing aircraft. (Some Navy student pilots already 
do not get their first or even their second choice in specialization)* The 
Navy could also choose to train students with slightly lower initial aptitude 
scores in strike aircraft, since the quality of students is currently quite high. 
Alternatively, the Navy could increase its intake of students by a small amount 
to offset any potential drop in quality, which would slightly increase c o ~ t s . ~  

ll. See John H. Nocr, 'Primuy Plight IhiniaL, UHPI', and Pipciiae Skuion,' CRH -182 ( W r  fao NH.l 
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cckued.herinitid Oight t d d q w O u l d  k 6 2 . 6 a o m ~ w i t b  m u n r o o r r r d S & 9 f o r ~ ~  
w i t b a r t f i r r t ~ t h c i r ~ t p c r f ~ a d i f l ~ d t b m p o i n &  Inbotbcrwr,tbemnd.rd 
W t i m  k cninvted to be quite Lrfa68 points for mdcab M after Wt rrrining am- with a 
93 point devLtioa for tbat ockwl withwt fl@t r u m  araridmiMc urrrJlrrinty in eitbcr arr 
(rer Tabk 19, p Jl). 
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u 
increbse cooperation among the services, whish is becoming more essential as 
DoD draws down @my forces and lives within a limited budger 
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Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

September 22, 1994 

Minutes 

The Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) meeting was 
convened by Mr. Lou Finch, DUSD(R), at 1300 hours on September 22, 1994, in Room 
3E752, the Pentagon. The list of attendees and agenda are attached. 

Mr. Finch opened the meeting with general comments on the joint Navy and Air Force 
briefing on joint fixed-wing training which the Group was receiving at this meeting. He 
pointed out that the briefing was based on a study external to the BRAC process and that the 
briefing was policy and philosophy oriented. Mr. Finch continued by pointing out that the 
external study did not use certified data and, therefore per law and internal controls, BRAC 
recommendations regarding actions at specific installations could not be developed using data 
from the study. He further noted that the briefing used a notional, non-base specific approach 
with regard to basing philosophy. Additionally, he continued, the briefing should be useful in 
getting an operator's view on joint fixed-wing training policy and philosophy. 

The Joint Fixed-Wing Training briefing (attached) was developed from a joint Navy 
and Air Force study directed by the Secretary of Defense (SecDef). SecDef guidance was to 
consolidate initial fixed-wing aircraft training, transition to a common primary training 
aircraft, and establish four-track, follow-on training. The Navy and Air Force briefers pointed 
out that since the Departments were already conducting some joint training and were moving 
in that direction in other syllabi, it was natural that they look at Navigator, Weapon Systems 
Officer, Naval Flight Officer, and Electronic Warfare Officer training as well. They also 
noted that the study did not include helicopter training. The briefers first talked about the 
philosophy of training. Key points included that the Navy and Air Force were already doing 
some joint fixed-wing pilot training and that they were using a "walk before you run" 
approach. Since SecDef's direction to use a Joint Primary Aircraft Training System (JPATS), 
the Navy and the Air Force have agreed on a joint syllabus for JPATS which has 
accommodated the Departments' cultural differences in primary pilot training--that being a 
Navy emphasis on instrument flying and an Air Force emphasis on contact flying. The 
briefers believed that both Departments would benefit from the joint syllabus. With regard to 
JPATS and the on-going acquisition issue, the Navy and Air Force are moving to joint 
primary fixed-wing training with or without JPATS. In the opinion of the briefers, however, 
acquisition of JPATS makes the establishment of joint fixed-wing training more efficient. It 
reduces the number of aircraft types used for primary pilot training, introduces a more 
efficient and common airframe, and allows for a truly joint syllabus. There are other joint 
opportunities potentially in follow-on airlift/tanker/maritime track training. The briefing 
pointed out that large cost savings do not come from the establishment of joint training, but 
rather benefits are derived from the quality of training and "jointness". The major savings 
come from the reduction of infrastructure and the elimination of the costs to operate 
installations that are not needed as you consolidate joint training. However, flying operations 



considerations and base operational capabilities drive the potential amount of excess 
infrastructure. With regard to perspectives on capacity, tle briefers pointed out that it was an 
operator's view, back-of-the-envelope approach. They also stated their study looked at iu existing infrastructure, existing base capabilities, and aircraft operational compatibility and 
requirements. Mr. Finch thanked the Departments for the briefing. 

Mr. Finch pointed out that alternatives developed by the Group should make 
operational sense. He continued that the path of the Group's methodologies must make sense. 
He then reiterated that the analytical models are mechanical tools with mechanical outputs for 
use in development of alternatives for further consideration. He observed that the models, as 
set, do not have constraints for operational compatibility of aircraft types, for example. The 
Group agreed methodology needed to be reviewed. Mr. Finch directed the joint study team 
(JST) to review methodology and to propose recommendations. 

The Group next talked about the costs of alternatives. Mr. Finch opined that the 
current methodology uses surrogates for cost. He continued that the Group is not starting 
with a clean sheet of paper in that there are existing bases, infrastructure, and capabilities. 
While current tools and methodology may seem good, they don't directly look at the costs of 
moving functions around. The Group agreed that more work was needed in this area and that 
common sense should prevail. The Chair tasked the JST to review and propose options for 
costing with respect to the optimization model. 

Next, Mr. Gardner reviewed data security and internal control procedures. 

The Group then began an initial review of an incomplete draft preliminary functional 
value output. The Group challenged the output and consensus was that it did not show a 
distribution of the set that might be expected or seem reasonable. The Army pointed out that 
D-PADS output is only one part of a larger, overall analysis. The Chair pointed out that the 
output purports to give a relative ranking, but questioned whether it made sense. The Air 
Force argued the need to insure that data was correct. The Army also noted that the model 
gives more credit for having more functions. That is, the more discriminated functions at a 
location, the more credit is given to that location. The display is a linear description, of a 
non-linear world. The Chair tasked the Principals to scrutinize the inputs to determine if the 
data points made sense. The Air Force questioned the data provided in the facilities data 
field. The Group agreed that the Air Force would reexamine the certified data provided by 
their installations to revalidate the facilities data and to correct errors, if any, per internal 
controls. The Group also agreed to halt further functional value development pending 
verification and receipt of the facilities data, as well as receipt of the Air Force's data on 
flight screening. 

Next, Mr. Gardner led a discussion of data call issues. The Group approved the 
outlying field resolution (attached) as presented. The Group also agreed to delete messing as 
a factor in capacity analysis, as the Departments no longer provide messing for officers. 

Mr. Wyte, DoDIG, gave an auditor status report. He described early audit efforts used 
to provide some initial feedback. He also stated that the auditors were working on a full 

)I statistical analysis of the data universe. 



The Group then discussed its proposed schedule and noted that milestones could slip 
due to the evolving joint process. 

'w There being no further matters to discuss, the meeting was adjourned at 1525 hours. 

Approved: 
Chairman 
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Key Attendees 

Mr. Lou Finch, chairman, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Mike Parmentier, study team leader, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Dan Gardner, assistant study team leader, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. James Berry, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Todd Weiler, Army 
LTC Tom Hinkel, Army 
RADM Bill Hayden, Navy 
CAPT Brian Buzzell, Navy (arrived late) 
Col Dave Stockwell (USMC), Navy 
LCDR Steve Bertolaccini, Navy 
Maj Gen Glenn Profitt, Air Force 
Maj Gen Ed Tenoso, Air Force 
Brig Gen Mike McCarthy, Air Force 
Col John Boyd, Air Force 

w Lt Col Len Jarman, Air Force 
Lt Col Jerry Free, Air Force 
Lt Col Howard Hachida, Air Force 
Lt Col Mark Bruggemeyer, Air Force 
Col Paul Thompson, OSD (Base Closure) 
Mr. David Wyte, DoDIG 
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1. Joint Training Briefing 

2. Data Security P~-ctt,( + ! b c r  d l  Review 

3. Functional Value Review 

4. Data Call Issues 

A. Outlying Fil-k! (Choctaw) Resolution 

B. Deletio;: I : :  ?It -~\ ing fl-orn Capacity Analysis 

C. Certified Pata Update Status 

5. DoDIG Auditor Status Report 

6. Future Schedule Discussion 

- Functional Values dclib~ered to Services September 23 

- Capacity Analysis Co~lplttedl UPT JCSG Mtg September 29 at 1300 

-Review Group Meeting September 29 at 1630 

-Military Values due from Services October 3 
(Reportedly delivered 7-14 October by Air Force) 

- Optimization ModiI Runs, Analysis, & Review October 17 - 26 

- Present Alternatives to SteeringtReview Groups October 27/28 
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TRAINING CONSOLIDATION 

GREATER TRAINING EFFICIENCIES POSSIBLE 
THROUGH CHANGING PHILOSOPHY 
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PERSPECTIVES ON CAPACITY 
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ADVANTAGES 

QUALITY TRAINING 

MORE JOINTNESS 

EFFICIENT / REDUCED COST 

REDUCED INFRASTRUCTURE (CLOSE 
INSTALLATIONS) 

REDUCED NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT (UTE) 

EXPLOITS PAST INVESTMENTS 
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OUTLYING LANDING FIELD (CHOCTAW) RESOLUTION 

Choctaw is a jet capable outlying landing field (OLF) situated between Pensacola 
NAS and Whiting Field. Owned and operated by Pensacola it is utilized by both training 
activities. The "study team" believed it inappropriate to give Pensacola full credit for the 
OLF and Whiting zero credit as both activities have ready access to the OLF. It was 
decided to split the functional value credit for Choctaw OLF evenly between Pensacola 
and Whiting. The following adjustments to the Measures of Merit were developed to 
address this unique case: 

1. Managed Training Areas Question 1 - Deduct 0.5 fields from PensacoldAdd 
0.5 field to Whiting. 

2. Airfields Question 1 - Deduct 0.5 fields from PensacolaJAdd 0.5 fields to 
Whiting. Question 2 - deduct 0.5 fields from PensacoldAdd 0.5 fields to 
Whiting. 

3. Proximity to Other Support Facilities Question 1 - deduct half credit for 
Choctaw OLF (0.5 field) from Whiting. 

Theses adjustments were applied as follows to the following functional areas: 

Primary - 1,2 and 3 applied. 

WSOIStrike - 3 applied. 

Primary NFOINAV - 1,2  (Q#1 only), and 3 applied. 

Maritime E2IC2 - 1,2  and 3 applied. 
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BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

October 6,1994 

Minutes 

The Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) meeting was 
convened by Mr. Lou Finch, DUSD(R), at 1300 hours on October 6, 1994, in Room 3E752, 
the Pentagon. The list of attendees and agenda are attached. 

Mr. Finch began with introductory remarks and administrative comments. 

The Group then began review of baseline functional value output (attached) from the 
D-PADS model. Discussion indicated that although some certified data changes had been 
incorporated in the baseline, the incorporation was not complete. Mr. Finch noted that each 
Military Department had updated and certified data which had been incorporated and stated 
that the DoDIG, together with the Military Departments' audit agencies, should audit the 
updated data points. The Group's DoDIG advisor agreed. The Air Force argued that they 
believed an anomaly existed on adequate training facilities at Reese AFB and Laughlin AFB. 
The Air Force stated that they were still reviewing accuracy of data as tasked at the last 
meeting and had not yet completed the job. Mr. Finch emphasized that time was short and 
that he expected the Military Departments to focus on tasks such as this.. The Air Force 
estimated at least two more work days would be needed to complete the review. Group 
consensus was that progress on functional value development should continue when the Air 
Force provided certified information. Since he would be travelling next week, Mr. Finch 
authorized Mr. Gardner to transmit functional value information to the Military Departments. 

Mr. Gardner then presented the joint study team's (JST) recommendation that the 
capacity matrix be modified. Following Group discussion of the rationale (attached), the 
consensus was to eliminate hangars, maintenance and supply storage facilities, and housing 
from the capacity matrix. The JST also recommended that sorties be dropped from the 
capacity matrix since airfield operations also encompasses the take-offs and landings 
associated with sorties. The Group talked about ensuring a common standard was used for 
determination of airfield operations, since traffic pattern spacing would affect the calculation 
for capacity. The Group challenged whether the standards to be used to derive capacity were 
the best ones. The JST recommended the Group use the Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA) standards for airfield operations under Visual Flight Rules (VFR). Some members 
believed the VFR standard would overstate capacity and not consider real world limits such 
as periods of poor weather, safety procedures, runway downtime, operational delays, aircraft 
turn times, and so forth. Others pointed out that the result would be a theoretical capacity for 
airfield operations and only one of multiple measures and considerations. Still others opined 
that the VFR standard might be only one bound applied to airfield operations. The Group 
consensus was to eliminate sorties and use airfield operations for capacity. The group also 
agreed to use the FAA standard for airfield operations since it made sense as a common 
baseline standard and the certified data call responses from the Military Departments were 



based on the FAA model. The FAA standards are published in FAA Advisory Circular, AC 
No: 15015060.5, 23 September 1993. 

w Mr. Finch opined that the alternatives developed by the Group need to ensure 
production of quality aircrews and save money for the Department. He continued that the 
linear programming model in its current construct does not consider some factors believed to 
be important, and he offered potential model constraints for Group consideration. One might 
be to maximize savings by reducing bases consistent with sufficient capacity to train quality 
aircrews. Excursions to maximize functional value, to maximize military value, and to 
minimize bases could be useful. Another might be to minimize short-term costs by 
minimizing functional moves. Yet another might be the possibility of introducing a constraint 
to consider compatible functions. The Chair asked the JST to come back with options and 
suggestions. 

Next, the Group reviewed the proposed schedule and noted that functional values 
would not be delivered to the Military Departments by the planned date due to the on-going 
data review. 

There being no further matters to discuss, the meeting was adjourned at 1520 hours. e 
Approved: Lou ~ i n c 6  

Chairman 



Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

October 6,1994 

Key Attendees 

Mr. Lou Finch, chairman, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Dan Gardner, assistant study team leader, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
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Col Mike Jones, Army 
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mlv 
CAPT J. B. Renninger, Joint Staff(J-7) 
Col Paul Thompson, OSD (Base Closure) 
Mr. David Wyte, DoDIG 



UPT JOINT / CROSS-SERVICE GROUP AGENDA 

(6 October 1994 Meeting -Rm 33752) 

1. Functional Value Review - "Wrap-up" 

2. Capacity Matrix Modifications 

A. Eliminate Hangars, Maintenance and Supply Storage Facilities, and 
Housing: Not Appropriate Limitors. (e.g. - Housing at 200 rooms would 
limit assignment of student pilots to 200). 

B. Sorties Dropped - Encompassed by Airfield Ops 

3. Discussion of Potential Model Constraints 

4. Future Schedule Discussion 

- Functional Values delivered to Services October 7 

- Capacity Analysis Completed/ Discuss Optimization October 13 
Model Runs at UPT JCSG Mtg 

-Military Values due from Services October 14 

- Optimization Model Runs, Analysis, & Review October 17 - 26 
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BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

October 13, 1994 

Minutes 

The Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) meeting was 
convened by Mr. Dan Gardner, ODUSD(R), at 1305 hours on October 13, 1994, in Room 
3E752, the Pentagon. The list of attendees and agenda are attached. 

After Mr. Gardner's opening remarks, the Group moved to review of the functional 
value output (attached). Mr. Gardner pointed out that the Air Force had provided updated 
and certified data on Reese AFB and Laughlin AFB facilities as promised at the last meeting 
and that preliminary functional value had been forwarded to the Military Departments. 
Subsequently, the Air Force's data review indicated possible inconsistencies in responses to 
questions in the certified data call about available airspace within 100 nautical miles. Further 
investigation by the joint study team (JST) revealed that not all installations in the category 
had responded in the same manner, thus indicating differences in interpretation of the data 
call and resulting in responses that were not complete. The Group discussed the direction to 
be taken and whether the data should be updated and another functional value run produced. 
The Navy representative argued that the existing output should be used, functional value 

1(1) output should not be rerun, and the process should proceed in order to avoid the perception of 
changing data after the baseline functional value run in order to alter the outcome. The Air 
Force offered its concern about the reality of proceeding with known incorrect data. Mr. 
Gardner noted that he had been in contact with Mr. Finch, who is on travel, about this issue. 
Mr. Gardner then articulated the sense that since the data was not complete and that 
corrections would exceed sensitivity thresholds, the data about available airspace for each 
installation needed to be scrutinized, corrected and documented per internal controls. Group 
discussion continued with consensus to allow addition of the new data and to rerun the 
functional value output. The Acting Chair directed the Principals, with the support of their 
JST representatives, to initiate a thorough scrub of this data. The JST then recommended, 
and the Group agreed, to use DoD Flight Infomation Publication (FLIP) documents as the 
standard source to ensure consistency of the data for each installation in the category. The 
DoDIG advisor was asked to provide audit oversight of this issue, and he concurred. Mr. 
Gardner stated that upon completion of the scrub and rerun of functional value output, the 
Military Departments would be notified of any resultant corrections to functional value. 

Next, the Group discussed progress on capacity analysis including capacity matrix 
modifications with rationale (attached) for elimination of training sorties as a measure of 
capacity as discussed at the previous meeting. The Group approved the rationale as 
presented. The JST also reported that although progress was being made toward a 
preliminary draft on capacity analysis, more work was needed before it could be presented to 
the Group for consideration. 

w 



Mr. Gardner reminded the Group of the Chair's request at the previous meeting for 
inputs and suggestions on potential model constraints which might improve the richness of the 
Group's development of alternatives. 

The Group then reviewed the evolving schedule, and noted that receipt of installation 
values from the Military Departments, as anticipated, was important to future Group progress. 

There being no further matters to discuss, the meeting was adjourned at 1425 hours. 

Approved: Dan Gardner 
Acting Chairman 



BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

October 13, 1994 

Key Attendees 

Mr. Dan Gardner, assistant study team leader, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. James Berry, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Todd Weiler, Army 
Col Mike Jones, Army 
LTC Tom Hinkel, Army 
CAPT Brian Buzzell, Navy 
Col Dave Stockwell (USMC), Navy 
LCDR Steve Bertolaccini, Navy 
Mr. Steve Belcher, Navy 
Maj Gen Glenn Profitt, Air Force 
Col John Boyd, Air Force 
Lt Col Len Jarman, Air Force 
Lt Col Jerry Free, Air Force 
Lt Col Howard Hachida, Air Force 

-w Lt Col Mark Bruggemeyer, Air Force 
CAPT J. B. Renninger, Joint Staff(J-7) 
Col Paul Thompson, OSD (Base Closure) 
Mr. Robert Johnson, DoDIG 



UPT JOINT / CROSS-SERVICE GROUP AGENDA 

(13 October 1994 Meeting -Rm 33752) 

1. Functional Value Review - "Wrap-up" 

2. Capacity Issues 

A. Matrix Modifications Rationale 

B. Preliminary Capacity Draft 

3. Discussion of Potential Model Constraints 

4. Future Schedule Discussion 

-Military Values expected (NLT) from Services October 19 

- Capacity Analysis Completed/Discuss Optimization October 19 
Model Runs at UPT JCSG Mtg 

- Optimization Model Runs, Analysis, & Review October 19 - 26 
JCSG Mtgs on 19,20, & 21 October with mtgs the 
following week to be determined. 

- Present Alternatives to SteeringJReview Groups October 27/28 
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Rationale for Elimination of Capacity Measures 

Training Sorties 

Training sorties do not capture maximum airfield capacity. A sortie is a training event which 
contains as a subset additional manuevers which include touch and go's, full stop and missed 
approach landings. Maximum airfield operations require a full accounting of the total number 
of operations. Sorties do not capture that. A better measure of an airfields' maximum 
generated capacity is the total number of operations (take-offs, landings, touch and go's, etc.) 
that can be accomplished over a set period of time. 

Hangars 

Hangars are not required for the parking of aircraft or for most of the required maintenance in 
UPT. Accordingly, hangars are not a meaningful capacity constraint. 

All maintenance on training aircraft is accomplished by contractors. Therefore, the capacity is 
more a function of the contract and the contractors capabilities than the base 
maintenance/supply/storage facilities. 

Housing and Messing 

Base housing is not a capacity constraint because it ignores the availability of off-base 
housing and current demographics for aviators under training. Messing facilities for military 
officers no longer exist. 
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BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

October 20, 1994 

Minutes 

The Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) meeting was 
convened by Mr. Lou Finch, DUSD(R), at 1305 hours on October 20, 1994, in Room 3E752, 
the Pentagon. The list of attendees and agenda are attached. 

Mr. Finch began with administrative remarks and noted the objective of providing 
alternatives to the Military Departments by the end of the month would need the focus and 
interest of the Group and the joint study team (JST). 

Mr. Gardner opened discussion on capacity analysis, and Lt Col Free presented the 
principles (attached) used to develop the capacity analysis. Lt Col Free pointed out that the 
site function exclusion table was incorporated into the capacity data formulation. The 
approach also deferred to the higher order of magnitude relative to function and aircraft 
requirement. The approach is conservative on capacity, while being liberal on development 
of training requirements. The Group concluded the approach was sound. 

Discussion moved to the capacity summary matrix (attached). Lt Col Free pointed out 
that Fort Rucker numbers represented helicopter training only, and that Whiting Field figures 
included only fixed-wing training. The helicopter to fixed-wing relationship was normalized 
using a factor of 5.4 helicopter operations to one(1) fixed-wing operation. This normalized 
operations for comparative purposes. The Group also reviewed capacity analysis formulations 
(handout attached). With regard to formulation of sorties and airfield operations for primary 
pilot, the approved JPATS syllabus was used for the calculation since it is a common baseline 
of 65 syllabus sorties. Overhead sorties were added to the syllabus figure to arrive at total 
sorties. Overhead sorties were based on historical overhead sortie data (T-34 for Navy and 
T-37 for Air Force). Historical overhead sortie rates differ between the Navy and Air Force, 
since methods of accounting and way of doing business differ. The Group discussed ways to 
normalize the sortie calculation, agreed to use a rate between that of the Navy and Air Force, 
and adopted the following: 

Training: Sorties - The JPATS syllabus requirement of 65 sorties was accepted as the 
standard number of syllabus sorties. USAF overhead on primary training is 60 percent, while 
USN overhead is 30 percent. The Group agreed to use an average overhead value of 45 
percent which leads to a total sortie requirement of 94 (65 sorties + .45 x 65). 

Airfield Ops - Taken from the Whiting Field Capacity Analysis, Mission 
Requirements, paragraph B.2 and Facilities paragraphs A.2 and A.10 using the T-34 data. 

w Operations were calculated as follows: 



OperationsIStudent = Historic Traffic Count(Fac A.10) X Sorties/Student(M.R. B.2) = 12.3 OpsISortie 
Total Sorties(Fac A.2) 

Total Ops = 94 Sorties X 12.3 OpsISortie = 1,156 operations 

Next, the Group talked about capacity requirements developed from the interim Future 
Year Defense Program (FYDP). 

The Group then reviewed the functional analysis process with respect to policy 
imperatives and the forthcoming optimization model output unconstrained by military value. 
The discussion resulted in Group agreement to use the previously agreed upon policy 
imperative constraints without modification. 

The Group next discussed the status of previously identified external, non-BRAC 
policy issues. Mr. Finch stated there had been significant progress in the joint fixed-wing 
training policy arena, including an approved common JPATS syllabus. With regard to the 
other external policy issues, the Department's existing policies on flight screening, fixed-wing 
training for helicopter pilots, and undergraduate helicopter pilot training consolidation remain 
in effect until changed. Existing policies, as well as joint fixed-wing training policy 
initiatives which are expected to be approved by the Deputy Secretary of Defense, will be 
considered by the Group during development of alternatives for analyses by the Military 
Departments. 

A general discussion ensued on plans and methodology for follow-on optimization 
model runs using installation military values from the Military Departments to help the Group 
develop reasonable alternatives. The group noted that it had not yet received the inputs. 

Discussion of the future schedule noted slippage in planned events. 

There being no further matters to discuss, the meeting was adjourned at 1445 ho 
/? 7 

/ I < -  
'-& 

Approved: Lou Finch- 
Chairman 



BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

October 20, 1994 

Key Attendees 

Mr. Lou Finch, chairman, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
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Mr. Dan Gardner, assistant study team leader, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
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CAPT Brian Buzzell, Navy 
Col Dave Stockwell (USMC), Navy 
LCDR Steve Bertolaccini, Navy 
Mr. Steve Belcher, Navy 
Maj Gen Glenn Profitt, Air Force 
Col John Boyd, Air Force 
Lt Col Len Jarman, Air Force 
Lt Col Jerry Free, Air Force 
Lt Col Howard Hachlda, Air Force 
Lt Col Mark Bruggemeyer, Air Force 
CAPT J. B. Renninger, Joint Staff (J-7) 
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Mr. Will Jarvis, OSD (Program Analysis and Evaluation) 
Mr. Dave Wyte, DoDIG 
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UPT JOINT / CROSS-SERVICE GROUP AGENDA 

(20 October 1994 Meeting -Rm 33752) 

1. Capacity Analysis - Computation & Results 

2. Requirements 

3. BRAC 95 JCSG Functional Analysis Process 

- "Policy Imperatives" 

4. External Policy Issues 

5. Model "Run*' Plans 

- Absent Military Values ? ? ? 

6. Future Schedule Discussion 

- Optimization Model Runs, Analysis, & Review October 20 - 26 
JCSG Mtgs as Required 

- Present Alternatives to SteeringReview Groups (?) October 27/28 

- Alternatives Presented to Services November 1 



Guiding Principles 

Site Function exclusion table 
Higher order of magnitzude 
Conservative on capacity 

. a Liberal on training requirements 
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CAPACITY ANALYSIS FORMULATIONS 

w PROVIDED BELOW ARE THE FORMULAS USED IN THE COMPUTATION OF CAPACITY 
ANALYSIS DATA. THESE FORMULAS STANDARDIZE TO THE BEST EXTENT 
POSSIBLE THE DATA OF ALL SERVICES. 

1. TRAINING SORTIES = AIRFIELD OPERATIONS AT THE MAIN BASE 
DIVIDED BY TWO ( TWO IS THE BASE LINE NUMBER DERIVED FROM ONE 
TAKE-OFF AND ONE LANDING PER SORTIE AT HOME BASE). 

2. DAYLIGHT AIRFIELD OPERATIONS = (FAA AIRFIELD OPERATIONS 
MODEL) (WEATHER FACTOR) (242 (12) FAA MODEL IS BASED ON RUNWAY 
CONFIGURATION. WEATHER FACTOR IS BASED ON HISTORICAL DATA FROM 
EACH INSTALLATION. 242 IS THE NUMBER OF TRAINING DAYS. 12 IS THE 
NUMBER OF TRAINING HOURS IN ONE DAY. AIRFIELD OPERATIONS 
INCLUDES ALL OUTLYING FIELDS. NAVAL NUMBERS ARE BASED ON A 
WEATHER FACTOR INCORPORATED IN THE FAA MODEL. FOR WHITING FIELD 
THE RUNWAY OPERATIONS ARE BASED ON JPATS. THE HEAVIER WEIGHT OF 
NAVY AIRCRAFT CONSTRAINS OPERATIONS AT NAVAL AIR STATIONS 
RESULTING IN A LOWER AIRFIELD OPERATIONS CAPACITY. 

3. AIRSPACE 

FUNCTIONAL VALUE AIRSPACE = (AVAILABLE AIRSPACE WITHIN 100 
NAUTICAL MILES OF THE MAIN FIELD TO INCLUDE ATCAA, BUT NOT 
WARNING AREAS FOR PRIMARY, PRINFO AND FLT SCREENING. ALL OTHER 
FUNCTIONS INCLUDE WARNING AREAS) (SQUARE NAUTICAL MILES) 

' (ALTITUDE/~O~O) . 6080 IS THE CONVERSION FACTOR OF FEET TO 
NAUTICAL MILES. 

CAPACITY ANALYSIS AIRSPACE 
BLOCK HOURS AVAILABLE = (BLOCKS OF CURRENTLY USED 

AIRSPACE) (12 HOURS PER DAY) (242 DAYS PER YEAR). BLOCKS OF 
AIRSPACE WERE DETERMINED BY SUMMING THE SQ NM OF CURRENTLY USED 
AIRSPACE AND DIVIDING IT INTO ADVANCED (200 SQ NM X 12000') AND 
PRIMARY (100 SQ NM X 5000') BLOCKS. (EXCEPTION: CORPUS CHRIST1 
WAS GIVEN CREDIT FOR W-228 BECAUSE THEY CONTROL/SCHEDULE THIS 
AIRSPACE) PRIMARY AND ADVANCED BLOCKS WERE DOUBLE STACKED WHERE 
POSSIBLE. THE CAPACITY NUMBERS REFLECT THE ADVANCED AIRSPACE 
BLOCKS CAPACITY. (EXCEPTIONS: NAS WHITING, HONDO, AND USAF'A 
HAVE NO ADVANCED AIRSPACE BLOCKS; THEREFORE, PRIMARY AIRSPACE 
CAPACITY WAS USED) 

4. GROUND TWINING CLASS ROOM HOURS PER YEAR = DESIGN CAPACITY ( 
IN TERMS OF STUDENTS) (8 HOURS PER DAY) (242 TRAINING DAYS) 8 
HOURS IS A STANDARD TRAINING DAY. 242 IS THE STANDARDIZED 
TRAINING YEAR. 

5. GROUND TRAINING SIMULATORS = (DESIGN STUDENT CAPACITY) (16 HRS 
PER DAY) (242 DAYS PER YEAR) 16 HOURS BASED ON AN AVERAGE 
AVAILABILITY OF SIMULATORS 

6. RAMPS = (TOTAL NUMBER OF USABLE SQUARE YARDS OF PARKING (I SPACE) ( .80) 801 IS BASED ON ACCESS REQUIREMENTS TO GET TO MAIN 



TAXIWAY. (REFERENCE PENSACOLA CAPACITY ANALYSIS DATA CALL 19, 

V FACILITIESl PARA Dl QUESTION 3) 



TAB 17 



BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

October 21, 1994 

Minutes 

The Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training (UP') meeting was 
convened by Mr. Lou Finch, DUSD(R), at 11 10 hours on October 21, 1994, in Room 3E774, 
the Pentagon. The list of attendees is attached. 

Mr. Finch stated the purpose of the meeting was to review the results of the 
optimization model output which maximizes functional value unconstrained by installation 
military value. The joint study team (JST) presented an overview of the results (slide 
attached), and pointed out that this optimization output (attached) is a marriage of D-PADS 
functional value and the capacity analysis without regard to factors such as costs, operational 
considerations, or joint training initiatives. For example, the output shows primary pilot 
training distributed to six locations. The Tri-Department BRAC Group representative pointed 
out that, in a relative sense, this output shows the theoretical highest possible functional value 
for the category's functions based on the inputs to the model. Mr. Finch asked the Group to 
review the output from a "what makes sense perspective". The Group agreed that the results 
matched expectations given relative functional values and capacities for the sites (e.g., Flight 
Screening function migration, training functions relocated from Reese AFB, and all helicopter 
training relocated to Fort Rucker, etc.). 

Next, the Group discussed its future schedule noting that it was still waiting to receive 
installation military value data from the Military Departments (delivery agreed to occur at 
same time). However, the A r  Force was not yet authorized to deliver the information. The 
Group views installation military value data as a critical input to its methodology towards 
developing alternatives. 

There being no further matters to discuss, the meeting was adjourned at 1145 hours. - - //LJZJ 
Approved: Lou Finch 

Chairman 



BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

October 21, 1994 

Key Attendees 

Mr. Lou Finch, chairman, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Dan Gardner, assistant study team leader, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Col Mike Jones, Army 
LTC Tom Hinkel, Army 
CAPT Brian Buzzell, Navy 
Col Dave Stockwell (USMC), Navy 
LCDR Steve Bertolaccini, Navy 
Dr. Ron Nickel (Navy), Tri-Department BRAC Group 
Mr. Steve Belcher, Navy 
Maj Gen Glenn Profitt, Air Force 
Brig Gen Mike McCarthy, Air Force 
Col John Boyd, Air Force 
Lt Col Len Jarman, Air Force 
Lt Col Jerry Free, Air Force 
Lt Col Howard Hachida, Air Force 
Lt Col Mark Bruggemeyer, Air Force 
Lt Col Roy Rice (USAF), Tri-Department BRAC Group 
CAPT J. B. Renninger, Joint Staff (5-7) 
Col Paul Thompson, OSD (Base Closure) 
Mr. Will Jarvis, OSD (Program Analysis and Evaluation) 
Mr. Dave Wyte, DoDIG 
Mr. Donald Stockton, DoDIG 



OPTIMIZATION RESULTS 

AIRFIELD OPS IS THE LIMITING FACTOR 

MAXIMIZED FUNCTIONAL VALUE RUN 
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BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

November 10,1994 

Minutes 

The Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) meeting was 
convened by Mr. Lou Finch, DUSD(R), at 1315 hours on November 10, 1994, in Room 
3E774, the Pentagon. The list of attendees and agenda are attached. 

Mr. Gardner began with administrative remarks and then opened the Group's 
discussion of the data summary matrix resource table with accompanying formulae for student 
resource calculation (attached). Mr. Gardner pointed out that the joint study team (JST) had 
checked the summary against certified data and found some differences which were corrected 
to reflect certified data. The DoDIG audited as a follow-up. The Group approved the 
corrected summary. 

Next, the Group talked about plans for additional optimization model runs. Mr. 
Gardner observed that the Deputy Secretary's memorandum on Consolidation of Fixed-Wing 
Flight Training (attached) established policy and approved consolidation of joint training 
programs for implementation which have been factored into the Group's analyses. 

The Group agreed that a new "Unconstrained" functional value (MAXFV) run be 
made based on corrections to the capacity matrix/resource table. The JST would then run the 
optimization model for minimum sites (MINSITE) with three initial rules and a five (5) 
percent weight on functional value applied. The three rules were: 1) flight screening would 
would not be performedlcollocated with any other function based on the Group's combined 
military judgement; 2) primary and advanced NAVNFO, advanced NFO strike, and advanced 
NFO panel functions would be single-sited based on the Deputy Secretary of Defense 
memorandum of October 24, 1994; and 3) no function would be spread or fractionalized 
smaller than the (notional) smallest squadron (approximately 100 students annual production) 
based on the Group's combined judgement. Based on the results of the MINSITE run, 
development of additional rules and subsequent runs would be proposed, if appropriate. The 
MINSITE would run with a penalty for new function moves (defined as moving a function to 
a site where it currently does not exist--for example, Strike from NAS Kingsville to Randolph 
AFB). Minimizing sites reduces long-term costs. Minimizing sites while limiting movement 
of new functions to new sites would reduce the one-time, short-term costs. Finally, the runs 
applying Military Departments' installation military values would be made with the 
overarching rule that average military value of the run outcome had to be greater than or 
equal to the beginning value. The Group directed the JST to begin the optimization runs as 
agreed. 

The Group then discussed the projected schedule noting much work remained in 

1 developing alternatives. The format for submission of alternatives (attached) was reviewed. 



There being no further matters to discuss, the mceting ;~iljnurned at 1420 hours. 

/ 

Approved: f b u  Finch- 
Chairman 



BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

November 10, 1994 

Key Attendees 

Mr. Lou Finch, chairman, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Mike Parmentier, study team leader, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Dan Gardner, assistant study team leader, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. James Berry, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
LTC Tom Hinkel, Army 
CAPT Brian Buzzell, Navy 
Col Dave Stockwell (USMC), Navy 
Brig Gen Mike McCarthy, Air Force , 

Col John Boyd, Air Force 
Lt Col Len Jannan, Air Force 
Lt Col Roy Rice (USAF), Tri-Department BRAC Group 
CAPT J. B. Renninger, Joint Staff(J-7) 
Col Paul Thompson, OSD (Base Closure) 
Mr. Donald Stockton, DoDIG 



UIT JOINT 1 CROSS-SERVICE GROUP AGENDA 

(10 November 1994 Meeting -Rm 33774) 

1. Data Summary Matrix Validation 

2. Model "Run" Plans 

A. Updated "Unconstrained" Functional Value Run 

B. MINSITE w13 Rules (5% wt on FV) 

C. MINSITE w/3 Rules "+" Additional Rules if Logical 

D. MINSITE per above w/Penalty for New Function Move 

E. MINNMV w/Rule that Avg Military Value 2 Beginning Avg Mil Val. 

1) "2cd Best" 

2) "3rd Best" 

3. Future Schedule Discussion 

- Optimization Model Runs, Analysis, & Review November 10 - 17 
JCSG Mtgs as Required - Detailed Schedule Attached 

- Present Alternatives to DASD (ER & BRAC) November 18 

- Alternatives Presented to Services - Format Attached November 18 

- "Iterative Process" - Schedule Attached 

4. SECURITY 
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STUDENT RESOURCE CALCULATION 

Reference: (a) CNO ltr 1542, ser N889JG14U61666 dated 20 July 1994 

Flight Screening (T-3) 

a. Trainin? Sorties - Taken from the Hondo Capacity Analysis, Mission Requirements, 
paragraph B.2. 

b. Airfield Ovs - Taken from the Hondo Capacity Analysis, Mission Requirements, paragraph 
B.2 and Facilities paragraphs A.2 and A.lO. Operations were calculated as follows: 

Operationdstudent = Historic Traffic Count (Fac A.10) X SortiedStudent (M. R. B.2) 
Total Sorties (Fac A.2) 

c. Airsvace - Taken from the Hondo Capacity Analysis, Mission Requirements paragraph 
B.1. This number was divided by two to account for the fact that the requirement for primary 
airspace is half that for advanced airspace. 

d. Ground Training Classrooms/Simulators - Taken from the Hondo Capacity Analysis 
Mission Requirements, paragraph C. 1. 

e.  ram^ Svace - Taken from the Hondo and USAFA Capacity Analysis, Mission 
Requirements paragraphs E. 1 (See also supplemental data call paragraph E.2 follow-up) and 
A.1, and Facilities paragraph D.Z. 

Aircraft in DoD inventory (MR E.l Hondo & USAFA) X SYIAircraft (Facilities D.2) 
DoD Pilot Training Requirement 

Primary Pilot (T-34 and T-37) 

a. Training Sorties - The JPATS syllabus requirement of 65 sorties was accepted as the 
standard nurnber of syllabus sorties. USAF overhead on primary training is 60% while USN 
overhead is 30%. The JCS working group agreed to use an average overhead value of 45% 
which leads to a total sortie requirement of 94 (65 sorties + .45 x 65). 

b. Airfield ODS - Taken from the Whiting Field Capacity Analysis, Mission Requirements, 
paragraph B.2 and Facilities paragraphs A.2 and A. 10 using the T-34 data (see spreadsheet). 
Operations were calculated as follows: 

Operationslstudent = Historic Traffic Count (Fac A. 10) X SortiesIStudent (M. R. B.2) 
Total Sorties (Fac A.2) 

= 12.3 opdsortie 



Total ops = 94 sorties X 12.3 ops/sorties = 1156 operations 

c. Airspace - The average block hours required were taken from the USAF Capacity Analysis 
data calls, Mission Requirements paragraph B.1. USAF block hour requirements were used 
because the current USAF syllabus more closely resembles the PATS syllabus. This number 
was divided by two to account for the fact that the requirement for primary airspace is half 
that for advanced airspace. 

d. Ground Training Classrooms/Simulators - The average Ground Training 
ClassroomlSimulator hours required were taken from the amendments to USAF Capacity 
Analysis data calls, Mission Requirements paragraph C. 1. USAF requirements were used 
because the current USAF syllabus more closely resembles the JPATS syllabus. 

e. Ramp Space - Taken from the Capacity Analysis, Mission Requirements paragraphs E.l 
(See also supplemental data call paragraph E.2 follow-up) and A.1, and Facilities paragraph 
D.2. For USAF, SYIaircraft data for all aircraft, was taken from Randolf AFB 

Aircraft in DoD inventory (MR E.l ) X SYIAircraft (Facilities D.2) 
DoD Pilot Training Requirement 

J a. train in^ Sorties - Taken from the Reese Capacity Analysis, Mission Requirements, 
paragraph B.2. Reese AFB was used because they are the only ones fuly functional in 
Airlift/Tanker training. 

b. meld ODS - Taken from the Reese Capacity Analysis, Mission Requirements, paragraph 
B.2 and Facilities paragraphs A.2 and A.10 (see spreadsheet). Operations were calculated as 
follows: 

Operatiodstudent = Historic Trac Count (Fac A. 10) X SortiedStudent (M. R. B.2) 
Total Sorties (Fac A.2) 

c. Airspace - Taken from the Reese Capacity Analysis, Mission Requirements paragraph B. 1. 

d. Ground Training Classrooms/Sirnulators - The Ground Training Classroom/Simulator 
hours required were taken from the amendments to the Reese Capacity Analysis, Mission 
Requirements paragraph C. 1. 

e. Ramp S ~ a c e  - Taken from the Reese Capacity Analysis, Mission Requirements paragraphs 
E. 1 (See also supplemental data call paragraph E.2 follow-up) and A. 1, and Facilities 
paragraph D.2. SYIaircraft data was taken from Randolf AFB which provides this data for all 
USAF training aircraft. 

'cJ 



lW Aircraft in DoD inventow (MR E.1 ) X SYIAircrafl (Facilities D.2) 
DoD Pilot Training Requirement 

Intermediate E2lC2 and Advance Maritime (T-44) 

a. train in^ Sorties - Taken from the Corpus Christi Capacity Analysis, Mission 
Requirements, paragraph B.2. 

b. Airfield ODS - Taken fiom Corpus Christi Navy Capacity Analysis (Data Call 2), Mission 
Requirements, paragraph b.3. Advanced Maritime requirement was used because it was 
higher. 

c. Airs~ace - Taken from the Corpus Christi Capacity Analysis, Mission Requirements 
paragraph B. 1. 

d. Ground Training Classrooms/Simulators - The Ground Training Classroom/Simulator 
hours required were taken fiom the Corpus Christi Capacity Analysis, Mission Requirements 
paragraph C. 1. 

e. &trn~ S ~ a c e  - Taken from the Corpus Christi Capacity Analysis, Mission Requirements 
paragraphs E. 1 (See also supplemental data call paragraph E.2 follow-up). SYIaircraft data 
was taken from NAVFAC P-80 which provides this data for all USN training aircraft. 
Advanced Maritime PTR requirements were taken fiom reference (a) and intermediate E2lC2 
were taken from the Corpus Christi Navy Capacity Analysis (Data Call 2), Mission 
Requirements, paragraph A. 3. 

Aircraft in DoD inventow WR E. 1) X SYIAircraft (Facilities D.21 
DoD Pilot Training Requirements. 

Advance E2/C2 and Strike (T-45) 

a Training Sorties - Taken from the Kingsville Capacity Analysis, Mission Requirements, 
paragraph B.2. NAS Kingsville was used because they are the only ones fully functional in 
T-45 training. 

b. Airfield ODS - Taken fiom Kingsville Navy Capacity Analysis (Data Call 2), Mission 
Requirements, paragraph b.3. 

c. Airspace - Taken from the Kingsville Capacity Analysis, Mission Requirements paragraph 
B. 1. w 



d. Ground Training Classrooms/Simulators - The Ground Training Classroom/Simulator 
hours required were taken from the Kingsville Capacity Analysis, Mission Requirements * paragraph C. 1. 

e. Ramp Space - Taken from the Kingsville Capacity Analysis, Mission Requirements 
paragraph E.l (See also supplemental data call paragraph E.2 follow-up) and Facilities 
paragraph D.3. Navy PTR requirements were taken from reference (a). 

Aircraft in DoD inventory (MR E.l ) X SYIAircraft (Facilities D.2) 
DoD Pilot Training Requirement 

Advance Fightermomber (T-38) 

a. Traininn Sorties - Used an average value taken from Columbus, Laughlin, Sheppard, and 
Vance Capacity Analysis, Mission Requirements, paragraph B.2. 

b. Airfield Ous - Used an average value taken from Columbus, Laughlin, Sheppard, and 
Vance Capacity Analysis, Mission Requirements, paragraph B.2 and Facilities paragraphs A.2 
and A. 10 (see spreadsheet). Operations were calculated as follows: 

Operations/student = Historic Traffic Count (Fac A. 10) X SortiesIStudent (M. R. B.2) 
Total Sorties (Fac A.2) 

c. Airsuace - Used an average value taken from Columbus, Laughlin, Sheppard, and Vance 
Capacity Analysis, Mission Requirements paragraph B. 1. 

d. Ground Training Classrooms/Simulators - For the Ground Training Classroom/Simulator 
hours required, used an average value taken from the amended Columbus, Laughlin, 
Sheppard, and Vance data calls, Capacity Analysis, Mission Requirements paragraph C. 1. 

e. R m  S ~ a c e  - Taken fiom Columbus, Laughlin, Sheppard, and Vance Capacity Analysis, 
Mission Requirements paragraphs E. 1 (See also supplemental data call paragraph E.2 follow- 
up) and A.l, and Facilities paragraph D.2. SYtaircraft data was taken from Randolf AFB 
which provides this data for all USAF training aircraft. 

Aircraft in DoD inventory (MR E. 1) X SYlAircrafI (Facilities D.2) 
DoD Pilot Training Requirement 

Helicopter 

a. Training Sorties - Used an average value taken fiom Fort Rucker and Whiting Field 
Capacity Analysis, Mission Requirements, paragraph B.2. 



b. Airfield ODS - Used an average value taken from Whiting Field (USN Capacity Analysis, 

\- Data Call 2, Mission Requirements, paragraph b.3) and Fort Ruckers Capacity Analysis 
Facilities paragraphs A. 13 and A. 16. Fort Rucker ops were calculated as follows: 

Operationslstudent = Historic Operations (Fac A. 13) 
Total Sorties (Fac A. 16) 

c. Airsvace - Not Required for Helo training. 

d. Ground Training Classrooms/Simulators - For the Ground Training Classroom/Simulator 
hours required, used an average value taken fiom the Fort Rucker Capacity Analysis, Mission 
Requirements paragraph C. 1. Fort Rucker had more extensive ground training requirements 
than did Whiting field. 

e. Ramp Svace - Taken fiom Whiting Field and Fort Rucker Capacity Analysis, Mission 
Requirements paragraphs E. 1 (See also supplemental data call paragraph E.2 follow-up) and 
A.1, and Facilities paragraph D.2. For USN, SYIaircrafI data was taken from NAVFAC P-80 
which provides this data for all USN training aircraft Navy PTR requirements were taken 
from reference (a). 

I Aircraft in DoD inventory (MR E.1) X SYIAircrafi (Facilities D.2) 
DoD Pilot Training Requirement 

Primary and Intermediate NFO (T-34) 

a. Training Sorties - Taken from the Pensacola Capacity Analysis, Mission Requirements, 
paragraph B.2. 

b. Airfield ODS - Taken fiom Pensacola Navy Capacity Analysis (Data Call 2), Mission 
Requirements, paragraph b.3. 

c. Airspace - Taken from the Pensacola Capacity Analysis, Mission Requirements paragraph 
B.1. This number was divided by two to account for the fact that the requirement for primary 
airspace is half that for advanced airspace. 

d. Ground Training Classrooms~Simulators - The Ground Training ClassroomlSimulator 
hours required were taken from the Pensacola Capacity Analysis, Mission Requirements 
paragraph C. 1. 

e. Ramv Svace - Taken from the Pensacola Capacity Analysis, Mission Requirements 
paragraphs E. 1 (See also supplemental data call paragraph E.2 follow-up). SYIaircraft data 
was taken fiom NAVFAC P-80 which provides this data for all USN training aircraft. 
Primary and Intermediate NFO PTR requirements were taken fiom the Pensacola Capacity 
Analysis (USN Data Call 2), Mission Requirements, paragraph A.3. 



Rampslstudent = 

Aircraft in DoD inventory (MR E.1) X SYIAircraft (Facilities D.2) 
DoD Pilot Training Requirements. 

Advance NFO Strike (T-39/T-2) 

a. Training Sorties - Taken from the Pensacola Capacity Analysis, Mission Requirements, 
paragraph B.2. Used the Radar Intercept Officer (NO) track because it is the longest. 

b. ODS - Multiplied the number of required training sorties by 4 opdsorties. Used 
military judgement to arrive at 4 opslsortie - pilots are already trained and therefore don't 
need to practice take-offs and landings. One additional touch and go was included with each 
sortie. 

c. Airsvace - Taken from the Pensacola Capacity Analysis, Mission Requirements paragraph 
B.1. Summed the RIO in special use airspace. 

d. Ground Training Classrooms1Simulators - The Ground Training Classroom/Simulator 
hours required were taken from the Pensacola Capacity Analysis, Mission Requirements 
paragraph C. 1. Used the RIO track. 

e. Ramv Space - Taken from the Pensacola Capacity Analysis, Mission Requirements 
paragraphs E. 1 (See also supplemental data call paragraph E.2 follow-up). SYIaircraft data 
was taken from NAVFAC P-80 which provides this data for all USN training aircraft. Navy 
PTR requirements were taken from reference (a). 

Aircraft in DoD inventow (MR E. 1) X SY/Aircrafi (Facilities D.2) 
DoD Pilot Training Requirements. 

Advance NFO Panel (T-43) 

a. Training Sorties - Taken from the Randolf Capacity Analysis, Mission Requirements, 
paragraph B.2. 

b. Airfield Ovs - Multiplied the number of sorties by 3 opdsortie. Used military judgement 
to arrive at 3 opdsortie - pilots are already trained and therefore don't need to practice take- 
offs and landings. One additional touch and go was included for every other sortie. 

c. Airspace - All work is done in Airways and MTR's 

fw d. Ground Training ClassroomdSimulators - The Ground Training Classroom/Simulator 



hours required were taken from the amendments to the Randolf Capacity Analysis, Mission 
Requirements paragraph C. 1. 

e. Ramp Soace - Taken from the Randolf Capacity Analysis, Mission Requirements 
paragraphs E. 1 (See also supplemental data call paragraph E.2 follow-up) and A. 1, and 
Facilities paragraph D.2. SYIaircraft data was taken from Randolf AFB which provides this 
data for all USAF training aircraft. 

Aircraft in DoD inventory (MR E.l ) X SY/Aircrafi (Facilities D.2) 
DoD Pilot Training Requirement 



Audit of Data Summary Sheet 

On 25 October 1994, LCol Free, LCol Hinkley, and LCDR Bertolaccini audited the Student 
Resource Matrix on the Data Summary Sheet. All data points were checked against 
certified data and where data in the Student Resource matrix differed from the certified data 
the matrix was changed to reflect the certified data. The only exception was in the Advance 
NFO Strike category where previous totals reflected a summation of all requirements for each 
Advance NFO training pipeline. Since each pipeline is independent and each student only 
goes through one pipeline, the resources required for the pipeline with the most requirements 
(Radar Intercept Officer) was selected. 



THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301 

2 4 OC1 1914 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 

A - CHATRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRETARES OF DEFENSE 

'ji - DIRECTOR D E F ~ S E  RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 
, ' . . ASSISTANT SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
. i: '-GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
" * .  INSPECTOR GENERAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

' DIRECTOR, OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION 
UNIFIED AND SPECIFIED COMMANTIERS-INCHIEF 
ASSISTANTS TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES 

SUBJECT: Consolidation of Fixed-Wing Flight Training 

In April 1993 the Secntary of Dtfense directed the Secntary of the Air Force, assisted by 
the Secretary of the Navy, to: 

1. Consolidate initial fixed-wing atcraA training for all Services and transition to a 
common primary training aircraft; and 

2. Combine follow-on flight training into four common pipelines (Navy fighter attack, 
Air Force fighterhmber, Navy and Air Force tankahnsportlmaritirne patrol, 
and helicopter). 

In response, the Navy and the Air Force arc in the process of implementing joint fixed- 
wing flight training initiatives that carry out the Scmtary's dinctive. A cornmoo pipeline for 
helicopter training is still under d e w .  A schematic description of their rrgproach is in 
Attachment 1. 

In addition, the Navy and Air Force have proposed other joint flight training Miatives 
for the hctions of navigator, weapon system officer, and ekctmnic warfare officer, as 
illustrattd in Attachment 2. 

I am mcouraged by the cooperation and progress we bavc made in bringing jointaess to 
flight training and hope that it serves as a mode1 in other areas wben the Department might 
benefit h m  increasing "jointness." This mcmarandum, therefore, provides my m v a l  for Air 
FordNavy plans to implement t k e  joint fixad-wing flight trainiag programs, as we11 as for 
their additional joint training initiatives. The s a x t a r i t s  of the Navy and Air F o a ,  and others 
that may be involved, should take actions to hp1ernent these programs u m n  p a f i l e .  
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UPT JCSWG SCHEDULE 

10 NOV AM Team Meeting: Model Preparations 
Thursday 1315 Group at 33774: Discussion -"Consensus 

PM Team Model "MinSite" Run@) 

14 NOV AM Team at CNA Model Run "Analysis," etc. 
Monday 1315 Group at 33774 Discussion - "Consensus" 

PM Team Model Run(s) 

15 NOV AM Team at CNA Model Run "Analysis," etc. 
Tuesday 1300 Group at 3E752 Discussion - "Consensus" 

16-18 NOV Team to meet in AM with the Group meeting each PM to discuss Team's 
products until rational set of Alternatives produced - no later than Friday. 



OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
3300 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301 -3300 

8 1 OCT 1994 

MEMORANDUM FOR BRAC 95 JOINT CROSS-SERVICE GROUP CHAIRPERSONS 

SUBJECT: Format for Submission of Alternatives to Military Departments 

As you begin generating alternatives for Military Department consideration, they have 
asked, and we agree, that a standardized format needs to be established to facilitate the review of 
alternatives. Attached is the format that should be used in providing your alternatives to the DoD 
Components. This does not preclude a Joint Cross-Service Group from providing additional 
backup material, if needed. 

If you have questions regarding this format, please contact Mr. Bob Meyer, Director, Base - 
Closure. He can be reached on extension 45356. 

Od2 gl B. Hansen 

w 
Attachment 

~ x e c u  tyve Secretary 
BKAC 95 Steering Group 



BRAC 95 JOINT ANALYSIS ALTERNATIVE WORKSHEET 

w 
a. Control Number; The number will be used to assist OSD, Military Departments and 

JCSG's in tracking alternatives. A recommended format is: cJCSG>-#. For example, 
Depot Maintenance JCSG could use DM-I, DM-2, etc. or Undergraduate Pilot Training 
JCSG might use UPT- 1, UPT-2, etc. The goal is to simplify tracking within the JCSG. 
Use a separate worksheet for each alternative. 

B. Short Title; This heading attempts to give a name to the alternative. An example is 
"Realign Camp Swampy", "Disestablish Activity Y", etc. The exact definitions will be 
incorporated in Policy Memorandum 2 which is currently being staffed by OSD Base 
Closure. 

c. Date: The date that the JCSG formally accepts the alternative. 

d. Joint G r o u ~ ;  Formal name of the Joint Group. (Depot Maintenance JCSG, Test & 
Evaluation JCSG, etc.) 

e. Scenario Descri~tion/Summary; This will tell the Military Department what you are 
accomplishing in your alternative. Although it should be concise, fully describe what 
your alternative will do. A good example to follow is the DOD Recommendation in the - March 1993 DOD Base Closure and Realignment Report. 

f. Installations in the Scenario: Under this heading, we are looking for the losing 
installation(s) and Military Department(s), the activities/functions/workload that are to be 
relocated, and the recommended gaining installation(s) and Military Department(s). 
Please understand that if a JCSG does not include a gaining installation in this section, 
the losing Military Department will attempt to relocate the activity, function or workload 
where they believe it will fit without the benefit of JCSG input. 

g. Rationale; Briefly describe the reasons why the alternative was selected. For alternatives 
that are accepted as Military Department nxommendations, this rationale will be 
incorporated in their recommendation so it must describe the pros of your alternative. 
However, clarity is very important so that the Military Departments can understand your 
alternative. 

Use this section to communicate to the Military Departments other suggestions 
or comments regarding the alternative, as necessary. 



TAB 19 



BRAC 95 

Joint Cross CL : * :* 5 Gr-o11p on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

November 14, 1994 

Minutes 

The Joint Cross C - 1 - 1  i ce  G ~ o u p  on Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) meeting was 
convencd by Mr. Lou Fi rti  11, I)l?SD(R), at 13 15 hours on November 14, 1994, in Room 
3E774, the Pentagon. TI;? l i ~ t  of attendees and agenda are attached. 

Mr. Finch opelwd uilll introductory comments and turned to the joint study team 
(JST) to present results i.? 1 jptirnization model runs. Mr. Gardner began with discussion of 
the updated "unconstrainzd" fiinctinnal value run (attached). He noted that it closed the Reese 
AFB, Hondo, and Air Fr~rce Academy sites, flight screening relocated to NAS Whiting Field 
and Laughlin AFB, all Jii.licoy;ter training functions were accommodated at Fort Rucker, the 
primary pilot training fiin?iion bas  spread to five sites, and NAS Kingsville gained the 
airliftJtanker training funitjon. He pointed out that airfield operations was the key constraint 
and that only minor change, from the initial "unconstrained" functional value run were 
apparent. 

The minimum site (MINSITE with 3 rules and 5 percent weight on functional value) " run (attached) complied with the rules, closed five sites, spread primary pilot training to seven 
sites, and located all helic optel- training at Fort Rucker. Again, airfield operations was the 
key constraint. Functional ~ a l u e  total dropped 3.2 points and the outcome resulted in ten new 
function moves. 

Mr. Finch noted concern that short-term costs would not be minimized without 
limiting functional moves into sites which do not already conduct that function. After 
discussion the Group agleed to try to limit functional moves to new sites. 

Next, the Group reviewed plans for further model runs and the evolving schedule. 

There being no further matters to discuss, the meeting was adjourned at 1420 w2rs.  

Approved: 
Chairman 



BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

November 14, 1994 

Key Attendees 

Mr. Lou Finch, chairman, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Mike Parmentier, study team leader, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Dan Gardner, assistant study team leader, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. James Berry, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Todd Weiler, Army 
LTC Tom Hinkel, Army 
CAPT Brian Buzzell, Navy 
Col Dave Stockwell (USMC), Navy 
Brig Gen Mike McCarthy, Air Force 
Col John Boyd, Air Force 
Lt Col Len Jarman, Air Force 
Lt Col Mark Bruggemeyer, Air Force 
Lt Col Roy Rice (USAF), Tri-Department BRAC Group 
CAPT J. B. Renninger, Joint Staff(J-7) 
Col Paul Thompson, OSD (Base Closure) 
Mr. Dave Wyte, DoDIG 
Mr. Donald Stockton, DoDIG 



UPT JOINT / CROSS-SERVICE GROUP AGENDA 

(14 November 1994 Meeting -Rm 3E774) 

1. Model "Run" Results 

A. Updated "Unconstrained" Functional Value Run 

B. MINSITE w/3 Rules (5% wt on FV) 

2. Model Run Plans 

A. MINSITE per above w1Penalty for New Function Move 

B. MINSITE wL3 Rules "+" Additional Rules if Logical - None Intended 

C. MINNMV w/Rule that Avg Military Value 2 Beginning Avg Mil Val. 
(Anticipate Military Value PM 14 November) 

1) "2cd Best" 

2) "3rd Best" 

3. Future Schedule Discussion 

- Optimization Model Runs, Analysis, & Review November 14 - 17 
JCSG Mtgs as Required - Detailed Schedule Attached 

- Present Alternatives to DASD (ER & BRAC) November 18 

- Alternatives Presented to Services - Format Attached November 18 

- "Iterative Process" b ;I# ~ Y U V  n 
5crr. cu- AJW 10,199+ du 

4. SECURITY 

CLOSE HOLD - WORKING PAPEW 



MlNSlTES I ,  'Obj Func=' -97.0168 Wgt Pmtr=' 0 
'Number of sites restricted to ' 14 

. Sites 
Open 
FLT-SCN 
PRI-PLT 
ALFT-TKR 
lE2-MAT 
ADE2-STK 
ADV-BMBR 
HELO 
PRINTR-NFO 
ADVNFO-STK 
ADVNFO-PNL 
I, 

COLM CORP 
1 

0 
679 

0 
0 
0 
0 - 
0 
0 
0 

FTRK KING LAUG MRDN PENS RAND RESE SHEP VANC WTFD HNDO UAFA 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 

0 - 0 1,491 0 0 0 0 0 0 582 0 0 
534 - 0 0 0 0 205 0 0 593 484 - 

0 - 579 0 0 173 0 0 0 0 - 
273 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 

0 - 111 0 18 8 1 0 0 162 0 - 
0 0 393 0 226 0 0 0 - 

1,481 - 0 - 0 - 
0 - 0 14 0 0 704 0 0 0 0 - 
0 - 0 - 0 31 2 0 - - 0 - 
0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 222 0 - 

'Resource Utilization' 
AF-OPS 1 .OO 1.00 0.26 1 .OO 1 .OO 1 .OO 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.36 1.00 1 .oo 0.00 0.00 
ARSPC 0.19 0.07 0.00 0.18 0.04 0.24 0.19 1 .OO 0.00 0.09 0.17 0.13 0.00 0.00 
GNDTNG-CLS 0.27 0.36 0.26 0.15 0.14 0.16 0.02 0.49 0.00 0.28 0.34 0.20 0.00 0.00 
GNDTNG-SIM 0.24 0.49 0.22 0.57 0.01 0.24 0.23 0.46 0.00 0.36 0.26 0.12 0.00 0.00 
RAT 0.59 0.28 0.72 1.00 0.13 0.61 0.54 0.32 0.00 0.24 0.48 0.26 0.00 0.00 
t 

'Total Functional Value = ' 73.63575 



'Number of 

Open 
FLT-SCN 
PRI-PLT 
ALFT-TKR 
IE2-MAT 
ADE2-STK 
ADV-BMBR 
HELO 
PRlNTR-NFO 
ADVNFO-STK 
ADVNFO-PNL 
I, 

I, 'Obj Func=' 56.43237 'VVgt Pmtr=' 
tricted to 14 

Sites COLM 
1 

173 
290 

0 
0 

(0) 
100 - 
71 8 
312 

0 

CORP 
1 

0 - 
448 - 
243 - 
273 - 

0 - 

FTRK KING 
1 0 

(0) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

4,411 - 
0 
0 - 
0 

LAUG MRDN 
1 0 

1,497 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 0 
0 

0 0 

'Resource Utilization' 
AF-OPS 1 .OO 1 .OO 0.26 0.00 1.00 0.00 
ARSPC 0.52 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 
GNDTNG-CLS 0.72 0.42 0.26 0.00 0.11 0.00 
GNDTNG-SIM 0.76 0.66 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 
RAT 1 .OO 0.41 0.72 0.00 0.13 0.00 

'Total Functional Value = ' 70.42085 

PENS 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 - 
0 
0 
0 

RAND 
1 

0 
120 

0 
0 
0 

51 9 

0 
0 - 
0 

RESE 
1 

0 
594 

0 
0 
0 
(0) 

0 

0 

SHEP 
1 

(0) 
104 

0 
0 

372 
0 

0 

222 

VANC 
1 

403 
188 
509 - 

0 
(0) - 
0 = 

WTFD HNDO 
1 0 

0 0 
749 - 

UAFA 
0 

0 



UIT JCSWG SCHEDULE 

14 NOV AM Team at CNA Model Run "Analysis," etc. 
Monday 1315 Group at 33774 Discussion - "Consensus" 

PM Team Model Run@) 

15 NOV AM Team at CNA Model Run "Analysis," etc. 
Tuesday 1300 Group at 33752 Discussion - "Consensus" 

16-18 NOV Team to meet in AM with the Group meeting each PM to discuss Team's 
products until rational set of Alternatives produced - no later than Friday. 
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BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

November 15, 1994 

Minutes 

The Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) meeting was 
convened by Mr. Dan Gardner, ODUSD(R), at 13 15 hours on November 15, 1994, in Room 
3E774, the Pentagon. The list of attendees and agenda are attached. 

Mr. Gardner opened the discussion of optimization model run outputs. A sensitivity 
analysis was conducted using the optimization model to refine the potential feasible solutions 
based on the weights put in the model. The optimum results were 9 sites (5 closures) with 4 
moves, 10 sites (4 closures) with 1 move, and 11 sites (3 closures) with zero moves. A 
handout prepared by the Tri-Department BRAC Group indicating these results is attached. 
The sensitivity analysis established "benchmarks" from which a comparison could be made 
once site military values are within reasonable parameters. 

Then, the Group discussed plans for further model runs and the planned work 
schedule. 

There being no further matters to discuss, the meeting was adjourned at 1400 hours. 

Approved: Dan Gardner 
Acting Chairman 



BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

November 15,1994 

Key Attendees 

Mr. Dan Gardner, assistant study team leader, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. James Berry, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
LTC Tom Hinkel, Army 
Col Dave Stockwell (USMC), Navy 
Col John Boyd, Air Force 
Lt Col Len Jarman, Air Force 
Lt Col Mark Bruggemeyer, Air Force 
Lt Col Roy Rice (USAF), Tri-Department BRAC Group 
CAPT J. B. Renninger, Joint Staff(J-7) 
Col Paul Thompson, OSD (Base Closure) 
Mr. Dave Wyte, DoDIG 
Mr. Donald Stockton, DoDIG 



UPT JOINT / CROSS-SERVICE GROUP AGENDA 

(15 November 1994 Meeting -Rm 3E752) 

1. Model "Run" Results 

A. MINSITE w1Penalty for New Function Move 

2. Model Run Plans 

A. MINNMV w/Rule that Avg Military Value 2 Beginning Avg Mil Val. 
(Anticipate Militarv Value ? ? ? ?) 

1) "2cd Best" 

2) "3rd Best*' 

3. Future Schedule Discussion 

- Optimization Model Runs, Analysis, & Review November 15 - 17 
JCSG Mtgs as Required - Detailed Schedule Attached 

- Present Alternatives to DASD (ER & BRAC) November 18 (?) 

- Alternatives Presented to Services - Format Attached November 18 (?) 

- Anticipated Meeting of the Steering Group November 18 

- Review Group Meeting November 22 

- "Iterative Process*' - Schedule Attached 
Stria M 4.M 

4. SECURITY 

CLOSE HOLD - WORKING PAPERS 
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BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

November 16,1994 

Minutes 

The Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) meeting was 
convened by Mr. Lou Finch, DUSD(R), at 1325 hours on November 16, 1994, in Room 
3E774, the Pentagon. The list of attendees and agenda are attached. 

Mr. Finch began with introductory remarks and said the purpose of the meeting was 
to review the optimization model outputs of minimum sites with maximum military value. 
After a brief discussion of the military values submitted by the Military Departments, Mr. 
Gardner led discussion of the three optimization model outputs (attached), and pointed out 
that the "best" run closed 5 sites (2 large, 2 medium, and 1 small), moved all helicopter 
operations to Fort Rucker, conducted flight screening at 4 sites, drove 8 new moves , located 
primary pilot (JPATS) at 6 sites, and resulted in an average military value of 2.9 and 
functional value of 68.9. Airfield operations was the primary limiting resource. 

The "second best" run closed 4 sites (1 large, 1 medium, and 2 small), moved all 
helicopter training to Fort Rucker, conducted flight screening at 2 (new) sites, resulted in 9 
new moves, located primary pilot (JPATS) at six sites, and produced an average military 
value of 2.9 and a functional value of 72.8. Airfield operations was the only limiting 
resource. 

The "third best" run also resulted in 4 closed sites (1 large, 2 medium, and 1 small), 
moved all helicopter training operations to Fort Rucker, conducted flight screening at 3 sites, 
created 7 new moves, located primary pilot (JPATS) at 6 sites, and produced an average 
military value of 2.9 and a functional value of 71.7 with airfield operations the primary 
limiting resource. 

Then the Group briefly discussed possibilities of how to develop alternatives and the 
potential scope of alternatives most likely being 3 to 5 sites. The Group talked about the 
need to consider minimizing new functional moves and maximizing function consolidation 
and instructed the joint study team (JST) to emphasize these factors in its future work for the 
Group. Potential JPATS site and flight screening site limits were also talked about, but no 
decisions were reached. 

There being no further matters to discuss, the meeting was adjourned at 

Approved: Lou Finch 
Chairman 



BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

November 16, 1994 

Key Attendees 

Mr. Lou Finch, chairman, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Mike Parmentier, study team leader, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. Dan Gardner, assistant study team leader, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
Mr. James Berry, OSD (Personnel and Readiness) 
LTC Tom Hinkel, Army 
CAPT Brian Buzzell, Navy 
Col John Boyd, Air Force 
Lt Col Len Jarman, Air Force 
Lt Col Mark Bruggemeyer, Air Force 
Col Paul Thompson, OSD (Base Closure) 
Mr. Dave Wyte, DoDIG 
Mr. Donald Stockton, DoDIG 



UPT JOINT 1 CROSS-SERVICE GROUP AGENDA 

(16 November 1994 Meeting -Rm 3E774) 

1. Discussion of Military Values 

2. Model "Run" Results 

A. MINNMV w/Rule that Avg Military Value 2 Beginning Avg Mil Val. 

1) "2cd Best" 

2) "3rd Best" 

3. Model Run Plans - Continued Use? Additional Rules? 

A. JPATS Site Limits 

B. Flight Screening Site Considerations 

4. Future Schedule Discussion 

- Present Alternatives to DASD (ER & BRAC) 

- Alternatives Presented to Services 

- Anticipated Meeting of the Steering Group 

- Review Group Meeting 

- "Iterative Process" 

5. SECURITY 

CLOSE HOLD - WORKING PAPERS 

November 21 

November 21 

? ? ? ? 



ti's-/ 
MIFIN~~~V ,, 'Obj Func-' 48.23402 'Wgt Pmtr=' 
'Number of ~d to' 14 

Open 
FLT-SCN 
PRI-PLT 
ALFT-TKR 
lE2-MAT 
ADE2-STK 
ADV-BMBR 
HELO 
PRINTR-NFO 
ADVNFO-STK 
ADVNFO-PNL 

Sites COLM 
1 

173 
290 

0 
0 
(0) 

100 

718 
31 2 

0 
3 

'Resource Utilization' 
AF-OPS 1.003 - 
ARSPC 0.52 
GNDTNG-CLS 0.72 
GNDTNG-SIM 0.76 
RAT 1 .00'\ 

'Total Functional Value = ' 68.97424 

'Current Avg. Miliry Value =' 2.71 4 
'Avg. Military Value of this alternative =' 2.888889 

CORP 
1 

0 
534 

0 
273 

0 

0 
0 
0 

, rj .is> 
0.07 
0.36 
0.49 
0.28 

FTRK 
1 

1,481 

0.26 
0.00 
0.26 
0.22 
0.72 

KING 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

MUG MRDN 
1 0 

409 0 
495 0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 0 
0 

0 0 
I 

I.& 0.00 
0.08 0.00 
0.57 0.00 
0.22 000 
0.45 0.00 

PENS 
0 

0 
(0) 
(0) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

RAND 
1 

0 
120 

0 
0 
0 

51 9 

0 
0 
0 

..r.as, 
0.86 
0.15 
0.20 
0.41 

RESE 
0 

(0) 
0 

(0) 
0 
0 
0 

(0) 

0 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

SHEP 
1 

0 
0 

297 
0 

372 
0 

0 

222 
3 

13> 
0.32 
0.56 
0.72 
0.67 

VANC WTFD HNDO 
1 1 0 

282 0 0 
305 749 
455 

0 0 
0 
0 

0 
0 0 

0 
0 
L 

1.00J '1.00) 0.00 - 
0.34 0.16 0.00 
0.41 0.29 0.00 
0.44 0.19 0.00 ra 0.35 0.00 

UAFA 
1 

1,209 

0.98 
0.15 
0.22 
0.00 
0.49 





MINNMV - 'Number of 
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FLT-SCN 
PRI-PLT 
ALFT-TKR 
lE2-MAT 
ADE2-STK 
ADV-BMBR 
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PRINTR-NFO 
ADVNFO-STK 
ADVNFO-PNL 

'Resource Utiliation' 
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ARSPC 
GNDTNG-CLS 
GNDTNG-SIM 
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5 -L cst5-r 
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ed to ' 14 
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679 534 

0 0 
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0 
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'Total Functional Value = ' 71.71186 

'Current Avg. Miliary Value =' 2.71 4 
'Avg. Military Value of this altematii =' 2.9 
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BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

November 17,1994 

Minutes 

The Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) meeting was 
convened by Mr. Lou Finch, DUSD(R), at 1320 hours on November 17, 1994, in Room 
3E752, the Pentagon. The list of attendees and agenda are attached. 

Mr. Gardner began with the joint study team's (JST) discovery of an aberration in 
airfield operations. This required a normalization of heavy and small aircraft operations. All 
bases were normalized for small aircraft operations and the capacity matrix/resource table 
(attached) corrected accordingly. The optimization model was rerun, with the Chairman's 
prior approval, using the MINNMV formulation for "best", "second best", and "third best" 
outcomes. The outcomes were summarized on a display chart (copy attached) and reviewed. 
The Group noted that the new MINNMV run outputs varied substantially from those briefed 
at the previous meeting (November 16, 1994). A new MINSITE run was also produced and 
briefly reviewed (attached). After a short discussion, the Chairman concurred and approved 
the model outputs with normalized airfield operations data. 

The Group then discussed limiting flight screening and primary pilot training sites as a 
fourth rule. The IST proposed flight screening be limited to the Air Force Academy (the 
function could be moved but there would be no site closure savings) and Hondo (a single 
function, low cost contract operation). Discussion on primary pilot training focused on 
economies of scale resulting in a consensus to try to minimize primary pilot sites. Following 
discussion, the Group agreed that constraining primary pilot training to four sites made good 
sense and adopted the fourth rule, which incorporated these two decisions, as presented. 

Next, the Group discussed plans for further model runs, including a repeat of the 
MINSl'Ei with penalty for new moves/sensitivity analysis and an unconstrained functional 
value run. 

Mr. Gardner then described the possibility of using "freed-up assets" (airspace and 
outlying fields) from potential closure sites to increase the capacity of retained sites in the 
vicinity. Three pairs of sites fit this paradigm: NAS Pensacola/NAS Whiting, Columbus 
AFBNAS Meridian, and NAS Kingsville/NAS Corpus Christi. Finally, the potential for 
combined-site synergism was discussed. For example, NAS Kingsville could use some of 
NAS Corpus Christi's excess airspace or vice-versa depending on the distribution of 
functions. The Group tasked the JST to pursue these possibilities. 

The Group then reviewed the changing schedule. 



There being no further matters to discuss, the meeting was adjourned at 1415 h~T31s. 

Approved: Lou Finch 
Chairman 



BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

November 17, 1994 
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CAPT Brian Buzzell, Navy 
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UPT JOINT / CROSS-SERVICE GROUP AGENDA 

(17 November 1994 Meeting -Rm 33752) 

Normalize Airfield Ops Drill 

Model "Run" New Results 

A. MINNMV w/Rule that Avg Military Value 2 Beginning Avg Mil Val. 

1) "2cd Best" 

2) "3rd Best" 

B. MinSite 

C. Limit Flight Screeflrimary Sites (4thRule) 

Model Run Plans 

A. MinSite wmenalty for New MovesISensitivity Analysis 

B. Functional Value 

C. Potential 

1. "Freed-Up Assets" 

2. Combined Site Synergism 

Future Schedule Discussion 

- Optimization Model Runs, Analysis, & Review November 17-? 
JCSG Mtgs as Required 

- Present Status Report to DASD (ER & BRAC) November 18 

- Alternatives Presented to Services - Format Attached November (?) 

- Anticipated Meeting of the Steering Group November 18 

- Review Group Meeting November 22 

- "Iterative Process" 

SECURITY 

CLOSE HOLD - WORKING PAPERS 





Optimization Model Results 

Average Military Value: 2.7 Maximum Functional Value: 73.192 

EXCESS CAPACITY 



--, ,, 'Obj Func=' 63.07463 'Wgt Pmtr=' 

idedto' 14 

Sites 
open 
FLT-SCN 
PRI-PLT 
ALFT-TKR 
lE2-MAT 
ADE2-STK 
ADV-BMBR 
HELO 
PRINTR-NFO 
ADVNFO-STK 
ADVNFO-PNL 

'Resource Utilization' 
AF-OPS 
ARSPC 
GNDTNG-CLS 
GNDTNG-SIM 
RAT 
I 

I 

'Total Functional Value = ' 

COLM 
1 

0 
443 

0 
0 
0 

294 

0 
0 
0 

1.00 
0.37 
0.26 
0.26 
0.88 

72.59856 

CORP 
1 

0 
364 

0 
273 
102 

0 
0 
0 

1.00 
0.09 
0.33 
0.60 
0.28 

FTRK 
1 

1.481 

0.26 
0.00 
0.26 
0.22 
0.72 

KING 
I 

0 
0 

1 52 
0 
0 

191 

71 8 
31 2 

0 

1.00 
0.26 
0.43 
0.97 
1.00 

LAUG MRDN 
1 0 

1,497 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 0 
0 

0 0 

PENS 
1 

0 
0 

500 
0 
0 

1 34 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1.00 
0.22 
0.03 
0.18 
0.76 

RAND 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

RESE 
1 

0 
594 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

0 

1.00 
0.18 
0.18 
0.26 
0.38 

SHEP 
1 

0 
100 

0 
0 

270 
0 

0 

m 

VANC 
1 

0 
558 
100 

0 
0 
0 - 
0 - 
0 

WTFD 
1 

576 
434 

0 

0 
0 
0 

-".. 

HNDO 
0 

0 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

3& 
osD 

UAFA 
0 

0 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 



TAB 23 



BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

November 21,1994 

Minutes 

The Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) meeting was 
convened by Mr. Lou Finch, DUSD(R), at 1320 hours on November 21, 1994, in Room 
3E774, the Pentagon. The list of attendees is attached. 

Mr. Finch stated the purpose of the meeting was to review development of 
alternatives. Mr. Gardner led the discussion the optimization model outputs and proposed 
alternatives. 

First, the Group discussed model run output (MIN PRIME) and the potential 
alternative (attached) which was developed by optimizing military value with a 5 percent 
weight on functional value, incorporating the original 3 rules plus the 4th rule limiting flight 
screening to Hondo and the Air Force Academy and minimizing primary pilot to 4 sites. The 
output also required 8 new functional moves. This proposed alternative would close the 
undergraduate flying training functions at three locations (NAS Meridian, Reese AFB, and 

i 
NAS Whiting Field). Additionally, the potential alternative would move Navy undergraduate 
helicopter pilot training to Fort Rucker and use excess capacity at Fort Rucker. The Group w agreed the output was a rational basis for a 3-site closure alternative. 

Then the Group discussed the MIN PRIME12 run output (attached) and potential 
alternative which would locate primary pilot training at four sites; retain Air Force's flight 
screening at Hondo, and the United States Air Force Academy; close the undergraduate flying 
training functions at four locations (NAS Meridian, Reese AFB, NAS Whiting Field, and 
Vance AFB); collocate Navy undergraduate helicopter pilot training at Fort Rucker, and 
require 9 new functional moves. The MIN PRIME12 output differed from MIN PRIME as 
the airspace and outlying airfield capacities from NAS Whiting and NAS Meridian (closed in 
MIN PRIME) were added to NAS Pensacola and Columbus AFB, respectively. The MIN 
P R W 2  output was an improvement over MIN PRIME as it further reduced excess capacity 
and closed another site. 

Mr. Gardner then discussed the JSTYs review of "regional pairs" (attached) which 
highlighted additional capacity for airfield operations at retained sites generated by keeping 
outlying airfields (and airspace) from closed sites nearby. The Group concurred with the 
concept. 

Then the Group talked about the output (attached) for MIN PRIME13 with minimum 
moves of functions to new locations. This potential alternative limited primary pilot to four 
sites and required only one new functional move to a new location. However, the output 

(I gave an unusual functional distribution. In particular, it moved Air Force bomberlfighter 
track to Randolph AFB and aidiftitanker track to Sheppard AFB and NAS Kingsville which 



did not meet sound military judgement. The MIN PRIME13 output did indicate potential for 
reduced new functional moves. 

Next, the group discussed the JST's initiative to use the MIN PRIME12 run and its underlying 
rules as the baseline for further non-model analysis. The Group concurred. 

The Group then considered the analysis (attached) which used MIN PRIME12 as the 
baseline to potentially close undergraduate flying training functions at four sites. Potential 
issues noted on the attachment were discussed. An effort was made to consolidate functions 
and minimize new moves. The Group agreed that the product was a rational alternative to 
close four sites. 

The Group then discussed the potential to close undergraduate flying training functions 
at five locations. Analysis (attached) indicated that it was possible to close training functions 
at five sites based on capacity analyses and reasonable functional moves. The fifth site would 
be NAS Corpus Christi, Texas. Two functional moves to new locations would allow this 
potential alternative (Advanced BomberIFighter Training to NAS Kingsville, and Maritime 
Training to Pensacola). The JST pointed out that two additional outlying airfields would be 
required for NAS Pensacola to achieve the needed capacity. The Group consensus was that 
existing outlying airfields in the NAS PensacolaNAS Whiting area could be upgraded at 
minimal cost to meet the JPATS 5,000-foot runway standard. 

Next, the Group considered a "regionalization" analytical excursion from the 
MIN PRIME12 baseline. It proposed keeping NAS Meridian open in conjunction with 

.I Columbus AFB as a Primary Pilot (JPATS) site and closing NAS Corpus Christi. The 
excursion required three new outlying fields (two in the NAS Meridian/Columbus AFB area, 
and one at Laughlin AFB). NAS Kingsville would use a NAS Corpus Christi outlying field. 
The excursion resulted in creating excess capacity at several remaining sites and additional 
military construction (MILCON) costs with no additional site closures. Also, potential JPATS 
consolidation cost-savings data was not available as justification. The Group decided not to 
pursue the concept further. 

Following Group discussion and consensus, Mr. Finch directed the JST to recast the 
proposed alternatives by placing emphasis on minimizing functional moves rather than on 
maximizing functional value in order to reduce short-term costs and to also work toward 
consolidating functions at single sites, or the lowest number of sites feasible. 

There being no further matters to discuss, the meeting was adjourned at 1445 hours. 

Approved: 
Chairman 
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Optimization Model Results 

Average Military Value: 2.7 Maxlmum Functional Value: 73.192 

EXCESS CAPACITY 



REGIONAL PA 



FOUR SITE ALTERNATIVE 

TOTAL 2493 '752 273 372 61 9' 71 8 ' 312 222 

POTENTIAL ISSUES 
1. Primary at six sites 
2. IFF not accounted for 
3. Number of missions at Pensacola 
4. Excess Capacity approx. zero (impact of JPATS?) 

FUNCTIONAL CONSOLIDATION 
- All Helo's to Rucker 
- 5 functions at one site 
- 2 functions at two sites - 1 function at six sites 

ADVANTAGES 
1. NO "new' moves 
2. Minimizes excess capacity 



FIVE SITE ALTERNATIVE 

- . -. -. . ".."I ,.r\. I V 1 ML 

PTWOPS) (PTRNPs) I (PTWOPS) I (PTRIOPS) 1 (PTRIOPS) I (PTRIOPS) I (PTRIOPS) I (PTWOPS) (OPS availablelrequire 
I I 223 I I I I 

nnc 7% 

I I I 373 

dl 

POTENTIAL ISSUES 
1. IFF not accounted for 
2. Requires new OLF's 

ADVANTAGES 
1. Only one 'new' move 
2. Minimizes excess capacity 

FUNCTIONAL CONSOLIDATION 
- All Helo's to Rucker 
- 6 functions at one site 
- 1 functions at two sites 
- 1 function at five sites 



MINIMIZE PRIMARY SITES 



TAB 24 



BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

November 22,1994 

Minutes 

The Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) meeting was 
convened by Mr. Lou Finch, DUSD(R), at 1330 hours on November 22, 1994, in Room 
3E752, the Pentagon. The list of attendees is attached. 

Mr. Finch stated the purpose of the meeting was to review and finalize development 
of alternatives to be forwarded to the Military Departments for further analyses. 

Mr. Gardner led discussion of three proposed alternative scenarios and the 
memorandum to be sent to the Military Departments. The Group questioned whether the 
scenario descriptions of the alternatives were sufficient. Group consensus was that more 
information was preferred over less. A detailed review commenced with Group members 
suggesting minor changes to accommodate tone, description and detail of alternative format, 
as well as points of clarification to the functional scenarios. 

Based on its analyses and combined military judgement and experience, the Group 
i 

agreed that the three alternative scenarios should be sent to the Military Departments. Mr. 1 Finch directed the JST to refine the alternative package as agreed upon by the Group. As a 
requirement set by the Chairman of the BRAC 95 Steering Group, Mr. Finch planned to brief, 
this afternoon, the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Installations (formerly titled the 
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Reinvestment and BRAC) on the 
Group's functional closure and realignment alternatives. Additionally, Mr. Finch anticipated 
that the alternatives would be sent to the Military Departments tomorrow and directed that a 
copy of the package be attached to the minutes of this meeting (attached). 

There being no further matters to discuss, the meeting was adjourned at 1455 burs?  . , 

Approved: LOU Finch 
Chairman 
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OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301 -4000 

PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 2 8 )cob' 1994 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTOR ARMY BASING STUDY 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, BASE STRUCTURE ANALYSIS 

TEAM 
SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE CSAF FOR REALIGNMENT 

AND TRANSITION (USAF/RT) 

SUBJECT: BRAC Alternatives Developed by the Undergraduate Piiot Training (UPT) 
Joint Cross-Service Group 

This memorandum forwards the results of the UPT Joint Cross-Service Group's 
efforts. It provides three UPT BRAC alternatives for consideration and assessment by 
the military departments, along with an illustrative scenario for each alternative. Every 
alternative reduces excess capacity while maintaining high average military value. In 
developing these alternatives, the Joint Group focused on limiting moves of functions to 
new sites and on consolidation of functions. Further, the Joint Group's analysis 
incorporated the principles of the Deputy Secretary's memorandum on "Consolidation of 
Fixed-Wing Flight Training," dated October 24,1994. 

Ia responding to these alternatives, you are requested to provide your assessments 
and comments in accordance with the guidelines and schedule provided by the OSD 
BRAC Office. We are especially interested in identifying any analytical considerations 
that may have been overlooked or were beyond the purview of the Joint Group (e.g., 
capacity requirements for graduate level courses or collateral functions at UPT sites, 
disruption of operations resulting from functional moves, introduction of new training 
systems (PATS), etc.). 

Members of the Joint Group's Study Team are available to answer your questions 
and provide data used in this analysis. The staff point 
Pentagon Rm 1C757, COMM ('703) 614-9481, DSN 

Louis .Finch 
Deputy Under Secretary of Defense puty Assistant Secxetary of the Army 

Training and Education 

7 

Glenn A. PmfittII CAPT Brian V. ~ u d w  
Major General, USAF Department of the Navy 

Director, Plans and Operations Principal Representative 

w HQ Air Education and Training Command 

Attachments: As Stated 
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-I- BRAC WO 2 PAPERS - 
I a. O ~ I O N  NUMBER. I b. CANDIDATE MSTALLATION: I C. DATE: 1 -~ - - 

1 I UNDERGRADUATE PILOT TRAINING 1 23 NOV 1994 
d. INSTALLATION CATEGORY: 
e. SCENARIO DESCRIPTION 1 SUMMARY: 
THREE SITE CLOSURE. m I s  ALTERNAM CLOSES NAS MERIDIAN, REESE AIR FORCE BASE, AND NAS WHITING FIELD. ALL SERVICE u r n  IS 
CONDUCTED AT FORT RUCKER. THE DISTRIBUTION OF FUNCTIONS AT REMAINING SITES ARE L E m  TO THE SERVICES. THE ALTERNATIVE ADHERED 
TO RESTRIWONS OUTLINED IN THE COVER MEMORANDUM. I 
THE ALTERNATIVE WAS DEVELOPED USING THE OPTIMIZATION MODEL. IT MAXIMIZED AVERAGE MILITARY VALUE, FACTORED IN FUNCllONAL 
VALUE, AND REDUCED EXCESS CAPACITY OF EXISTING AIRFIELD COMPLEXES. IN THE ILLUSTRATIVE SCENARIO, MINIMUM MOVEMENT OF 
FUNCTIONS TO NEW SITES AND CONSOLIDATION/COLLOCATION OF FUNCTIONS AT SINGLE SITES WERE ALSO EMPHASIZED. 

I. INSTALLATIONS IN SCENARIO: 
INSTALLATION I STRATEGY ( ~ ~ S ~ A I N ~ O ~ ~ E A C T N A T E )  I COMPLETION YEAR 
NAME 
MERIDIAN NAS 

REESE AFB 

WHITING NAS 

I I 

g. MAJOR ACTIVITIES AND/OR ORGANIZATIONS AFFECTED (OR -ALLY AFFEC~ED): 
UICJSRC I DESCRIPTION: I PERSONNEL STRENGTH: I STRATEGY: 

CLOSE. STRIKE TRAINING TO MOVE AT DISCRETION 
OF NAVY. 
CLOSE. SUPT TRAINING TO MOVE AT DISCRETION OF 

FORT RUCKER 

Y I I o ~ ~ F ~ ~ ~ I O T H E R  1 DESTINATIONIYEAR 
I NOT ADDRESSED BY 1 I I 

NLT FY 2001 

1s 1 
AIR FORCE. 
CLOSE. MOVE HELICOPTER TRAINING TO FORT 
RUCKER. MOVE PRIMARY TRAINING AT DISCRETION 

,. 

OF DON. 
GAIN DON HELICOPTER TRAINING. 

I AN ILLUSTRATIVE SCENARIO IS ATTACHED THAT CONSOLIDATESICOLLOCATES FUNCTIONS AND ALSO REDUCES THE NUMBER OF FUNCTIONAL MOVES 
TO NEW SITES. I 

1, 

I THIS GROUP. I I 

TABS FORM A-1 (AUG 94) 

h. REMARKS 

9 



I + - B R A C  WORKING PAPERS 

ALTERNATIVE 1 SCENARIO 
THREESITE CLOSURE (GRADUATES PER YEAR) 

Wf 
While consistent with modeled results with respect to sites open and closed, this scenario was developed 
by the Joint Group to demonstrate a reasonable allocation of functions to the sites remaining open. 

I AIRLIFT- BOMBER- I (PRIMARY~ NFO I P A N ~ A R D O P S  pFIDofs 

ASSUMFTONS: 
1. NAS Kingsville utilizes excess capacity fbm existing outlying airfield. 
2. NAS Pensacola utilizes excess capacity h m  existing outlying airfield. 

Note: It is possible to accomplish this alternative without using the excess capacity of outlying fields 
from sites identified for closure. However, in the scenario above, some of this excess capacity is used to 
allow more flexibility in the functional spread. 



d BRAC WOR .(; PAPERS -dlllllD 

TABS FORM A- 1 (AUG 94) 

FOUR SITE CLOSURE. THIS ALTERNATIVE CLOSES NAS MERIDIAN, REESE AFB, VANCE AFB. AND NAS WHITING. ALL SERVICE UHPT IS 
CONDUCTED AT FORT RUCKER. THIS ALTERNATIVE CAPTURED CAPACITY FROM OUTLYING FIELDS CLOSED FROM ALTERNATIVE ONE AND 
RESULTED IN THE CLOSURE OF AN ADDlTIONAL BASE. GIVEN THE FOUR CLOSURES, THE GROUP DEVELOPED A POSSIBLE SCENARIO 
MINIMIZING MOVES AND CONSOLIDATING FUNCTIONS (SEE ALTERNATIVE TWO SCENARIO AlTACHED) . 
THE ALTERNATIVE WAS DEVELOPED USING THE OPTIMIZATION MODEL CONSTRAINED BY ALTERNATIVE ONE AND ASSUMING REDISTRXBUTION 
OF EXCESS AIRFIELD OPERATIONS CAPACITY AS DESCRIBED ABOVE, SHARED AIRSPACE BETWEEN RANDOLPH AFB AND NAS CORPUS CHRISTI. 
AND ADDING MINOR MILCON FOR RAMP SPACE AT COLUMBUS AFB. IT MAXIMIZED AVERAGE MILITARY VALUE, FACTORED IN FUNCTIONAL 
VALUE. AND REDUCED EXCESS CAPACITY OF EXISTING AIRFIELD COMPLEXES. IN THE ILLUSTRATIVE SCENARIO, MINIMUM MOVEMENT OF 
FUNCTIONS TO NEW SKES AND CONSOLIDATION OF FUNCTIONS AT SINGLE SITES WERE ALSO EMPHASIZED. 

RUCKER. PRIMARY TRAINING TO MOVE AT 

FORT RUCKER 
DISCRETION OF DON. 
GAIN. DON HELICOPTER TRAINING. 61 

er. MAJOR ACTIVITIES AND/OR ORGANIZATIONS AFFECTED (OR POTENTIALLY  AFFECTED^ 
UIClSRC DESCRIPTION: 

NOT ADDRESSSED 
BY THIS GROUP 

PERSONNEL STRENGTH: 
oFF~oF-~mAFloTHER 

STRATEGY: 
DESTINATIONIYEAR 

I 



d - BRAC WO $_; PAPERS -- 
I I 

h. REMARKS 
AN ILLUSTRATIVE SCENARIO IS ATTACHED THAT CONSOLIDATESICOLLOCATES FUNCTIONS AND ALSO REDUCES THE NUMBER OF FUNCllONAL 
MOVES TO NEW SITES. 

I 

TABS FORM A- 1 (AUG 94) 



---BRAC WORKING PAPERS 

ALTERNATIVE 2 SCENARIO 
FOURSXTE CLOSURE (GRADUATES PER YEAR) 

'-While consistent with modeled results with respect to sites open and closed, this scenario was developed 
by the Joint Group to demonstrate a reasonable allocation of functions to the sites remaining open. 

I I I mul~r- ( ( BOMBER- 1 IPRIMARYI NFO ~PANEL~AFIDOPS ( m o p s  
I PRLMARY I TANKER I MARlTIME I FIGHTER I SlRJXE 1 NFO 1 STfUKE 1 NAV ~AVAMBLE lREOWRED 

ASSUMPTIONS: 
1. NAS Kingsville utilizes excess capacity h m  existing outlying airfield. 
2. Columbus AFB utilizes excess capacity £tom existing outlying airfield. 
3. NAS Pensacola utilizes excess capacity fkom existing outlying airfield. 
4. Randolph AFB uses some NAS Corpus Christi airspace. 
5. Requires MILCON for approximately 25,000 square yards of ramp space at Columbus AFB. 

-RAC WORKING PAPERS 



C. . - BRAC 

CLOSES NAS CORPUS CHRISTI, NAS MERIDIAN, REESE AFB, VANCE AFB, AND NAS WHITING FIELD. 
ALL SERVICE UHFT IS C O N D U m D  AT FORT RUCKER. THIS ALTERNATIVE BUILT ON ALTERNATIVE TWO CAPTURING THE OUTLYING FIELD 
AND AIR SPACE CAPACITY FROM CORPUS CHRIST1 CLOSURE. IN ADDITION MINOR MILCON WAS REQUIRED TO ADD CAPACITY (TWO 
USABLE OUTLYING FIELDS) AT PENSACOLA. THE GROUP DEVELOPED A SCENARIO MINIMIZING MOVES AND CONSOLIDATING FUNCTIONS 
(SEE ALTERNATIVE THREE SCENARIO ATTACHED). 

THE ALTERNATIVE WAS DEVELOPED MANUALLY BY EXTENDING THE LOGIC FROM OPTION TWO. IT MAXIMIZED AVERAGE MILITARY 
VALUE. FACTORED IN FUNCTIONAL VALUE AND REDUCED EXCESS CAPACITY OF EXISTING AIRFIELD COMPLEXES. IN THE ILLUSTRATIVE 
SCENARIO, MINIMUM MOVEMENT OF FUNCTIONS TO NEW SITES AND CONSOLIDATION OF FUNCTIONS AT SINGLE SITES WAS ALSO 
EMPHASIZED. 

TABS FORM A- 1 (AUG 94) 
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TABS FORM A- 1 (AUG 94) 

, g. MAJOR ACTIVITIES AND/OR ORGANIZATIONS AFFECTED (OR POTENTIAI.LY AFFECTED): 
UIC/SRC 

AN ILLUSTRATIVE SCENARIO IS ATTACHED THAT CONSOLIDATESICOLLOCATES FUNCTIONS AND ALSO REDUCES THE NUMBER OF 
FUNCTIONAL MOVES TO NEW SITES. 

DESCRIPTION: 

NOT ADDRESSED BY 
THIS GROUP 

PERSONNEL STRENGTH: 
OFFIWOF/EWCIV/NAFlOTHER 

STRATEGY: 
DESTINATIONNEAR 



ALTERNATIYE 3 SCENARIO 
nVESITE CLOSURE (GRADUATES PER YEAR) 

w 
While consistent with modeled results with respect to sites open and closed, this scenario was developed 
by the Joint Group to demonstrate a reasonable allocation of functions to the sites remaining open. 

ASSUMPTIONS: 
1. NAS Kingsville utilizes excess capacity fiom existing outlying airf~eld. 
2. Columbus AFB utilizes excess capacity from existing outlying airfield. 
3. NAS Pensacola utilizes excess capacity from existing outlying airfield: two of these airfields 

require runway extensions to 5,000 feet to be useable. 
4. Randolph AFB uses some of NAS Corpus Chisti airspace. 

- B R A C  WORKING PAPERS 



BRAC 95 

Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training Meeting 

February 23,1995 

Minutes 

The Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) meeting was 
convened by Mr. Lou Finch, DUSD(R), at 1430 hours on February 23, 1995, in Room 1C757, 
the Pentagon. The list of attendees is attached. 

Mr. Finch pointed out that Office of the Secretary of Defense review of proposed base 
closure and realignment recommendations was nearing a close. The Secretary was expected to 
finalize his recommendations to the Commission by March 1. He stated the purpose of the 
meeting was to review the Military Departments' recommendations relating to the Group's work. 
He also noted the Secretary of the Navy's interest to ensure that that the Group had explored the 
concept of base complexes. 

Mr. Gardner led a discussion to compare the Military Departments' recommendations to 
the Group's alternatives (attached 'Wrap-Up"). It was agreed that the recommendations were 
not inconsistent with the Group's effort, maintained sufficient capacity to meet projected - 
requirements, and also provided a sound basis for carrying out ~ i ~ ' s - ~ o l i c i e s  for cross-service 

'(I flight training. 

Next, the Group shifted its focus to the issue of base complexes, which are base pairs 
located close to one another that share the same or similar functions. Given that definition, three 
UPT base complexes were considered: 1) NAS Pensacola - NAS Whiting, 2) NAS Kingsville - 
NAS Corpus Christi, and 3) Columbus AFB - NAS Meridian. The Group agreed to use the 
Military Departments' recommendations as the baseline for its analysis (attached). The baseline 
retains two of the three complexes, and supports the Navy's recommendation to close NAS 
Meridian. 

The Group developed and investigated two alternatives to determine if there were any 
compelling reasons to maintain the Columbus AFB - NAS Meridian complex. Both alternatives 
also incorporated an effort to reduce the required number of JPATS training sites. The first 
alternative created a JPATS "Master" site at the Columbus/Meridian complex. This required the 
addition of 5 new outlying fields and relocating the fighterbomber UPT function from 
Columbus to Laughlin AFB. The second alternative built the JPATS "Master" site at the NAS 
Pensacola - NAS Whiting complex by upgrading 7 existing outlying fields and relocating the 
maritime and primatylintermediate NFO training functions to NAS Meridian. A variant of the 
first alternative was also discussed which located all strike training at NAS Meridian. However, 
the variant was not given further consideration by the Group as it did not provide a net increase 
in base complexes, would waste significant investrnent in the T-45 training system at NAS 
Kingsville, and also require significant investment in infrastructure at NAS Meridian. Finally, a 



third alternative was discussed. It was similar to the second alternative but shifted the maritime 

V and primarylintermediate NFO training functions to Vance AFB. 

The Group assessed the first alternative and found its up-front costs excessive. After a 
lengthy discussion and additional input from both Navy Budget Office and OUSD (PA&E) 
analysts, the Group determined that cost savingslcost avoidance estimates derived from either 
JPATS site consolidation or formation of a JPATS base complex could not readily be identified. 
The Group also agreed that these savings (if any) would be well in the future. The Group 
assessed the second alternative and found it similar to alternative one but noted it had a much 
smaller up-front MILCON requirement. It was agreed, however, that the maritime and 
primarylintermediate NFO training functions could readily be accommodated by those flight 
training bases not recommended for closure by the Military Departments. Therefore, in 
reviewing the base complex issue, the Group found no clear or compelling rationale to change 
the Military Departments' recommendations. 

There being no further matters to discuss, the meeting was adjourned at 1600 hours. 

e 
Approved: Lou Finch 

Chairman 
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UNDERGRADUATE PILOT TRAINING JOINT CROSS-SERVICE GROUP 

'WRAP-UP' 

This point paper summarizes the results of the BRAC 95 Joint Cross-Service Group 
(JCSG) on Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT). The UPT JCSG developed three functional base 
closure and realignment alternatives and submitted them to the Military Departments for 
consideration. While the Military Departments did not adopt any of the JCSG's alternatives 
exactly as proposed, the three sites recommended by the Military Departments for closure or 
realignment were in one or all of the JCSG's alternatives, as displayed in the following table. 

(X = Closure) JCSG Alternatives Recommendations 
Ait 1 Alt 2 Alt 3 - - -  Air Force N a w  

Corpus Christi NAS X X* 
Meridian NAS X X X X 
Reese AFB X X X X 
Vance AFB X X 
Whiting Field NAS X X X 
Columbus AFB 
Fort Rucker AATC 
Kingsville NAS 
Laughlin AFB 
Pensacola NAS 
Randolph AFB 
Sheppard AFB - - - - - 
Total 3 4 5 1 2 

* Navy recommended realigning - not closing -- UPT functions at NAS Corpus Christi. 

The DON recommended closing NAS Meridian (included in all three JCSG Alts) and also 
moved the UPT functions out of NAS Corpus Christi (included in JSCG Alt 3). The DON 
declined closing NAS Whiting Field (included in all three JCSG Alts) based on its estimate of 
high MILCON costs associated with moving Whiting Field's Helicopter functions to Fort Rucker 
and its Primary Fixed-wing functions to NAS Pensacola. 

Key Factors 

1. DON COBRA analysis generated projected cost savings/cost avoidance of $57.8M 
based on single siting Advanced E2/C2 and Strike functions at NAS Kingsville using 
NAS Corpus Christi's airfield as an outlying field (OLF'). 

2. DON COBRA analysis generated projected cost savingsfcost avoidance of $53.5M 
based on consolidation of Navy's mine sweeping helicopters at NAS Corpus Christi. The 
Ingleside/Corpus Christi complex would become the Navy's "Mine Warfare Center of 
Excellence." 



3. The DON COBRA-generated MILCON requirement ($138M) projected for NAS 
Pensacola and Fort Rucker to accommodate closing NAS Whiting and movement of its 
Primary Fixed-wing and Helicopter flight training functions was deemed prohibitive 
given the associated estimated return on investment of 15 years. 

The Air Force recommended closing Reese AFB (included in all three JCSG Alts) based 
on its low ranking compared to other UPT bases, judged on all eight criteria and Air Force excess 
UPT base capacity. The Air Force considered additional UPT site closures unacceptable (i.e., 
Vance AFB, included in JCSG Alts 2 and 3) because of capacity requirements to 1) incorporate 
Air Force's Introduction to Fighter Fundamentals (IFF) training {not within the JCSG's scope of 
analysis), 2) provide flexibility for introduction of new training systems, and 3) allow an 
additional capacity buffer to account for the turmoil associated with base closures and fielding of 
new aircraft. Based on Air Education and Training Command (AETC) certified data, the Air 
Force estimated that it required an additional 6.5 percent of the annual DoD UPT capacity to 
allow for these concerns. 

Key Factors 

1. JCSG Alternative 1 resulted in retention of approximately 10 percent excess DoD 
UPT capacity - enough to accommodate the Air Force concerns. 

2. JCSG Alternatives 2 and 3 retained approximately 1.3 percent and 2.3 percent DoD 
UPT excess capacity respectively. Neither alternative would accommodate the Air 
Force's concerns. 

3. Both Military Department submissions, when combined, would retain DoD UPT 
excess capacity of approximately 10 percent - enough to accommodate the Air Force 
concerns. 

The Army found all three JCSG alternatives to be acceptable. The movement of the DON 
Helicopter training function from NAS Whiting Field to Fort Rucker (included in all three JCSG 
Alts) would have reduced Fort Rucker excess rotary-wing capacity. Fort Rucker is the largest 
DoD helicopter training complex, the Army's single helicopter training site for both 
undergraduate and advanced helicopter training with many Army-unique facilities. Realigning 
Fort Rucker's Primary Helicopter training function was not developed as an alternative because 
closing Fort Rucker was not considered viable. 

Summary 

The Military Departments' recommendations are not inconsistent with the work of the 
JCSG. In particular, their proposals maintain sufficient capacity to ensure meeting projected 
requirements. They also provide a sound basis for carrying out the Departments' policies for 
cross-service flight training. Based on the above, the Military Departments' recommendations w are acceptable from the Joint Cross-Service Group perspective. 



Baseline for Complex Evaluation 

- Service recommendations 
- Flight screening excess will not be included in this evaluation 
- Helo excess at Whiting and Rucker will not be included in this evaluation 

ps Avail Pre-BRAC Forecast JPATS BRAC ' 
000's) PTR JPATS JPATS Laydown 

369 B/F X X 
Corpus --- X - - 

372 STWE2C2 
788 681 PRI X X X 

Meridian --- --- 
273 MARITIME X X X . . . . 

718 PRI/INT NFO 
31 2 ADV NFO 

520 PRI X X X 

TOTAL 51 84 Fixed Wing Ops Available 
4921 Fixed Wing Ops Required 
263 Excess Ops (5.3%) 

NOTES: 
(1) Added 112 Choctaw ops back to Pensacola from Whiting 
(2) Reduced 112 Choctaw ops from Whiting capacity 
(3) Assume upgrade OLF at Whiting to meet primary PTR 



OPTION 1 COLUMBUS-MERIDIAN JPATS COMPLEX 

.PTR Laydown Comments 
2134 PRI 2 Hulld 5 OLF's @ 250K ops1OLF and $200M 

, Notes: 
(1) Baseline excess FW airfield ops is 2047K (42%); Closing Vance reduces it to (28%); Closing Whiting reduces it to 18% 
(2) Airspace is adequate 
(3) Rarnps/Aprons/Taxiways must be analyzed 
(4) Helo needs to move to Rucker to gain an additional closure 
(5) Meridian range status to be resolved. 

Costs: 
(1) OLF's $200M (5 x $40M) 
(2) Keeping Meridian open $30MNr 
(3) Laughlin range $9M 
(4) Relocation of AF assets 

Savings: 
(1) Savings potential from reducing JPATS from 6 to 4 sites 
(2) Savings potential from JPATS complex 
(3) Potential to close one addtional base (4 vs 3) 



OPTION 2 PENSACOLA-WHITING JPATS COMPLEX (MERIDIAN REMAINS OPEN) 

Notes: 
(1) Baseline excess RN airfield ops is 1760K (36%); Closing Laughlin reduces it to (22%); Closing Vance reduces it to 6% 
(2) Meridian range status to be resolved. 
(3) Helo will remain at South Whiting Field. 

Costs: 

Savings: 

(1) OLF's $12M (7 OLF's x 16700 SY x $1 00ISY) 
(2) Keeping Meridian open $30MNr 
(3) Moves cost 
(4) Additional PCS costs for splitting NFO training 

(1) Savings potential from reducing JPATS from 6 to 3 sites 
(2) Savings potential from JPATS complex 
(3) .Potential to close one addtional base (4 vs 3) 



OPTION 3 PENSACOLA-WHITING JPATS COMPLEX (MERIDIAN CLOSES) 

Notes: 
(1) Baseline excess fW airfield ops is 2010K (41%); Closing Laughlin reduces it to 25% 
(2) Meridian range status to be resolved. 
(3) Helo will remain at South Whiting Field. 

Costs: 
(1) OLF's $12M (7 OLF's x 16700 SY x $100/SY) 
(2) Moves cost 
(3) Additional PCS costs for splitting NFO training 

Savings: 
(1) Savings potential from reducing JPATS from 6 to 3 sites 
(2) Savings potential from JPATS complex 
(3) Potential to close one addtional base (4 vs 3) 




